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Foreword

The College Entrance Examination Board has long since ceased to be engaged
solely with examinations, and the examinations it now sponsors are not all concerned
with college entrance. It is not surprising, however, that in the minds of many, the
College Board is associated with "the College Boards"the Scholastic Aptitude
Test and the Achievement Testswhich constitute the Board's Admissions
Testing Program

This program, t largest by far of the Board's testing programs, has entered the
lives of over a million students in each recent year, affecting the decisions made by
hundreds of cclleges and the counseling services offered in thousands of schools. It
is natural that a program involving so many interests should have given rise to
many questions about its nature and value. The Board is indebted to Educa-
tional Testing Service (ETS), which administers the Admissions Testing Program,
for providing in this book information that will answer questions about the more
technical aspects of the program.

It is a genuine pleasure for me, on behalf of the College Board, to thank my
colleagues on the staff of ETS who worked so hard and well to assemble and report
these facts about the Scholastic Aptitude Test and Achievement Tests. I am keenly
aware of the special burdens that William Angoff has borne as editor, and share
with all who were involved in the project admiration and appreciation for the grace
and skill with which he brought the project to completion.

The publication appears at a time when changes in the Board's testing programs
are in the wind, some of them stimulated by the work and report of the Commission
on Tests, appointed in 1967 by Richard Pearson, former President of the Board,

to review all of the Board's existing examinations. gather evidence of the need for
change, and consider what tests 'ray be needed a decade hence." This book shows
that significant changes have taken place time after time in the Board's college
entrance tests, and it is fair to assume that further changes may well be necessary
if the program is to continue to fit the reds of col'iges, schools, and students. The
resourcefulness and talent underlying the techniques described in this book offer
promise that the best possible efforts will be brought to bear on the development of
whatever new tests and techniques the needs of the future demand.

Job/ A, Valoft(ne
College Entrance Examination Board

September 1970
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Preface

This repo,t, was prepared for the specialist who needs technical information about
the Admissions Testing Program of the College Entrance Examination Board. It
brings together the findings of a considerable number of studies of the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (sAT) and the Achievement Tests. It assumes a reader fairly well
acquainted with the concepts and statistics of educational rreasurement.

Three publications might be considered the book's predecessors: College Board
Scores, Their Use and Interpretation, No, 1, published in 1953; College Board Scores,
Their Use and Interpretation, No. 2, published in 1955; and 1957 Supplement to
College Board Scores, No. 2. These publications are a compendium of available
information on the College Board Admissions Testipl Program up to 1957. The
present book occasionally refers to the earlier documents, but focuses mainly on
more recent data.

The emphasis of this book is also somewhat different from that of its predecessors.
The earlier publications were, in a sense, "how to do it" books. Their purpose was
to describe how the tests might properly be used in admissions and guidance and
to provide data needed for interpreting the test scores. To a considerable extent,
this function 1ms been taken over by College Board Score &ports: A Guide for
Counselors and Ad missions Officers, which is revised annually and widely distributed.
Mention should also be made of the computation manual, Predicting College Grades,
published in 1961, and the Manual of Freshman Class Profiles, which was published
until 1969, when it was incorporated in The College Handbook.

These progeny of the old us,:r-andinterpretation books retain some of the "how
to do it" emphasis of their ancestors, but tend to be mor interpretive than explic-
ative. They do not, however, provide all the data needed for a comprehensive
technical evaluation of the tests. The aim of this book is to fill that gap.

The Board's Admissions Testing Program must respond effectively to a variety
of unique and complex demands, In order to indicate the setting within which the
grogram operates, the first chapter describes the program as a wholeits history,
how it is organized, the unique demands it faces, and technic 11 inc,t ters involved in
its operation that arise from the demands.

The second chapter discusses the SAT, the third is about tl.e Achi vemerit Tests.
The fcurth chapter interprets summary statist ics for various aubgroups of students,
and the fifth reports on some of I he extensive validity studies of the admissions
tests. The sixth and final charter summarizes the major findings of special studies
that have been made in connection with the SAT and the Aciievernent Tests..

Although there k quite properly. an interrelationship Z1/110114 the topics covered
in the various chapters. the drainers were written independently with the relent
that .arch would stand as an integral unit, containing all the ni,.terial relevant to it
However, since some material, especially that having to do with technical pro
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cedures, has relevance to more than one chapter, there is inevitably some repetition
across chapters.

The authors were chosen for their special competence in the subject of their
chapters, but the book as a whole is the product of many other persons, most of
whom are connected in one way or another with the Admissions Testing Program.
In fact, the contributors include a substantial number of the staff members of the
College Board and Educational Testing Service, and for this reason it would be
practically impossible to list them in this preface for the credit they richly merit.

Especially 1.elpful were those individuals who served with me on the review com-
mittee, some of whom were also chapter authors: William E. Coffman, John M.
Duggan, Henry S. Dyer, William B. Schrader, Robert J. Solomon, and John A.
Valentine.

Additionally, the following members of the College Board Committee of Examin-
ers in Aptitude Testing were of great aid in reviewing chapters in manuscript form:
Carl t3ereiter, Frederick 13. Davis, John R. Hills, Julian C. Stanley (Chairman),
Warren S. Torgerson, and Dean K. Whit la. A special debt, of gratitude is owed to
David E. Loye for his able editorial ass:stance and to the staff of the ETS publications
division for coordinating publication of the book.

The Admissions Testing Program i3 revised continually to meet changing con-
ditions,. Thus, it can be expected that this book, which describes the program,
will be revised as necessary to report new developments in the program and to
reflect the results of research on new as well as old problems.

Witham If. Angoff
EdLcational Testing Service

September 1970
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The Admissions Testing Program
WILLIAM H. ANOOFF and HENRY S. DYER

historical bockground

The College Entrance Examination Board was organ-
ized during a meeting held at Columbia University in
New York on November 17, 1900. The move cul-
minated efforts over several years in this direction by
the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of
the INfiddle States and Maryland, and a number of
educators in the East, notably Nicholas Murray Butler
of Columbia and Charles W. Eliot of Harvard. The
event was, according to the Board's first historian, the
first (organized "attempt to introduce law and older
into an educational anarchy which toward the dos:, of
the ninetecitli century had become exasverating, in-
deed intolerable, to sehoolamsters." tFuess, 1950, p. I)*

At this time there was, in the opinion of the founders
of the Board, appallingly little agreement among the
colleges about the types of subject - matter pmpariotion
and E tandards of proficiency required of the applicants.
One headmaster, for example, complained that out of
40 it r so boys preparing for college in his school, he had,
in reality, more than 20 different classes. The effect of
this odiversity on the secondary schools was to make the
task of preparing their students for college an extremely
difficult one, cod made the task of the student whq was
not ,ure which college he hoped to attend difficult and
confusing as well.

lio its atter Ipt then, to accomplish its 'impose and
introduce an order into the transition from school to
college, the College Board established the beginnings
of a system of syllabi or "course requirements" on
which schools and colleges could agree, and which might
form the basis of a system of examinations offering the
unVormity that was so badly needed. That is to say,
the examinations would be unicorn, in subject natter
and uniformly administered at unolorm times, but held
in many places to meet the convenience of tlic students,
and they would be uniformly graded. It was expected

*1' le authors wish to acknowledge e.-si,tanee i ro% hicd by
ti c outline, and, in many instanots, the particular pt, using
u,ed in Dr. Yuess*excellent oc FS kw ei the lion .crs history.
They also wish to acknowledge the in% aluabie enures of in-
t.( rmatk.n provided by the Culkge Board's Annual Reports.

(..:} I i' FF,1 t

that a system of examinations of this sort would effect
marked savings of time, money, and effort in a(""min-
istering college admissions, that it would greatly aid the
work of the secondary schools by reducing confusion
and easing the strain on students, and that it would
represent a cooperative effort of a group of colleges and
secondary schools to achieve a set of common goals
without asking the colleges to surrender their preroga-
tives as to the particular examinations they required
of their applicants or the manlier in which they might
wish to select their students.

It is important to recognize that the examinations
were secondary to the main purpose of the Board,
which was to provide a channel of communication be-
tween the schools and colleges and to encourage a de-
groe of uniformity in the secondary school curriculum.
On the other hand, it is more tlian likely that these pur-
poses would never have been achieved without the
instrumentality of the examination system which, upon
acceptance by the colleges as a way of setting standards,
effectively paved the way for the introduction of uni-
form curriculums in the schools.

In its first year of op ertion the College Board held
essay examinations in nine subjects: English, French,
German, Lit in, Greek, history, mathemat irs, chemistry,
and physics. The definition of the requirements in each
subject tatas taken from the recommendation of the
professional association in each subject-matter area.
The substance of tetath examination was then c'etcrmined
by a carefully selected committee of examiners. con-
sisting of well-known teachers and scholars in the lead-
ing colleges and secondary sc.lools in the East, who met
to confer on the gt neral content and structure of the
examinations and to decide on the specific questions to
be asked. After extensive preparation, the first exam-
inations were finally cdmmistered during the week of
June 17, 1901, to 973 candidates at 69 testing centers.
Thus, although the Board was as yet far from Iing a
national institution-75S of the 973 candidatel were
seeking admission to either Columbia or Barnardit
was at luasi -a going operation with the beginnings of a
mechanism for continuation.

As with the committees ( f examiners, committees of
readers were also chosen with care. These committees,



one in each subject, were assembled in the Columbia
University Library and graded i he papers in accordance
with a procedure that had been worked out and agreed
on in advance. A total of 7,889 examination papers,
averaging over eight papers per candidate, were read
and graded on a percentage-type scale, in which the
designations Excellent, Good, Doubtful, Poor, and
Very Poor were atta.died respectively to the ratings
90-100, 75-89, 60-74, 40-59, and below 40. Special atten-
tion was given to papers that were originally given
grades below GO. These were always reread and often
discussed at length.

In the second year, Spanish, botany, geography, and
drawing were added to the list of e)amination subjects.
In 1902 the number of candidates rose to 1,362, a 40
percent increase over the preceding year. Thereafter
growth WaS regular and continuous. In the course of the
first decade additional colleges became :embers of the
Board, and by 1910, as a consequenve of he growth in
membership, the number of candidates had increased
to 3,731.

An important early development was the creation of
a Committee of Review for the College Board as a
whole. Its main function was to examine the require-
ments in each subject and arrange with the committees
of examiners for modifying the requirements whenever
this F.eemed desirable. It soon became clear that the
very fact of the committee's existence had become an
important faQtor in the development of the secondary
school curriculum, for it had the effect of moving the
schools and colleges toward a badly needed system of
uniform standards. I lowever, like the establishment of
the Board itself, this change was not universally re-
garded as an unmixed blessing; many .')f the secondary
schools and colleges regarded the movement toward
uniform standards as a dangerous encroachment on
their autonomy. In 1910, therefore, partly in response
to this type of pressure, the evaluative designations for
percentage grades that had been introduced in the first
year of the Board's operations were dropped, and
schools and colleges were left free 10 attach whatever
evaluations , hey considered appropriate to the various
numerical grades.

During the second decade of the Board's existence the
philosophy c f examinations itself, espetially for admis-
sion to coliege, Legan to chanr,e, gravitating toward the
idea of "iviaprehensiv examinations," in which stu-
dents would not Ix asked to repeat the facts that they
had learned in school but to demonstrate an uncle r
standing of the relation of discrete facts to ore another,
to generalize the facts into working principles, and to
apply than to nese and unexpected situations. This
development-- the "New Plan, as it was called
Provoked violent objections from the voniserVati% es
who insisted that it would be impossible to prepare
students for the examinations, that it would lx: difficult
to grade the examination, and that examinations of
this sort would place a premium on superficial slave
1112.6:-S at the t Xi CI1Se of schola1sliip. At the same time the
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"New Plan" also tended to discourage attempts to out-
guess the examinations ;and to predict the particular
test questions that would appear in them.

By 1925 the College Board was ready to enter a new
era. Stimulated by the World War I Committee for
Classification of Personnel in the Army and its work
in the testing of "general intelligence," the Board
established a Commission to investigate the relevance
of these new psychological tests to the problem of col-
lege admissions, and on its recommendation appointed
an Advisory Committee of experts, including Carl C.
Brigham, Henry T. Moire, and Robert M. YPrkes, to
formulate a suitable test development approach. In
April 1925 the Board accepted the recommendation
that the psychological tests be administered in 1926
and appointed a committee of five with Professor
Brigham at its head to prepare and score the tests.
tVithin a short time the Brigham Committee produced
a manual on what they called the "Scholastic Aptitude
Test," explicitly distinguishing it from tests of achieve-
ment in school subjects but disclaiming any intention
to measure "general intelligence" or "general mental
alertness." In their preface to the manual they intro-
duced a paragraph which expressed a point of view that
is still regarded today as highly relevant to the use of
test scores:

"The present state of all efforts of men to measure
or in any way estimate the worth of other men, or to
evaluate the results of their nurture, or to reckon their
potential possibilities does not warrant any certainty
of prediction ... This additional test now made avail-
able through the instrumentality of the College En-
trance Examination Board may help to resolve a few
perplexing problems, but it should be regarded merely
as a supplementary record. To place too great emphasis
on test scores is as dangerous as the failure properly to
evaluate any score Or rank in conjunction with other
nh.asures and estimates which it supplements."
tlirigham, 1926, pp. 41-15.1

The first College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test
tsmr), a multiple- Choir examination for the most part,

added to the College Board Program and admin-
istered on June 23, 1326, to 8,010 candidates. During
the first two years. it coi.sisted of nine subtests: Defini-
tions, Arithmetical Problems, Clzissifwation, Artificial
Language, Antonyms. Nun1wr Series, Analogies, Logi-
cal Inferene, and Paragral oh Reading. In 1928 these.
were reduced to seven and a year tater to six. In 1929
1)r. Brigham decided that :t had bccome necessary to
divide the SAT illl t Sell:irate sections, one measuring
verbal aptitude and the other measuring mathematical
aptitude. The decision, to report two separate scores was
made in order to give differential weight to verbal and
mathematical aptitudes in avcordance with the nature
of the ctilWge to which the candidate was applying, and
in some insta lives, in accordance with the nature of the
curriculum within the college.

The v,irly 1930s brought additional changes. The
hoard MOW(' dill further toward developing coinpre-



hensive examinations in each subject that would call
upon a candida:C3 ability to integrate material that he
had learned from various sources in solving examination
problems. rather than merely to recall and reproduce
isolated bits of information. The Board also began to
express more active interest in experimentation and
tryout. They also concentrated on gaining more con-
sistency in their operation. It had been observed, for
example, that the number of candidates earning passing
grades was fluctuating much too widely from one year
to another. Sinee it seemed reasonable to assume that
the candidate populations were more stable than were
the difficulties of the tests, it was decided to fix the
proportion passing each test and not allow to vary
from year to year as it had in the past.

The period of the middle 1930s was a trying one for
the Board. The volume of June candidates had dropped
over 35 percer t in the six years from 1931 to 1936, and
the Board was under serious criticism by the secondary
schools that were chafing under the restrictions imposed
on their eurriaulums. In response to pressures from the
schools, the new requirements were broadened to stress
general principles and large aspects of the curriculum
rather than the detailed subject-matter material.

Technical aspects of test construction also received
increasing emphasis. For example, it was felt that the
examinations should not represent a mere accident of
the selection of questions, but a wide variety of areas
within each subject, yielding a score that would ade-
quately reflact the canaidate's ability and training. It
was also felt that attention needed to be given to the
reliability of the reading process as well as to the
methods of formulating the questions without sacrificing,
attention to the production of a set of examinations
that would continue to have a wholesome influence on
the schools.

In 1937, for the first time, an additional administra-
tion was irstitutedto be held in April, principally for
scholarship applicants. For the first time also, wholly
objective Achievement Tests were introduced at this
administration a move that accelerated the scoring
and reporting process, improved test reliability, and
permitted the examination of a greater variety of test
cor tent. 1 i 1938 the April administration was extended
to include applicants for admission to college who were
not scholarship applicants. From then on the April
admin:atrition gained in prominence until in 1910 the
number of students taking the SAT in April was larger
than the number taking it in June. Because of this in-
crease in the relative size (and importance) of the April
administiat ion it was felt necessary to provide a means
of compering AT scores on the April and June tests
directly. Beginning in June 1911, then, the scores on
eNery fo -rn of the AT were equated directly to the
scores on some preceding form of the SA's', and ultimate-
ly and indirectly to the April 1911 form. The group
trsted ir, April 1911 thus became the staridardinition
group, defining the continuing scale in terms of which
scores on all future forms of the SAT would le expressed.

In 1937 the Achievement Tests were fist reported on
a scale with a mean of 500 and standard deviation of 100
(like the scale which had keen in use for the EAT since
its introduction in 1926) and resealed each year on the
new candidate group. Two years later, beginning with
the April administration, adjustments were made in the
scales for each of the Achievement Tests in accordance
with the level and dispersion of the groat) choosing to
take that test, as reflected by the relevant (verbal or
mathematical) section of the SAT.

With the outbreak of World War II, Harvard, Yale,
and Princeton decided as an emergency action to
accelerate their program of studies and begin their col-
lege year in June or July. This shift made it necessary
for their 1942 candidates to take the April Achievement
Tests, which were now all objective, instead of sitting
for the six-day June Achievement Test program, which
in 1941 still consisted of essay examinations. It soon
became evident that in order to accommod, to itself to
these sudden changes, the Board would have to con-
firm a decision that had been under consideration even
before the outbreak of hostilities and commit itse'f
broadly to the plan that Harvard, Yale, and Princeton
had adopted on an emergency basis. TEis development,
which was originally intended as a temporary measure
in response to the nation's entry into the war, actually
marked the end of the June essay-type examinations
after continuous use for 11 years.

At the same time, the Board adapted itself in other
ways to the needs of the nation at war. The Board de-
veloped the V-12 Testing Program for use in the selec
tion of high school graduates for officer candidate train-
ing. It developed tests for the U.S. Armed Forces Insti-
tute and the Army Spe:ialized Training Program, and
involved itself in other operational and advisory capac-
ities to the Government. Toward the end of the war, in
anticipation of the large numbers of veterans returning
from the war who we uld be seekirg post :secondary
school education, it prapared tests designed for use in
college admission of veteran applicants. It furnished
Tests for scholaratiip av-ards sponsored by the "A'eating-
housi. ConTany and constructed special tests for the
Pepsi-Cola Scholarship Program. And it also assisted
in the preparation of qualifying examinations for the
Foreign Service, the Military Academy, the Naval
Academy, the Coast Guard Academy, and the Bureau
of Naval Personnel.

In 1917, with the formation of Educational Testing
Service Orin) and a greater focusing of the Board's
interests and activities on the transition front secondary
school to college, special testing programs were turned
over to 4:TS for manazernent according to the Board's
specifications, In subsequent years settle of these
programs. lit.e 11v program for the military and naval
academics, were incorporated within th,t general Ad-
rai:sions 'resting Prof. rain of the College Board. (At the
present time, MI of the service academies are members
of the College Board ind require its tests of their
cants.) Special schol trship programs, similar to those
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previously offered by Westinghouse and Pepsi-Cola,
also make use of the College Board tests and are man-
aged in behalf of the Board by the College Scholarship
Service staff at his.

By now, some 70 years after its formation, the Col-
lege Board has become a truly national organization.
It has also broadened its perspective in an effort to
respond to the greater variety of demands on the educa-
tional facilities of the country. In addition to the SAT
and Acliievernent Tests, which are the principal tests
of its Admissions Testing Program, the Board also
offers the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test, the
Advanced Placement Examination Program, the Col-
lege Placement Tests Program, the Comparative
Guidance and Placement l'rogram, and the College-
Level Examination Progra mCLEP, as it is known. The
last is a program of credit by examination for un-
affiliated students, and can also be used for evaluating
students who want to transfer from the Iowa, to the
upper division of a college, or from one college to
another.

The College Board has also developed a program of
aptitude and achievement tests in Spanish for Spanish-
speaking students who may be applying for admission
to universities in Puerto Rico or in the continental
United States. It has developed an English-language
aptitude test for African students applying for scholar-
ships in American universities (the AsPAU program).
It offers, with the joint sponsorship of ITS, the Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOE 'L), which measures
the proficiency of foreign students in the English
language. The Board also operates the College Scholar-
ship Service, which provides a service for determining
the need of students applying for financial aid and
assists in the administration of scholarship programs.
Finally, the Board has a program of guidance services,
a program of seminars for admissions officers and
another for guidance counselors, and a validity studies
computation service.

At the present time, as opportunities for post-
secondary education are being widely extended to
youths v.ho in the past would not have been college-
bound, the Board through its Commission on Tests is
re-examining its test offerings to see if they may be
modified and extended to assess a wider range of talent.

Adm ini,slratire considerations

The size and complexity of the Admissions Testing
Program and the variety of the demands upon it
generate a great range of administrative and psycho-
metric problems, each trquiring special solutions. This
section of the chapter will describe the general nature
of the program, the problems and conditions of its area
of operation, and its Alpinist rative solutions. Similarly,
the next section will describe its technical solutions for
the administrative and technical demands of the pro-
gram and will set the stage for more detailed discussions
in subsequent chapters.
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Nature of fhe program

The College Boar I Admissions Testing Program, as of
the 1968-69 year, consisted of a Scholastic Aptitude
Test (the SAT) and 15 Achievement Tests covering
English (Composition and Literature), six foreign
languages (French, German, Hebrew, Latin, Russian,
and Spanish), two branches of the social studies (Amer-
ican History and Social Studies, and European History
and World Cultures), two levels of mathematics (Level
I and Level II), and three sciences (Biology, Chemistry,
and Physics). The SAT is a three-hour test that yields a
verbal score and a mathematical score. The Achieve-
ment Tests are each one hour in length. They are given
in a single three-hour test session, during which a can-
didate may take any one, two, or three tests at one
sitting. Each test yields a single score.

During the 1968-69 academic year, the program's
tests were administered as follows: The SAT was given
in the morning on six Saturdays during the academic
yearin November, December, January. March, May,
and July; the Achievement Tests were offered in the
afternoon of cach of these dates, except the one in
November. Sunday sessions were also provided after
each of the six Saturday test dates to accommodate
candidates who observe the Sabbath on Saturday.
Depending upon college admission requirements, a
candidate could take the SAT on one date and the
Achievement Tests on another date, although both
types of tests may be taken on the five dates "hen both
are offered and many candidates do take them both
on the same date. Virtually all candidates take the SAT,
and in the 1938.69 year about 40 percent of them took
the Achievement Tests as well.

As an ad iliac( to the Admissions Testing Program, a
series of Supplementary Achievement Tests was given
on a single date in February in any secondary school
that wished to administer the tests to its own students.
The series consisted of five 30-minnte listening com-
prehension tests in five foreign languages (French,
German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish), a 90-minute
free-response test in Creek, and a (30-minute objective
test in Italia :. They were available to candidates who
registered for the regular Achievement Tests during
the testing year.

'Beginning h the 19711-71 year, new listening-reading
Achievement Tests in French, German, Italian, Russian,
and Spanish were introduced into the regular Admissions
Testing Program. The only Supplementary Achievement
Test offered in 1970.71 is the Greek 'fest. For detailed in-
formation on the scope and content of the Admissions Tes.
t Mg Program, see the latest editoms of the following: Bulle-
tin of Information, l4holastic Aptitude Test, Achr'etement
Tests; A th'S ription of the College Board .4.4 hotostie Aptitude
Test: and A Description of ow /Mord Achicivnicnt
7' c4s. These may lie obtained free of charge by writing to:
College b:ntrance Examination Board, Box 592, Princeton,
N. J. 085W.



As of the 1968-69 academic year, 834 colleges were
members of the College Board, and practically all of
them required their applicants to take at least the
Scholastic Aptitude Test. About 350 of the then mem-
ber colleges required some or all of their applicants to
submit Achievement Test scores as well, either for use
in admissions decisions or for course placement, or for
both purposes. Some colleges specified the particular
Achievement Tests to be taken, but most permitted
the applicant some freedom of choice. Although there
was considerable variation among colleges as to the
latest test date for which they would accept test scores,
there was an increasing trend toward acceptance of
earlier (junior-year) SAT and Achievement Test scores
for use in admissions decisions, whether or not the
student was applying under an early decision plan.
Many students also took the Admissions Tests in March
or May of their junior year for guidance and practice
and repeated them in December or January of their
senior year. Many, perhaps most, of these students
would also have taken the Preliminary Scholastic
Aptitude Test (PsAT), which is offered in the fall as a
semisecure test, principally for secondary school
juniors for purposes of guidance and familiarization
with the SAT type of test.

Typically, close to 40 percent of the candidates taking
the SAT in December or January in their senior year
have taken the test once before in March or May of
their junior year. One result of this fact is that the
students and their parents, as well as the schools and
colleges receiving score reports, have an opportunity to
observe a wide variation in score changes (gains as well
as losses) from the first to the second testing, and many
write to the Board and to ETS asking for an explanation.
These queries have become more frequent because of
the increasingly popular practice of taking the tests
twice and because of a general downward trend in
average score gains in recent years. The task of explain-
ing the problem of score change is not easy because the
explanation rests so heavily on considerations of error
of measurementa concept which is neither well under-
stood nor easily accepted by the nonstatistically
oriented. However, special efforts have been made to
clarify the problem of score change by conducting
theoretical and empirical studies, and then describing
the findings to test users in special score interpretation
booklets. (See Chapter II of this book.) The results of
these studies of score change are reported in Chapter VI
of this book.

Although test scores frequently play an active role
in college admissions, their use varies considerably from
one college to another. In some colleges formal predic-
tion equations are calculated, utilizing the secondary
school record, SAT scores, and sometimes Achievement
Test scores as predictors. The prediction equations rre
then used in conjunction with recommendations, prizes
and awards, nonacademic information about the appli-
cants, and results of interviews. Other colleges use
College Board scores in a less formal way. Some use the

scores to decide only about marginal candidates, and
some (principally certain of the state universities) use
them only for out-of-state candidates. Finally, some
colleges use the test scores, not for admission at all, but
for purposes of counseling and guidance and for place-
ment.

Because of the number of times a candidate may, if
he wishes, repeat the tests, it is necessary that the num-
ber of active secure forms be sufficiently large to permit
relatively infrequent reuse of a given form. To keep the
pool of active forms large enough to meet this degree of
flexibility, several new forms of the SAT and of each
Achievement Test are introduced into the program
each year.

All told, the number of candidates participating in
the program during 1968-69 was about 1,950,000. They
took the tests in over 4,500 centers, of which about 300
were located in some 100 foreign countries on all six
continents.

Administration of the tests

Administrative problems are generally of three principal
kinds: (1) those involved in bringing together the candi-
dates and the tests at the proper time, (2) those involved
in giving the tests under standard conditions that
guarantee maximum protection against dishonesty and
breaches of test security, and (3) those involved in
scoring the tests accurately and reporting the results
correctly and in sufficient time for appropriate use by
the colleges and schools.

Candidates are informed about the program through
a series of publications. The basic document explaining
the procedures to follow is the Bulletin of Information,
which is updated annually and distributed in appro-
priate quantities to secondary schools before the begin-
ning of the school year. It contains information on the
test offerings, the times and places where the tests are
given, and methods for registering for the tests. It also
refers candidates to The College Handbook, published
by the Board, the 1969 edition of which contains state-
ments compiled by 832 colleges that are members of the
Board. The statements include both general facts about
the colleges and descriptions of specific college charac-
teristics, such as their admission and examination re-
quirements, cost of attendance, financial aid programs,
and, in some cases, information and statistics about the
academic qualifications of enrolled students. Booklets
describing the SAT and the Achievement Tests are also
distributed in bulk to all secondary schools so that every
candidate can obtain a preview of what will be expected
of him in the testing.

The candidate registers for the tests by filling out a
registration form with the necessary information about
himself and indicates the tests he plans to take and the
scheduled date on which he will take them. If he plans
to take Achievement Tests, he need not specify the
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particular tests until he actually takes them.* From
lists in the Bulleti i of Information, the candidate selects
the center where he will take the tests and the ecleges
to which he wants his scores sent, and enters this in-
formation on the registration form. Once registered, the
candidate receives an admission ticket to the test
center. The ticket carries, along with other information,
the registration number he is to use on the test answer
sheets.

Test centers for each administration are usually
established a year in advance at secondary schools and
colleges, and if possible are located within 75 miles of
any candidate. The supervisor of a test center is usually
an official of the institution where it is located. Seven
to ten days in advance of a test date the supervisor
receives the necessary tests and supplies. One week in
advance he receives a roster of Ow names of candidates
assigned to the center for the test. The conjunction of
tickets and rosters provides a final check on whether
the right candidates arc taking the right tests at the
right time in the right center.

The effort to insure that tests are administered
properly begins with the appointment nd instruction
of the test center supervisors. Each supervisor is given
a Supervisor's Handbook and a Supertiscr's Manual, and
as a member of the temporary staff of Educational
Testing Service he is expected to master both docu-
ments and follow the directions in them. The Super-
visor's Handbook sets forth the general requirements of
test center management: for example, 1pe of facilities
and staff needed, handling of test ma:erials, seating of
candidates, timing, and maintaining test security. The
Supervisor's Manual is specific to the tests to be admin-
istered on a given date. It contains detailed rules for
conducting the test sessions, verbatim directions to
candidates, and forms for reporting on several aspects
of the administration including any irregularities that
may occur.

Operations of the test centers are continually re-
viewed by staff members of Educational Testing Service.
If testing conditions at a center are found to be in-
adequate, appropriate adji:st merits are made (including
replacing the stnervisor if necessary).

The number of candidates involvtd in any single
administration of the tests has so fa^ run as high as
632,000. Within four to five weeks after an administra-
tion the test scorns are sent to the coE,!ges. During this
interim period, the task of translating the marks on
test answer sheets into interpretable score reports is
accomplished largely by high -speed !coring and data
processing equipment. The task is complicated by the
fact that a candidate may have taken any one of many
possible combinations of Achievement Tests for

'In the 1970.71 }ear. M' debt who plan, to take cox of the
r list(ningreading kreign language At him um( nt
will have to site( ify on his Itegistrat km Form whit lan-
guages he wants to he tetted in.
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example, F,enci!, American History, and Physics, or
English, Chemistry, and Mathematics Level I. It is
further complicated by the fact that the English Com-
position Test may contain an essay section that must
be graded by readers. The fact that the score reports
..re now cumulative over a two-year period adds still
another dimension of complexity to the task of score
reporting.

To insure the greatest possible accuracy in this scor-
ing and reporting operation a series of checks is built
into the data processing system. The system is pro-
grammed to reject cases for which the information
needed for identifying the candidate or the tests he has
taken is inadequate or questionable, or for which the
markings on any answer sheet are such as to throw
doubt on the score. These rejected casessome seven
percent of the totalare scored by hand. In addiion,
a continuous quality control procedure, based on a 0.3
percent random sample of all the cases, provides a
constant outside check On the total system. Studies of
scoring accuracy show that over 99 percent of the SAT
and Achievement Test answer sheets are scored with no
errors and that errors tha t do occur are almost uniformly
one-point errors in raw score (six to ten points on the
standard scale). AU answer sheets are kept on file for
one year should any qcestion arise concerning the
accuracy of a scot e.

Test scores are accumulated from grade 10 through
grade 12 for high school students, and for one year for
candidates not in high school. To insure that a candi-
date's scores will be collated with those he may have
earned at earlier administrations, identification is
required of the candidate each time he takes the tests
name (expressed precisely the same on all occasions),
sex, and birth date, for example, and social security
number when available. Failures to secure precisely
uniform information of this sort from mite:a' i:r; candi-
dates occur in about 5 percent of (he cases in ntly given
series. In such ca-os only tile candidate's current scores
will appear on '.us report. Except for the special case of
twins who do not have social security numbers, the
additional controls on the data rare sufficiently rigorous
so that the probability that one candidate's s...ores will
be mismatched with (hose of another candidate is
practically zero.

!nriurnce on curriculum

Because of its involcenwnt in the important process of
transition from high school to college, the College
Board, through its Admissions Testing Program, is in
an unusually strategic position to exert a significant
influence on American secondary school education
because witty of the secondary schools tend to gear
their curriculum to what they expect will appear in the
next forms of the tests. This academic fact of life leads
to a key problem for Board policy and planning. If. on
the or tumid, Board tests fail 10 kl41) abreast of new



trends in curriculum, then the Board is considered
derelict in its responsibility to represent what some will
consider to be the best in American secondary educa-
tion. If, on fir? other hand, the Board tests respond too
quickly to the pressures exerted by overly enthusiastic
exponents of educational philosophies still inn the process
of development, then the Board is considered guilty of
leading Ainerican secondary education along ill-advised,
unproved, and dangerous pathways. Consequently, the
following philosophy has guided the Board, particularly
since the early 1940s, in the selection of content for
its tests: that its tests are constructed, not with a single
syllabus in mind, but with a blueprint based on sampling
widely and fairly the variety of courser represented in
the prominmt and well-subscribed curriculums through.
out the country.

Coaching

It is for this reasonthe philosophy just describe
that the publications of the Board have maintained
that special coaching for the examinations is neither
needed nor advised, and that little is gained by trying
to outguess and predict the content of the examinations.

The efforts of the Board in regard to coaching have
been directed not only to the students who would seek
quick acrd easy answers to the substantive test ques-
tions on the Achievement Tests, but, also, and more
particularly, to those who hope to improve their scores
on the far less curriculum-oriented test questions that
form the basis of the SAT. During the 1960s, with rapid
increase's in the numbers of students :coking admission
to college and the adoption of increasingly stringent
select ion procedures by wily of the colleges, the College
Board tests have come to lx regarded by many students
as barriers to college that must, at all costs, k over-
come. ]n response to what appeared to be an eager and
growing dc .nand, a number of publishers have market-
ed collections of test items purportedly representative
ofand, in some instances, apparently taken directly
out ofactual forms of the SAT. A parallel development
has been the rise of co:telling or cramming schools that
guarantee high score Ixnetits to studcuts who enroll in
their shortterm courses.

App .ailed by the subversive effect of these commercial
enterprises on the goals of education, the Board has
prepaid a special booklet (College Board, 19681
descrilring the effects of coaching. 'Hie booklet outlines
the findings of Seven studies conducted in this area
four by the College BoarclErs staff and three by
independent researcherswhich sl owed at best only
small and insignificant gains On t !It SAT resulting from
shot t term intensive coaching. As a result of these
studies the College llo.,rd trustees have prep: red a
statement, which is reproduced in the booklet, that
urges student s and their parents 1.o: to waste their time
and money on this kind of coachinp.

Security

Since scores on College Board Admissions Tests play
all important role in many colleges' admissions deci-
sions, it is not surprising that a few candidates try to
improve their scores by cheating. To pr::vent cheating,
Educational Testing Service has stringynt security re-
quirements for every phase of a test ac ministration.

Tests are printed by carefully scleel,ed printers and
shipped by traceable means. Every tes.,, book is sequen-
tially numbered, sealed, and inserted units of five or
ten in transparent plastic bags whirl , the test super-
visor is instructed not to open until t sting is about to
begin. No one is permi:tcd to examine' the test contents
before or after the administration. Orly the candidates
see the test questions. and then only .::luring the actual
administration. All test books, Ivied rand unused, must
be returned immediately after the testing to ETS, ..vhere
the books are counted to insure tat all have been
returned.

Educational Testing Service alsol gives test super-
visors specific instructions for the admi,:sion of candi-
dates to test centers and their assi;;nment to seats at
specified distances from other candidates. Constant
proctoring is required throughout th? test session. How-
ever, despite these precautions, a tst supervisor occa-
sionally observes cheating. More: often, evidence of
cheating is found later when An istitution has ques-
tioned a candidate's scores becasi'se of inconsistency
with the rest of his academic recor J.

In all investigations of individcals' scores, the sole
concern of the Board and ET:. is :o establish whether
the scores in question were or weee not earned by the
candidate w ithout unauthorized as sistance. A candidate
who is suspected of having cheat'xl is offered a retest
without prejudicethat is, rich nit reporting to the
institutions designated by the candidate to receive his
subsequent scores that the invest i .;at ion has been made.
The results of t h.? retest are used to confirmor to
invalidatethe scores reported fc r the original test.

It is evident that ali the above mentioned influences
the attempts to shape the curriculum to reflect the
content of the tests, to coach are cram for tests, and
finally, to find extralegal or ((the. wise unethical means
of inflating the test score' 11eri 'c from an unrealistic
end exaggerated view of the imp ()Hance of test scores
on the part of studeAs and test u ters. Hence, the Board
in its various publications and its frequent personal
contacts with test users has ry xlecily tried to put
test scores in their proper 1 crst eutive. It id isys the
colleges that the tests should iT7t be overemphasized
and that the lest results should .tot constitute the sole
basis for evaluating the prods] lc future surer: of a
candidate. but should be censic ered along with other
relevant factors such as the st):x)I record, the recom
emulations Of teachers, the roc° -d of special prizes and
awards. extracurricular activiti s. and frequently the
observations resulting from into views.



Psychometric considerations

The psychometric problem:; of the Admissions Testing
Program are similar to those found in the production
and interpretation of any battery of tests having mul-
tiple forms. The complicated nature of the program
and the many populations and purposes it nmst serve,
however, demand solutions that are somewhat out of
the ordinary. The following 1.,iragraphs will briefly
define the situation with respect to: 1) the validity of
the tests, 2) their reliability, 3) parallelism among the
forms of any given test, 4) the development and main-
tenance of a score scale, 5) the development of norms,
and 6) miscellaneous factors that must he taken into
account id interpreting scores.

From the standpoint of many of the colleges that re-
quire their candidates to take one or more of the t:sts.,
the main purpose of the tests is to help select a freAt-
man class that is academically cm:dine/1. A second try
purpose, but one that is increasingly itiivort ant, is to
help in the guidance and course Hack:went of admitted
freshmen.

The validity of the tests for purposes of st.lection is
indicoted by allSAVITS to two kinds of questions: 11 To
what extent can the test scores increase the accuracy
of predicting the candidate's academic standing in
college? 21 'low well do the test scores refoct the
quality of the candidate's academic performance inn
secondary school? A third question bearing upon the
validity of the tests is also occasionally asked, namely,
how well do the ic,t scores help to forecast the quality
of an individual's eventual contribution to sokit.ty?

Thl. :111S %%VI'S. to all three questions dc,termine the
emphasis a collc,go 1,1:1, es on test :cores in deciding
xviictlic,r or not to admit a particular candidate. In this
conn-Ttion much &Tend,: the admissions policy
of the college, upon its translation of policy into ration il
action, and upon the quality of the catididatt,s it
attracts- -all of which suggests that no single set of
olerations can define the validity of the Admissions
'Pests for purposes of 1 tralidate selection. Some colleges
arc mainly interested in the prediction of marleinie
standing Others may disregard predic tion altogether
and settle for describing the candidate not in terms of
what he may become but in terms of what he i,. Still
others may Lk, his comerneir m it h the candidate's
present academie status. or milli his 1 hances of making
good grades, than with identify ing those tot &ties that
in preset it,d to he basic to a satisfying :Ind fruitful
caner in the post-a. ollcgi world. The relative merit: or
these sever11 appro,ii Ices to sults lion. (+1" any tool! ma
tions of them, are not hen% under di., The
validity question is to %%kit extent the' Adnia.-ion,
Testing Program can irox id- Inca -tires hat in rile% ant
to these ;11,1,10,1t

ti

The validity of the tests for purposes of coarse place-
ment has received relatively little systematic study.
There are, however, two basic models for such studies.
In one case the scores on approariate tests, taken at
entrance to college, are correlated with final grades in
particular freshman courses to see how accurately they
predict Ierformance in these courses. In the other case,
the tests are given to enrolled students upon completion
of each of several courses in a sequence for example,
first semester French, second Sr2inester French, third
semester French, etc.) to determine, first, how closely
the test scores appi.oximate the level of performance in
each course as Illeaiured by cone irrent criteria such as
final examination grades, and secondly, how well the
tests measure the I rogress of students from each course
to the next ;Wove it. Here again, the validity of the
tests for placement will vary from one type of course
to another within a given college, as well as front college
to college, in accord:nice with the way freiliman in-
struction in any given field trio:, be organised and in
accordance with Ca. level and content of the subject

Studies hearing on these questions are examined in
detail in Chapter V. At this point. it is worth noting
that the meaning of validity 'n the context of the
Admissions Testing Program is not confined solely to
pructictice validity. Validity can Mean :111 appropriAte
content balance ;,s; well. The content of the College,
Board tests has from the very beginning been governed
by 4.44,11Inittees rf examiners who art_' chc,so a from the
faculties of secondary schools aril colleges representing
a wide geographic distribution and a variety of content
interests and educational (mph ises. 'These ,,ormoittecs
meet to decide on 1111111111:1" of each type OF ilein to 140
included in the lets, the distribution of item content,
the degree to whieli the item, rt present various current
orricular and the n nitre of the ration -1 or

psycli,dogieal processes required by the item. Care is
taken. in their specifications for the test, not only to
maintain on ;Havre ri;ite ;t1-o a
halance in the didiculty of the concepts that au'; being

Rri;q1,r1:1,g

The reli.ahility each form 1)1C.l.Cii
Testing l'rograni is rout nely cst MLitt'," alter its

first form al arhn ni-tration, eniin.irily 14 mesons 4+1 the
liuder-ltichards,,,n formula 2 1. adap!ed frith
formula 1{-kW rc-. radi sue h c-timah, i endin
wily bisect urn a spct sdk. loci snIplc of It loner

io ;Old
:I, many a: .2.1E HI cases. Front the -rind 44,irti 44f Ow
test 41,4r, however. I la, reliabi ily coeth, lent ;Ind cror-
of in, i-tirciwll nave i alcd trill ;144v 14,14-(je44f44" form

of a lest in the 11. ;:jam c,,n ho 10 lift], re re than
academie in14.1-4t. In .1 %11.rc I

form of le -t a ...intro! ill. -..clat ally itu



predictable, the importart question is wlwther the
genera) level of reliability is suflicienti high and
reasonably uniform to permit the test user to operate
on the scores from any unspecified form with an ex
amount of confidence. subsequent tables in this
book will show, the level of reliability as estir, ded by
K-1? 20 across the active forms of any part olar t..st
is reasonably uniform,

Parolitli:on of f:iiits

.'or all heir consistncy, 'he estimates of reliability do
not, of course, provide sufficient information in them-
selves concerning the an °Lint of error variance that
must be allowed for in interpreting scores It is neces-
sary to assume, in addi ion, that the forms of any
particular test tare parall 1 in respect both to ,ontent
rind dillicolfY (Lord, 19N11. TO the extent that this
assumption is not inet, the actual standard error of
measurement for a scorn irrespective of form will be
slightly larger than that :ported for a sore on anx- one
form. 'file fact of t ht. 4.7a Iter is that the assumption of
parallelism does not in al probability hold exact ly from
form to forte. and the legree to Nvhicl, it does hold
probably varies: Emir one test in the A,hnissioa. Testing
Program to another. 'I bus. because of the gradual
changes that :ire intro luccd into the Achievement
'Vests in response to ail urges in ( einpi:isis,
successive fortes of the t'heinistry Test. for example,
cannot hr regarded :o having the same degree of
parallelism as do ...ticcess,ve forms of Iltl S.NT. ACCOr11111,,;-
ly, the difference btwc?ti lb.- actual and the rep,rted
standard error of ineast cement for the Chemistry Ti..t
is very 111,(1Y to he slit /Illy larger than the diticrmwe
bet %%vett the actual in I the repined St:11111,1111 errors
of measurement for ei'' :-:("011 'II the SAT.

The effort to aellie%e ;inning ti,, forms
centers on the definit ion of Ow test specificat lows .,ltd on
the rItychpqrrilt ref test firma that ;Ldlwri to Hie
specifications. The sp.'iliii.itions for ;iiiy given test in
the program consist of three principal cleim tits: I the
distribution of item ( iI i,nil,. 2 the dish-ilmtion of
iietn-tent and perhaps nn,st import:mt.
:1, the dist rihulion Of 1 eta ,nnlent.

Index, in Ill ;mil toelhi el -I

correlation me rout inn y prepared and v lei t n(onu at ion
;about I aralleli min sit, cessie form, of test in resix I

to their oN trail (tiff], ulty and Irronegelleit-. however,
these statistics hot no infrr1t1.11;,11 ,ibe,11} 11;e

1,.11-,iiirli,111 Of 'dent ohtent. This ;i,perI of the
puns lets ri...otolis for Iwo reasons. First.
it del onds upon 11,fin,r1 i.rh,gorir s of s

and pro,1.--c.,. 111.1t leave row,' for .11111,1.4:111111

it to ln, ir,11 Ott OW 1.ilt of :--;( 11161,..

with 1 1 1 0 ae,unxil, lion ut n w d. 1 1 : 1 on t I t. 11.1111::1/14

nature of the a.utd ill iropuhilirro. the seirr»Trry
stilt 1110!il.... 1,1 Ilia Ht. 1 ti.ti oHlti,1111- 1,1 the

there is ;1 11111111,11S melt to ,hat voe the too-

tent of the lasts. In s'iort, strict parallelism in test con-
tent, even if it were attainable, would tend over time to
bring about a rediirtien of validity. This problem is met
by a conscious communise in the content specifications:
changes in content re introduced slowly so that the
active forms in nse over any five-year period are ape
proximately intercha Igeable as far as content is COIL -
cerned. The rate of change in the content of the SAT IS
les., rapid than that of most of the Achievement Tests.
For this reason, although the SAT itself is constantly
evolving, the prows: is sufficiently slow to permit it to
be regarded in a very al sense as the principal stabiliz-
ing force in a (flanging and developing Admissioni
Testing Program as it develops over the years.

//c.o.? a.ttaillsis

By means of a detai cd program for pretesting and item
analysis it has been to assess the and
iiiscritninnting pow it of the items, to select items of
appropriate statistical l'11:11%ll'teriStit'S, to <ii:ignios:
sourer, of dinbiguily run] detect ieasons for failure to
provide ;iduquatti iliscriinindtiion, and in general to
trxrrrt a signitic;int r egret, of control over the slat istiet-1
properties of tlw teat form:.

211thougli the in lyres of pretest items yield a variety
Ill, principal statistics are the indexes

of item) difficulty aid item diseritninalion. The index of
item clidiculty. ref ,rrell to as -delta,- is a function cf
the percent passim: lore item. It is t he normal deviate if
the point above which li,s the 1413001011 Of the drii
under 'be curer ()11/a/ to 1110 proportion of corrct t
responses tc the it mi. It is expressed in terms of a
whosa ii10(11 NV11,7,0 .,"t:11141:1111 docialion is t.

used for I 'it
jut sits. 111:1\' tIPk r in level of ;thility tee m

the standaid iefererice group that wits originAly us.,d
to seale the lie, cssary to render the rate. or
ohs.,10,/. di lt,et ,,Haiiied Irmo successive iTelest;i
r.inpor,:biie to m o ;mother hy ;ill equating procirdur,..
This procedure requires that the pi..v,' trriter.Lil

of 11,1V 11,,o7.- Ix ;,dinitristered togcthr wilt as

:11111114, Of I rk.V1 it,,rris w hose ,t;mdf. or
, ;r, 11,110- terms

of the yrforinatiee r,1 the st.nol,Iiir4 reference poioll
:ir known. Vol" it h such item in obs. rani delta

1711.i11.11 ,11 pretest \\It 1 Ih .-
new of ,rani e ill i vilii,s Hid led ,lie
erirrited d, lt,t t dues on dritlim,tic rdir.
resulting plot typwall)- tells in an elonizati ri,
narrow t, preserti'd by ,1

fr,iiteritl% in the kipper .!rtr.s. The hilo tielmed
this it al, elated trom the means ,itid stand ird

th .i!1,1 v1111.11,4 dl- 11.1,. is
I .11\ t rl Ili, il, rat '10.11,1116es hir pri.tr -I :soup ris
oli-erteri dr111. to 0,1 for

the stand in ad.reme popoletion iou ale ,l Lich

.11111,,Hglt tho ,h -'rani -
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since they are dependent on the abilities of the various
groups to whom the items have ',wen administeredthe
equated deltas are all defined in terms of the same
standard referLnce group and are therefore directly
comparable iThurstone, 1947),

In the assembly of each new form of a test, care is
taken tc ',ring the mean and standard oeviat ion of the
equated deltas as dose as possible to those of previous
formsexcept, of course, when the population shifts
and it is deemed necessary to adjust the difficulty of the
new form to make it appropriate to the new population.

A second statistic that is regularly calculated for
every item is the biserial coefficient of correlation be-
tween the item and an appropriate criterion, usually
the total score on the test. These biserial correlations
are used for three purpwes: first, to flag items that may
be ambiguous; second, to assess the worth of item, as
discriminators; and third, to provide a basis for check-
ing on the degree of homogeneity among the items of
the test. It is this last consideration that has a bearing

the parellelism amo3g test forms. Since a certain
degree of heterogeneity is regarded as desirab1:2' in any'
lest in the priigram, and is in part predetermined by
the content specifications of the lest, sow items with
relatively low biserials as well as some items with
relatively high biserials may be included It henever a
new form is being Ian together. Consequently, the
degree to which the' means am! standard deviations of
the bis:rnels over form: agree becomes an impertant
consideration in estimating the parallelism among the
several forms.

The data routinely produced hi the analysis
yield additional information regarding the behavior of
the item, and are particularly useful in making revi-
sions. These include Lie number of ieople choosing
each option of the item, tc.'' Icrcent passing the item.
the number of people nntifting the item, the number
not reaching the nein (presumably because of instilli-
cie.it How the mean total SCOrei,n the lest fur thus('

ncchoosing cash option is well as for those omitting it
and for tlios, not tea lung it ,ind the number of people
in each of five ability 4roul,5 ins defined by the total
score on the test cbn ising each option. From these
fremtnii.s and means it is possible. to determine. f.ur
eNample, whether the i'tin is appropriately chill alt for
the group taking it a id whether it is appropriately

Ilse sequence of items in the test. It is also
possible to determine ,a-ther an illAlfri`i I option is
sufficiently attractive to Ilse Itss able examinees to be
helpful, and whether it draws so many oldie more able
eNamimes that it way indicate the Iris-sin' of an
ambiguity. This information ,ilso makes it pos,ifile to
determine ju-t %%11(4-1. On the trintillO(1111
item is making it, maximum di scrimination ;111d, in ;in

m,av, whether the uhanoteristie curve for
each of the item tioas, including the correct option,
is in,,notonie as it should be.

Jo

Tcsf aitaly.4s

After the first formal administration of each test form
a specially selected sample of answer sheets (at least
900, as was pointed out earlier, and sometimes as man:.
as 2,000) is assembled and a report of a detailed analysis
of the test is made. Reliabilities and standard errors of
measurement of the separately timed parts of the test
are calculated, as well as intercorrelations among the
parts cod the total score. Assessments of s eeded ness
in terms of percent completing the test are maae, and
distributions of the total formula score are presented,
not only for the special sample but for all students tak-
ing that form. In addition, distributions, moans, and
standard deviations are given of the number of items
answered correctly, the number answered incorrectly,
the number omitted, and the number not reached. As
an additiomil check on speeded ness, a bieariate plot is
given of score versus number of items attempted.
Filially, distributions, means, and standard deviations
are given of item deltas and biserial correlations for
each RI larately timed section of the test. All of these
data are summarized and evaluated in an introductory
text to each test analysis, which is 'lien used :n guiding
the develujiMent of future forms of test.

T score salt

The results of all the tests in the Admissions Testing
Program are reported on a score scale running front
2)0 to 600. The nature of the program imposes en this
store scale a numbur of requirements, most of which,
it the present state of the art, can be met only approx-
imately. These requirements are as follows:

I. The number designating any position on the scale
must represent the some level of compel (glee for a iy
form of a given test. Thus., :1 score of 56:3 on the verbal
sea ti,olllif the should fepresent the same degree of
competer,e in the fun( measured by the' test re-
gardless of %%twitter the candidate takes Form A or
Form I) or Form t; of that test. If, for imdance, the
mean difficulty of the item, in Form A ktIpt.115 Ia
:-(11noi%11.11 gn.:iter than the 1110;intlitliCtilty Or the items
in Form I), this difference in average item difficulty
f-1101:1I have no elfk %%lad ever on lle staled score a
candidate is likely to receiNe. Thus, nn candi(late should
lie put at i d ark antage or disadvantage because
of the fortuitous administration of ,in easy or difficult
test form. Th. prokibility of his obtaining a sealed
score of .',63 on Form A be the same as I he
probability of his obtaining a scal,(1 score of .563 on
Form I / or any other 4, urrcitt film of the Iu

2. The number designating :any on the scale,
inmt represent the s,iine level of competence for :my
indi1 idol' or group of indiyi hials taking the test, The
same (inversion from raw to Sc,i1Cd scores urn a form
of a test is u,ed. %%heftier the candidate is a male or a



female, whether he comes from the North or the South,
whether he comes from a public, independent, or church-
related school, or whether he plans to major in fine arts
or engineering. st ore is simply a reflection
of his raw score -that is, thi. number of items he
answered correctly minus a fraction of the number he
answered incorrectly. It does not reflect the background
characteristics of the candidate except insofar as they
may have affected his performance on the test and
caused him directly or indirectly to earn a higher or
lower score on the test.

Sintilarly, so long as we are .)lirating with a system
of parallel forms, the conversion from raw to scaled
scores is independent of the background ihiaracteristics
of the samples of individuals, indeed, independent of
the specific ability- characteristics of the samples used
in deriving the conversion. Within broad limits the
same conversion equation relating raw to scaled scores
would result whether the individuals in the salmi:1.es an
male or female, adequately or inadequately trained,
homogeneous or clisiwrsed. On the other hand, ''llen we
arc dealing with tests of dissimilar function, say French
and Spanish, the L'Onven:ion equation depends quite
crucially on the characteristics of the samples.

3. The number designating any position on the scale
must r..)present the same level of competence for :lily
test administration. That is, a score of 627 on the
Chemistry Test should represent the same (egret, of
measured comt.ettince in chemistry whether the test is
taken in 1)cceniber or I\ larch or July. The corollary of
this is that if a candidate takes a given test twice, inn!
if there ha.. been any nwasui)ible change in his coni-
ictence between the two testing'. the different-e be-
tween his two scaled scores on the test should, within
the limits of sampling circor, reflect that change, even
if he has taken a different form of the test on the two
occasions.

4. The number designating any position on the realm
for one test 4) g., Chemistry.. is comprroble to the salvo
nunitxt on the scale fur :mother test ,!e.g., French
the 1--(31St2 that the two numbers represent the santr
relative positions in the safile reference populatior.
Thus, a score of 503 on t! e Chemistry Test and ;tsar,.
of 563 on the French Test both represent 14a-torn-lames
0,0 ;standard deviations above the ineriii of the same
reference group, assuming that all members of that
group have. 1),,d adequate preparati )11 for the tests ut
Ix lh Chemistry and French.

One of the most persistent misconceptions of tie,
2ro.soo scale used for reporting the results of Colli):0
Board tests is that it is at standard score scale out w
40 represents the lill.;111StOre of all College Boaid can-

didates rind 1(x represents the standard deviation of
their stores. w1nother tilisteinteption is that :;(11) ;Ind tool
represent the nwan and standard dieviation of 11

college freshmen. Still :mother is that 5)00 ;tied ItH1

represent the 111F'311 :111(1 standard deviation of all
stiondary st hoed seniors. The fact is that the numb. rs

500 and 100 simply refer to the mean and standard
deviation of the group of 10,654 candidates who hap-
pened to assemble to take the tests in April 1941 and
who were used to define the scale system for the College
Board. Since tl .at group is of interest only from a his-
torical point of viewin the sense that it simply marks
the origin of tlir, present College Board scaleand has
no normative significance or usefulness in interpreting
College Board scores, the 500-point similarly has no
special significance-) other than that it is midway betweea
the end points 2)0 and SOO. The real significance of
College Board scores lies in e continuity of the scales
in the face of changing test forms and changing popula-
tions and the fact that the scores have different norma-
uve or evaluative meanings dei,.ending on the choice of
the normative group. The scaled score of 200 does not
stand for a raw score of zero; it is simply the lowest
score reported. The scaled score of 800 does not stand
for a perfect raw score; it is the highest. score reported.
This is not to say that a score of 200 and a score of 800
will be possible on every form of every test. Some I 2titS
or test forms will be relatively difficult, with the result
that the minimum possible score on the test will be
above 200, and scores of 200 will not be possible.
Similarly, some tests or test forms will be relatively
easy, with the result that the maximum possible score
on the test will be below 80(l, and scores of 800 will not
be pHs i1,k. Slime of this variation is Ili) natural CODSC-
(111.1/1e of rules fluctuation in the construction of
alternate forms. Scene of it, however iespecially the
failure to real I '200 ), is the natural consequence of con-
structing test) that are especially designed to be ap-
iiroi)riate to highly select and able groups of candidates
--for example, those who elect to tune the Physics Test
or the Mathematics Level 11 Test.

Unlike tithe r scales in common use that have built-in
normative meaning. there is no inherent toeaniog
el:timed for the College Board scale system. \\Mei) ilor-
mat ix interprel ;Worts are required, test users are urged
In colleet tla,ir /inn local norms. In some instances
special norms studies :ire cenclocted by the Board. The
meaning of the College Board scale is the meaning that
is given to it by. the test user himself. As he uses the
scores. he comes aver the of tint to attach cer-
tain kiv,wil levels of competence to the 'ores on the
scale. That is to say, he learns to understand and .ipre-
Hale the -meaning- of a score of 56.1 in the same silis
that he has earned to iffilli.N1OVI and appreciate the
-meaning- )1111 int his, n process which is IN)ssible only
it I he units rem lain constant. It is for this reason that
the College Board devotes its effort to the job of p
serving the (oust:ince of that meaning. and it (1,,,l'; so

11Y aft entree le system of forindo-5)rin equating. 'Hut
system stilt Ike described in the !text two chapters.

The fuo t inn et norms for I 1111egl tUS1A is to
pr. iile big') a tool gull ince counselors and college.
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admissions officers with a means of comparing a eandi-
date's test perform lice with that of certain well-
defined groups of stuCents. These groups are of three
principal kinds: those made up of individuals drawn at
random from the mr.tion's secondary school seniors,
those made up of inctviduals who arc applying for col-
lege admission, and Close made up of individuals who
have enrolled in college. By omr.aring a candidate's
scores with those eari.-..d by a group of the first type,
it is possible to evaluate his perfonaalice relative to the
entire cohort that is. all the individuals in the country
who are potentially co,m.)etitive with him. By compar-
ing a candidate's teas scores with those earned by a
group of the second t the candidate and his coun-
selor should be able ir get some notion of whore the
candidate stands aeadmoically within t he population of
students who hope to go to college. By comparing his
scores with those ma,l2 by a group of the third type,
some information shun uld be forthcoming as to where
the candidate will etc nil with respect to the academie
demands that will be placed upon him after he gets
t here.

There are, of sours., many meaningful groupings of
students bonded for et Hege and enrolled in colleges. The
roost useful normative data are those that tell the can-
didate, his counselor, and the college admissions officer
how the candidate cunpares with the group that is
applying to a p..rticular college in which he may be
interested and also ith the group that will enroll at
t hat college.

Such individual col eg, norms .ire available for many
of the,520 College liar rd member colleges in the 1967 69
edition of the llaluo 1 of Ereslanan (Treaty Prof iie:. In
nuosl instance:: the-. individual college norms apply
only to sm. scores. since the majority requires only t his
lest. llowever, some colleges require spe.)ifie .Nchieve
MUHL 111(1 1)1110'I' norms for these

The test norms taring in the 3/finiml ("Fres/mum
floss Iln)litcs do not sake the customary f crtn of tables
of percentile ranks. Typically, a ,1.1tege reports three
series of statistics en each test. sxt -verbal, and mathe-
matical. sans times o r one or more of the Achievement
l'ests. and sometimes on class rink. The three series are:

a frequency distribution of the scores of its iipplicaols
in the year just previi os to publication, 21 the nurnher
accei led at o.rcii of the score intervals. mri 3) a fre-
quency distribution of the acre'ted students chn
.utually enrolled. Wlaf appropriate. se orate norm,:
of this :ort are given for men and voincii,

Simi, only a frail r. n of the Board me nbr
supply the data for the individnil collage norm,.
national norms, low I on cdpiiiibilus in most inAinces.

r I '04.1,4;1,140 ,t 111,11.11,,ill
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are also provided in the booklet, College Board Score
Reports: A Guide for Counselors curd Admissions Officers.
These are presented in the form of percentile ranks. The
groups of students on which they are based vary from
test to test, but in general, include all candidates tested
over the course of the year, beginning with the May
administration and ending with the March administra-
tion. Within the candidate group homogeneous sub-
groups are found by amount of training in the subject,
where this kind of subdivision is appropriate, and,
where appropriate, by secondary school class and sex.

The central problem in furnishing norms for the Col-
lege Board Admissions Tests grows out of the fact that
it is difficult to define appropriate populations or sub-
populations to be sampl...d. The characteristics of the
i.opulation applying to colleges in the Board member-
shill may change from year to year. These changes are
the result of a number of factors: the general and con-
tinuing increase in the proportion of secondary school

udents going on to college; the increase in the number
and kinds of colleges requiring the College Board Ad-
missions Tests; variability over time and over colleges

the de,-ree to which colleges arc selective in the art
missions process; changes in the test requirements of
the college;; variability in the time of year at which
candidate:, take the tests: the changing patterns in
secondary school curriculums: the mobility of secondary
school students. To deve'op overall 1101'171S diStribUtiOni,
under these condit i0t1S, it is necessary to assume, first,
that the changes in any candidate population over a
limited period say, two to five yearsare not suffi-
cient to make for anything more than negligible ellangcs
in the characteristics of the skint, distribution for flint.
population, and second, that the total group of (midi
dams taking a test for any laid ietilar college or for the
Board mend wr colleges is .1 whole in allY given yea
coast it utrs a repre,ento live sample of all the candidate.;
in 0111' or the otho- category who cyitl be taking the test
in the following two-to-five-year period. 't'h extent to
which these a,sumplions hold can be estimated by
extr.q4,3i4o1 from t :11110011i of stability to hr found
in the score distributions over past yea's. Detailed data
on this point wilt api war in subsequent chapters.

1/4:0,1-41,11 1,`,4

alt the rresent time all the tests in the College loars1
- Test ing l'n 'gra m are scored by the formal..

Hight mrnir. IN 41, Wr'ngt n. chore n one less
than the monl,r , hoiees fixer item. 'to numbcr of

cites v.iric.,:-0111,111,11 from test to test. but is
tie.)

The de, i-ion to score by f..rinilla rather than to scar.

-tob ill. rat i- Inic 1.r ilk Et).gli.
I ',pl. Lint I

Ow I d by re .1d. r-. I 11.,,I,Jtl \
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for rights only simply a count of the number of items
answered correctlywas arrived at by the following
line of reasoning: In a rights-scored test the best
strategy for the candidate would clearly be to attempt
every item. However, it has been argued that it is
educationally unsound and even morally improper to
encourage students to guess at items about which they
have little or no knowledge. On the other hand, it can
also be argued that for various reasons it is similarly
imnroper to give the candidates directions tha' are less
than completely structured and infcimative. Most
persuasive is the argument that, aside from the difli-
cults, of preparing appropriate an.i candid directions
for a rights-scored test, permissive or unstructured di-
rections allow candidates who are it ore inclined to
guess to earn higher scores on a rights::cored test and
will give them an unfair advantage over candidates
who are not so inclined. This argument hs supported by
the results of a study conducted by Swineford aid
Miller (1953), .11:ch was designed to investigate the
effect of different guessing directions on actual guessing
behavior. It led to the conclusion that, in respect to the
problem of guessing, formula scoring is to be preferred
over rights scoring, even under cond tinny of rights
directions, and especially to be pref. rred when the
accompanying directions are so phrased his to discourage
random guessing.

hr tests or testing programs whene the premium
placed un high scores is not great, diff.rences in scores
that result from differential tendencies= to guess might
conceivably be tolerable. However, in the case of the
College Board Program it was felt the t the reward of
college acceptance was perceived to t too great, and
the competition among candidates for that reward too

keen, for the I3oard to tolerate score advantages of this
sort, however small or rare they may be, especially when
the test scores constitute a significant part of the can-
didate's record. Thus, to reduce the effect of guessing
the decision was made to score the SAT and Achieve-
ment Tests by formula, and to prepare directions for
taking the tests that would discourage the candidates
from strictly random guessing. It Was also agreed that
for the sake of consistency the NAT should also be
scored by fionnula, even though it is not ordinarily used
as a ',elet.:t ion instal mer 1.

The decision to adopt formula scoring brought with
it a need to snake additional decisions, fur example,
with regard to the trecttment of negative scores, which
will occur when the number of wrongs in a test with
five-choice iteMS 13.; mere than ',Our times the number of
rights. This particular decision was supported by the
results of a study by Boldt (1968), in which it was found
that there was valid discrimination in the region of
negative formula scores. In r.in effort to discriminate
among candidates with different degrees of misinforma-
tion, differentiations on the scaled score scale are made
:old reported for candidates with different negative
scors. Although in tIeory Ibis procedure allows dis-
criminations as low as --22 on SAT-verbal, for exarmile,
and as low as 15 on sAT-mathematical, virtually no
candidates earn scores lower than ---10. The :ac,lil:ahk'
r: :ape of ncgulive crows is Clore than 41(11.3(01,th' to Inake
the discriminations needed in that part of the score
cent

The foregoing psyel...()letrie considerations find their
applications in the context of the s.AT and the Achieve-
ment Tests, which are dealt with in the chapters that
follow.
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The Scholastic Aptitude Test
THOMAS F. DONLON and WILLIAM H. ANGOFF

The pqrpose of the SAT

The Scholastic Aptitude 'fest (SAT) is a measure of basic
reasoning abilities in two areas: verbal and mathemat-
ical. It provide; a separate score for each of these areas,
and is intendei to supplement the school record and
other information about the student in assessing his
competence for college %%ork. It is a broad-gauge instru-
ment, providing effective discrimination over most of
the range of academic ability of college-bound students.
It is aimed no only at serving the decisions of institu-
tion that haze high-scoring candidates but also at
describing levels of ability among 1.3wer-scoring candi-
dates for adm ssion to college.

I'hc utility of this kind of supplementary measure
arises in part from the fact that it can provide unique
information r bout the student, and in part from its
ability to confirm or to question the assessment based
on subject -m utter :whievenient. It is, therefore, a sup-
phnent that will normally help tstaltlisli candidate

when t is consistent with other informal Mr. but
that will IN pcrhops most useful when it is in disagrtv
went with other data. When properly used in the ; on-
text of other information with tthich it is hvon....i:abent,
it effectively sounds a warning bell ;tad leads to the
search for more data to clarify the use meat in
question.

The inherently supplemental maitre of the :r.vr is
v,ortli some inphasis, for it is frequently ignored in the
popular tom.; ption of the test and, more regrettably,
in same ildrlissiellS prat ticcs. The SAl \111,,. in 't1

intended t() provide some redress for l ossihle error and
imonsistem ies in ;,-(x ondary sc Ilool rot cord!, and in the
old tsS;ly etauninations th.it were tliihoruol to :Aka ific
curriculum,. lly stressing th.. direct measurer] cm of
1"'ic nhilil4 the r"(i"fl,do v.d'111:11 it %%ould rfftr an
,ap!,orlu iila for Z1 talote kilialt te.scs-111(.111 of the Au.
heal Lthr, h id f.rdtvl to ;it hie\ nanaltcr ina,tcry

in keeping tith hisdeve1,,lantnl of tilts& basic
Similarly, it %timid help to identify the tot tasinl'all case
LL ht re the ilk hievt Ill< ills in stilliet 1-111:11 Itt area,: %%& re
g;.lintil thro,igh 1111.l,k1;11 expenditnrcs of effort. IT
Nlii re Ile! CI lint I ret lord '1/4%;1, Merl' a I.; Ile; lion
of a plea-i ig than of learning.

In practice, however, the sAT-verbal score and the
st-mathematical score .,ire often made part of a formal
regression equation that may include information from
the high school record, liorn the results of the College
Board Achievement Tests, and som2times additional
predictors of the college's own choosing. In such equa-
tions the test has clearly demonstrated that it makes a
unique contribution to the prediction of college success.
Indeed, the test showed this ability to contribute some-
thing of its own from the very beginning. The Second
Annual Report (.1" the 0. Pep: Board contains the follow-
ing quotation (College. Hoard, 1927, p. 202):

"The fact that the Scholastic Aptitude Test does
contribute something to the prediction of college grades

justifies its inclusion as a member of a team, and the
findings io date indicate that it is a useful supple-
mentary measure. Its inclusion helps the prediction of
college grades."

The es;ential slippleillentary nature of the sAT is
further attested to by manner in which its effective-
ness is ordinarily evaluated. Its simple (zero-order)
correlation with roll(!: is is by itself riot a
suilit lent indicator oI its usefulness in selection. Far
niort interest attaches to its incrcm oJtal cffectivulie.s,,
that is, to the degas c to which it can improve the
prediction of college :trades %%hen combined with high
school records and Achievement Test Awes. The SAT,
therefore, is valued to the extent that it can add some-
thing unique to the other measures.

In athhlhon fo it;; supplemental and incremental
value, the SAT }i:t n .',11 Ile (ol in confirming flu.,
grades from different schools. Since the high sc hool
record is a r.,tlet tioil of locally cunt rolled turricultim
and Iota! grading -,1(tiCes iLVhihh th(.111SeRCS are

loll the ry lore of the student body and on
the objet ti%es of the school Ihero are variations from
school to school in 01 e meaning of the grades. This fact
inevitably works to the advantage of some college
alololic,1111,4 and to (11 o othors. The SAT,

on the Other hand, l'epro`SelllS standardi/cd measure
of the saint. mental t asks that is expressed on a common
scale for student 4. Thu.:, it olr taws as a -le% ding
age 711.- tutting na n s differences in local tu.teins and
°minions :Ind affording the admission: o,licer a single
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metric for considering the records of all applicants.
Especially in the case of students coming from little-
known schools, the sAT provides informIt ion about the
student that would otherwise be unavailable, or at best,
difficult to obtain.

The development of the sAl has genendly been hoth
planned and purposive. From the beginning, it has
followed a basic rationale as to the nature nd role of
an aptitude test. The field of measurement, of course,
does not offer Amy single, universally nivel it0il dohnition
of an aptitude test. Of several which have been offered,
perhiq the sharpest contrast is afforded (lie follow-
ing. According to Cronbach 11960. P. 311, 'Au aptitude
test is one used to predict success in some °cc:till:Ilion
or training course . . In form, these tests are not
distinctly different from other types . . The test is
referred to as nn achievementtient lost wl em it IS Used
primarily to examine a person's success in past study,
and as an aptitude test when it is used to forecast his
success in some future Colin:L. or assignment." However,
liyans and Frederiksen (1951. p. 1561 ind that An
uptitu(te test is commonly thought of a device for
measuring the validly or potentiality of an individual
for a particular kind of behavior. in the measurement
of aptitude, revious experiences or train ng on the liar(
of the individual is assumed either to be lacking or to
be tor stunt for all individuals comprising the popula-
tion considered."

The C'ronbach view, of course, is to t remedy func-
tional \Vhile the SAT obviously meets this; functional
criterions, its developmet,t over the years since 1926 fans
also been guided largely by a conceptior similar to the
Ryan; and Frederiksen definition. that -previous ex]
rience or training , . is assumed . lu lie constant
for all individuals.- The lest is intc nded to measure
aspects of developed ability. It makes use of basic
verbal and mathematical skills that apparently grow
idowl; over the years through intent 'lion with the
student's total environment. They are assumed to Ix.
Mart of every student's 0161,111(1t and relatively
inch.] enCent of %%hat he is currently earning in the
formal classroom curriculum. It is also recognised that
di ffcrenecs in background in interests aaill indueme
the amount ;old kinds of information :,cquired by the
stuck lit as he grows, and test content is carefully
balanced to ucoiel as much n< pee,ible incquitics to any
subclass of the intended population,

For muulte, chile SAT candidates vary in the Mii-
I,ocr of years of inathcrnalies studied in high sc hool, the
mathematics! of the lust requir .: kgroillld
Only lh0 m,ithernatics (11 grads I Om ligh that
only those skills and concepts 111.11 nm l,resonied to Is
ullained by :ill I.:M(11(1.0C, t111,iilY oI 11110 Mat

1N. more readily soli cd by
a ( I' %%1)(1 1, (V111110411 uitli mitt :111V.111, it
methods learned in Iligh(T lt coor,e., a candidate,
equipped only trills alga hra and some intuicie
notions of geometry and lbe t he,,ry 1.1 numb, rs %L(old
lx 01,l0 to complete problems s.ili fat torily and in

iti

the allotted time.
There is certainly no reason why the SAT could not

include nicasures of other domains in addition to the
verbal and mathematical. There has in fact been a
considerable and continuing research effort to identify
other domains that might be relevant to the prediction
of college success, and research into new methods of
measurement is :iko tin enduring concern. However,
over the 40 years of the SAT's existence, no other
measures have denonstrated such ii broadly useful
relationship to the criterion of college achievement as
have the verbal an 1 mathematical tests.

The requirement that the SAT be useful for many
college:-, ;out candid ales sets a distinct limit on its scope,
for in order for the test to be efficient it should contain
only lest materials that :ire suitable Fir measuring the
abilitie3 of the maorits of students who are asked to
Like it. tozikei sense, for it woof( not be efficient
to vviden the cools of its content wIr:m this increased
scope can only be it Mined at the exp...nse of requiring
nod students to be examined on material that has
tittle relevance to their particular college admission
sit aatimi. No formula governs the inclusion of addi-
tional material or measures--a potential additional item
tyre' would not have to demonstrate any fixed standard
of effect iveness in terms of some min mum prolKJrt on
of candidates for vivito it is relevant. Nonetheless, the
test is seldom alte:ed to reflect special conditions that
may exist in ;1, minority- of the colleges that require it.
Adaptability of t he test is chiefly. provided by varying
the Rh It IVO WCigh's given to sAT-verbal and SAT-Math-

apprOpl ilk, to different types of college
criteri 1, :Ind also by the possibility of adding the scores
on one or more of the Achievement Tests to the predic-
tors that are ;area lv ;ivailalle in the high school record
and the sm.

Over the veers the test h.is shouts 01110 evolution in
the in .asurinents of verbal mid mathematical abilities.
to l,,ritrd,,t to its principally iilerar' focus (luring the
went ics. thirties, :mil forties, tod,iy the orient ition of

the test is eclectic. drawing kora the social,
xdit :mil scientific a WA,: 1`; WCH :I from the literary,

artist-c, lo rn.all cmatieal material
the test has moved away from the torricadom-oriented
lylc of th.111, to items that (1,14,tul More lie.111Iy on
logic; i rca, using al I he xreept ion of mat hemat

t hanges win( h have been
nif i r e in Ile nature of 1.0'111,111,i-1k I I an radical innova-
tions hale beer iatrodoeed to eliminate irrelevant
dress l.0 11( to redo, the roe, hal,;fity of Ilse`
test. Iii (Per I, is sin by eliminating
item types .like art di, ial langnag, number series?
ahicb ppe ir to he more su-ceptible ncoo,la mgind by
toot i tg awiy from items that appear to he deo ndent
on t urrent ( MOM.

cr.p.-II.11111 101,11 Ih, le,1 14 I he requirement
i i form -lo lore comp.:n(1,1111y. :dm I hinds the rapidity
ttitlt Atli( h e ham:es an le mei, in t ar fest. The college

oflicer is (ontrented by large immix rs of



SAT scores based on different forms of the test taken at
different times of the year and even in different academic
years. In order to remove the variations from one form
to another in the meaning of a given raw score, scores
on all forms of the test are equated and converted to
the 200-800 standard score scale for the tests of the
College Board Admissions Testing Program." Obvious-
ly, however, no equating process can cope with dif-
ferences in the factorial structure of the test forms, and
so the task of changing the SAT is one of a controlled
introduction of new content and new types of test items
in reasonably small amounts over a long period of time.

While the main purpose of the SAT has not changed
greatly since 1926, there have been some changes of
importance. There has been an enormous growth in the
numbers of students taking t hoe. EAT from 8,040 in 1926
to about 1,625,000 in the 1968-59 academic yearand
there has been a concomitant change in the reliance
placed upen the sco*cs by the college admissions offices.
How has the test responded to this growth? In the
sections that follow the current. test is described, the
salient features of its historical development are out-
lined, and the present methods of its assembly are
described. These are followed in turn by some sum-
maries of statistical data on aarallelism, speed, reli-
ability, and similar technical matters, and, finally, by
disussii 11S c.f the nsAT and the SAT for the handicapped.

A description of the current test

The verbal sections of the SAT currently consist of 90
items, including antonym items, sentence completion
items, analogies items, and reading comprehension
items. These are typically divided into separately timed
sections, each sect ion containing some of each item type.

The mathematical sections of the SAT tumid of nu
items in V.11.1011 there are on.v two formally distinct
item toles: ge ner.{1 mat hemares items el mown) in form
to many labor tests, and dam sufficiency items.

Will in th test each block of items of a similar type
is arranged ;n order of increasing difficulty from easiest
to hardest, and as much as possible the mean difficulty
of each black is made equal so that of the test as a
whole. That is, the difficult items are not all antonyms,
the easy items all sentence completion. Rather, there
is an effort to achieve the same level and rtnl e of
diflicuty for each item type, a goal ...vhich is, of course,
only approximated in practice. '1111. difficulty ;Jrange
went of the test may be indicated by the di,,-
grain , top of lir next column of a typical verbal cosction.

'lids degree of reguhrity is only app.-oxinAtcd. 'row-
ever, the aftual pal leer is csA.tiliAliy similar. All iterns
in any block of items are pre:seined in order of dal& Ity

11111 '111,11 111 11.1, 11111011. .11114111 ,11, I 11 111,111111,

,,t th s a t.,
,1 Ito si

HARD

EASY
ANTONYM SENTENCE ANALOGY READING

COMPLETION COMPREHENSION

if possible. The exceptions to this rule are the reading
comprehension questions, which are presented in the
order in which the passage is explored by the reader
and essentially the order in which they were printed
for the pretesting (the administration for item tryout)
prier to their appearance in the final operational forms.

Extensive s.mles of each item typeincluding a
short practice testare provided in the candidate's
booklet, A Description of the College Board Scholastic
Aptitude Test. This booklet gives advice on preparing
for the examination, describes the question types, and
provides a song )Ie test. In all, the booklet presents over
50 pages of preparatory material.

All items in the test are five - choice items. The test is
"formula scored' (that is, the Number Right minus
one-fourth of the Number Wrong). A rather large body
of instruction surrounds the actual test items. As men.
(lolled earlier, Ow candidate's booklet provides exten-
sive discussion At the administration, but prior to the
test, the canddate is asked to read instructions 1r see

Figure 2.11 that. are presented on the outside back
cover of the teit book. The instructions within the test
book include statements at the beginning of each
section as to the number of items in that section and
the total time allowed for working on it As (NICI1 IVT'W

item typeIC IS introduced, n completely worked example
is provided. As the general level of familiarity with
multiple-choice tests in American schools has increased
over the year.), lie net effect of this elaborate system
of examples has probably. declined. Nonetheless, the
test is taken by people from other countries and Amer-
lean children studying abroad. The presentation of the
examples is a lc:Aural extension of a tradition that goes
back to the first days of the test, as will he seen in the
diseussion of is history below.

The actual booklet which a candidate receives con-
tain: more iamis than those on which his reported
stores are b I:ed. The extra items arc "v;iriant" items.
so called because they vary from candidate to candidate
and from booklet to booklet ;iimmg 2.) different sets

of items. Sol le of these %ariaid sets of item: are used
to gather the information necessary to equate forms
of the test. s%hile others are used to pretest items for
future use in flu test. or for research studies. To insure
that the candidate's approach to these items will
parallel his ; pproa-h to the operational itemsa con-
dition that is dearly necessary to guarantee anbiased
results the variant item.: are made, insofar as possible.
iadistinguishable from the operational

AlCanigh the set of variant nonoperational items

0
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that is taken by each examinee is different from the
sets of his immediate neighbors in the testing room,
the operational items (the items on which his reported
scores are based) are the same for all examinees in the
testing roomand indeed, the same for all examinees
taking the SAT on that date, both within the continental
limits of the United States and abroad. Of the total net
testing time of three hours, which is divided into three
30-minute separately timed periods and two 45-minute
periods, the operational items require 2A hours,
equally divided between verbal and mathematical sec-
tions. This leaves one-half hour for the nonoperational
variant items, which, for any given examinee, may be
either verbal or mathematical.

The arrangement of the booklets with the different
variant sets of items is called "spiralling." Assuming
25 variant sets of items, the stacks of test books after
printing are arranged in sequence so that booklets 1 to
25 consist, respectively, of variants 1 to 25; booklets
26 to 50 repeat, respectively, variants 1 to 25, and so
forth. The result is that any sizable block of booklets
selected for shipment to a center will contain the 25
variants in very nearly equal proportions.

The intent of the spiralling plan is to effect a system
of systematic, or spaced, samples, one such sample for
each group of candidates taking a different variant
section. Since the supervisors are instructed to hand out
the booklets in the sequence in which they are received,
the candidates who work on a given set of variant items
do, as planned, constitute a representative sample of
the total group tested at this administration, and ran-
dom samples drawn within them may be expected to
retain this property.

The foregoing brief description of the principal facts
about the SAT has covered its physical characteristics:
the items, time allowances, format, and descriptive or
instructional material. This discussion leads naturally
to a consideration of the history of the SAT, for over the
years it has changed significantly in all of these charac-
teristics.

History and evolution of the SAT

The section on the purpose of the SAT concluded with
the assertion that this purpose had not changed greatly
in its history. Strictly speaking, this is true only in the
broad context of general descriptions and in the sense
that the early forms of the test, if administered to SAT
candidates today, would contain many recognizable
item types Id would yield scores which correlated
highly with the present forms. As the program has de-
veloped, however, there have been important external
changesthat is, changes in the candidate population,
their preliminary preparation and instruction, and the
educational context within which the test is offered. In
response to these changes, there have also been impor-
tant internal changes in the test and in the testing
processfor example, changes in the time limits, test

length, content, item types, scoring, equating, method
of assembly specifications, and manner of administra-
tion. It is beyond the scope of this brief discussion to do
more than suggest a few such changes. In general, many

these changes have been the result of concern about
the speededness of the test, and about the extent to
which item types might foster attempts at coaching.
Other changes have been brought about as a result of
research in new item types, or because of practical con-
siderations about the machine scoring of the tests. Thus,
the abandonment of "six-choice" antonyms was in-
fluenced by the nature of the IBM 850 scoring machine
and answer sheet, as was the 1958 minor adjustment
in test length. Additional information is provided by
such sources as Brigham (1932), Coffman (1963, 1964),
Fuess (1950), and Loret (1961).

The principal facts about time and test length over
the years are provided by Tables 2.1 and 2.2, adapted
from Loret. A related table, Table 2.3, describes the
various item types that have been used over the years.
In general, the trend has been toward less speeded tests
insofar as time-per-item is an indicator, and (as was
pointed out above) toward item types that are difficult
to "coach" and that bear least resemblance to the types
used in the schools. In the beginning the test offered
only a single score, lumping both mathematical and
verbal material into one sum, but in 1930 the presence
of two factors was detected and thereafter the math-
ematical material was separately scored. However,
during two periods there were no mathematical items:
The tests of 1928 and 1929 did not have any, apparently
because it was felt that there was insufficient time to be
divided between two factors, and in the years 1936 to
1940, during an experiment with an independent Math-
ematics Attainment Test, the sAT contained no math-
ematical section.

From 1926 until 1944 each candidate received in the
mail prior to the test administration a practice booklet
that he was required to present, completed, at the door
of the testing center. In view of the careful mailing
during this period, the internal instructions for taking
the test were kept to a minimal terseness. Today, the
mailing has been abandoned, but the internal instruc-
tions are longer and there is a model of an answer to
each item type except the reading comprehension and
the basic mathematical questions. In 1926, of course,
the SAT with its objective item types was an innovation;
today it must. be a rare candidate who has not become
quite familiar with multiple-choice tests by the time he
comes to take the SAT. Nevertheless, as was described
earlier, this familiarity is not taken for granted. Exten-
sive descriptive literature concerning the SAT, accom-
panied by a complete practice test, is made available to
all candidates well in advance of the formal operational
administration.

Formula scoring of the test was introduced in Decem-
ber 1953, accompanied by a concerted effort to retain
the comparability and previous meaning of the scaled
scores. From the available evidence, this effort was
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1926 82 245

1927 75 265 17

1928.192fr; 115 350 20

1030-1935 75 220

1936.1939 115 300 23

1940-1911 125 250 30

1912-1913 1011 200 ,30

1914-1916 IGO 30

1917 109 170 35

1915 90 1.10 39
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10 51-1957 00 107

1955-1969 75 90 Sri
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successful; the introduction of the formula scores (lid
not produce any distortion in the Board scale. There
is now a section of advice ti candidates regarding be-
havior .ipprolriate to He formula- scored test both on
the back of t he test book air' in the descriptive booklet.
The scaled score equival2nts of negative raw scores are
reported if these are great( r than 200 on the Board
scale.

From 1926 to 1911. tha SA t' was essentially the Crell.
Lion of ('art Brigham, A,soc rate Secretary for the Col-
lege Board, who, with Cecil R. 13rolyer, put the SAT CM
it firm psychometric foot ir g. Since 1918 the actual
aseulbly of the test has been the responsibility of
Educational Testing Sr?rvie. The work at LIS is
reviewed both by the Colic .t,e Board staff and by the
Committee of Examiners i Aptitude Testing. This
committee, consisting of ix and somet'mes
prominent specialists in ideational and psychological
measurement, oversees t la! general development of
the test.*

The techniques for the assembly of the SAT, which
:ire described below, have grown increasingly' formal
net prescriptive over the .1.ars. In the late 1950s, the
1-;us staff, under the guidance of the Committee of
Examiners in Aptitude T. .sting, developed detailed
specifications for the curate it of the test and for the
statistical characieristics of the items. The:A., specifica-
tions. With small :1,(1iLISAI111214 s, r-inain the basis for the
present development techni pies. Control charts, speci-
tied frequencies, ;ind many I eviews constitute the basic
framework of the wesent awl many of the
items which Brigham used to make the early tests
tould be unacceptable by today's item-writing stand -
nrcl -i. The 11(''.11 for Ihls t libelled control is evident:
Nlany 'now persons are no'y involved in the assembly
of the test. 11111 many more form,: are zi,,,scin'oled wilhia
a given year. Further. y's Sy:th.111 of form-to-form
equating inak,..s heavy dot taints on the parallelism of
,ucceeding ferias, heavier t cut in Brigham's day, when
each wars form was inde endently sealed to a moan
or Stilt aclil standard devini in of 100.11,11 too, stalling
clnntgl :, 5l hick are nitro fee iutnt now than in lirighatiCs
time Itrighato's 05511 tem .re lasted al,out IS year

Thal the direct for the ti'-) curfently
IS p,,ssc through stictcive hands in a relativeiy short

limo. All of the:-.e reamm,: militate for the view that the
,p,,ilieat ions for the tis ntl,ly procc,,, aced to be
(1k-miled. demanding...1nd I bilL1-1 Cly s1 ited,
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procedure. The descriptions that follow, both for the
verbal and mathematical sections, will be seen to
resemble t to Inure familiar achievement grids, under-
scoring wh it is perhaps a truism: the SAT is an achieve-
ment test al the sense that it measures developed ability.
The imp()) tant difference, however, between the SAT
ind the ustal achievement test is that there is minimal

.lependencli on school curriculum. WILireas achieve-
ment tests typically seek to reflect some fairly well-
defined and recent educational program, the SAT iS
intended to go into the broadest sources of education,
beyond any academic curriculum, A specific curriculum
is considered only in an effort to give it proportionate
weight among all the basic !earnings. Much of the
explicit subject rnatter content of secondary school
education, therefore, is excluded.

In addition to content specifications, there are a
number of other dimensions which are consid'avds
Process variables are .specifically' descrilwd in the case
of SAT-NI. For sit-t-y they are not explicitly mentioned,
but are implicit in the difference's among the four item
types. Finally, a numlwr of minor dimensions have
been formulated to insure consistency in the apliear,ince
of the test-- t ho manlier of words omitted in sentence
completion items, for example. These classification
dimensions may be swum:ma/kid as follows in 'Elba; 2.'1:

11,

sentence
contpletinn

Aiitonytrt

for s\t-iftt,,i/

, Content
Number of blank,

a Content
Ili, Gen( rality of clisi in, lion required
,c NtImic r of words in options
,i1 Part of slicoili used

Analogy rat Coritent
b lion of terms
el 111(1(.1Vilde,h1` f of still :tact opt 11111,

tomprehenston l't,ntent (letertilinect lty passagel
Functional shill tested

The sentence completion. antonym, and tmalogy
items tire called rlisirete items btv:iiise they are oin-
pi te in there-a-k.eu, r,itlu r than being asses ialed in
llon1111./1 `.1 it II p,),,,11,1' Oft' 1.1.',IX//lg (1,01ro ho

di -r1, it, les are rir.c,%ii trim
tie and I liil,i r,p hii,il ar ..s. ,Aorld of 1.1..1, i .11

1710', ;tild h17/11.1/1

hiitt.til .tion htim 1.ri, ision
in i i,issifi.,ilion 1b. i1 is info t (11).it:;,it) dile. In alt,tality,

it?) con.pJix stimuli slid) as thi, timilogies or IL,

I

sente ice completion items, it is frequently quite diffi-
cult to assign a question clearly to one or the other of
the categories. Nor are the categories ideally mimed,
for they suggest a correspondence with school subject
categories that does not exist. Thus, aesthetic-pbilo-
sophi:al includes not only such obvious stems for an-
tonym items as EXQUISITENESS and traqunotts, but
also 1 ATENT and Luon. Science antonyms might em-
brace ERUPT as well as COAGULATE. In sew of this lati-
tude, some unreliability in classification is not surpris-
ing. Nevertheless, in spite of the less than perfect
reliability of the classifications, the items are forced
into categories whenever possible and the proportion
of items considered "general" is qui.te. small.

'1'lle c ontent of tl,e reading comprehension items is
actually determined by the content of the passage upon
which they are based. There are currently seven pas-
sages, each with five associated questions, in the typical
SAT. These passages iions:st of one each from the follow-
ing seven content categories: narrative, biological
science, physical science, synthesis, argumentative,
humanities, and social studies.

The narrative passage is fiction, the argumentative
passage is ty ally propaganda or polemic material,
and the synthesis loasage is that type of writing which
ex,aores basically philosophical questions (the nature of
man, of mind, or of the universe) from tne background
of the sciences. The other passages are reasonable
examples of writings in the various areas which might
appeal to a literate college graduate who is not a
sis-..ialist in the arca. It is in' ended that all passages be
limited to topics that are not normally covered in the
s cope of secondary school curriculums.

The other classification dimensions besides content )
:ire different for the various "discrete" item types.
Three of these dimensions concern purely formal
characteristics of the items they govern and are intend-
ed more as guide's to item writers than as desirable
clairotlerisiis of the test, although it may tie aigued
that they relieve the test of a certain blandness. These
three are the "numl*.1 of blanks- dimension under the
sentence completiin item typo, the -number of words
in opt dinlen'd,In for antonyms. and the "port of
speech" dimension, aka for antonyms. The remaining
dimensions, however, :ire felt to gove7ii more important
characteristics of the kerns in que:stion and to wrmit
the measurement of tibility by niC.InS Of an assortment
of complex IOSINS. These am the 'general definition-fine
dist inc t dimensions in t he antonyms, the "omen, le-
distract" "indepentlent-overldpping-
in tli amt the six-cidegory dirlivii...1ii for
t hissing the reading comprehension questions amending
In ilm flint lip lul l skill tested.

A ''g. n. r,il d item only a r nerd
h,I10. vkorit a,r r,o;y e N

Id.nd. r is 111'; It,d among options. h. .1 'tit''
iii -tilt tir,n'' ilmAL h.nicti r, there is mow 1,,imigeneitv

in,r4.: (L' stern 111.1y require censid,
aloe relle,



Among the analogies a concre to relationship would be
nr,-;E:Rooe., an abstract one. er.ECTORATE:nEmoctrACY,
{tile a mixed analogy might cont ain a relationship such
strettee:,RTSdice An analogy is said to be indepen-

mt if the relationship in the stmt wouli: nut normally
iggest the relations!,ip in the answer. Titus. nut::
'Oa EsEVENT:MEMORIES: demonstrates independence,
bile eAwNE:Foon---int0eGivr:WATER sLows overlap-
ng. The six categories for assigning items according
the reading tested are:

1. the compiehension of the main idea as explicity
stated

2. the comprehension of a supporting idea, explicitly
stated

3. the completion of art intended inference
4. the application of a generalization ThInd in the

passage to a particular instance
5. the evaluation of the logic of the language ill the

passage
U. the per( ept icm of t he style and tu.ie of the passage.

The first two categories are 1:asi,. Comprehension
austions. 'The next three categories tress logical
asoning, while the sixth category calls fox ., sensitivity
, emotional aspects of language There are SOMe
,oral correlations Let w-cn these categoric; and the
anent of the passages v ilh which they are a.SSOdated.
hits, Type V1 questions tend to be asl,ed 01 Harr, :' ivy
issages, and there are only- rare instances in which a
dole and tone- question is appropriate for a science

All of these dimensions are its d to deseriiv SAT-v i»
rills of the frequency with which its items are specified
fall into the various categories. and there is It geiminc

fort to meet these specification frequencies. l'erhap:
it most rdgnifieant benefit to come of the system of
klifications is the likely control one gains toward a
'eater parallelism of content among the lest forms :tint
Le relative assurance thef"rfonnaucesef siodtmts
king the different forms I% ill Ire evaluated on esscnt
t he same dimensions.
The lest assembler must con..tr(fl 11; lit)! toils

only the specific:Iraqis for the content ,fltd oth, r
ossification dimension.-,, but a stria statistical criteria

including criteria for 'tam dilha city riis-
Ian:nation. As dcscribcd in ('barter r, index of
inanity is -lta, which is that value on II e laesetine
a normal altrVe With MA an 1.{.0 ;111(1 star dard dcvia-
m l :11,ove which the area muter 1 he k erve Is equal 1.0

proportion passing the item among thus" who reach
. Any students tutu flank r item are &tatted to
ace aflenptc,1 that is, to h tio set, bed .»),1 ou

1, red Ide item in 'p t ti, n it In 11,1 !Ley t ul In
e any rcspore-e lo :1. TM. ,1.11.1 %alms th tt ire
o-rtil,) in the la 1,,1 .1,11111nHr.lrt,Il are d

-ctnatad della della, 0 hi, /1 mould
151' 14aii nLt,aiii 1, hat? the itcros 1,,an adminisicied

the :-Ian hart Left ram 4' 1411,01,16,n ,11` ( haptcr I .

All specifications ft; to item difficulty are developed in
terms of these "equated deltas," which, if estimated
without error, would be entirely independent of the
ataility characteristics of the sample of students to
whom they were i..diMnistered at time of pretest, and
therefore capahly of being compered witi. one another
without farther adjust inent.

The index of item dlseriminatieI is the hiserial corre-
lation for the item, calculated on data colleetod at the
pretest adminiAration. It expresses the correlation
between the item and the total score on the operat.a.mal
form of the test. Observ.?d biserials of the items, whin
!he items appear in operational final forms, are, in
general. slightly higher. since the item itself is included
in I he criterion gainst which it is correlated.

Specifications sAT- verbal (and SAT-mathematicall
call for a pnticumr mean and standard deviation of
equated deltas and a minimum and mean hiserial r.
To insure the desired mean and dispersion of deltas, a
detailed distribution of deltas is specified. The distribu-
tion is somewhat platy! true and dispersed in order to
provide discrimination c ;er ti e desilcd range of talent.

Specifications for svr-verbal at the time of this
writing call for n Mean equated delta of 11.7. a standard
deviation of equated deltas of 2.9, hiserial correla-
tions of at least .30 and eraging .42, or as close to .42

possible. These specifications were introduced in
form.: after -July 1967 for reasons that ale disca,:ed in
a later section concerning -SOO-scores" and the desired
range of scaled scores, where suite of the practical
relatienships between item statistics and test statistics
will be considered.

Table 2,5 illustrates the extent to which the test
specifications for syr-vernal have been net 111 practice.
The specified distributions of equated deltas and the
specified mean biserial for svr-verlial forms beginning
With the Ue,elliher P167 form are given at tit: left of
the table. t the right me the (!stributions of delta,
sand summary statistics of item data at the time of
assembly I for eight test forms that were prepared for
administration after July 191;7. As may he observed in
Tattle that consistency of the itet» data is marked.
The test assemblers rards dev'ate from IL., prescribed
numbers, coal then only when forced to by the limits of
the de:1114,d.

Ass( tr(11 of (lie S.V1-11101,Ctilitlierti

,\s stated earlier. there :Ire only NH, formally recooli/e.1
item I N. pc: in the s ii-matheni alit .ections. gcmrai
math and it lq a .»111, it n, v. h: h of these is 11,1",111t1.1 as
to til' 1.10(111, 6111,1_7. .1111 s-loG,11 1.r t ess intohed.
In A1111701). 1:1'Illr.11 in /lit 11,'11, on.

1,7,4 Ion,i)-i,f1 1110 is
within tlir It.riti.it 1,1 410,, y if, ens. l'h re are
three t.0.- ,Torres for the .onteet doocte.i atillongt ic-
algebra, Irv. ami -ether.- aritimmti.-.



algebra category includes items whose subject matter
should have been covered in grade school arithmetic
and the first year of high school algebra. Arithmetic
and algebra are combined for two reasons: (1) the basic
rules of combillation for arithmetic and algt bra are the
same, and (2( in many cases items can be solved by
either arithmetic or algebraic methods. The geometry
category includes items, requiring some knowledge of
geometry. Only npics that should have been encoun-
tered informally and independent of any formal study
Of deductive Euclidean geometry should be included
in the SAT. All itt.n-: that involves gtoinetry and either
arithmetic or iigebNI should be clis;red geometry.
The "attic category includes !,roblems dealing with
inequalities, logic, intuitive topology, unusuai symbols,
operations, and definitions. The other" category is
essentiall open ended.

The setting may be fainilkr or nonfamilian A setting
is familiar if it is similar to ;t sctiing which a typical
candidate I -, likely to have encountered ,eeral times
previously, either hi actual 1)1,cticlice or in a classroom
exercise. The test for familiarity is the question, "Ls the
candidate likely to accept the settiag of this problem

21

without puzzlement?" If the setting is familiar, the
well - prepared candidate can proceed immediately to
the solution of the problem without asking himself
what the setting means.

The solution pr..h.ss is classified as straight forward
or not, depAlliog on the extent to which it involves a
routine process that 11,:is normally been well-drilled in
the classroom. Tin.. straightforward process requires
little original thought, r.ome variation from
the usual chissroom procedure may be involved.

[Mated to the foregoing setting-process dimensions
is the concept of the "insightful reasoning" item. This
item type was introduced into the test as a result of a
validity study by French (l96-1). An "insightful reason-
ing" item goes beyond the limits of the normal non-
straightforward process item in that it offers two pos-
sible solution processes, one a tedious and time-con-
suming method, the t,',Iter an insightful and rapid
technique. .Nit exam le of an "insightful reasoning"
item would be as follows:

1123 x156) + 0'77 x 5.11) + 1877 x
(12:1:: 5141 --- (A 1 570,000 (11) 667,000 (C) 1,000,000
11)) 1,333,000 E 1,121,000
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While a more consuming method would be to do all
the multipii...at,ons and additions as out "ed, an im
sightful ailproaca would be to r( .og these products
as representing the form,

ae + bd + be + ad,
which would lx 'Qetored to yield

+1)) a. 4 dl- (.123 +577) 1,156 +541)
(1,0001 (1,000) 1- 1,000,000.

The classification of the items as to the type of think-
ing required soils them into four catepiries, ore for
"computation," one for -numerical judgment," one for
"relational thinking," ai,d finally one for "miscel-
laneous." These specifications prevent tie form from
becoming predominantly one of these item tyties
once tier.

Table 2.6 presents data on the extent to which the
statistical specilkations for sAT-mathematicid items are
followed in the actual assembly, and as is com-
parable to Table fur the verbal items.

GOICral (011101(' ON OH the assembly

Although the need p.iralletisio provides the major
Innis for a system of control.:, it cannot justify the
speeif,e number,: of items in each category. Why, for
exannile, is it important to have one passage from each
of seven major areas Why not some other configura-
tion? The iLlISWer may Iv self-tvidont. in keeping with
the underlying philosophy of equitythat is, to avoid
favoring one type of candidate over anotherthe
materials arc controlled so as to provide a variety of
content Sit 11;itiens. Thi specific ff..:iuencies., of course,
OR merely judgmental Ones: there is no formula by
which one can assert that it test in which 1he 19 analogy
items are divided into subgroups of 5-5-5-1 ionong the
four broad content categories is optimally suited to be
most equitable. The existing set of specified frequi ncies
is not unreasoliable, howe1er, and there is some empi-
rical evidence that it contributes to a bitter balance for

Table 2.6

S 1T-1,Mi lt,diellf 41Y ti

SP(

I I

IA I i,

d

111'1,,
11-, I

.-1qt (4 ie., r 04114 ri 1,j1,.1

I. 1 1 11 I NI 1,1'1 1,1 II I 'I

11 .7 %I 1,1

20 1

1 1 I II 1 1

15 2 3 2 1

17 1 3 4 .1
5

1 5

It, .1 4 i 1 1 4 1

15 1 1 .1 1 4 4 I 3

11 (i 1 4 i1

13 01 I

12 6 it 1 .'1, it 6 it ..)

11 6 5 7 5 S S S S

1(1 9 ,s 9 5 S S S S

t 7 o 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

1 4 .1 1 I 4 .1 4

) 0 o 0 2 2 2

1 1 1 I i 1 1 1 1

Total nulnbe r 10) 1,11 (,(1 1;t1 (,0

NI 12.', .( 12.5 12,5 12 5 12 11 d! 5 12.5 12 5

sl :12 '11.1 :1.2 .1.2 :1.2 3 1. .1"

1"-ot 11 7 .17 .17 too lo 17 .17 .17

ter. i



the scores between the sews. Thus, Coffman (1955)
repor s data that support tit! notion that the we '1(1 OF
poutical affairs category ar,l the science category are
typically easier for boys, ',chile the aesthetic-ph ilc
sophical and human relatior ships categortes are easie,t
for girls. Just as the frequencies are specified by judg-
ment rather than by an exp.icit rationale, so the Vers
n.,4ure of the categories their selves cannot be defended
as t'.e only rational approach to controlling the desired
content properties of the te.0.. Nonetheless, the defini-
tion of major content categories and the establishing of
balanced frequencies across them seems to accomplish
its purpose. Some of the minor categories, such as one-
blank versus two-blank sentence comp letioa, or the
part-of-speech category in the antonyms, are, as men-
tioned earlier, more useful as guides to item writers
than as determiners of formal test properties.

The foregoing discussion of the different dimensions
of .:AT- verbal and sAT-mathematical items would not
be complete wit:lout some mention of the assomptions
that arc made about the correlations among these
dimensions. As was suggested in describing the internal
organization of the SAT, the various blocks of items of
a given type are supposed to lx' roughly equicalAlt in
difficulty in the test as a whole. That is, the difficult.'
dimension i.v sumiosd to he independent of the item
type dimension. In general, this property of indepen-
dent dimensions is assumed throukhout. There are
some logically necessary correlations. as in the case of
"style and tone" reading items lx.ing more often asso-
ciated with narrative passages, and there are some
correlations due to the inherent Fropert ies of the items,
as in the case of difficulty and item type.. antonym
items seem, on (lie average. to he mop, Willi:tilt I11:111

sentence complel ion items. Lastly, there is all arbitrary
relationship imposed in sAT-mathemitieal items b-
tween setting ifamiliar- nnnfantiliarI and process
(stiaighthirward-nonAraight forward ,. The correlation
between item type and difficulty would seem to result
from the disparity in the context Ih a they offer Io a
solution: the sentence completion item asks about 01
word that might lit in a umtext of several other words:
the antonym stem sits starkly by itself 'without amp
assisting context. Thus, the sentence tAnnplction blank
is proliably somewhat inherently easier.

The wor of the test assembler is complicated by the
remUreinent of indeikaidence wllelt the item pool within
whip li he is working by ;Ind large exhibits certain
natural correlations ;liming the dimensions. The ,issein-
bier !Mist Use hit knowledge of they Ulrrclat ions. in a
isens. to foil t hem. l ie leegins his sett( him] not randomly,
but in the area where he knows Deere is rarity due to
the (orrehili Thtl ,..11-71,,, Io ke.th ;t 411flitda
1.4:111( t com(1.1Loll or '11'1t( ills Ill in Of( NT to

Ow ill 1111(11.1 of Ili' , 1,11 liis
asseeu dy. one t ousidirs the 11o.111) line a -ions
among \Odd] the assembly is b,i!ur1 l ;old the milky
possible ,olubiri.itions of iicm, that s,di-Iv the

ific.it ions and tUrtio r, when one ,11,po the

I'

essentially clerical nature of the work once the items
then-selves have been coded to reflect category me.ober-
ship, then it is not surprising to learn that there are
major efforts under way to produce a computer as nn-
bly of these tests. Photot.pe assemblies of tests
computer were began in the academic year 1965
and die work has continued.

The pretest progro m

In the early days, the Scholastic Aptitude Test program
required but one Corm of the test each year. A conver-
sion from raw to sealed scores 'cuss effected for that form
by arbitrarily set ling its mean sealed score and standard
deviation of the scaled scores at 500 and 100 resi /Cc-
ively. Today each form is formally equated to its pr.,-

dece.ssor forms and there are five new forms assembled
regularly for use ill each academie year. These forms
must be closely parallel to permit the application of
linear equating techniques. A. described above, the
six'cifical ions for the SAT have been established in great
detail, and are followed in the :ISS(' [MAY as scrupulously
as the item pool allows. central role for the item
pool inevitably focuses attention upon the pretest
program, for it is only through a Accussful pretes1ing
program that the annual drain on the item pool through
the assembly of new final forms and equating items can
lie replaced. It is one thing to establish specifications on
the hasi.: of a rationale which deduces, test properties
from item properties. It is 1)urliaps another thing to
insure that the Itypoll.atically ided set of items can ill
fact be achieved through the inputs of the pretesting
program into the pool. 'Fable 2.7 presents data cn the
nuniher of items pretested for both verbal and math-
ematical seetion: during the acad.lnie year 1965-01
The, items are broken down to shim' the distribution
of difficulties that they exhibit and further. the num.
her of "satisfactory- items that were achieved within
each difficulty level and for the total pretest itrogram.

The most salient characteristics of this table are the
general tendency for the pretest efforts both in verbal
and in mathematical items to produce markedly fewer
items at the ext remes of difficulty. both hard and easy,
and 1,,,r the proportion of s,dishietory items In be asso-
ciated with the level of (11ffitIlltY. TIM,, the work of the
item writ."r is such that it is not likely that very many
easy or dillif.ott itt ns will lie written: the difficult Itigh
ekIta t items face an even greater hared in tftit ahem
written Ihey trecluently COI In yield sitistlivtory hiserial
vorrel.itions. vistenve of a relationship Is :wen
difficulty level oil the biscrial roellic ;ol vasty s-orpri.se

who re, All limit this coedit iert, tulche the point
11.4 li1111t1,1 by item 11115, but

Ilt 11.111 frond bon to + I PO
r1:,..1r,11,ess of item dill, ally 1Loteer. it is not ea..s to
write iniambigtioiK child, ill itcin., and min.' items
fall by ',be be,..itisc of thi-ir holure



Table 2.7

1)istribilliwr of equaled deIlos for SAT-rcrbal and
sAT-r.arliematreal items at tl...te of paled: 1965-G6

SAT-V11,1111, S.AT,1.11111,1.1TIC Al,

1:,pt6fit1
title

Fr, picric!, ,.,I, P rJi,,I tion 1 f
,Ntiqi.efory

itet.,

rrerinctley mfr : Proportion of
.stiliqactory

itcts-
.111 Srr,f,tcfr,!!

ttt-inc itetoo,
Afl S,Iti,ftti tory

itellis ift.trts''

18+ 2 0 .00 13 3 .23

17 13 4 .31 25 13 .52

16 39 13 .33 53 25 .47

15 69 36 .52 77 45 .58

14 37 54 .62 110 78 .71

13 143 99 .69 114 93 .82

12 147 115 .78 124 96 .77

11 163 131 .80 106 94 .89

10 129 116 .90 64 55 .86

9 114 100 .88 44 40 .91

8 80 72 .90 27 22 Si.

7 36 34 .94 16 12 .75

6 52 28 .88 12 11 .92

5 13 10 .77 4 4 1.00

Not
computed S 11

'Total 1075 812 .76 800 591 .74

An item 1, arbitr; rile dulint-d as s31i,factury if it has a bisurial of .30 or greater.

Mate appropriately. The Ore( ts of "chance" success
may also help to explain this phcriontenron. Item: of

deita-li. tel 15 or greater ...(re usually answered
correctly by rel;(liely small proportion, of the total
(;rout, -some lielo\v the 20 peretTit chance I, vel for
five-choii.i. items. Thus. the Ine;in levi., of the
turret'[ re.-pon-e may 1)(. (Iramat lo\vered by the
(chance sue, esslif the less able grtotlIo,

'Ida( general failure of the item riters by pro(luee
item I the extreme leel, of clillieulty is a perennial
Drat in teat cum-truction. ability of judges
clot it ab,olute rlitlieulty level lorior to prete,ting
is c limited. 'till, fiti4littg is. 4o1 course, nut unique.
All ;o, 1i, 11917 and a similar one he
Lorgr and Kroglov I have te,l On their stork
in ii-se-ing the ;(ciiiroi-y of judgment,.

data in Table 2.7 may lie related to the total
volume of it, no. !lad tart' required by the svi pro,,:r,1111
in the 4 .111--t: r,t Ihe mie Tojo 4.11..+1

it :till tn.,th, 111{. 10,10. 1/1
lho re:Ire .:1111 1 imp po 1..r I; %4 0,11

11111' 111.11 ro olontth .,toed '2 I its in, I., ing prc-
-t4 41 for I .,(1.1 111.011( 11111.1. .11tt

rejto on of cm, ttith toll

oretest program dill suPPlies somewhat more items
twin are dream out for routine assembly: about 1.7
items supplied by math j(retests. and about 1.6 items
supplied by the vcrhtl. lute moder3te excess is essen-
tial. since the (Hs; ribution of dilliculi ies developed by
the jorctest program is not exactly in hoe with the dis-
tribution called for in the specifications. In order to
compen ;ate for item writers' failures to reach extrem^
difficulty levels, :1 greater IttinilotT (if items must be
pretested. The "excess.' is even smaller than indicated,
for tidtlitilotoil lIt'111;11111.: art' ,I1-0 01'0/1 this 1,001

in such 0,11(.}:e Board at lit itics as the
zL,,i'1111,1y of the Preliminary Siliolaslic Aptitude Test,
or a lest Him is supplied to nu AffiC11 plip111:111.11,
ad of ,S1,1CI.11 test. for V:1(11011, ('allege Board fesetrelt

110.1l'L

;tclivc s.01- forms are completely independent of
one another, no item being .ised its sort' thin line of
thi ,e lures. The number or sit, h I. rm., in ti-e is typical-

14 INNe, Ir., it for there Are old term, (.1 lht' test
toeing 4I in sil .,i(11.1thws

.diddv studies, ar,(1 forth.
Colo ullt. (flit terms are re,ltiire,l c,14 It to 1'111\ Ilk
1110 101" the ;1,,C1111,1V 01 101104,
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Paralleli8in and reliability of (he SAT

All of the work of assembly, all of the sp.'Tificat ions and
careful coding of items is intended to produce consis-
tently reliable tests with a high degree of parallelisin.
This section will present some evidence of the extent
to which the processes succeed.

Talile 2.8 gives the internal consistency reliabilities
and standard errors of measurement fur the 12 forms
introduced during the academic years 1966-67, 1967-68,
and 1968-69. This table is supplemented by lice
forms reliabilities presented in Table 2.9, which arc
based on recent forms as indicated. It is apparent that.
SAT forms regulnfly exhibit an acceptable reliability.

Sonic notion of the parallelism of the forms may he
gathered from the similarity in the results of equating
the various forms. That is, the equation converting raw
scores to the 200-801 scale summarizes the relationship
between the raw scores and the scale. If the tt'sts are
built to be parallel, there should lie only minimal varia-
tion in these equations from form to form. sin.-e, under
these conditions, the equating rncess is independent of
the groin, on which it is carried out. Table 2 10, which
presents the scaled score t iVOICII S for three SLIP( Ni
raw score point.: for each form, provides this summary
for forms dveloi)ed between Dciceinler 1967 and May
1969, during which time the difficulty specifications
for the test remained constant. The test construction
processes yield forms so parallel that given r.i score

2g

points on any form may be anticipated to have approx-
imately the same scaled score equivalent. The mv:imura
scaled score iihrerences between the forms shown in
Table 2,10 represent le,.s than five raw score points at
the SAT- verbal midscore (5) and less than three raw
score points at the scr-mathematical midscore (30).
This finding is, of course, a welcome one in a program
devoted to test parall?lism, but it has, as well, the
decided benefit that sJecess;ve forms of the sAT are
',itched at very nearly the same level and range of dif-
ficulty and therefore represent. the "same" test for all
candidates no matter which form they take.

Validity

The long Nisi cry of the SAT I1LIS produced a wealth of
validity coefficients, many of which are summarized
in Chapter V. Earlier documentation on validity is set
forth in Collf4 Boord Scores No. 22. .flyer and King,
1955) and in the 19.57 Supprcinciit to CoMge Board
Scores (Fishman, 1957 While there is no rout ire formal
validity study for each new form of the SAT, colleges
that use the SAT undertake validity studies of their
own, based on their own criteria of success, and
conducted with the aid of tl.zi College Board Validity
Study Service. The results If these udics acre supple-
mented by special research studies carried out by 1-;
in behalf of the Board. new item
types With t110,0:ippu;trilig in e cit-nciii operational forms

Irrfrr /Os il,"!1' fr,t+1.,',. r,;1 .4r,,,?irc7 rr,
r..r 0 r1 rl F

.,rP, Ph,

1 I l I I, 111. 1a

1 ,

1,t
.1,:f

r,r? .rf r r
11

Dec 100; ,S(11

,1,111 196; 32.3 ,(.r0s; 31.9

Nlar 1967 .912 .12.2 .912

May 1967 ,917 :32.7 .uoi)

Dec 1967 .910 32.7 ,s97 :36,3

Win Iffw-', .94r2 :13.3 .912 3:3,6

Mar 1965 .1/13 :19,9

,Nlay 196;-, 9o7 33.3

Dec 196s .1112 11.7 .911 :11.6

Toi 1969 .91,5 ,911 :32,1

Mar 19(.'a .91 :;11.9

May 191.9

o on- 1,1,11 .-71 ;1A.111.111,.11 K1,11,1 111, 11,11,!,,li

1.4111111.1



Table 2.9

itiiaq;.; Of par tUe1 -fuufr riiiubilitrf for SAT Senn /8*

s.tt-II 11111 11 'tit It

Acr.Aer,,ic
Weir

31,;r-
Dcr Jun

.1f .111Jo5- .1frJr
1cc Jot' Ike

1962-63 to 1963-94 .89 .88 .89 .89 .87 .85 .89 .87

1963-64 to 1961-65 .90 .89 .89 .89 .89 .88 .88 .88

1964-65 to 1965-66 .89 .89 .88 .89 .87 .86 .87 .88

1965-66 to 1966.67 .89 .9i .88 .89 .87 .89 .86 .87

1966-67 to 1967-68 .90 .90 .88 .89 .88 .89 .86 .88

1967-68 to 1968-69 .89 .90 .38 .90 .88 .89 .86 .88

1968-69 to 1969-70 .90 .90 .83 .90 .88 .89 .87 .88

These correlations are lased on regular candidates who elect to take the s..cr in the spring of
their junior year in scum dart'- school and repeat the tust in the winter cif their senior year. Num-
bers of range from 2,919 (March 1969 to Jittinary 19701 to 207,091 (May 1967 to Decem-
ber 1967),

of the SAT. In these studies it is apparent that the SAT
provides subsiamial cTrchti, ill against grade-point
criteria. and at a variety of institutions representing
wide range 'If ability keels among their undergraduate
populations.

Spec(' «I c

The SAT is intended ,0 Mower measure.
;Ind its ec 0lut i0tt nye:. the va..irs has called ft tr 1.11.4 Tt..4114111g
alr1011111s of time rer item for 110th s.vr-v ;111(1 SAT-M 41,1,
111(1 kate(f 1)\' the chart press mull earlier in this chapter.
As in tiny lime(' fist lmovevcr, 'peat is inevitably a

associated with these sclion,. The 45-minute math-
ematics sections contain the block of data sufficiency
items, an item type that typically is answered ex-
tremely rapidly by knowledgeable candidates. The 15-
minute verbal sections contain somewhat more reading
comprehension material than their 30-minute counter-
Parts, which explains why they require somewhat more
time i>er item. Table 2.12, which compares the various

To Ye 2.10

SC00,8 5 IT4 err (1 r1rr. ff,r
turtr 191;7 III .litry i.rtg;;$

factor, limcvever small. In the factor analysis studies of
C'etinizol 1961 Privek t'offinali 119661. both
SAT-V :ant t,`..1E- WI,' re found 10 contain clear sliced
Llepac.: which secimial til ;lei iinnt for shout 11 percent
and .1 percent of the tnlui I, rionce, rt'sl'11'.vhdY. Iotnr
1101 'Ii inn of flit extent of specidridness is trimly possible
be (lie 'Fables 2.11, 2.12, ;mil 2.13. '1'he.se ihree tables
pre-cut different aspects of the speed problem: the
percent completing (In' sections of the (c...1, 1 lip p(.r,-, II(

completing three ((mat.. rs 0f a :section, anti ii.e 111(.4111
01111 statolaril de\ iation If the milliner of items "lint
rem lied."

2.11 sli.e.15 that 11,1i runlimite inatlicicatit s
tintis are pant six (and, %chile Cie 1111.ininute math-

ne0 i1 s jr e the nn, I sp( (dein in II rm nit
r tali of tit, Krt11111 t tio[rtt tint ilon. Is -t.11111 !fl
11. 11 1,11, 4111C..-1111111 11.0 n1..rc titt v11,11 Ih.111 (11,111

:11 1-11111 Itf t. (omit, ricirk. The in there
(tiff, rem cs pn,f .31.1y lie in tli 11 pcs it it, onbnt

ft, 1, ,ff,1 .41.1111'11 ..411 ,111111 %tt. It
II

Dec 1967

lan 1968
Mar 1968
M.iy 196
IX,' I (16s

in 1969
Mar 1969
Nlay 19111

:163 531

;173 Ski
368 52.8

3a5 523'

361 525

367 533

373 513

;0; I 524;

706

718

6,8S

731

690

693

671

6s8

367

:360

362

367

371

;kW,

362

35t;

559

536

512

556

551
;7;17

532

514

752

712

72.3

16

7'37

70s.

703

730

cr no 111,1.ils cc( oi 44 .1 .1 0 lot 111

not r.11 1,.11ally .11 lL, iqt[tt. r 41 .H,
iit r.11,411.11 itt to cPro.,-
1,tott It. I iit rAtv ,turc oI It 722 tor tit. .1,11111 ,r

.rrt) .11.11 711 1 ;ma it,top II it itoittt ta, ,1,121 ha.

cm.

fr.f 11):

the
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wetions with respect, to the pexent completing three-
fourths of the test, shov,,s that there are very few basic
differences from this point of view. The variations
between the two sectkns of sAT-verbal and between
the two sections of sAT-inatheniati.11 are c<39sistent
with those 1,1 Table 2.11. Table 2.13 presents the same
basic pattern, but in terms of the mean and standard
deviation of the number of in "not reached" in vac
of the sections. It may be seen that for-1..1,1st candidak
the number of such failures to reach items i:- quite smal.

The foregoing discussions contrast the various sec-
tions of the test. '1'lle variation among tests themselves
is best seen in Table 2.13, since the "percent complet Mg"
in Table 2.11 fails to distinguish between those who
reach the last item but omit it and those woo never
reach it, and since Table 2.12 is concerned with the
portion of the test that is within the reach of all candi-
dates and yields figures that are all very close to 100
percent. Table 2.13 shows that the SAT forms arc quite
consistent with respect to the average time per item
that they require. If one assumes that candidates work
at constant rates of speed, these data suggest that one
could remove all variation in the "not reached" figures
by a time adjust tent of no more than one minute for
any given form for both the 30- and 45-minute verbal
sections and fur the 15-minute math sections. An
adjustment of approximately two and one-half minutes
would be required for the 30- minute mathematical
sections to remove the greatest observed difference
in speeciedi... :s. Since no formal tatistic of the (line
required for each item is calculated, the foregoing

OA 2.11

l'e re, 0,11,pf, .4 (,,r
12 SAT frtro,,,: er IJAr ):460; 1 111'; 1'1,1;9

Pt.!, ,"
.I I 011 .,111111'1,1I

roiro.'1
Fr.

ti 1,41,0r o yrrirrro,
r I Fr. o.

1)cc 1966 St11 03.7 40.2 53.0

Jan 19137 65.1 56.1 39.11 S9,1

'Tar 1967 67.7 71.0 69.3 87.11

May 1007 73.1 029 f,2.3

Dec 1907 05.0 08.3 67.0 80.6

Jan /968 73.2 COI 02.3 79.9

Mar 196,8 83.4 71.1 09.2 79.1

May 1908 75.1 7.1.6 11.1 55.1

Dec 1968 7(1.1 P1,81 57:1 8.2.2

Jan 1909 6.1 111.2 81.3

ir 1909 7/.6 1131

\11y 71.1 711.3 -.3 s9.1

111 iter,ta ion itt.m-, 5 it( ms -1 (lent:

30

,r)

Table :2.12

13rechf rompli !brie quIzilun, of Me kst for
/ 2 sAT forth: DecoNbcr 1966 to .3112y 1.969

I WM:
a ar. tri li rr,

cd,,,hrrRIrrq r ,

S11-1 1111\!. %1.1-11!1111 I'll,! '1.

:i(),,rirurP
rr rf ir,,rs

1i-Prim,Te
Aer f i,),

.,0.,orii,Pr
.Sel !Sow

15-,rin.rhe
,erlirrror

Dec 1966 99.9 99.2 98.7 99.3
Jan 1967 98.6 98.0 91.9 97.3
Mar 1967 99.9 99.3 95.8 98.3
May 1967 99.1 99.2 95.8 9S.7

Dec 1967 100.0 99.8 93.7 98.6
Jan 1965 99.7 97.7 96.3 98,1

Mar 1968 99.8 98.9 93.5 98.0
May 1968 99.9 99.1 97.6 98.7
Ike 1965 99.1 99.2 93.1 98.6
Jan 1369 99.1 97.3 87. 97_1

Mar 1969 99.7 99.7 98.6 98.4
May 1969 99.9 99,1 07.2 97.7

40 items 50 items 25 items 35 items

regularity most be attributed to the validity of item
,riters judgments of the :annum l f bane needed to
an, \%er tin itcnts.

The -15-minuto mathematics sections are the least
speeded, probably kicanso they are the sections that
((attain the data sullicienct items. Recent reports from
the t .st proctors have inrliralcd 11111 11,A1t'vOr well
the sccEinns may satisfy the p,yellinnetric criteria of a
power t' -t, they may. pussibly betiauti if t111t, !Vail'
SPlnelliing to Is. :1 practical work sample to
is' ad miri1,ter al under real time limits. Proctors some-
time:, carat that during those section.: of the test
florelinatc intilobtrs of e:11111(11(eS liuish early ,1114i
for the remaining interval, creating a dillieult proeloir
'mg situation.

btla.f(r, (Hid
stint

tiselubli-ss of the two ,seporote1y reterded
for 111e is. of toiurs,. :-.trengly Milne/lied t 1 the
tident or I ho 1...tvoen tlana Told,. 2.11

tllo relent 111.. tlic.: 4.1r, ition: for
111,12 lai%ek(ii ri poind 1
ralo iron 1.1r. 111, 1,1411, 111,10

lilt, I ruL.1,111,,ti 11031 t-1111 1,1

ham. hot rot the p 1113i n i1 na u 4 l rIiv 5 miler
of Ife 1,1' Ifi.ro.,,,tr,t(,-,1 in Totle 2.1

131l' ic.oing ill magnitude saiLc the 191I1s.



Table 2.13

Mean and etaltdard det.ilition of the nuot4r not reurLed for
1.2 AT forms Duce 'Ater 1966 to May 1969

i),fe of first

SIC -I I ELI I.E. 1AT-:,1 IS IF 1,1.471,11.,

30-bi
st

tile
clIti

otlIC
NCI 'ions

:30-111inrae
sCrfic.ris

1 5-!Ilill Ide
sill icIS

ND. O.

Dec 1966 0.64 1.62 1.91 3.20 1.39 1.68 0.66 1.67
Jan 1967 1.16 2.35 2.51 3.74 1.87 2.21 0.69 2.46
Mar 1967 0.96 1.85 1.42 2.82 1.16 2,22 0.66 2.45
May 1967 1.13 2.54 1.56 3.11 1.74 2.32 0.62 1.97
Dec 1967 1.12 1.97 1.45 2.67 1.37 2.59 0.53 1.93
Jan 1968 1.01 2.06 2.62 4.65 1.14 2.05 0.74 2.26
Mar 1968 0.62 1.67 1.24 2.70 1.42 2.63 0.82 2.60
May 1968 0.80 1.85 1.32 2.81 1.4.5 1.89 0.58 1.98
Dec 1968 0.98 1.99 1.44 2.86 1.35 2.10 0.62 ].90
Jan 1969 1.38 2.44 2.49 3.99 2.51 3.19 0.83 2.68
Mar 1969 0.79 1.83 0,83 2.17 1.11 1.66 0.61 2.05
May 1969 0.90 2.09 1.12 2.86 1.17 2.09 0.58 2.2.1

40 iteins 50 items 25 ilcris 05 items

Table 2.14 Table ..15

1'4) CH S.IT-1"/ rt,tt 0,4 s Trtn,../ ii, U,r o',,f/i
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they do not coincide in the 1.M tern of the introduction
of (heir influence to the steady rise of the various
coefficients. In any ease, the level of correlation be-
tween sivr-verbil scores and sAT-mathematical scores
has caused concern for their independent usefulness.

Factor onallpes of ±he sAT

Coffman has made the point that kno\sledge about SAT
factor structure .shoulit be useful in at Ic,tst two ways.
"First, it should provide a guide to the building of
parallel forms of the test. At present, test specifications
arc stated in terms of content categories based on
rational analyses and statistical indices derived from
item finalysis. it has been recogniied since the early
days that ii 4.4444-01"0 011 (lie S1.11"-V14r11411 sections represents

a composite ... and that it is important to balance the
several factors in each 144-W test form if 0:4(11 is III 111.1he
its intended contribution to tl reported score. A factor
analysis ought to provide information 111.i.iit the num-
ber of t'zictors entering into the reported retire and the
relative weight °reach. A second ail\ antage of studying
the fin (or structure of HAT- verbal sect (11:41 Lu-
ton, might he identified which might have significant

but iii the reported
score because there are very few items on the test
hhich 10.til on the ("actor. tic changing the relati\
weight of the several lulu:, in the test, or by bitililing
44444i4ar,11(.4 4,1114te,t, and rtilirti11g 4441.414,1r4Ite !444 lires, it
might lie possible tar rea-c ialidity of the s.v.r,-
tt'offinan, pp. 1-2.

Iwo factor studies of s.vr items have been undertaken
recently 19titi, 1'1u/eh :mil Coffman, littiti..
'it'll) 01 1114,4,4,4 were primarily at tt,iv. of ''ollt.1"-
ating the sfa factor if it tern rather than at riht.iiining
i1111114.1110(4 ;i1141 6'111141 \ imsvicrs :dhoti the s vt's
structure. Bash. data for these ran,liesrw \\ ere item
rest Kinses for 1.179 andirfati s who took the 1)c, ember

SAT.

t he 111JI\ of the verbal $(44, I of tilt :411 ( 'off-
n1:11). 1911G1 Ii1V(41\4(4141 print ii4;11 atis factoring
ley three different rotations. In the s.1-inalheinalical
analysis iPruick and offedAn. 190;1 two L,cloring
methods itorf four rot ition;i1 last ierls here 11-(11. :".1,i11404
111(4:01:11\ ,(4,146e114 primarily tI14 j111441.144;21 411 4411,I tXf 4/,41.1-

1,,ry in ;dm, i: not sorprising that they did not ,en-
( rate definite cont.111,iiins regarding the to ter strut Itire
of the Svi although 0 naillicinatii al iii tors and to
ter1a1l Inc torsi m.re teni,ltitele mimed. A, C4411114,111

out, 'lid: tApioratory study has more
110,stions.. ( 1 1 ; 1 1 1 i t ;04 0:1 the other it

denton,trato 41 (11,1t L., slur ;W.11\ pror u-41411"1-S 14.01

114r444,46 light on the miti,root the s in, 1i.10;.

p.1 I. '1 lace Iiruction for Int ih. r resiiiiri h
nn the ,1 111. NI.11q.,14.1 mho,:
...}101A01.0 dith ri it or Pe appro... he, should
1.e trii that Ilion,. 114.141 44110 141-111 41 044 siI
:11011141 14,4 14-11141, 41: :11141. ti 14141, t 11 It tl/ re ,11.441141 14e4

separate studies on 441.a1h,. deLucd siihij.1,,ups (e.g.,
groups classified s.icioecenomic status or by college
curriculum). Studies using groups of different ability
level: might also be instructive.

Origin 1,,! touinteito (4 162
SAT ,'_,COre,

The p:esent system of scabs for (lie SAT began with the
April 10-11 administration of the test. Prior to that time
the SAT was reporlet1 on a 200-809 scale that was re-
defined at each ;idminisiratiun by a linear conversion of
the raw scores winch se' the ineari at 500 and the
stanikirii devi it ion al 10G. This repeated redefinition of
the scale was carried out tinder (lie assumption t'ult
in I tell changes in the the candidate groups
from one administration tc another were ri-i livdp
small and insignificiint. :1111iiitigh this teas probably
reasonable ass option a( the lime, the outcome 1,-ft
something to he desired. Since the mean, :cid standard
deviations:4 stIccv,:ivt, grf)(1144, wel",` 4-41.4( (11(1141:11

(o (1144 4-4,1111(4 sealed score number,: year after year, it
vi as obviously not pnsible to make precise corni orisons
hetvi vett candidates ft....tett in ems administration and
candidates tested it( another administration.

t'onseitliciitly, in April 1911 the stage \Va.:: 444,1 for a
new seine reporting .}stunt. As befon% the scale for the
new form \v;is defined anei . Tk. me it and standard
il,\ kit ion cif rats scor. 11e \ I fell sections of ti1C SAT
were s. t (.(111;Ii to ;LI1,1 1(10 1 r the entire group of
10,051 candid itc.s .1 I/ ittlininist ration, What

\V;14, new ;114.11/1 111444,4\ 4-14_111 '4% I lie prtoVi 41 in for equal ing
the 44-4 (41'14.4,4 4411 .111 4," ise 144. it I -rills of the test to the
si ;do I' i lid 1E 'i! 1.111 reference group
'flie purpose -.1 the c.puat 41;2. 10 W4;1: 4;trui still
I,. , -tem vom!,1 have the s;ttne

from e.ir I Si -r I f, it is, (fl it any giVell
4-44 dcrl seor,. would 1. It.,44.4,14 Ili ,4;11114 144V441 of ability

regardless of the iply i.iir.titeristie., of the fr rat
ut the test im If hien it tt,is e omed, the nature of the
group Liking the ti st, or 11144 li 11. of the when the
test 11/4,is ;id inini-to.reil.

lit order to 4arry 111.1( c02,,Ilig, a sot of item: in
the form] ailinini-hired till ryas cArried over

it t of the June WM I. rot f the
Icst. I litt. rem, - in 1114.,411 ;41141 ,t,it141 114.\ 11,4(i44t1,4 4411

the 11( ,ITrit11-41\ or -4 41114111'i. 01'111, %%Ili' ncd
tur the ijunies I.if,ing the h st io .1pri1 ;erfl 4111110 ;11141
V64.1"44 1111.n 11,411 14.4, 4411 1114` entire
test holm,. for Ilion.
oulphilid. it \\ than 1,,issItile fu set itie adji.n.d

;old \ i 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 , 441 ) t nett' 1.1,1-h111

1..H.111. n',41111 nods MIL,111 Ch. viii sun <on
t luau, t.I.Y I .0 \ iding .1

04.111 null I. 4,4 ,414 - I IR' 1)1,- term.
In April 191." th 111t lilt

out. A tion ,.1 I!, Hr.' ..111.iinst. rid in June 1911
ii\i r .11111 111.-111-h, 0,1 14411it 441 the .114rd



1942 form of the test, Again, diftireaces in the statistics
on the common section observed in June 1941 and
April 1912 were used to make adjustments in the
statistics for tice entiry,i test forms. inakim; it possible,
as 1k fore, to Ili/Vide a linear conversion 1'1'0111 raw to
scaled scores tOr the April 1942 form.

The foregoing method of equating was applied in the
beginning only to s. '- verbal. The scale for s..vr-math-
entatical traces its origin to April 1942 vlaen the raw
scei.e mean aid .41nclard deviation were set C(111111,

respectively, to the sealed score mean and standard
deviation of SAT-verbal.

From 19-12 until the present time new sAT-verbal
forms ha'' been equated to predecessor forms by linear
conversion. Similarly, new sAT-mathernatieal forms
have been equated to predecessor forms by linear con-
version, and quit( independently of the equating of the

During this 14 riod. the specific
me thods of ec..,,tring have been revised in accordance
N% ith neW ;11,11)1,-, for improving the felialality of the

owel . the of linear equaling
has been retains I, 11,11a-1 the liOelahlre 11(1111--tillll, for

group dilferenetis in the proces: of eyuatjng th it IS. the
procedure Of li(bIliiii,turing with new forth a coLloy-
tinitot'ttL,t atoms that had previously been administered
with an old form .

1)miring the early 1950s the question of the reliability
of the equating system was subjected to intensive and
continuing slimy. Obviously the process or violating.
like any other statistical process. is subject to ritititint
error %%Hell, if lett unchecked, could eventually become
quite considerable. It become clear that if sucec,i-ive
form, wen.- each equated to then immediate predeces-
sors in C113111 filSh11111. then the variance error of equated
Fcor...s for the mos,t recent form in relation to the
original form in the chain of forms N011111 ;VIlere

the average Variant(' error of any one equating
proce.s, and n = the number of equating links in the
chitin . That is to the variance error iii the entire
.v -tent 11.1011111 111( rease directly as a function of the
number of links, or cquatings, involved. just as the
variance error of any total proses, -inn of the
Vat-1,111(e errors of the indi. dual independent ! parts
of the process. On the other liand, if the equating
syi-ta. m were 3111 /Wed to lleVele41. net 11S 11 sitIlple c 11.11/1,
but without any plan. then it %vas entirely
that separate strains or -families- or ,e.iles could
develop. wouki 1,0 that tiro ItrIns
tont igif to, N111 11 re-le, t to th time if their :11'1,,InIfIrt.,
l'1111111 IV ii I di -t oitly r f.it d in term-, of the iiiiinher
of equating 1,tvovii them. and re-tilt of

rr..r \ ill(' far Iiti i Iii ,1,11,11

Sll/TI, for 1 vici Iii of alality- tli.u1 of the tic rt.
:(11e1111111.71;\ I loser 1. ,etlu r.

\chile it 11.1' 11111 11111.11,,11110 to di lei cfi a I sec
,t;ind.ird i fret it 1111.11...,1 I. 4

ti it it i- iii tlii ni :ghli,n11,41 of lice point- on
the College lioArd se.il . th, it ;11,iitt lice pert ent °t-
o typical standard dem ial ion. Although this i- small

inrtced, when compared to the standard error of meas-
urement of ti.Vir-verbal or mat'tematical of 30 or 35
percent of a standard deviation, the cumulative error
of equating in a chain of 25 links of test forms is about
one-fourth of a standard deviation, or 25 points on the
score This amount of error is not small, and it
throws doubt on any equating system that involves
successively the equating of each new form of a test to
the form immediately preceding it. 1\1u,eover, since
the error of equating appears in t he conversion equation
itself, it is transmitted to every score to which the
equation is applied and affects the summary statistic.;
of scores in the manner of a bias. In this respect it is
unlike other kinds of statistical error, as for example
the error of Inc aslirl'illent in a mean, which tends to
vanish as the sample sire is increased. Equating error
can be controlled by controlling time size of the sample
from which t he conversion it derived: but once the
com ersion is derived, its error is just as large whether
the satin to which it is applied consists of 10 cases or
10,000 cases. Thus, while the error of equating is small
in relation to the error of measurement of a single test
score, it can loom quite large in relation to the error of
measurement M a incan a n1 can seriously affect comm
parisems of group performinwe.

Accordingly, a system has bken introduced in which
each form is equated not to one, but to two previous
forms, and the results averaged. In its inception the
-double part-score equating" plan was not :As formal
awl elaborate as it was later to become. Originally it
required only that the new form of the tt st be equated
10 two formsone that was, introduced only a year
previously. and (1111.' tlalt was introduced three o- four
Y1-trs By 19alt, as a result of informal
t,:aminations of equating as a result of a
Ile/re formal study by. Angolf ;Ind Waite 11901 it
bccatiw clear that the system of equating 1t:.: in f;tirly
l:110(1 L'entrOl. lie \VeVer, there NV.11-1 still 1'00111 for im-
provement and 11 irks 1901, made a :cries of detailed

cummu for the future conduct of the tiollege
Hoard scaling :mil equating operation"... (lute of these

,1: that the linkages among the test
forms is olgiiliieLl in a .-y,leinatie fashion,
1,y vitit.11 it W.1:11014,41 to shorten the equating
Irlecicut t.V!ry form and every. other form awl to knit
the system more tightly together. if IT011.erly eNeelaltAl,
till, plan \1. Ge, 1961. would not mil, enhance tile
rclialiilits of tAittotitig ;my new limit. I,ul :11-t-- ;111,1 iii
non- cvfnenre of this greater reli talh,leL'e
the tompribility nntene fern .

i'ioire 2.2 pre -.ciu- the "g hart
lo 411.1;...roil el the -p.irent ur!

it II u l the NI- \I if In,un (lilt
hi,kto j911, V, hell tliescale for thes i.yi tbal nr,t

1.iaL It lice in the diagram th tt connects two
flare-, it the 1, Wlia that 11). 1/lore reel it iTall
la,. 111,11 I 911.11,1 to the edite r fitrill aini. through it. to
the 11,1' ,e,11, for the . I. 111.1y Ile '1-eell in

lion rot it e1 tho ti.1111-1 la the S.Vr-verbal ,1 11 1..
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1940 41

194942

1942 43

494344

1944 45

124546

1949 47

994746

1943 40

794)50

1950 51

95757

1957 53

1951 54

1954 55

1955 7.6

499651

957.59

199959

109°60

9(991

19,797

79179]

1.6 374

43.519

f/

131719

1966 49

31

Figure 2.2
Genealogical cizart for SAT-eerbo(
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about 1951 has undergone two equatings, one to each
of two old forms. These two cquarings are carried out
independently and averaged before tare scores for any
of the candidates are released. TIT chart also describes
the system by which the linkages among the forms are
braided and interwoven to yield an internally con-
sistent and 1)0»logi»coos net work. Figure 2,3 give.: the
corresponding geaealogical chart for s;T-mathematical,

('anent proculorcs oiv( Nee ir n sri lls

The inet hods that have been adopted for equating the
successive operational forms of the SAT nave been
mainly dictated by certain practical considerations.
Hoe consideration is that, for reasons of security, no
form of the SAT is ever administered prior to its first
operational use. Another is that 'di candidates taking
the test at a regular administration earn operational
scoresthat is, scores that are reported to the colleges
they apply tothat are based cn precisely the same
test items. restrictions make it imperative that
all equating' be iione bet% Vell the fillet. that ;I new form
is first administered and the time tle't score reports are
issued for the eandidat es who first take that form.
11114...c restrictions also place a considerable strain 011
the design of the equating, since randoinizal ion of forms
is not is.rmitted either in a prior experimental adminis-
tration or in the operational administrations for which
,are reports are to Is The' significance Of

fl.',IriCtiOn, 1.11:1t the equating 44 the svt 11,1, 1.1 1.,-

conducted with groups olle taking the current form
and the other taking the old fora that cap easily
differ appreciably with respect to nnon and variance.

In order to control for the cifect of group diGreilces
on they 1.:011V("r:iO/1 Cr111;1110r1. a plan in-tituted in the
early 1 9Ins of using common test items for equating is
folk %yeti. In the administration of the svi. all students,
as is inted out above, take the .same olxralionnl form
of the test. llowev,,,r, in addition I. the ol,ritional
items, 'he students also take variable :el 4.1 sp.vial
items Ciat do not toturibule towmal their re.V4,1-4(.41

scores. These variable items may he tr-4.11 Hr. equating.
Whenever an operation:11 form of the SAT 1,-, adniMistered
fur the first time, three sets of verbal equating it etns arc
ciiftninisirt-11 abut never 1110re 01111 one ,.-411 to a candi-
dale'. one 111,11 113s pre% iously beim :'aluninistered ahlug
with a form that was first introduced about three ye.rs
ago, one that his previously been achniesteico along
with a Vann lh 11 teas first inlroduced about one year
ago. and one -id Lilted- for future equaling. The same
}Jan is f.,Elov.ed resj t',1 ImAlactwiticol v40.1(1114

:hall re fer In such lb 1145 here after as -equal
ing scetion, During the balance of this di,c
will t onidet equaling proco-durcs in ,-.1104e(141,441,

'rile I, an of adinini,tratiott and the data used for the
equaling may he des( riled follows. in terms of the
nctation that vv ill 110 tis.1 Se51 i,411-

i1 is a set of verbal equaling items, ,felling a single total

score, that :s administered along with Form w,
current operational form of sevr-verh,d, to Group z,
a random subgroup of the candad-2s who have taken
the sAT at this; time. The identical set of verbal equating
items, Equaling Section u, was also ad mini,,1 'red ,dung
with Form x, an operational form of SAT-vurbal that
was given at a previous administration, to Group .3,
a random subgroup of the ca:ididates who had taken
the SAT at tlad line.

In parallel to the foregoing plan there is a second set
of verbal equating items. Equating Section r, that is
also administ,:red with Form w, the current operatio»al
form of .sAT-verhal, but to Group 7, a different random
subgroup of the candidates who have taken the sAT at
this time. The same set of verbal equating items,

Section r, was admMistered with Form
V. au operational form of s.vr-verbal that was given

di,rerent previous administration, to Croup a,
t random subgroup of the candidates who 11:111 taken
tin's AT it that time.

(''orresiendingly, there is a set of matheinatk-al
equivlitig items material that are common to the current
form ard also to one old form of the sAT-mathe,:it
and a second set of mathematical equating items
are minimal to the current form and to another old
form of t he sv-r-mat hentatical.)

A summary of the notation is given below:

lia-w store, on test Mimis to he uciu.11i6(1.
F(rill vc i; new. Form-, x awl y are the ()Id
forms to which hurt,, w is ill be 1...4111,11eCI.

11 = 1UA. ware- 0.1 the ;,e1.4, of equating items.
Equaling Section ri is 1241;11141011 lei the
;uiliiiiiii.tration of both i oral" ie and x
Equating Bullion /ist orn-Mon 10 the
.311111illi-1 rat i.111 it both Forms 1%. ;1;141 y.

S Standard score scale.

(;/.441111 ing Fm -.aril Equaling Sect ion
(;rolq, t t,ing Form x and Equating Section u

t

Group takiint For111 w .;i11(1 S411111

Group taking Forcl y and Equating Seeton z
:

1 hilt for equating each new form. say of svT-ver.oil
to teen previous- forms of s IT-verbal ;Ire ;1:,..,,e1111.41,4d

drawing 41 of :0/11114..44 ialle4;. 1010 have liken

1 hi, r 11,1, 1,o1 1,4 a :;.1,01. r 1114-

,,1 of afar icIrei in thy'
Tarr!, F.... F. 1..11-11,1,111--

,-1

1 114,i1g 11,

11,Z.11,.:41,1

S.1,
1111.1

44; 41

1,.,4

144,4414.e

ill 1,-
11.1 Ilt. 4.1;r14144 r,.,1 4 .1,4 I{ .114` x tt f,rin,
14.14,4 gr.44144,41k. 1,..; it fr,In
I tl..,t with 1,u I ihuul gr,wih of it,

I1'.1(1 ,11..Itli.414. ernip ,1141 .4,4 Oil the e, t tai nest
asp1s %I 1.1,111 in .1.11.1 pr,,., 1.11111 , 1,k111.114

Mill 1W .t r Ur.- future.
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Figure 2.3
Genealogical chort for SAT-math,nnalical
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Form w and Equating Section u, and using this sample
in conjunction with a sample of 5,000 cases who have
taken the old Form x and the same Equating Section u.
The equating of Form w to Form xis accomplished by:
1) estimating the mean and standard deviation of raw
scores on Form iv for the combined group (t), those
taking Form w {Group 1) plus those taking Form x
(Group 4); 2) estimating the mean and standard devia-
tion of raw scores on Form x for the combined Group
(t); 3) setting the estimated mean and statalard devia-
tion on Form iv equal, respectively, to the estimated
mean and standard deviation on Form x, thus forming
a linear equation relating the raw score scale of Form w
to the raw score scale of Form x: and 4) substituting
this equation into the existing row-to-scaled conversion
for the old form, Form x, to yield a raw-to.scaled con-
version for Form iv.

The equations for estimating the mean and variance
on Forms w and x for the total Group. t, are derived
from selection theory, in which it is that the
variance errors of estimate, the slopes, and the intercepts
of Form w, for example, predicted from Equating Sec-
tion m, are the same for Group t and Group
1961). That is to say, it is assumed that:

r,) r;',);

and 'I1,, b,11\1, = M.

Parallel assuinjticms are made for tlac relationship
between Form s and Equating Section u for Groups
t and .3. The resulting estimation equal' ins are given
as follows:

1) K.1 -1(

2) S.1, = I\ 1 b,.0(11..

3) s' -1- , and

.1) 1-

The equation relating raw scores on Form iv to raw
scores on Form N is derived by setting equal the esti-
mated standard score deviates on the t wo tests for the
combined Group, I:

- St,, w
s,

thus yielding the equation.
5) X = A , NY -1- 13,,.

where As. = R, and K1 As SI,.
A., and are tlic slope and intercept. respectkely,
of the line cony( 'ling score.; on Form iv to the scale of
Form x.

Then, substituting in the existing equation relating
the Form x row scores to the standard scale,

6) S= A9.X B,s,

the equation relating Form w scores to the scale is
obtained:

7) S W

where As- = A,,A- and 13,

A parallel and independent pro.'edure is carried out
for equating the new Form w to the old Form y. The
mean and ariance of raw scores on Form iv and also
on Form y are estimated for the combined group (c)
taking Form w (Group 1) and Form y (Group 51. In
looking these estimations the "common test," Equat-
ing Section 1, the set of equaling items which have
b. 'II administered to both groups y and 5, is used for
making aclilIM DWI-Its for differences
groups.

8) g1,. = i\1

between those

9) A1,
,

= M,6 1- b., ),

10) b, and

11) =

As in the equating of Forms iv and x, the equation
relating raw scores on Form w to raw scores On Form y
is derived by setting equal the estimated standard score
deviates on the two tests for the combined Group. c:

Y W

thus yielding the equation tOr converting scores on
Fur) w to the seal of Form y:

12) Y = A, W 1- 13, .
whore

and 13, intercept .71 A .

Subituting into the existing equation relating Form
y raw scores to Ilo standard stille.

1:1) S = A., 1' 11.,,

the eilkial;on relating Form iv scores to the se.ate is
Ohl a Intl]:

11 S W

where = A A t and It -- A 13 1- 13.

Th((re are now two independently deri,e,l equation:.
71 and t 1.. both pro,. irlin.g vcr,i.1): tr. nit raw

sera's nn Form iv to the standard score scale. 11 they
disagree by no more tban scaled score )saints at any



point on the raw score continuum. the angle between
them is bisected to yield a final conversion equation
which becomes the official and operational conversion
for reporting scores for candidates who have taken
Form w. If the conversion lines disagree beyond
acceptable tolerances, then further study is undertaken
to determine whether compt"^tioaal errors, or errors
of other kinds (e.g., errors in scoring keys, inaccurate
reproduction of equating items, etc.), have not caused
the disagreement.

Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 each di.scril: a pair of
conversion lines for sAT-verbal scores. LE each figure
the "current" or new form of the test, given on the
abscissa, is converted to the standard score scale, as a
result of the equating to two old forms. as described
above. Clearly, the pair of conversion lines shown in
Figure 2.4 are in good agreement. The lines in Figure
2.5, on the other hand, although marginally acceptable,
nevertheless. disagree beyond desirable limits. If, as was

3(0

xn

JS

true of the lines in Figure 2.5, no errors r re uncovered
in the equating process or in the system of form-to-
form equalings, then the errors are taken to be random,
though larger than ideal, and the lines are averaged,
as is done for forms that agree closely, to yield a single
official conversion line.

The formulas that have been presented above for
equating the new and old forms (equations (1) to (4)
and equations (8) to ( I I ) above) were originally derived
by L. R Tucker (Angell, 1961) under assumptions
appropriate to observed scores, and are found to op-
erate quite effectively when the groups taking the new
and o!d forms {Groups x and 4, in the equating of Forms
w and x; Groups y and b, in the equating of Forms w
and y do not differ too sharply. In those instances,
however, when the groups differ by a substantial amount.
for example, when the difference between means on
Equating Section u or on Equating Section 7. is greater
than a quarter of a standard deviation, or when the

Figure 2.4
Illustration of highly consistent equating results
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variances on Equating Section u or on Equating Sec-
tion z differ by more than 25 percenta set of formulas
derived by R. S. Levine (1955) is used that depends
on assumptions appro)riat1 10 true scores. However,
these formulas require the assumption that the opera-
tional forms x, and y be parallel to the sets of
equating items tu and z), that is. that the items may
all be considered as having been drawn at random
from the same item itool. For this reason tile Levine
formula.; are used only ldien the qroups differ by
amounts greater than those specified above.

This method of maintaining the College Board scale,
w'Och involves a system of lorm-to-form equating.
derives from the point of view that there is a unique
conversion from the raw scores of a particular form to
the it and ird score reporting scale, ;t conversion that is
dependent only on the general level and dispersion of
difficulty of the items that constitute the test form and
on the intercorrelations among the items. Implicit in

SDD

100

this point of view is the notion that the test forms in
the : system are all measures of Cie same ability or set
of abilities; for if they were not, they could not be
depended on to yield a uniqoa conversion that would
apply w ith equal validity to different subgroups of the
candidate population. It is obvious that this require-
ment cannot be mtUntitined if the content of the SAT is
permitted to change, as indeed it has. However, it is
judged that if the content changes are moderate and
gradualas they have beenthen the comparability
across test forms will he reasonably accurate Over a
limited spun of years. A recent study oe this problem by
Stewart 1'1966) has shown that the score scale for the
sA-r-verbal has been highly stabie from 1963, when the
study was initiated, os far back as 1953, and appears
to be in relatively good control cv 'a as far I ick as 19 IS.

The model that is used for equating successive forms
of the sAT is the linear model, be which it is assumed
that differences in the shapes of the distributions of

Figure 2.5
Illustration of marginally acceptable equaling results
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scores on successive test forms are either nonexistent
or too small to require equating by area transformation
methods (methods that would be used to standardize
all the moments of a score distribution for a particular
group of candidates). The linear transformation allows
the raw score distribution to retain its original shape,
and effects a change only in the mean and standard
deviation of scores. That is, it effects a change only in
the separation of scale units (which, because of the
linear transformation, areal" of the same size for a given
form) and in the over:di placement of the scale of the
test form within the limits 200 and BOO, which are
arbitrarily imposed on the scaled scores of all the tests
of the College Board Admissions Testing Program. In
the large majority of instances the linear model has
Leen more than adequate to meet the needs of the Pro-
gram. Newly produced test forms have been pitched so
nearly appropriately in terms of the level and spread of
difficulty of their component items that they have in
fact yielded distributions very nearly identical in shape.
Nevertheless, the results of curvilinear equating are
regularly compared with the linear equations in order
to check on the similarity of the distribution shapes. In
those few instances in which successive forms have
yielded slightly different distribution shapes and a test
form has failed to yield the maximum allowable score
of 800, curvilinear (area transformation) methods- of
equating have been used to define the conversion of raw
to scaled scores, particularly in the score range 700 to
800. Thus, although the system for defining the con-
versions is essentially linear, provision is nevertheless
made to insure that when a deviation from the standard
procedure is warranted, appropriate action is taken.

The SuO-core

Because SOO is the highest score that is reiorted on the
College Board scale, it has .mind a special s.ii,
or ''visibility," and the concept of -perfect.' test per-
formance has come U. be powilarly, iJ.,:pi ro-
priately, atInchcd to it. The fact is (hat in tipper limit
of S00 is arbitrarily imposed on all staled set,i Ls ici the
t7ollege Board Admissions Testing Program. This is
done mainly to control for the fact II:. re is int . bl
some Variation in difficulty from form to form of the
test, and consequently some variation in the max.iiionit
scores earned hy highly able t inundates N, I) are tit, .og
different test forms. 'I he 80) -limit operates in such a
Way that if, for example, the maximum raw score r If 90
on sAT-verbal scctio, -4 is established by linear Clio itiog
as 812 oil the scale, the reported Sl..re is nometh.
SOO. iThe same, but opposite, restrict ion is imposed at
the lo1/4 LI cool of the scale by the 2o)- sores. chi.h arc
the lowest scot-+ n ported. Orolimirily. th i ormilment

rak,v scores it /iv, does not permit Ih e r, porting of
scaled scores as low :is '20. ..cr. aim valid olif-
ftrentiation is possible ..inoog formula r.on Ira% er thin
7Cal It* 1 the- e (10,:s 'mike it

./9

possible to extend the scale to the desired limit.)
Difficulties arise, however, when the test form is

slightly easier than ideal, and the maximum raw score
converts to something less than 800, with the result
that no student, however capable, is enabled to achieve
the score of SOO. Difficulties of another sort, somewhat.
less troubling. are when (he test is to difficult mid the
maximum raw score converts to a scaled score too far
above 800in which case the 800-score limit causes the
loss of too many differentiable raw score units near the
end of the test. Accordingly, the statistical specifica-
tions for the SAT reflect careful attention to this probl.nn.
Since the control system is necessarily probabilistic,
the average scaled score :,:ijUivalenl to a perfect raw
score is ideally set at a value near 820, with some
confidence that if this cal) be accomplished, the ob-
tained maximums will fall between 800 and 840.

The establishment of the value S20 and the determin-
ation of the range 800-840 ,,re not susceptible to rigor-
ous formulation. To achieve the i teal maximum for the
testwithout sacrificing the requirements for good dis-
crimination throughout the rest of the desired scaled.
score rangeone relates the mean and standard devia-
tion of equated deltas and the mean of the item biserials
to the scaled score properties of the test. Then one uses
these relations, as well as !he empirical relations estab-
lished by Swineford 11959), in setting future specifica-
lions for Ii tests. Table 2,16 presents some past ex-
perience with maximum raw score values, an experience
that led to adjusted specifications.

In view of the fact that three verbal and five mathe-
matical forms failed to achieve the SOO maximum, a
minor adjustment was made in the item specifications
(,:ginning with the December 1966 form of the SAT.
This adjustment may be seen in the change from the

Tab1( .?.I6

j/41,r),///,, rY,' it] ri

,riq, linigr riod,i1;1,./

J.';; 7n 31,7,,' jr+ocr;

Ike 1961
Jan 1965
Mar 1965
May 1965
Dec 1965
Jan 19q3
Mar 1966
May 1966

800
792

793

608

nG
799
820
605

791

765

824

782'
797

t12
792

612

'Nonlinear methods were used to equate these f,+; ms
op, rationally. Thv results of the cper It equating

ma, ;Mini scores :1 792 for 1110 Javoar..' 19671 form
and 79.1 for the May 19(65 form.



Table.. 2.17

Specified distributions of item difficulties and mean biserials for the SAT

I I S11,141111 '11111 .11

1:34..re
1950

Dee 1!-1, 1.

liao:4;211
IWJ7

Dee 1967

-11W, 1Y9 Oce 1!166

Dee 1955
thri+ugh

May 1567

nee .1967

Ma,. 1965

19

IS
1

2

1

2

17 1 2 2 1 4 4

16 4 4 4 3 4 4

15 4 9 8 4 4 4

14 13 12 10 10 5 5

13 8 10 10 7 5 5

12 9 8 10 5 5 5

11 9 9 10 5 8 8
10 14 9 10 7 8 8

9 10 8 8 10 7 7

6 7 7 4 4 4

7 7 7 6 3 2 2

6 3 3 3 1

5 2 2 2

Total Number 90 90 90 60 60 GO

11.4 11.8 11.7 12.0 12.5 12.5

SD 2.8 3.0 2.9 2.7 3.2 3.2

.42 .12 .42 .16 .47 .47

specifications that were in effect 'liar to Docernber 1966
to those that were in effect (runt is"..etniwr 1966 through
May 1967 ("fable 2.17..

Some indication of the ef',ctivulics: of the new speci-
fications is provided by the r,ults achieved in the In
forms developed for use in the academic year 1966-67
(Table 2.181.

'rabic LIS

.11a.rio.11.5 ,Fra.'ed FroTes obtained
rifle lirrrar coii,a ihojft,r

loot SAT .f( 1'o;6 to Mori I:46i

ef tsrf
,f11,1,ro rt. , f 0,5 !lo

ree F16 831

Jan 1967 8:30 83(1

Mar 1967 S17

May 1967 811 837

Clearly, the modifit at i. ins worke..1 and these more recent
forms enjoyed greater margin:: of safety. However, in
vi.Av of the likelihood that the item specifications, and
tun quentl }', the tests, may have been over idjusted
soinewlrlt, the specifications for the verbal reckons
1%Crl. cut back slightly, as AlOW II in Table 2.17. Table
2.19 demonstrates that t his additional modification had
the intended ellet t of reducing the maNitnum sealed
scores, but not to the levels that prevailed prior to
Dceemlxr 1966.

Score cliarige

Although most of the students taking the SAT take it
only once, about 10 perk-tilt currently take ,t more ban
011Ce, not Only NA101111 a single academic year, but also,
and 111,4e often, 1ctwkn academie yea TS. rt he uiCESI
frequent pattern of rioei1110t1ITIVOIVC a first testing in
the spring 011(11 in May) of the junior year and a
Ronil It's ting i l the win tcr ;most often in 1)e(rmlxrI

41



Table 2.19

:11a.rim ro reeled scores obtained
kith linear equaling for

right sAT forms

Torn!:
hair of fin)

artarillisf wrion

December 1961 to May 1969

t whirl Mothim,,f jest

Dec 1967 813 838

Jan 1968 856 800

Mar 1968 817 813

May 1968 839 841

Dec 1968 821 829

Jan 1969 823 794
Mar 1969 802 789

May 1969 818 831

'Special operational methods were used to equate these
forms operationally at the upper end of the scale. The
results of the opt-rati a equating yielded maximum
scaled scores of 821 for the Jai) Fry 1969 form and 800
for the March 1909 form.

of the senior year. About a third of the 695,000 candi-
dates tested in December 1067, for example. had taken
the SAT in the preceding May. Ceti:Tally :,peaking, the
re I >caters are abler than the nonrepcaters, scoring about
40-50 points hit,' r on both the verbal and mathemati-
cal sections.

The fact that two measurements are available for so
many of these students makes the !natter of score
change a snur.e of great interest to the students, who
seek to improve t l sir scores on a second testing, and to
the high schools and colleges, which regard the score
change as a measure of growth. However, 1>CC;IllSe of
the nature of the abilities measured by the SAT and the
short period of time typically intervening between the
first and secant(' measurement (about 111011111151

only iant.111 gains are ol,_srnnd on the average, about
15-20 points in recent years. This average score gain,
coupled %..ith a large standard deviation of gains (about
50 points) implies that relatively large proportions of
students (35-40 will drop in score front first to
second testing, and ,onto by substantial amounts. It
also means, of course, that some o ill gain by substantial
amotints.

During recent years inquiries have increased from
students, parents, schools. and colleges wt , va-re
pu7iled by the fact that the numbers of students 1,-ing
S 're points were greater than c5 r before. The lt,,tircl
:Ind 1- s initiated a series of studies in 1067 to investigate
Ibis mat ter of score changes on I /is S intcrpre
tier dot urnents tAt-re to :=4 ;Ind college:, in
tl winter of 19O7 -65 in :III :It len11.1 to explain the s,..-re

ph( nom( non. In t he summer 1167. the tro,/iig,,

12

Board Reticle also carried an article by Kendrick (1967)
in which some of the reasons that scores change as
they do were discussed. The following points were made
by these sources:

I. In general, there is a small increase in score from
junior to senior year, attributable in tort to intellectual
growo.. told in part to the effect of practice ou the SAT
for those cello have had little experience with this type
of test.

2, On the basis of the typical average score change
at. I the typical variability of score changes that have
been C.served recently, can be predicted that about
one student in 20 will gain 100 points or more and that
about one student in 100 will lose 100 points or more.

3. There has horn a slight downward trend in the
average gains observed in recent years. (See Tables 2.20
and 2.21 for ;1 summary of recent score change data.)
Ilowc.er, the reason fur tie overall gain, as well as the
downward trend in the gain, is not that the tests are
more or less difficult in the spring than in the winter.
The tests are built to precise specifications, and any
minor differences that remain are adjusted for in the
equating. Although the reasons for the decrease in the
average score gain for the entire candidate group are
not clear, two hypotheses suggest t hernselc es: the con-
tinuing decrease in the number of students for whom
practice effect on multiplet.noice tests like the SAT
represents a significant factor; and the decreasing tend-
ency for only those students to repeat the test who felt
that their initial score was erroneously low. This latter
hypothesis suggests that students now tend to repeat
the test regardless of their initial score.

4. In terind ividual differences in score gain are partly
the result of individual differences in real intellectual
growth and exiericnce with the test, but they are
principally the result of random error in the test, error
which is inherent in all tests, and, indeed, in all kinds of
measurement. Score change, involving two scores, is
subject to both sources of error. tThe standard error of
measurement of a single SAT scare is about :30 points:
the standard error of measurement of a score change is
about -12 ioints.'1 These random errors. which can cause
a score to fro high as well as too low, are one of the
principal reasons for the large score losses, just as they
are one of the principal reasons for the large Score 1.T,1111',.

TI.werelical and empirical studies of score gains
indicate that it is extremely unlikely that any third
variable tin addition to initial and final score) will
correlate s-cry highly. with Glenl. t tlidities of
score gains fogaiitA grade point average in collisge) .11"O
very nearly /ero. Other studies show no rclivb't differ-
ences in mean score aim: lx.tween highly sclee,iVl

!--111.141L and randomly chosc-n mist le, e

1:01IlloiS. Still 1,1111T Z113.1i,s 11.1Vt. shown 0,.11 ;d111,,ugh
there appear to be significant diffcren,es lx.tvwn
HL hoot, with respect to their mean score gam, in any
one year, flu re is no reason to expo. t similar mean ....tins
(ruin one year to the next: mean score xperieneeil
11.: 1110 111(!, lilt:It-rent students, iii another



Table ,;.).20

Scrcit-licar sorrfifoory of chrzoge i1t sAT-urb, 1 scort,, flo,o1 Marc:o or _11a,1 of flit'
?pear to Deft n, 4cr or JfilIoary of tip' tell for ioar

\ I1I,I // 111 DI I VIII/ It (I.0 II III (RV

1 r)02. 1''0 -3-)1.-3 1. 15)65. IY,G.
1262 1,163 1(3i I 191,5 3966 1961 ; 05 06 67 15 69

44,930 63,117 52,595 72,754 71,925 67,153 39,245 5,301 6,936 9,059 4,460 4,565 3,938 3,836
Senior score?

556 525 522 519 514 315 509 .158 510 507 500 496 502 492

81) 107 105 101 104 107 107 106 101 101 105 111 113 115 113

Junior scores
40 -1 497 496 500 498 195 486 458 472 168 476 481 437 466

SD 101 101 105 101 105 107 102 97 100 107 109 113 111 107

Stir minus
scores

12.1 27.5 26.0 15.7 16.0 19.0 23,0 40.1 38.0 38.9 23,7 14.6 25.0 26.7

31) 47.7

t eit1

decreases IS

43.6

29

47.5

28

47.3

31

49.4

37

48.0

33

48.0

31

49.0

20

49.7

21

45.0

21

47.5

31

48,5

37

49.9

30

48.7

28

NI%) I I ICII 1,13'1 I, LAI 1'01 %Ill

14r32- 1'133- 1'3.). 39455.
1'4 3' f, 1'1,7 1`1, r,3 h1 1,3 3,, 11,7 3,5 (01

stunt:
96,171 112.625 172.9:13 176,607 192,620 007.011 414527 16,631 15,709 20.359 12,233 13,255 13,003 14,259

512 502 .198 195 157 457 -151 490 195 491 491 452 155 474

scorts

101 103 103 100 101 102 101 100 103 103 107 106 109 110

:11 4514 155 477 176 171 173 170 167 -171 463 465 1159 166 455

SI) 101 101 101 103 911 101 101 102 102 100 103 106 110 110

Str.i,r mina:
jiluifir stores

7.1 24.1 15,5 21.2 15.9 13.0 11.0 11.0 22;9 27.0 ;11.1 25.7 12.6 19.3 18.0

till 19.0 17.0 15.1 43.7 49.6 .50.1 49.5 49,2 47.5 47.9 15.8 49.0 50.2 49,4

Pt ri..eut

det i7 :11 39 334 32 25 25 54 all 3.5
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Table 2.21

Soren -year summary of change in sAT-mathematical scores from March or May of the
junior year to December or January of the senior year

To 111:CEMI+1 IC M11, II '0 .1 17M:.1111'

1962 1961 1961 1965 1966 1967 1966
/962- /961- 1 96 1- 2965- 1966- 1967- 2964-

65 65 61 65 66 67 66 69

N

Senior scores

Si)

Junior scores
Al

SD

Senior minus
junior scores

SI)

Percent
showing
decreases

44,930 63,447 82,595 72,754 71,925 67,153 39,243

555 551 547 540 536 512 539

103 111 111 107 107 109 110

522 527 515 527 523 524 .118

104 102 104 106 106 107 105

33.2 24.9 32.4 12.1 12.8 1S.0 21.0

53.3 54.3 50.8 53.S 53.4 52.5 53.5

26 32 26 41 41 36 33

5,891 6,916 9,089 4,460 4,565 3,938 3,836

530 543 529 528 534 526 521

106 107 103 114 113 111 111

492 504 492 506 507 507 499

101 101 106 111 113 114 112

38.0 38.7 37.0 22.5 27.3 19.0 22.3

55.4 56.6 31.2 54.7 53.4 52.4 52.3

24 23 23 31 30 35 33

S' TO 1,1 I Mb, II NI %V 1.m3 stAlil

1962 1963 1961 1965 1996 1967 1966

N
Senior scores

SD

Junior scores
Al

SI)

Senior minus
junior scores

Si)

Percent
showing
decreases

96,474 142,628 172,933 176,607 192,620 207,091 131,827

136 530 525 521 513 517 519

105 108 105 103 102 106 107

513 513 497 502 501 501 505

103 106 108 103 102 103 101

21.3 17.6 27.3 13.5 9.0 13.5 13.8

52.9 51.1 52.6 .52.7 53.4 .51.7 55.0

32 36 29 36 43 40 59

1962- 1963- 1991- 1995- 1966- 1967- 1965-
63 61 65 66 (7 93 69

16,634 18,709 20,359 12,2.33 13,255 33,005 14,269

522 531 517 521 .522 513 506

103 106 103 110 110 108 110

493 500 465 492 499 499 494

107 106 109 111 110 110 111

28 9 30.8 32.3 29.0 22.5 11.0 12.6

55.1' 53.4 52.7 53.1 55.4 52.5 53,3

20 28 27 29 31 40 40
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academic year lire olds' negligibly correlated 101)00.(17
for vcrlJd stores and .16 for mathematical scores).

6. The correlation between initial score and gain is
about .25. 'fins studIs with low initial scores can
expect relatively high gains: students with high initial
scores can r xpecl relatively small gains and proportion-
ately more frequent and greater losses.

7. Became of the fact that error of measurement is
virtually absent in the average score gain for the hun-
dreds of thousands of students who repeat the SAT,
variations in score gain from one year to the next must
be attributed to sonic other source, probably to equaling
error. The standard error of equating is probably in the
-neighborhood of 5 scaled score points for any one form,
7 points for a score gain, and about I0 points for the
difference between two score gains. Although an error
of 10 points is normally regarded as something very
5111011 in the context of individual scores, it tends to
loom quite largo in the context of mean gains, which
themselves are small. Nevertheless, however it is re-
garded, the error of equating still small, and for the
purposes for which the scores shook' he used, still
negligible.

8. In spite of the fact that the SAT itself is highly
reliable (about .90) and very useful to admissions
officers in predict ing college suer-es, the SAT score change
--that is, the simple difference between the junior and
senior SAT scoresis I.'Xt Nrin ly Unreliable labout .201
and, wills few exceptions, tells us virtually nothing
about the stud at':; intellectual abilities, or about the
school he cons.'s from. The score change bears little or
no relation to the quality of work that he has done in
the joist or the quality of work that he may be expected
to do in the future.

9. The foregoing information implies--and exiteri-
ewe has demonstratedthat sass scores earned in the
junior year generally provide as good an indication of
the abilities measured by the SAT as scores earned in (lie
senior year, unless, of coil se, a student felt handi-
capped by illness or other such personal conditions
during his first taking of the SAT.

Very ,i5 long as candidates take the SAT on
mere than one or anion and as long as the cliffs rencc:i an
t 'wk. scores are tvailahle. questions will CO/Itintl to bk

.Mug ily ; particular student has experienced
d wa rop in score. by the score change for a given school

is smaller one year than anothe,. s.) 11131,
Stoit'lltS from that school have lost score points. Ilew-
ever, nothing ca,u IA. done to reduce the variability, of
score changes suhstantially %%dhotit inerei.sing sub-
stantially the correlation between the jamor-year and
senior -year SAT 15 '1011,1 the present curielatioe of alJut

But if this happens, then the need for taking the
sisT a second lime will tend to vanish, since time seco,,d
testing is so easily predicted from the first. 'Flat result is
that candidates will hot 1, as likely 10 the fottire to
re' eat the test. Under these cireumstames, the (mhoe
prof' iva of score gains- their leNcl

vani,lics.

Coaching

Because the SAT iS so often regarded as a significant
hurdle--even a barrier to be passed by secondary
school students who aspire to college, a number of com-
mercial coaching schools have appeared on the scene,
claiming that they can improve the student's verbal
and mathematical skills and essentially promising them
higher scores on the SAT see Chapter I). In response to
these claims and in response to the students and parents
who feel that the "(teachability" of the. SA'F disadvanta-
ges students who cannot attend these schools, the
College Board issued a booklet, Effects of Couching on
Scholu.stic Aptitude Test Scores (19651. The booklet
summarizes the results of several studies of coaching,
all of which point to the negligible effects of coaching
(see Chapter VI), and quotes a formal statement by
the College Board trustees, calling attention to the
inherently slow and stubborn growth of the abilities
measured by the SAT and their relative insensitivity to
the efforts to cram a young lifetime of learnin; into a
space of a few weeks. The statement goes on to deplore
the activities of the commercial coaching schools and
their corruptive effects on the process of education,
and urges students and their parents nal to be tempted
by their false and misleading

Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PsAT)

The preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test is a some-
what shorter version the Seholastic Aptitude Test,
constructed from old forms of tin. SAT as they a -e re-
tired. It is admit istered under scanisecure conditions
(destruction of test copies is the responsibility of the
cooperating school.sl to a population Of high school
junior:it/id seniors. The purpose ,,f the test is to
in guidance decisions rolevanl to college attendance.

Tne nsAT is made to content specifications that
parallel those of Ow parent SAT. In dillicutty, it is some-

ha: easier, in order to provide a more effective mea-
surement for the more heterogeneous and somewhat
lower - scoring population. Normative information is
developed that rehlics psAT scores to college success.
'irtially every slit comterning 111, lust development
for the sAT is relevant io the development of the I'SST.
The at 11.1,110n to jorallelisAn of forms, the consideration
of the problems of the 111111111 Obtainable scaled
score, ;Ind the sense of a tend that derivcs from it tri,di-
tim of some 15 years of work in test construc hum
is as e' dell for the PSAT as for the SAT. 'nu.' Verbal
section consists of 70 )(ruts tits compared with 90 for
the verbal t.a ion, of the SAT!, Mitts Eh? L11.1lhernal.itA
section conS.i,ls Of .50 drams 1,IS comp ired with 60 for
the mathemalicai sections of the SAV. The time allowed
for verbal in I for math is one hour 1111 cash case. '1'brrr
:Ur only these two sections, without tt e breakdown
into swath r ti011.,, the Iaitcrii for .:.AT, and



because the PSAT program does not require its own pre-
testing, st.ch additional materials as an:! required are
provided for through the routine pretesting for the SAT.
All in all, the PSAT may be considered to be a parallel
form of the SAT, somewhat easier, but affording all the
parallelism, reliability, and validity that the SAT
prov ides.

Arrangements for handicapped students

Special arrangements are available for handicapped
students who wish to lake the SAT. For students with
nonvisual handicaps, these arrangements may include
petmission to take t'ae lest without its regular lime
limit at a special session, or to take the test in the usual
manner but with the aid of a typewriter nr an amanu-
ensis to record the responses.

Students with visual handicaps may also take the
test without adhering to its regular time limits. They
may use either a large-type edition or a braille edition in
their work. Such special print inrs of !he sAT have been
available for two forms of the te:,t since 1939. One form
is intended for juniors, one for Fcniors. The braille
editions include records previding aural versions of the
reading con:prehension material

The practices of relaxing the i,nc Inn; k and or pro-
viding special materials make possible the tcs:ing of
students with a variety of luaidicaps. The test scores
are reported on the same 260-800 scale that is used for
onhanfficapped stndents The use of the scale, how-
ever, is not intended to imply that SAT scores earned by
handicapped students under special testing conditions
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have exactly th same meaning as the scores of non-
handicapped students. The very nature of the problem
for example, the, large variety of the types and degrees
of severity of physical handicapmakes it extremely
difficult to evaluate the validity of "handicapped"
scores and to design an adequate equating experiment .
for determining equivalent "nonhandicapped" scores.
Moreover, the population of handic,ipped students is
sc mall and their college attendance spread ever so
many institutions that rigorous validity studies cannot
be undertaken. Finally, the question of tire extent
which the possession of a handicap influences grades
ai.d other college criteria would rule out a decisive
answer in any case.

The meager data presently available, while indicating
that I he sAT does predict the college grades of handi-
cat ,led students about as well as it does those of non-
handicapped students, can nevertheless do no more
than support the following injunction to users of the
handicapped editions, which appears, in the descriptive
booklet for the program ;College Board, 1968, p 11):
"The usual caution that lest scores be considered as
only one part of the student's record assumes particular
importance in the evaluat ion of a handicapped student's
test scores." Accordingly, it would be expectod that
formal test scores would assume less weight as an index
of the future academic performance for handicapped
students than they would for nonliandicapi:ed students
and that the previous academic record would corres-
pondingly lake on more than its usual importance.
Clearly, there is no substitute for judicious use of test
results, p,articuiarly when somewhat less than full
reliance can le placed on the scores.
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The Achievement Tests
WILLIAM E. COFFMAN

Introduction

The Scholastic Aptitude Test Wa3 designed with a
specific purpose in mindto identify those individuals
who, regardless of the subjects they might have studied
in secondary school, liossess the general academic skills
necessary for succes, ful college work. In contrast, the
College Board Achievement Tests come from a dis-
tinctly different tradition, and it is not possible to
understand their function in the Admissions Testing
Program without first examining the historical context
out of which they evolved. During the years since the
formation of the College Board in 1900, they have
served many purposes. In this chapter three main pur-
poses of the Achievement Tests will be identified and
their development traced.

Purp(mes

Colleges may require that candidates for admission
submit scores on certain Achievement 'Pests for one or
more of the following reasons: (1) to aid in certifying
that a candidate has or bas not achieved a level of
corniT tence in a subject- matter field considered pre-
requisite to admission to the college: 121 to assist in
placing students in a college sequeiwe at different levels
depending on their prior achievement: and 1:i1 to Make

redictions of performance in colleg,,, combination
with other information, such as Als scores and SOCOIld-
ary school grAcs. Tile particular way each purpose
is viewed will depend on the individual college and the
program within the college.

To certify cornpeicnce Many colleges and univer-
sities develop (heir curriculums on the assnnrpticn that
st ud en ts entering the curriculums bring with them I par
titular level of competence amid are ready to study the
subject at that level. For example, an engin:vring
college may begin the study of mat heina tics at the level
of a combined course in a:1,11)147d geometry and
calculus. It is assumed that the students have already
developed the understanding of algebraic and trigo-
nometric concepts and the mathematical skills that

( l I.\ 1 I Ii:I ...1 I

will perinit them to master the concepts and processes
being presented in this course. But the level of achieve-
ment in secondary school mathematics is not nec...ssarily
reflected in a passing grade in a secondary school course
in algebra or trigonometry. The requirements for a
passing grade may vary from school to school. The
Achievement Tests in mathematics, by providing a
common sample of problems for all candidates, can
provide CVidC7111' of the extent to which applicants
from different schoolsand with different types of
exposure to the subject clatter- -have reached a com-
mon level if achievement. Similarly, the Englkh Com-
position 'lust may be used to certify that an acceptable
level of skill in the basic elements of composition has
been already achieved in secondary schoolparticularly
if, as in certain selective colleges, there is no intention
to devote time during the freshmin year to the devolop-
ment of such skills.

Of course, such a use of the tests is indirectly con-
cerned with prediction since individuals ), ithout the
prerequisite skills will be unable to succeed in the
college work. It is unlikely, however, that faculty
conunit tees responsible fiir making decisions about the
use of College Board Achievement Teets often think of
prediction it the Com-rely terms of increments to a
11)11101)1c correlation COeflicient. Otherwise, how might
one cx!,lain the popularity of the English Composition
Test, %%Inch seems to have relatively little unique con-
tribution to make to t In' prediction of college perforn.
once. 'The fixt is that college faculty members recognize
that the ability to %%rite clear and correct English is a
lei:kiln:1h, requirement for :illinission to :1 selective
college and that high s :ores on the English Composition
Test reflect, or at lew:t imply. that ability.

The use of the test seer), to certif; competence is
illustrated with F.trticular force in the ( ase or tests in
foreign languages. SOW(' (r lieges lia%), reqt'irci-wilt
that any graduate of lite liberal arts pro,c,ram 1 ;11,1e to

read a foreign lingua c. St iiden's are required to dem-
onstrate their ability to do so b-fore they may receive
a &glee, In certain inst:mees, it has been Cetermined
that stadents who ha\ e the -eqe;red level ,,f skill are
tilde to pei form at ;t particular level on College Board
tests its a foreign language: therefore, students who
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perform at this level at the time they apply for admis-
sion to the college are certified as meeting the foreign
language requirement.

To A.otide placenze rl i nformation --Even though selec-
tive institutions may require certain minim.= levels
of achievement for entering certain courses, there is
still recognition that students may vary wiCely in the
level of their achievement and competence at the (line
they enter college. To provide for such individual dif-
ferences, many colleges, particularly (hose that are not
highly selective, offer a variety of freshman courses and
place students in these courses on the basis of their
level of achievement at the lime of admission. There
may be several levels of freshman English, mathemat-
ics, or foreign language Bec; Lise of the wide variation
in secondary school courses and in grading standards,
such colleges often use placement examinations to
assess the level of entering students. The College Board
Achievement Tests, since they can be administered
prior to admission to the college, provide a convenient
way of sorting students so that schedules may be
developed and classes assigned in time to Iiegin course
work promptly.

In order to use College Board scores effectively for
ment it is necessary (hat each college determine

the appropriate score level to use in a particular place-
ment situation. If for example, it is desired to determine
the score level < n thy French Test that would certify
ability to enter a (hid semester college French course,

e approacii would be to administer the test to stu-
dents cor,-,:letirg the second semester iourse nt the
college and to require any out ring student wishin,.; to
register for (1w third semester course to earn a score in
the range achieved by these studenta. For example, the
required score m,;!ht be the average score achieved by
students who rece,ved ;11 C in the college More
precise methods may be adopted as data peemit.

To improcv predi:tion---]n the admissions situation,
any information that will improve the prediction of the
lierformance to l i xiwc hid from an applicant is %eel-
eomed by the admis,,ions oflirct, particularly if com-
petition for viimissien is heavy. From time to time,
studies hai,e 11(111 trade of the alfeetiveness or he
At 'nevi. mint 'Pests for predicting frCS11111611 grade-
point average. A conirnon prO(CdM'V is to ro nputr the
average of whatever Ach;everntai( Test, the student
elects to take. The justification fur this it du, a is
that if the .:tuderit is free to choose the examinatiti;
he will take ccilhin the restrictions 111110t ed 10y colleges
to which lie is applying) Inc veil' choose Ilia e for whip li
he thinks he is best prepared. His performance,
will rafted lb. level of achievement of which he i.
capable %vhee he is studying a subject for which he has
some definite ability or interest. Sime students more
often than nut elect in college those :subjects in %% Lich
they have Or interest, the Achieveincill
'rest performiree is likely to be even mere appropriate
for predicting future performatii.ki thin would ;i corn,
mon bath ry that might include silijects iri %%hick the
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student has neither special ability nor interest. This
particular reasoning might seem faulty since in many
cases college freshmen have to study required courses
regardless of their interest; however, since colleges
often require one or two Achievement Tests related to
such required courses (e.g., English composition or
mathematics), (lie examinations a student choosas to
take tend to reflect a combination of college require-
ment and student election.

Formal assessment of the predictive validity of the
Achievement Tests has usually been carried out on
samples for which secondary school grad is and SAT
scores were also available (see Chapter V). Such studies
have shown that in most instances the addition of the
Achievement Tests leads to only modest increases in I he
multiple correlations. What is not generally recognized
is that in certain colleges the combination of Achieve-
ment Tests is more highly related to college achieve-
ment than the combination of SAT-V and SAT-I4 and
(hat if the Achievement Tests were entered first into
the multiple correlation the SAT might not increase the
multiple correlation to the same extent as the Achieve-
ment Tests do when the SAT is entered first. For exam-
ple, Olsen (1a57) found that ii. 10 of the 13 groups she
studied a combination of Achievement Test scores
produced a higher correlation with college freshman
grade-point average than ;1 combination of svr- verbal
and SAT - mathematical scores, and that in every case
the Achieve:nent Tests carried a larger sum or beta
weights in the multiple regression equation.

It should Ix recognized, however, that the relative
usefulness of the sAT and the Achievement Tests cannot
be evaluated overall simply an the basis of their rein-
tire contributions to a multiply correlation. Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores are generally available earlier
than Achievement Test scores and on a more flexibie
schedule Furthermore, high scores on the Achievement
Tests depend to a considerable extent on the oppor-
tunities offered in secoml.iry school for learning the
particular concepts :Ind skills measured by the tests.
Thercfr re, a college may %% ash to give primary emphasis
to th r SAT in order to be sure to identify t hose candidatff
iNhose anilines may be inadequately reflected in theie
SCOret4 1,11 the '!'C-LS IA'S, 1961 ,

backgrou0

The ('ollegti Board Achievement Tests of the 1960:: can
be !Kist understood as the results of a ,cries of modi-
hcations and :id:illations in a Frograin that Ii is 1)0.11

in cuntimiutis existence since the examinations
core administered in 1.,101. A general review (,f I ht.

history of tip. College Board w,a presented Tii (..}1;11)1Ur

1)ll I it will he %Veil IC) rcciew Ito :wain here,
spe,ifiiially from thii piiitit of vicm of tlf.i 1, hietemem

lioaid. it is reedilod. wasrslahlishcd
for the purpose of bringing together si hoot: anti colleges



with a common concern for establishing sound practices
in the transition from school to college. One of tlw first
actions of the Board was to establish a common set of
college entrance examinations to replace the many
different sets of examinations required by individual
colleges.

Evolution of the Achievement Testing Program-- -Orig-
inally, the ''College Boards," as the examinations came
to be caned, consisted of a series of essay questions, one
for each of the commonly taught college preparatory
courses. The examinations were seen as providing
evidence that students had mastered course content at
an acceptable level. Typically, examinations we,et given
at the end of the school year in which courses 'sere
taken, and it was assumed that passing grades indicated
that necessary credits had been attained. The exit
Bons, which in some instances took as long as it week,
were administered in June, graded in July and August,
and the results were reported to colleges prior to the
opening of the fall session.

Responsibility for setting the examinations was
placed with committees of examiners appointed by the
College Board, one for each of the examinations. Orig-
inally "the definition of the requirenwilt in each was
taken from the recommendations of national com-
mittees: for example, the requirements in latin were
based on the recommendations of the American Philo-

Assoc:ation; those in French met the demands
of the Conamttee of Twelve of the Nlodern Language
Association; and tha requirement in history followed
closely the outline submitted by the Committee of
Seven of the American Ilistorical Association." (Euess,
1950, p. 41.) Early in its history, the Board adopted the
practice of appointing special commissions to consider
de,, eiopments in secondary sallool curriculums and their
implications for examinations, 41 practice that has
continued to the present day. ne example about the
time of World War I, tlw practice of setting course
examinations based on specific syllabi was callel into
qtest ion, and an alternate series of tests covering broad
curricular areas rather than specific courses was intro-
duced into the program. In recent years, comnik,jons
on English and mathematics have exerted considerable
intliiente on secondary school practices and on content
siavifications for the cxaminations.

II has been recognietl, however. that major respon-
.-iliility for the quality of the examinations must rest
with the examiners- -that the stk.( css of the Board's
examination program depends, finally, not on the
SI ahl.111(.11k of MI1101131 ek)1111111i(tMk; alx,ul what the
eXaknillatioll$ shutdd be, but rather on 11w extent to
which qualified C0111111il (el" 111(11111fS are ;alto to produce
examinations that ore recognind by the membership,
of the Board and the academic community at large as

vant. fair, and effective. Every effort has 1hercfore
been made to induce leading educators to accept
app oiiilinctit as examiners and to taaivide sound tceli
nical support. The list of examiners over I PIO 11';11',4 Is

(csliniony In the success of (he ufforl. The slre,ant of

k

research and statistical reports issued by the Board is
testimony to the soundness of the technical support.

Among the early studies were those conducted in ior
to 1920 that indicated that tests were not strictly
equivalent from year to year and that a student's
examinatim grade might depend to a considerable
extent on the year in which the examination was
written, and on the person who happened to read the
paper and assigned the grade, rather than simply on
the quality of the student's answers. In response to
these findings, systematic efforts were exerted to im-
prove the reliability of reading of examinations and to
reduce the variability in test difficulty from year to
year. In 1937, in an effort to provide tests for scholar-
ship purposes, the College Board contracted with the
Cooliera live Test Service of the American Council on
Education in New Yolk to provide a series of one-hour
multiple-choice achievement examinations that could
be administered along with the sAT on a single day in
April and scored in time to make scholarship award= in
May In the following years responsibility for con-
structing the objective scholarship examinations was
gradually shifted from the Cooperative 'Past Service to
the regular College Board committees of examiners,
who also prepared the June essay examinations.

With the onset of World War II, colleges began op-
erating on a full-year schedule, admitting students to a
summer quarter directly from high school. Because of
this change and also because there were now fewer
teachers available to read the essay examinations, the
objective Addevcotcnl Tests were substituted tear
porarily fur the June essay examinatioan. Within a
short time it became clear that the Achievamcnt Tests
were giving adniissions officers the information neces-
sary for making tlwir decisions at a much earlier time
than had been possible with the June essay examina-
tion program. and, as a result, the subject-matter
Achic rentent Tests which had been introduced initially
as scholarship tests, only, were continued indefinitely.

At the end of World War II, the Admissions Testing
Program consisted of the Scholastic Aptitude Test
tverball and a Mathematical Attainment Test ildmin-
istered in a morning session. laus 10 Achievement Tests

kin, Social Studies, Fri lull. Cerium.
Latin, Spanish, Chemistry, Paysics, Biology, and Com-
prehensive 111iithcinal Ws and an aptitude lest, Spatial
Relations, administered in an afternoon session. The
Candidate elected 011(', Iwo, or three of the on' -hour
tests according to the requirements of colleges to Ndlikil
he was applying and according to his ilWl abilities and
interysts.

Each Achievement Test cowls:cal of questions
selectee) from liles or th"dy written by the Ukk1111111(Set`
of Examiners appointed ha Ilic College Board tine
examination. Responsibility for coordination and tech-
Mail work on the tests rested ((ills the College Board
lrchmioalstaff.whirh I I graven lip in Prineetim around
the group of Speel,'Lli.IS who were in %barge of the SAT.

but Oil pKrlicy isions awl final approy,11 of each
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Achievement Test question remained with the respec-
tive committees. The technical staff in Princeton formed
part of the staff of Educational Testing Service when
that organization was formed in 1947.

The formation of Educational Testing Service did not
change in any fundamental way the established rela-
tionships between technical staff and committees of
examiners. Examiners continued to have responsibility
for the content specifica ims for the Achievement. Test,
and for approving test questions to be included in each
new test; the technical staff continued to provide
coordinating and editorial services and to prepare and
interpret statistical analyses indicating how well each
test had met expectations.

Since 1945, the Achievement Tests have continued to
evolve. In 1947 the Mathematics Attainment Test,
which had been a three-level examination from which
each candidate elected one level, was dropped from the
program. In its place was offered a single mathematical
aptitude test, as one part of the morning SAT program,
and two one-hour Achievement Tests an Intermediate
Test, appropriate for candidates with 2E or 3 years of
mathematics, and an Advanced 'Test, appropriate for
candidates who are studying a fourth year of math-
ematics.

During the 1950s there began ,i revolution in math-
ematics education that led to changes in the Math-
ematics Achievement Tests in the 1960s. The Com-
mittee of Examiners in /YIat hemalics contributed to (his
revolution, by requesting that t he Board set up a stx,cial
commission to study the mathematics curriculum of
the secondary- schools an 1 make n'CO Intoymi t ions for
the future. In 1959 the t xo-volutre Report of the Com-
mission on Mallie;nafies was nublished. Included in the
report are outlines of recommended subject matter for
grades 9 through 12, Fuggest ions for the training of
elementary and secondary school teachers, and pro-
posed changes in college mathemat ics. In the appendixes
to the report, the Cemmission provided information,
instruction, and materials for teachers. Some of the
appendixes introduced new ideas and frich,i; others set
forth new methods for approaching old topics.

T,P report received widespread attention among
mathematics educators. By 1963, so many changes in
educational practices had taken place in the secondary
schools that it became- necessary to change the pattern
of the tests again. The Level 1 iStandard Nlathernatics
Achievement Test, nppropriate for students following
the typical secondary school program, and the IA-vel II
(Intensive) Mathematics Achievement Test, appro-
priate for students in more advanced programs, are now
oitered instead of the Intermediate and Advanced Te. ts.

The Spatial Relations Test, which had originally
been included fur its value in tired ictine lierforinance in
engineering schools, gradually lost its usefulness during
the early part of the 195o1 as engineering programs
evolved in n to 110V demands. Oligimilly re-
quired by most of the College Board member instill.)
lions liffering engineering pro 9-i. is, it had by 19514 been
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dropped as a requirement by most of them. It -a'as there-
fore dropped from the program.

In 1963 the Social Studies Test was replaced by two
separate tests, American History and Social Studies and
Modern Eurot can History and World Cultures. For a
brief period beginning in 1960 a special examination in
physics was offered for students who had studied a new
secondary school course prepared by the Physical
Science Study Committee (rssc), but by May 1962 it
had been demonstrated that it was possible for the
Committee of Examiners to develop a test appropriate
for both the traditional and the PSSC course. New de-
velopments in biology and in chemistry have been
reflected in successive forms of the tests over the years,
but the basic pat tern established prior to 1945 is still in
evidence.

The period since the end of World War II has seen a
number of modifications in the Achievement Test in
English Composition. The first form of the test con-
sisted of a single essay written on an assigned topic.
When it proved impossible to read this examination
with acceptable degree of reliability, modifications
were tried in subsequent forms. however, neither an
examination made up of three 20-minute essays nor
one made up of four 15-minute essays proved more
satisfactory than the single essay; therefore, efforts
were made to develop substitute procedures. Betwem
1915 and 1960 a number of objective and semiobjective
ty:ies of questions were developed and validated. AI!
produced scores of acceptable reliability and most were
demonstrated to have acceptable degrees of relationship
to grades in English composition courses or ratings of
writing ability. Of particular interest was the inter-
linear exercise, a sendobjective type of test that re-
qtdred the candidates to edit (between the printed
lines) an expository pa age into which had been intro-
duced certain types of errors. The candidates were.
placed in much the same situation as they would be
when trying to edit first drafts, oi their own wiiting.
Raters were able to grade such papers with a high degree
of reliability.

During the 1950s the ty pical English Comnosition
Test consisted of three completely objective sections
or of two objective FANG i,ns and an interlinear section.
\10;1;`Whik, however, in response to the urging of those
who felt that such indirect tipproaches to the mi,,,:mre_
men t of Availing ability were unacceptable, the College
Board con tinUt.`d its eiToi Is to develop acceptable essay
eNaminat ions. An experimental General Composition
Test v.-as a4rninistercd for I lirtx- years Ex-ginning in 19.51,
but it proved no more satisfactory than the es,say
examinations of the 1910s. By 1960 a W ing Sample,
copies of which were transmitted directly to the college
without contra' grading, was competing with the
English Com( xisition Test for the candidates' tine,
The Writing Sample continued in the program until
l'aiS.

In the early 1960s Goilshalk. Swineford. and Coffman
1966 demonstrated that an English Composition Test



made up of a single short essay, read independently by
three different raters, and two objective :,ect ions would
produce scores that were both reliable and valid. At
the same time, they produced evidence that the one-
hour examination consisting of only objective items or
of combined objective and interlinear sections provided
essentially the same information to users of the scores
on the English Composition Test. Current forms of the
English Composition Test are guided by their findings.

In 1959 the Board set up a Commission on English.
The Commission recognized that its first task was to
Secure a consensus among its members on the nature of
the problems in English instruction and on steps that
might be taken to solve these problems. This proved
to be extraordinarily difficult. lly 1960, however, the
Commission had prepared a "position paper" that
identified three components in the teaching of English:
literature, language, and composition. Al this level,
which was admittedly a general one, it was possible for
the Commission members to agnw.! on a position with
respect to subject matter. The (Ask of defining the con-
tent of instruction proved more difficult. The Commis-
sion did not issue its final report until 1965. The report,
Frecdoin and 1)iscipline tCollege Board,
1965), analyzes the conditions and practices. of English
teaching n America's secondary schools; makes specific
recommendations for the improvement of English
instruction in the areas of teae'ler preparation, teaching
conditioiv, curriculum, language, literature, and coin-
position; and advises English teachers, curriculum
planners, and supervisors On the basic approaches and
methods necessary to accomplish the best possible
teaching.

A report of such wide scope must i»eviiably have an
influence on the testis,}; program of (lie Board if only
indirectly through its influence on teaching practice.:.
At the 7vh-,,s 196 administration of the ;1011ex-emend
Tests, a lest in 1:1110:11 Literature was. affered for the
first time since 1911. and exploratory work has already
begun to determine the feasibility of offering a test in
English Language.

In no area 11:15 there been greater ferment than in
modern foreiga languages, and tile ferment has 144.,11
reflected in the Colle ze Board Achievement Tests. 111
1957, recognizing the aced 0c examine list ring skills
as well as reading skills in the modern foA,igi, l,uLgt 11.
the Hoard authorized a suppleincatary pror.nmi that
permitted schools to offer their students 3Oonimite
listening comprehension tests in French, Cerium,
told Spanish. Examinations of listening coinprehemion
in liu.ssian toad in Italian :Ind a reading test in Italian
were subsequently offered in the Suppla ineribiry
Achievement Test Program.

As of Ow academic year 1n6S-h9. 1:- Achievement
Tests were ofTercd p.irt (,'," the regular College lioard
Admissions Testing Progrm: English Compe,sition.
Literature: Aracrican Ili!-tory and S.: ial Studies.
European History 011(1 World Cultures: Freud), Ger-
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Man, Latin, Spanish, Hebrew, Russian; Biology,
Chemistry, Physics; Mathematics Level 1 (Standard),
Mathematics Level II (Intensive).

Testing dates One of the major elements in the
evolution of the Achievement Tests has been the shift
from a program that emphasized the testing of achieve-
ment at the end of a program of study to a flexible
program with a numbee of testing dates distributed
over the year. The introduction of alternate testing
dates developed originally as a means of accommo-
dating candidates who presented special problems of
one sort or another. For exan.ole, the end-of-course
essay examinations were originally administered in
.Lune, but makeup examinations were offered in Sep-
tember. Later, a December administration was intro-
dueul to a( consmodate candidates seeking admi,sion to
college in midyear. It was expected, however, that
unless the candidate was taking the examinations for
practice he would have completed the course work on
which the examinations were based.

The testing date for the scholarship examinations
introduced in 1937 was placed in April m order to
facilitate early decision regarding awards, but it was
assumed that the, ^ would Ix lithe handicap att ri!,e table
to testing at this late a point in the school year. Al-
though the April dale became the InalOr administration
for the one-hour objective tests of achievement, which
replaced the essay examinations in 1942, opportunities
to take the examinations were also offered hi June,
September, and December.

Increasing pressures for earlier decisions by admis-
sions offices gradually led to changes in testing dales
and to changes in the relationship bet ,yeen t Tsling
dales and itistructional schedules. 1301 the 1949-50
academic year the tests were offered in ;'.larch, May,
and August instead of April, June, and September. The
Dcf.,nriber administration continued to be offered, but
a January administration .Lid ;iIso tarn :added t.) the
sche;lade. The Nlareb administration war- the most
popular, the typical candidate being a senior who might
be taking an examination in a subject he was currently
studying. 1 v the I9h30s many colleges were recommend-
ing that the Achieveinclit Tests Ix taken in December
or January by candidates apply ing for admission the
following St,ptember.

These change:; in the testing It forced a careful
examination of the specifications for the examinations.
In the case of the exam:mations in English uompeAtion,
mathematics. mid foreign languages. the Changes in
Idling dates have been accommodated with relative
ease. These examinations focus on developed skills and
broad understandings. and students typically study the
mhject for two or 111011' years in secondary school. .\
student's were 1,4 unlikely ti lr ;111clvd markedly by
the parti( ular s(quence in whiell COlittllt 11.1,4 loCcit

the ill date Can IV considered in making
inturprelations. Sonic of the examination, however,
ore d signed to treasure :1( Movement in subjects that
are ty ideally taught for a single year. If a candidate is
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studying physics during his senior year, for example, it
may seem reasonable to test hint in April, or even
Nlarch, although such a practice !empts the teacher to
try to "coyer the book" rapidly rather than thoroughly.
But when the test is to be administered in December or
January', serious questimis aris^ ta> to his readinoss to
tal.e the test.

Committees of examiners have spent much time
thinking about the implications of variable test dales
for the Achievement Te.,as in Biology, Physics, Chemis-
try, European Ilistory, and American History. Ordin-
arily, these subjects are taught for only one year, and
the typical December or January candidate will either
have completed his course in the subject in a previous
year or find himself in the middle of the course at the
time of the examination. In recent years, the decisioa
has been made to censtrus.1 each examination in a "one-
year.' subject as if the examination were to be talsim
near the end of the year of study, and to encourage
colleges la differentiate between ooli-year terminal
subets and continuing subjects, :mu to encourage
candidates to register for examinations in terminal
subjects near the end of their period of study or after
they have completed the course. The result has lx.,en air
increasing popularity of tire May examination dale for
examinations in terminal subjects.

Co?t1ruclion procedire.

The fact that the present Achievement Testing Program
has evolved over a long period makes it difficult to
describe systematically how a particular test is con-
structed. Eadi new form of a teal to seine extent reflects
the viliole history- of the progra in. and as one observes
the operations, it is often difficult to understand the
pattern. Everything seems to be going or: at one lime.
'lite fact is that at any particular lime work may lie
'Progressing on the evaluation of a previous lest form.
on the construction of the form to be used it the next
regularly. scheduled ad whilst ration, and on he develop-
tnent of lieu- questions for a test form scheduled for
some years la the future. It i:: possible, for purposes of
simplification, to separate the steps in the development
of a single form of an Achie.,einiil hut an
aCCtira le description mist int:title the complex inter-
act i. its that arl. ompany it ',Cog( tali of this duration
and complexity.

The crommittce rm ('entrap to the Ili -
Achievement Testing Program is 1 h.o connnilleesystern.
'Hie system rests on the assumption that a representa-
tive committee of competent school and ...allege Ica( her:
can constrict a single examination in a subj... t !natter
field that will lee appropriate for assessing the level of
athievenaent of candidates mho May haNr. Iron taught
COUT,4...: based on different textbooks and with sonic-
uhat different ettiphasci. Commit tie mend,. rs are
appointed by and rtsponsilolc In the sidert of the
College Board. They %iork tL,xlc uith tmemlr rs of I}he

staff of Educational Testing Service in developing and
reviewing new forms of the Achievement Tests.

The first criterion in choosing committee members is
competence. The potential committee member must
have demonstrated, by achieving status among his
colleagues, that he has a sound subjecbmat ter back-
ground, a deep commitment to teaching, and an interest.
in contributing to the development of the field. The
second criterion is representativeness with respect to
the problem of transition from school to college. This
means that committee members will ordinarily be those
who are teaching either secondary school seniors or
college fre -.Innen and uho are therefore aware of current
practices at thew levels. It means also that an effort.
trill be made to lirie all significant viewpoints within
a subject-matter field represented on the corn In Mee.
Finally, it means that in a country as large as the
United States, an effort will be made to have the differ-
ent geographical regions of the country and the different
types of educational institutions represented. In recent
years, most of the i:oitunit tees have been enlarged from
five (o seven members in order to achieve greater
representa tivelieSS.

In an al tempt to balance all of (he various considera-
tions, it is usually necessary to compromise. Seldom is
it possible to achieve the "ideal.' committee composi-
tion. llciwever, the type of balance (hat is the goal may
be indicated by setting forth specifications for a

hypothetical "ideal, but not unrealistie committee of
examiner: in the field of physics. One member is a
college professor Of some years' experience with the
required freshman course in physical science inn nun's
college in the Northeast v,ho has also devoted much
Bane to developing techniques fur teaching the basic
concepts of the physical sciences to students rho do
not intend to major in the subject. A second member is
a professor of physics it a large miilivestern university
whip devotes most of his (it'le to reSearill t.incl the teach-
ing of graduate students, but who has th.monstrated his
concern for undeigroduate leaching by p,,rticipating
in a panel responsible for the Ivginning course for fresh-
men in a newly' organi/cd honors college. A third
member, from a ivoniens college on Lite West ('aria.
one of the 1.11l1101'S pia idlly Z1(1,1111.(1,41.-OnItry schir.1
Il.),11,0tIk in ph,les. fourth is chairman of (ilt`
beginning al an instillnle of technology
in the r:sciitheast A fifth, a tea. her of physics in a large
public high school in (In S1111111'WCA. her leer I ice
member of the poup responsible for developing the
assn C041r,t. 411111 t',11(11,141(11 one e,f the early
field tri ils of the draft program. The sixth member of
the tommittee is on lite staff of ;in independent school
in Nem England and has spent Ihr provi,ms sooner on

of a summer icorkshop tier SAC01111.1ry school
1.Itysics teachers. The seventh member. ;1 teau lu r in a
rural rom.plid ;11(11 n1i in North Carolina. lies just
completed a term loll OW l'71,1111.11tlC Of the
National Scio Tea. hers

The mend, rs of this co mmitte a ill ha\ c had ditTcr-



ig amounts of experience on the committee, The dm ir-
loll will be someone with several years' prior experience
s a commit tee member who has demonstrated leader-
hip ability and broad understanding of the resiionsi-
lilies of the committee. Two may be newly appointed
fill vacancies resulting from resignation, or they may

rive been appointed in accordance with the Board's
obey of rotating the membership of the committee to
isUre a flow of new ideas and at the saute t hue sullicic
ontinuity to provide stability, and e:Terienced goid-
mce for new numbers.

Working closely with the committee aml assuming
esponsibility for coordinating the work between meet-

ings of the committee is 0 test development associate
from the staff of Educational Testing Service. The
associate who works with the physics committee will
have been trained both in physics and in educational
measurement tuff!0 WT. have received an advanced degree
ither in physics or in science education. Drawing oil

the resources of Et's, he is able to design and monitor
.esearch studies for the committee and to bring to bear
on the committee's work relevant findings of researdi iii
the fields of measurement and science education.

?'em' planning -__L tch committee of examiners works
within certain limits imposed by the requirements of
the testing program. Since candidates must be able to
take three Achievement Tests in a lialf-day Idling
session, only a single hour is available for each test. IIt
is possible to take more than three Achievement Tests
only by registering for Inort, than rule administration.)
Furthermore, scores on a particular test will l's reported
in a 0,111lAt (hat assumes that the subjerl 111:111l-r and
the score scale for one tong of the test bear a dose
correspondence with the subject matter and the ,q-ore
scale for other active forms of that test. Thus, the
scores on the Chemistry 'rest in 'January of this year
should mean very lunch the some thing as the scores on
the Chemistry Test of May of last year or of Mardi
of next year.

On the other hand, each committee of examiners is
charged with the responsibility of keeping the test
closely related to the curriculums of the schools. As
eurricullans change, the content of the lest should
reflect the changes. Thus %%bile tests in successive years

Mitch the r-iitne -tt et' a period
of vo,rrs re may he marked

'Marked I hanges, botcov.-r, require the approval of
the Bo0n1 inendwrship. hash framework of the
testing program has dcveloi 401 uvi r the years through
the operation of an elahoratt system of choi ks and
balances inv411 vim; the Board shirr. the st t.t

1.11,11 ;itit and
h h t t are appointed from lime 1,0 1 1 1 1 1 c 1 0 study par-
ticular quesi ions tort St l i o 1 l i 1 1 t , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 , . I I 1 to
Ibis system that for I ktilp-s in the sohjects
In fcr dump s tins, avoil-
at,k dirll till. 16, 11)rlic'11,1 thi in; T. ir thong,.

,,,ctilitotin, that wound it iLutIT a 111.1T n.11
1,, 111l1-1 rt fit, c though the changes

would not violate the one-hour limit on testing time.
For example, the decisions to include an essay as part
of the English Composition Test and Co include tests
of listening comprehension in the regular tests in
modern foreign language could not be made by the
cormlittees of examiners. Rather, recommendations
Were made by the committees and then i>rocessed
through the Board's policymaking sytein.

Each committee of examiner. its a content field, then,
begins its work within a framework established by the
College Board. The lest to be constructed must fit into
the allotted testing lime, it must be reasonably parallel
in structure as well as content to immediately preceding
forms, and it must conform to general budgetary re-
quirements. The committee of examiners may initiate
a request for changes in the framework. In fact, iL is
encouraged to do so if it feels that changes are desirable;
but until changes in the framework or approved, the
committee rinic.l carry out its work within the frame-
work.

Logically, the work of a committee begins with the
establishment of specifications for its test. What .
categories of content should be sampled and what
categories of 01K-rations should students be required to
apply to the content? And what proportion of each test
should be devoted to each cell in the grid generated by
the categories of content and of operlitions? These
questions need to be answered by e,-ch committee
before its test can be ass!Anbled.

In the process of establishing the specifications,
categories of the grid aro often defined and clarified by
referring to test items that experts agree are worth
asking. Thus, the process of building specifications is
carried on emit inuously commit tee members examine
the results of tests already administered, as they exam-
ine items they have just written. and as they relate
%chat they have contc to know about curricular Trochees
in the field with what they know aboill testing (cell.
uiqucs and procedures.

Each committee maintains at all times a more or less
detailed se( of specifications for its test. A typical ex-
a rilple is the out title for the Sot Studies Test of sonic
years ,igo, which is presented in Table 3.1, Tim outline
calls for a fast of InS items dish-darted oven 19 cote-
gtirit.s of toillo1)1 :mil 11 categories of 1Tiicess. The
that sonic marginal cells in lie outline are vocolit fc-
liects the In I dirt the Cont nittec of Examiners was
further along its ictincepinalizot ion Ikon in its imple-
mentation. Kid, year the cammit toe examines he con-
k n1 speeit',..dions i t la lotion to what is known of uvolv

scaoo.,, ina,;CS %%.1:i.everMg curriculums in the 1 I k

moditic..tions .ipicar necessary to keep the test repre-
sentative. If. sotto 0 Mies h.it puns. there are recoil,.
timiary changes mci erring in s. hoot eurriihhun,,
ononutee may cuicludi. that a maior h Ingo in spech

thot ions is it irram«l, if,o. ii r lay ro. "'amend that
h.` introduced II was it i ti5n - t0i a :Incc,..:

that the I.cecl I anti 1.e el II Ni lineman, s Tests were
in n mad in rut! as rlito, tit cot- no the I..I, tit
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IntertnceliAte and Ack aneed Mathematics.
The specifications for a test include more than a plan

for sampling content. In addition, thew are statistical
specifications that insure that the test will be appro-
priate in difficulty for measuring the ci.ndidates who
t re to tal:e the test.' Specification,- also include pro-
visions fur including equating items so that scores on
the new form of the test may be mad:, equivalent to
scores on pre ions forms. It is the responsibility of the
V13 associate working with the committee to recom-

*Further discussion of statistical specificaticio, adpears
later in this chapter.

Example of a k z

mend statistical specifications that will insure that the
test fits into the total program.

In addition to setting specifications, the committee
of examiners is responsible for writing and reviewing
test items, for revising items on the basis of information
provided by a special experimental administration of
the items (pre, ling), and for approving items that
are to appe , to each new form of the test. At a typical
meeting, all of these functions will receive attention. In
additicn. committee members will devote many hours
between committee meetings to writing and reviewing
items.

The meeting is likely to begin with an examination
of tae analysis of a previous form that has been pre-

Table 3.1

oatlinc for Aclifencoica Ted (Social Sttulics)*

('tatted (Os s A 1-
U.S. history--

1900 1952
1865 - 1000
1860 - 1865
1790 - 1860
1775 - 17P0
Colonial

American gov't.
U. S. geography
World history
Ancient history
Medieval history
English history
Mod. Eur. hist.
Comparative gov't.
Ecommics
Economic history
Cont. world affairs
World geography
Gencral social

studies concepts

,a1 by
mental process

2

2

1

1',

8

Prwess ureg,)ries"
Tot,/ by

Ilt1-3
11.1 11-2 11-3 11-4

2 3 1 4' 16

1. 1 I 2

2 1 3
7 1 1 5

4 4

1 2

i) 2 8 4 19e
2 2

1 1

1 1 1 4

1 1 1 4,
(1 2r.

2

1'.

2. 1 1 5,
6 6

2 3

1 1

2 2

30
_e_._.

19 I 2
____L_

7 4 12 0 13 14 0 109

'ELI ri, s in the cells ind:cate hos many items were clossill(- by each men al pros.." and each content category. Circlod
entries inclkatc the number of items root-flying a secondary c assilicot ion in a cell in addition to a vimary classification in
:moth. r ccli.
Process ('ateg,r: )s: (Al ttnoicr,fanding of fondant( dal to rn), mid C111111 pis; )Iii (%): quaint:Ince wi:h loo (ie facts; Co Ati.lity
to relish 0 oncents to facts; (1)1 lti.(Ierolooding of hasi., tr-iol,; 1..) iltodcrootanoling of cont.-Tv and effect rclatim ,hips). 11-.1 Un-
do rotnrcling if tneIn -ends relationships; Jot Undo Tt-ii,11(1111g of altitudes and motivation,: )11-I, Ability to comircliend
dire( I connuirricalom; 111.2t Ability to ahalNic, holm pret, and extropoliolc: 111-31 (Mollify to apply :q ropriah., outside
informatio, r, (11-4) Ability to evaluate in terms of external ( rit.I.O0
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pared by the Statistical Analysis Division of ETS. The
test analysis provides information regarding the extent
to which the test actually met the statistical specifica-
tions. Such items as the following can be answered by
referring to the data provided in the analysis: To what
extent were candidates able to complete the test in the
time allotted? Did the test -meet the established stand-
ards of reliability? Was the test appropriate in diffi-
culty? Did it rroduce s tled scores within the desired
range? Did each item contribute appropriately in terms
of diffic and discrimination to meeting the statistical
specifications of the test? If the answer to any of these
questions is "no," was the fault in t he test specifications
or in the attempt to fill them?

Sometimes the evintir it ion of the test analysis leads
to a modification of the specifications. At otne :intes
it lead: to new insights into the ways of meeting the
specifications. Sometimes the committee concludes that
there is need for a hreater number of items of a certain
type to permit greater flexibility in meeting specifica-
tions. This ;twilit--; that additional items have to be
included in i tern writing assignments. In many instances
an examination of the test analysis reveals that every-
thing is in order and that the committee may proceed
with the knowledge that previous specifications were
adequate and have been met.

A typical committee meeting will Ills) include the
selection of items for a new form of the test. Usually,
the ETS associate will have brought to the meeting a
collection of pretested items assemblen to test specifica-
tions. It is the responsibility of the committee to
examine and approve each question. In some cases, the
item analysis data from the pretesting indicates that
items may be improved by judicious editing. In other
cases, a coirmit tee member may raise questions about
the content of an item, particularly if in reviewing it
he has been attracted to one of the options intended
to be incorrect.

The process of reviewing and approving items for a
new form of' the test may require a longer or shorter
period of time depending on the subject-matter area
the exiwricnce of the itarticular committee (new com-
mittee members may require time to liecome familiar
with the reviewing process), and the extent to which
the pool of available items has made possible the
assembly of a high quality draft form. In any case, this
task must be completed to meet publication deadlines
of an ongoing test program, and many times commit-
tees work long into the night to complete their task.

At the committee meeting, time will also be given to
reviewing items that have not yet been pretested.
During the period since the preceding meeting, each
commit tee member will have written a numlier of test
items. Writing assignments are typically made in rela-
tion to three considerations the area of specialization
of the committee member, t he categories of test items
already accumulated as a result of the work of the coin-
inittee in previous years, and the extent to which the
committee is in the prows of experimenting with new

r`

types of items. The newly written questions may have
been distributed in advance so that commit tee members
may review them before coming to the meeting. At the
committee meeting the judgments and suggestions
for er:iting are pooled and a final decision is made re-
garding each item It may be discarded as inappropriate
for the lest. It may be approved, either in its original
form or as edited, for inclusion in a pretest. Or it may
be referred back to the writer for detailed revision.

The range and depth of the discussion of individual
items cannot be adequately described in a book of
this nature. The reader is referred to the film, One in a
Hundred, produced in 1966 by the College Board and
ETS, which describes the history of a single question
through two committee meetings. It provides a demon-
stration of the central position of committee judgment
in the item development process. At the same time it
indicates how the pretesting provides an independent
check on the judgment of the committee.

Curriculum bias in the A chierement Tests*

A particularly difficult challenge for the College Board's
program of Achievement Tests is the variety of content
and curriculums in American secondary schools today.
This variety, which has always characterized American
education and is a natural consequence of a traditional
Philosophy of local autonomy and control, was further
spin-red by the launching of Sputnik in 1957an event
that accelerated changes in mathematics, physics,
chemistry, and biology curriculums, tutd also in
humanities, but not to the same degree.

It became clear that to accommodate students in any
of the new curriculums, the Achievement Tests would
have to change to reflect curricular innovations as well
as the broader understandings appropriate to all cur-
riculums. At first it was thought that a separate test
would have to be built for each coursein the new
Piss Physics as well as in traditional physics; in the
cn EMS and stir curricultnns ns well ns in traditional
chemistry; in the Hue, Green, and Yellow vershms of
he Pscs curriculum as well as in traditional biology:

and so on. Scitanitc tests were in fact constructed for
students of Pssc Physics and were offcrcd in March of
1959, 1960, and 1961.

Ilowevcr, the existence of two tests in physics proved
to be confusingsome students took the wrong test,
and mistakes could nor he readily defected. It was soon
recogni/c:i that it .could be possible to construct one
t eat for each field dial would Ix' "fair" to students of all
the widely used it id identifiAtik curri,..ulnins. in that
field, One possible approach was to tictine it "common
core" of knowledge a nd abilif inc basic to all currietilions
and to restrict the test to this common core. However,
this in oproach would tend to n .glcr t the content in each

'This soli in on curriculum bi3S in the Aehicy<imnt Tests
Was written by Vs'itli.-on It. Angoff.
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curriculum that made it distinctive and that, its in
ponents maintained, rendered it superior to other
courses in that subject.

An alternative and decidedly preferable approach
one that has been discussed by Fornoff (1962) and
adopted in the Board's testsis to include in the tests
items drawn not only frem a common core but also the
content specific to the various curriculums. The intent
was to avoid giving an advantage to students of any
one curriculum. Specifically, this means that cad' test
should contain items representing each of the different
curriculums, pitched at various levels of difficulty, so
that students of equal ability but enrolled in different
types of courses will earn the same scores on the test.
("Equal ability" is taken operationally to mean equal
scores on SAT-Verbal and mathematical sect ions and on
a set of items that are judged and found to be equally
appropriate to students of all the different courses.)

In the test development process, a committce of
examiners familiar with the different cour:?s in a given
subj:ct evaluates the proposed items in terms of their
appropriateness for different courses. Sometimes pre-
test data indicating how students of different courses
can be expeeted to perform on an item are available.
Items are then chosen for inclusion in the test with the
goal of effecting an ove,all balance among the courses.
After the formal administriion of the test, about 10
teachers of each of the major courses in the field of the
test judge the appropriateness of each item for the
course they teach. A core of items judged highly appro-
priate by the teachers of all the courses involved is then
identified. Sarmiles of students, each representing one
of the courses. are elected., and four scores arc record-
ed for each student: sma-verbal score, SAT-inat firma t ical
score, the score on the total test, and the score on the
core of items judged to be equally appropriate to all
courses. A covariance analysis is then performed on
total score, controlling on SAT-V, SAT-M, a ml the coal mon
core items. In those instances where the differences in
the adjusted means are found to exceed a specified
maximum number of points (for example, 15 sealed
score points.), special interpretive material is prepared
for test users announcing this fad and suggesting that
these differences be taken into consideration in dealing
with the scores. The results of the analysis also provide
feedback information for the test de veloi,ers so that
they can improve the next forms of the test.

As time went on and it became clear that the tests
were net seriously biased against students in the various
curriculums, the judgment was made that the formal
analyses described here need not he conducted on each
new lest form. More rmently the practice has been to
carry out the analyses about Once every two yea N to

'"I hese samples are defined on the basis of the t own
report, at the time of test ing. of the type of course in %; hit It
he is enrolled. Studies of the a« in racy of the students'
self-reports have shown an agreement with the teachers
of their courses ranging from 66 1,ereent to 98 (x scent.
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see whether the test development process is still in good
control. The results of a study of all the forms of the
science tests introduced in 1967 indicate that in no case
did the adjusted means for the special (or new) corri-
culum differ from the traditional curriculum by more
than 15 points. In the 12 analyses conducted, 9 showed
differences of less than 10 points.

Obviously, the procedure of testing for bias is pos-
sible only as long as tha different courses in a subject
are distinct, frog: one another, As time passes and (he
teachers in the secondary senools select what they judge
to be the best of each curriculum, the boundaries be-
tween curriculums tend to blur. Students are no longer
able to identify their curriculum and it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to associate particular items with
particular curriculums. The consequence is that f.:.rmal
analy.,es of bias such as the kind described here will
become virtually impossible, attesting essentially to a
growing maturity in educational practice.

The qnality control system

Primary responsibility for determining the content of
College Board Achievement Tests rests with the Com-
mittees of Examine-s who represent the schools and
colleges that make up the College Board. As indicated
in the preceding section, these committees devote
much time to setting test specifications based on an
analysis of the field to be covered :end what is known
about teaching practices throughout the country. How-
ever, there is no guarantee that a particular test item
written by a committee member or by a ilreeial item
writer will actually serve the function it is intended to
serve. A newly written test item is a proposal to be con-
sidered rather than an accomplished fact. The writer
of the itemand the committee mcmbirs who have
suggested revisions' and finally approval the polished
producthave judged cal that the item is appropriate
in difficulty, that it is unambiguous and therefore
understandable to any candidate who has mastered the
skill or knowledge being tested. and te'l that it repre-
sents a tel.:Wm:Ito question to askAlia( is, that it be-
longs in the content universe for the suhiect area. It is
the purpose of item analysis prot edures to examine the
soundness of these judgments.

Each of the tests in the Achievement Test series is a
ono -hour examination, designed to assess the achieve-
ment of large members of candidates who differ %%Melt'
in their levels of achievement and who are applying to
colleges that differ markedly in their requirements for
admission. Because the tests represent a compromise
among the many levels and kinds of uses to which they
will lie put. one cannot afford the luxury of many items
dint are so easy that they mill be answiTed COrrectly
by almost all candidates or so d Alicia( that almost none
of the candidates mark the correct answer. Such items
would be more appropriate for tests designed for
restricted purposes--for example, to certify specific



levels of achievement for students apiIying to a single
college. The primary purpose of a College Board
Achievement. Test is to indicate the relative achieve-
ment of the eandida testhai is, to differentiate among
candidates and to it-OW:Ile; which have learned the
most and which have learned the least. Very easy or
very difficult items do not contribute to this purpose
and therefore must be eliminated regardless of their
value for other purposes.

It is important, to know that the item itself dis-
criminatesthat is, that it is answered correctly by
candidates who are "good" students of the subject and
incorrectly by those who are "poor" students, An item
may fail to discriminate either because it is too easy or
too difficult, because it is ambiguous or otherwise im-
properly written, or because it .loes not belong in the
content universe for the test. For example, an item
covering aa obscure point treated in a single, recently
published textbook might be missed by a majority of
good students and answered correctly by relatively
poor stedents who happened to study the particular
textbook. Or an item might be so worded that good
students with knowledge of a particular complex con-
cept might find fault with the intended answer and
hesitate to mark it while students with a superficial
knowledge of the concept might have no reason to be
critical of the intended answer and so have a greater
chance to select it.

To determine the difficulty and discriminatic n of
items propose I for the Achievement Tests, items are
pretested by administering them to studet is similar
to these who will be candidates in the Admissions Test-
ing Program. Ideally, items should be tried out on
random samples of the candidate group; however, hr a
program as complex as this it is difficult to define the
candidate group, much less to sample within it. The
group changes from year to year as new institutions
begin requiring the tests. Furthermore, there ate dif-
ficult logistics prol.dents. It has proved convemcnt
feasible, however, to define a sianrhod rcfcrenre por:M!-
tion and to refer pretest statistics to the standard
opulation by a process of item equatir.g. Pretest sam
pies are obtained by enlisting the cooperation of schools
and colleges that te,:ela courses at the level covered by
the examinations and the results are related to the
standard reference population by including in (cult
pretest a group of test items that have been used iii
the program and l'cu- whkh indexes of difficulty (deltas)
for the standard population are already know a. A
seawrplot relating the delta values observed in the
pretest sample to the delta values for the standard
reference population is then used to genera te an "equa t
ing line," and this line is used to estimate standard
indexes of difficulty ("equated deltas") fur the new
items being pretested (see Chapters I and ID.

The item statistics obtained through pretesting are
used to evaluate and select items of a certain level of
difficulty and discrimination to insure that this form
of the test will be reasonably parallel to previous forms

of the test. Following the use of a new test farm, a
quality- control check is made by preparing a test
analysis, described in Chapter I. This procedure in-
cludes, among other things, an item analysis, the results
of which may be compared with the estimates based on
pretest data at the time the test. was assembled.

An example of the item analysis form is presented in
Table 3.2, which is a copy of the computer output for
two different analyses of it-tin number 71 in the May
1963 Physics Test. One analysis was based or a sample
of 370 candidates who had compieted a secondary
school physics course using one of tae generally attail
able "traditional" textbooks. The other analysis was
based on a sample of 370 candidates who had studied
the texts prepared by the Physical Science Study Com-
mittee (essc). (It should be mentioned here that at the
time of this writing, item and test analysis samples are
considerably larger than in the early 1960s. Currently
they vary in size from a minimum of about 900 cases
to a maximum of about 2,000 cases.)

In each ease, the analysis was carried out as follows:
1. Test papers were scored using the hey certified by
the Committee of Examiners and total ''criterion ")
scores on the test were translated to a standard score
scale with a mean of 13M and a standard deviation
of 4.0.

2. The papers %sere divided into five equal groups
based on the total score, and the nuttiter in each
gro,rin giving each response was determined.
3. The average standard Cud terio»") score of candi-
dates marking cewla tesponse was computed.
4. An index of discrimination rued two ind of dif-
ficulty we te determined.
5. An index of difficulty for the "standard" group
(the "equated delta-) was estimated.
The results of such an analysis may be clarified by

exarninit-g 'Palle 3.2. The frequencies of response for
each o;ttirm for each of lac five groups are reported in
the table occepying the central portion of the reporting
sheet. For example, for the sample of 37 "traditional"
candidates, titer( were ; I in tuck fifth of the distribu-
tion. In the low fifth, 11 s tents omitted lit:- item
that is, they did not mark an answer but did mark an
answer to one or mare subsequent items M the test.
Ten marked option A; seven, It; free, C; ten, D mid
ten, E. This accounted for T3 of the 71 candidates in
the lower fifth. The remaining 21 are eta-, ifical as
"not reached." Spree they marked neither this item nor
any suhsequent item, it is assumed that they did not
ha ye time to read and consider the item. Similarly. in
the high fifth, 5 omitted ti-c item; 1 marked A; 4.5. II:
1. C: lt. I). and 4, E. Fifteen wcre classifirl as -not
rem hed." There is a sharp rise in frequency of rirtht
anstvers limn 7 in the low fifth to 45 in the high fifth,
and in general the frequent.t of wrong answer,: dek.re.t.4,s
front low to high fifth.

The tv.o-row strip at the bottom of the sheet can.
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tains summary data. The correct answer, B, was marked
by 98 eandidates with an average "criterion" score of
15.6. In contrast, the average "criterion" score (total
test sore converted to a standard score scale with
mean = 13 and standard deviation 4) of those mark-
ing wrong answers or omitting the item range from
10.3 to 12.4. The mean "criterion" score (M.rotAl ) of
these reaching the item was 13.3. Sixty-nine percent
of the candidates were in this poop (Pro,T.Ac.). The
remaining 31 percent did not reach the item. Thirty
/line 1.ereent of the group marked the right answer (PO,
which provides one index cif difficulty.

The second index of rtifiiculiy is the observed delta
an index expressed in terms of the standard score

criterion scale. It represents the normal deviate on this
scale at which the ordinate separates the percentage
(Pr) marking the item correct from the percentage
missing the item, after an aelji.stment has been applied
t take care of any dir:repancy between the ability of
the group trying the item end the group not reaching it.
Tie scale for delta is inversely related to the scale for
Ps. That it to say, the more difficult the item, the higher
the value of delta. If all candidates in the sample try
an item, a delta of 13.0, for example, is equivalent to
50 percent marking the correct answer; ti delta of 9.0
is equivalent to 84 percent marking the correct answer;
and a delta of 17.0 is equivalent to 16 percent marking
the correct response. In the case of item 71 of the
Physics Test, 39 percent of the group reaching I iv. item
marked the correct response. The delta corresponding
to 39 percent is 14.1. The reported delta, 14.3, represents
an adjustment for the fact that the group reaching the
item had a mean criterion score of 13.2, slightly higher
than the mean criterion score of 13.0 for the total sam-
ple. The fact that the della is higher after adjustment
reflects likelihood that the item would have been more
difficult for the total group than for the group that
reached it.

The estimated delta for the College Board standard
group t"equated' deltas isentered just above the delta
computed from the data. It is 16.0. This means that
the item would have been more difficult fin- 1 he standar('
reference grim> than for the item analysis sample and
reflects the fact that the item analysis sample was more
able.

The index of discrimination, the biserial coefficient
of corre.ation (t-1 i.), is entered at the extreme right. It
is .62. There is a space above the biserial correlation for
identifying the trite rim'. If there is no entry, it is
assumed that the criterion was the total score on the
test,

The item analysis based on the ns.sc group does not
differ appreciably from that based on the "traditional"
group. There are small differences in the figures, but
they are not different from those one conies to expe.:ct
when similar cr,mplcs arc compared. It is therefore con-
cluded that this ',articular item is equally difficult for
both regular and Esse candidates.

It can be seen from Table 3.2 that the item analysis

provides the test writer with considerable information
about stud its' responses to the items he has written.
This particular analysis strongly suggests that the item
is suitable for the test. It is difficult, but not extremely
so. All options are functioning properly, and there is no
evidence of ambiguity. The item discriminates sharply
betweoa high-scoring and low-scoring candidates, riot
wily within the -traditional" physkts group but also
within the itssc group.

The use of the total score on a test as the criterion
for item analysis has often been criticized. It is argued
that the use of such a criterion could lead to a kind of
inbreeding through which gradually r. narrower and
narrower aspect of an area is measured. Ideally, it is
argued, each question should make an independent
contribution to the measurement of the total; therefore,
the best item is one which has a low correic lion with
other questions in the test while measuring some im-
portant, aspect of the criterion performance.

This possibility is recognized in the ETS item analysis
procedure .ind from time to time criteria other than the
total scares on a test may be used. However, it should
be noted that in the construction of College Board
Achievement Tests the item analysis procedure is used
as a supplement to, rather than as a substitute for, the
judgment that the hen' is an appropriate and useful one.
Generally, the question being asked by the tent writer
is: "Is the biserial correlation for this item high enough'
to preclude the possibility, that it is ambiguous or
irrelevant?" This is quite a different question from:
"Of all the items that have been written, which have
the highest biserial correlations'?" Item analysis is used
le eliminate from the item pool or mark for revision
defective items, not necessarily to determine whielt
items shall be selected for a test.

Carl Brigham, who with Cecil 13rolyer Nvas respon-
sible for devising the item analysis procedures applied
to College Board tests, recognized that the item-test
1-orrelation is a useful index of the item's discriminating
;tower. IIv had constructed the SAT- verbal aptitude test
for the purpose I) f predicting performance. in liberal arts
tolleges, particularly in English clas,-0, lee therefore
tarried out an item analysis in which ho conch led the
antonym items in Form (' of the SAT with grades ot.-
tained in English six months after the administration
of the test. The results were compared tirtln those
obtained from the analysis against the total score on
the test. His conclusions read:

More imitortant than the range of biserial r's, how -
ever, is the fact that these items derive their validity
from exactly the same traps or from the same chorae-
terislie item pattern which indicated their validite.
when the total score in the suilastic aptitude test
was used as a criterion. Changimt the criterion did
not alter the pattern of the item charts materially-.
(Brigham, 1932, p. 355.)

If one is attempting, by a purely empirical procedure,
to construct a test that will predict lxrformanee of a
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cons' . and not very well understood criterion, a
pre. of item analysis based on correlations with an
external and independent measure of that criterion
may be the only justifiable approach. But when one is
evaluating test Len's that have been judged appropriate
in terms of their content for inclusion in a test designed
to assess achievement in an academic field, the total
score on a ionresentative sample of sodk questions is
likely to be a highly satisfactory criterion. It is assumed,
of course. that systematic studies will be mode of the
relationship of the total score criterion to ulialever
other criterion Measures may be available. Usually, the
information obtained from studies relating reasonably
reliable test scores to other ierfor mance criteria is more
definitive than that obtained by carrying out item
analyses against performance criteria. particalarly
when there are, as in the college ::omissions situation,
As many criteria as there are colleges and schools within
the colleges.

This position is strongly suoperted by data from a
study that compared various methods of item selection
for the Law School Admission Test tOlset, and Schrader,
1(..),53). The lest in its original form consisted of :e num-
ber of different sublests, each created on the basis of
rational judgment and then refined through item
analysis procedures using the total score on the subtest
as the ceiteri,m. The total testing time was approx-
imately :ix hours, and it was decided to attempt to
shorlon the tes Icy s,h2ctim; from the total pool of
questions those most predictive of performance in law
schols. In this situation. the external criterion for item
analysis did not prove to he superior for this purpose to
the internal criterion.

Item analysis, then, is used at two points in the test
developincnt processat the pretest singe to assess
Ilse alpropriateness of questions for use in a test form
and at the final form stage to reveal the extent to
which statistical specifications were net and tt, obtain
11 final check on the adequacy of the pretest analysis'.
In addition, ecrlain 111111 are obtaired that :ire useful
in evaluating the test as a %%hole. A SCOW (11,41-11/tliii111
is prepared for the total groat], of candidates Liking the

Peliuility coefficients and standard errors of
measurement a,e computed. If there are part STOWS, or
if it 1,, (1OSireti to Sitldy the ITI/111111P-11111,, of scores on
the particular Achievement Test to other measures,
a correlation table is prepared. Finally, certain opera-
tions are performed to obtain estimates of the extent
to which sixed is a factor in deteimining pertormance
on the test. 'lest data. together with a sum:nary of the
item analysis data, are included in a test analysis
distributed to those responsitiie for the various stages
in the test development precost.

Examples of the test analysis data for the May 1963
form of the College Board Test are presented
in Tables 3.3, 3,1, 3.r>, 3.6, and 3.7. Table 3.3 contains
the distribution of scores for the candilate group of
9,37s, Ii also contains summiry statistics and the
cc 'version parameters for 1F0174;1111/g new score's to
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scaled scores. It can be readily determined that the
lest was relatively diflioilt for the candidate group.
The mean score on the 75 items was 26.40 (where the
scoring fornuda wits R W 4). A test of middle diffi-
culty v.-ould be expected to produce a neon score of
apprexitnately half of 75 or 37.5.0n the other hand, if
adniiions decisions based ua Achievement Tests in-
volve primarily scores in the ifdper half of the distribu-
tion, this positively skewed distribution is ,,n acceptable
one. interpretation of data of this sort depends on
knowledge of the context within which the test is to
be applied.

It will he recalled that there were two item analysis
sam die:7, one for "traditiO11;11" t'llididat es and the other
for rest candidates. The remaining data of the test
analysis are based on these sannde,% Data on reliability
and st)eededness are presented in Table 3.4, additional
data un speededness in Tables 3.5 and 3,6, and a sum-
mary of the item analys:s results in Table 3.7. Data
Simla r to these are reported for each new test form of
each Achievement Test and the results studied by
e.munittees of examiners as they determine whether
or not to change spejficalions for the tests.

Sealing aril equating the Achieremcq Tests*

Ilecaus the Achievenwnt Tests are administered only
to those ,.andidates echo e:ect to take them, special
problems unlike those of defining the scales for the
Scholastic Aptitude Test are encountered. In order to
define the scale initially for the which is taken by
virtually all the candichtes in the College Board Pro-
gram:, ;t Wits only necessary to set the raw score means
and standard deviations for the entire candidate group

that time at the same scaled score values for the two
ports of the test. However, because of the self-sclect ion
that is eliar.cteristic of the groups taking the Achie%e-
:matt Tests, it is observed that candidates who take
some tests are l c cidly of higher ability, or more
lisporsed in ability. as illea,,11/t,1 by OA' SAT, than are
candidate, who take the.' other tests. This being the

SC111ell reascinable lo set the so,-.10 for each of
the Achievement Tests in such a way as to Nflect the
ability or the group taking tho test, al leant to the
extent that the sAT is relevant to or correlates with
that test, The op..4-ational method of doing this is to
estimate for each test the mean and standard deviation
of raw scores that would have been earned on that test
by a speially delituxi subgroup of candidates Liking j;
111111 Olen to set the estimated mean and standard
deviation at 5(X) and I(X). respectively. This type of
scale definition :also specifies in the following way the
sense in which ,he scales for the difTerent Achievement
Tests are mule comparable: Each of the scales for Ihe
Achievement Tests is set With 11 1111';1/1 or 51)11 and
standard deviation of DX) for tae hypothetical sub-

'This -c, Iionen the Sealing: and equating of the Achiocenu lit
Cuss 11,14 written by SVilli,on ii. Adgoff,



Table 3.3

Erami)le of ,'.eore distribyliAtis and oonrcr4ori (1.thf rip,ried
r test atollve.-z of Achi,...ruirreirf Tests .1Tay 19i;.;1

TEST ANALYSIS REPWT FORM

Test College Entrance Examination Board Subject Achievement

Taken by Board May candidates

Form

Date May 1963

Project Job

Physics

FA,1

Score
X

Standard
Score

Y

f

Percentile
rank of

Lower Limit
of Interva:,

Raw
Score
X

Standard
Score

Y
f

Percentile
kank of

Lower Limit
of Interval.

72-75 800 2 99.98
68-71 800 6 99.9
64-67 800 15 99.8
60-63 799-8,0 48 99.2
56-59 769-791 98 98.2
52-55 74.0-762 155 96.5
48-51 710-732 259 93.8
44-47 682 -703 379 89.7
40-43 651-673 503 84.4

36-39 622-644 625 77.7

32-35 592-615 862 68.5

23- il 563-585 1054 57.3
24-27 534-556 1151 45.0
20-23 504-526 1262 31.6

16-19 475-497 1100 19.8
12-15 445-467 894 10.3

8-11 416-438 559 4.3

4- 7 386-408 274 1.4

0- 3 357-379 132 0.0

9378

':x = 26.40 Cc-version rata !:x - Cc rversion late

ox -- 12.42 Converted to Hoard standard Ox

scale through scores oc 25
M = ittms in comr..,n with an !: =__.al-
Y

earlier torn.
0:,

Y'dx ' 25.13 ix

(75 itcr,) Y = 7.3637 N + 356.8229

6.8

r-
. ti



Table .1.1;

ril?)ile Of data nd rforre'rtrioms of s.ertions, aruf sprI, 1 1oeoe Of SeC0.1 lt,

reported in te4 arta' y (-: of Achh rethcht Te.,18 TusI, May

Test Colleg2 Entrance Examination Board Subject Physics

Description of Sample:

Spaced samples

Form
370 each

N = group

Scoring Formulae and Reliability Coefficients for Sections

Section of Test
Scoring
Formula

Relia-,
bility

SE
a.

SectionSection of Test
Scoring
Formula

Relia -4

bility meas.

Sample:

Trcditional R -. /4 .868 4.52

PSSC R -W /4 .889 4.44

cAdaptation of Kuicr-Richardson formula (20).

Intercorrelations of Sections

Section

Spetdedress c.f Sectiors

Section Ted. PSSC

Per cent com-

.......21111212tst
Per cent com-
pleting 75 per
cent of test

42.7 51.1

94.3 95.1

?amt er of items

reached by 80
per cent of
the candidates 66 67

Total number of
items 75 75
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Table 3.5

Example of detailed data on speededness reported in test analyses
of Anhicrt men( Tests (Physics Test, May 1963, "traditional" sample)

Test College Entrance ExaTrdnation 2.5,3rd

Section 'rotas

Subject Physics

Traditional Sample Number of Items 75 (5-choice)

R41't

icone

C' '
,,,

cS2A

1

.s.,,
'-'4

1

,-4
n.,

c9
1

..S
.,

.-';'),,
`.it
i
.0n

-";-', 5,'
1

,C,, ,e,

,,
1,,

,ta

/

.
..0
,ia

,,
1,

n-

2

COT R W C NR

f
2

No. of
Items

64-67

60-63

56-59

52-55

48-51

44-47
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Mean
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27.82

12.44

34.34 26.59 9.38 5.69

11.18 9.91 8.71 7.13

grnuip of candid Iles for u hom the means :1M standard
deviations on both s.vc-vericil and 6 \T- mathematical
are :40 and :161, respecti-ely, for Miolt1 the verbal-
inalliemati( trr\ :iri;i11. 1, 15861, and \111'1 Zinc. ade-
quately prepared I,/ 1h111 the test in that For
the foreign 1:inivii2e A( hie\ eillehl Tests further rtstrie-
11,04, are mule in terms of the numl,er of seirpsters of
stud- in eat It language. as will be desk ribed below:rims.
the scale, for :ill the in I he Admi,sions Testing
riogrant the s.%I. as %Nell ;is the Ac hievcnik nt Tests --
:ire comparablo in the :4'11,41 that their mean, and
standard deviation, ore all lived it the same

'500 and 1001 for the hypothetical subgroup.
The equations that are used for estimating the per

forniance of the hypothetical subgroup on each of the
Achievement Tests are quite similar to th 1SO that are
used for equaling. The prin,.ipa. differences are (hose:
first, the sealing equations require only a single estima-
tion of moan ;Ind variance for each test. rather than isvii
CA111111101114. 3:4 in equal in'' one for the tow loin] and
ow' for the old 1,11111: :111' 4311111, (Ile scaling equations:
1113 KO use Of SA' //314, r...her than scores on common
item material. in adjusting for difference,: between
groups.
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Table .3.6

Exaor pie of detailed data Os sprededness reported in 1(01 analyse:;
of At-hi/HM(7) 7.)11 (Pli,1);71.C33 Ti31, May /963, IoSs( mrnpie)

Test ±iEe
.ectIon 1,"1

1..0 o 0/ 3339311)81 6333d Sul ,t
Nut-4 er

Form

16534 9.3-4,13 of Iten.s 75

core

1111111, 0 , 2.

1'..'

.."

-.`"-9 0 7111

f
No. of
Itur.,

No. of
Items f

No. of
Ittm.s

No. of
Items

70-74 42-4469-73 1

64-69 2 2 65-69 52-35 2 39-41

59-.33 1 5 33 e9-69 9 48-51 7 36-34 2(3-39

54-59 3 1 2 7 13 53-59 22 44-47 31-35 3-35

49-5_ 7 5 4 27 50-59 35 44-43 18 30-32 6 30-33

41-48 1 1 6 7 31 45-49 47 36-39 2 27-29 27-2'3

39 -43 2 3 9 6 6 9 45 49 -43 37 32-35 26 24-233 4-26 5

34-38 1 3 1 2 5 3 3 1 4 -, (3 35 70-09 61 28- )1 47 21 -23 14 21-23

9-33 5 2 6 4 4 2 5 42 30-11 05 24-22 `1 18-20 15 18-29

24-28 1 1 r 2 7 7 5 5 1 12 57 25-29 54 20-23 9 15-17 21 :5-17 10

19-23 1 4 3 3 2 1 3 7 3 9 2 5 4 1 ; 53 20-24 31 16-19 55 12-14 25 12-14 13

14-29 1 1 2 I 3 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 28 15-19 13 12-15 50 9-11 9-11 20

9-13 3 3 2 2 1 1 ,;/ 1 2 2 10-14 2 9-11 27 6- 8 55 6- 40

4- 9 1 1I 33 5- 9 4- 2 7 3- 5 62 3-

0- 2 105 0- 2 232

rote] 1 t 6 11, 12 16 20 25t 33 43 4? 32 76 1 370 -1 l0 370 370

:sore 7-0/4 Kean 31.95 37.90 24,30 8.64 b

Physl,s, P.,C sorrle StA741,r revlat Ion 11.33 11.74 10.31 8.48 7.00

1.;fabli.s-1,!'ng the it scale3

A:oration:
x = Raw 6.:00.4 on an Achievement Test, for vhich

standard score scale is 10 Ix defined. This may be a lest
of ';nglish Composition or An dean history or Biology
or bevel I Mal bewail it's, etc.

v, m Sealed score. 01119/VI-V12f hat and -01,111112r1lAt -

ical sections.
S Standard store wale.

Observed statistics for group taking
Form x. so, r= s,

P, a, (re, = Desigt aled statistics for hypothetical
sub-group. p. = /4, = 500; a, a,, = 1(X);

6G

88

he, = Partial regression coefficient for predicting
g from h, bidding fixed all variables to rho right 1 the
decimal.

Data fur scaling .;3 nev test 151 are as...mbled by
drawing all, or rir111:111\' of Ow 1,011111.111(111 C;111(11

dilleA taking that test ;31. its first ;olministration, cal-
culating the means. variances. and CillViir;.1fICCS among
svrverbal, sir- mathematical, and Test x. and entering
the appropriate x''l..ts in the equations below.

I) M, b,, - -;11,1 M
2i I7 = I 1);, ,40!

4 2144,, s,_

The CW.1.111011 relating T,11V stores on 'rest x to tiles) md-
aud .4,,re is then derived by designating the Il3('.1!) .11111



Table 3.7

Etantlilc of don alt0108 8000011ry data reported in 44 analffs
of Achiacmcnt TMs T14, Mau 1964)

Test College Entrance Examination Board Si.hject Physics

Frequency fistritnitions of Original reitas
and Biserial Correlations, by Sections

Delta T
Trod. FSSC

19.0 up

18.0-18.9

17.0-77.9 -

16.0-16.9 2

15.0-15.9 7 11

0 -14.9
18 13

13.0-13.9 16 10

12.0-12.9 11 17

11.0-11.9 8 6

10.0-10.9 3 6

9.0- 9.9 2 2

8.0- 8.9 2 4

Z.0- 7.9 1 1

6.o- 6.9 1 2

Total 74* 75 Equ.

Kpo% 13.2 12.8 15.6

0 2.1 2.4 2.4

a 1.13

b 0.66

*Vben d op -out exceeds 50 per cent, - and ibis are not sport d.

rtis

.90-.99

.0-.8'

.90-.79

6c-.6
.50-.59

MI
21

6

22

P,_ 21 25

_

11:::::.19

.20 -,c.20-.Z

10

_

-

_____i_____

6

.10-.19

_

._

,00-.09 3 1

74

_____

L:fativc .

Total ..., 74*

lial-_!.1,ALL__

Nean .41

.14

.44
_____-

_

* .14

____
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standard deviation of scaled scores un that test for the
hypothetical suligt,up as 500 .,nc1100, respectively:

S-500 X - -p.
100

=
a

_

which yields the linear equation relating raw scores on
Test A to th y( scale:

3) S = ,

where a,. = 100 j. and b,. = 500 a,.
Clearly, equation (3) applies only to the particular

form of 'I' est x far which these calculations were made.
When, a new form of Test x is produced and adminis-
tered ;o a (.'andidate group, that f .rm must be equated
to a previous form of the test in order to derive a new
conversion equation apprrpriat o for it.

The process just describ.a1 applies to all the Achieve-
ment Tests in the College Board Program except for
the language tests. In the latter 1t,40s, as a reset, of a
study by L. H 'Flicker (Angoff, 1061) of differences in
language Achievement Test scores associated wit h levels
of language training, a third variabl', semesters of
language training, was added to tl,e sAT-verbal anal
AT-mathematkal predictors in setting the scales for

the tests in Frenti., German, Latin, and Spanish. This
new variable was added in an effort to make the scales
for the language tests rd1 ct the differences in amount
of language training that were and still arc for the
most partcharacteristic of students who took the
different language tests. The equations for estimating
the mean and variance of raw s ores on the language
lasts for the hypothetical subgroup correspond precisely
to equations (1) and (2), eiscept that a third predictor
variable is added. Thus, if n is used to designate number
of sen.esttrs of training, equations (1) and (2) become
respeclively, equations (4) and k5):

4) p= = M. + b.s(P,
Mn,) + Mn)

2bsv.r1, b,,,,11(aym Sy.)

211:1,,rr, bsn,sro(at1 sytt)

The values of p p,,,, cr cr,, and cr,. are, respectively,
500, 500, 100, 100, and 9,000, as before. The values p,,

n, rrs,, and crn are taken from the original data col-
leo led ..)y, Tucker in his stl.cly of language Achievement
Test scores, in which the hypothetical values are taken
to represent the combined group of tandidi.tes taking
French, German, Latin, and Spanish.

In general, 'he system of scaling the Achievement
Tests allows the sc ores on those tests to relied the level
and dispersion of sAT sco:es for students who typica4
choose to take the.n. Specifically, the scheme has the
effect of raising the entire scale of scores for a test that
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is typically take.. by high - ability students (as measured
,ay the SAT) and lowering it for a test that is typically
taken by lower-ability students. In the case of the
foreign language tests for which the number of year:. of
language study is added to the team of predictors, it
also rays the scale for a test in a language that is
typically studied for an extended period of time in
secondary school and lowers it for a test in a languago
that i, typically etudied for a short period of titre.
It br.e.dcns the scales for tests that are taken by
heterogeneous groups of -tudents (heterogeneous in
terms of SAT scores and/or length of language study)
and produces narrow scales tor tests taken by homo-
geneous groups of students.

The purpose underlying this system for sca!ing the
Achievement Tests is to avoid some of the inequities
that would result ri for example, each test 'ere set on a
500(mean)-100(standard deviation) .scale based only
on the performance of the candidates tr.king that test.
Such a scale system 'V% ould make it possible for a candi-
date to earn high scores simply by taking tests in sub-
ject-matter areas that attract students of lower ability.
Such a scale would also cause a candidate to earn low
scores if the tests he took were in areas coma only
studied by high-ability students. This Is not to say that
the scale system for the Achievement Tests solves all
the problems of score interwetation across optional
tests in different subject-matter areas. However, it is
claimed that it helps to avoid some of the problems of
the more conventional scale system.

To tits extent that the SAT is correlated with the par-
ticular Achievement Test, the College Board system
provides that the scale for a test be adjusted upward or
downward to reflect the level of ability of' the candidates
who elect. to take that test. As a result, the scales for
certain tests, iotably Mathematics Level II, have a
characteristically h'gher floor and hither ceiling, in
terms of the scaled scores, than other tests, for example,
Spanish. If there wela no further restrictions placed on
the scale it would be possible for a candidate to earn far
higher scaled scores on Mathematics Level II than on
Spanish. For this reason principally, scaled score differ-
entiations, are nia-.:e among negative formula scores, a
procedure ti ail effectively extends the lower end of
the scale. In addition, spec' adjustments are made
in the scales for tests like Mathematics Level II to
insure greater unifcrmity among the Achievement Test 3
with respect to their minimum possible scaled scores.
Finally, rigid cutoffs are imixised on the scales for all
the tests, both at the top and at the bottom. At the
upper end of the scale the Emit of 800 is imposed on the
scales so that no candidate, however able 1w may be,
can earn a .core higher than 800 on any Achievement
Test. All scow that would be reported as something
higher t:.an S00- is a result of the simple application
of the conversion equationare curtailed and reported
simply as 800. (Similarly, the lower limit of 200 is
imposed at the bottom end of the scale.) however, in
the particular case of Mathematics Level 11 the SC
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score cutoff makes it iinpo,,,sible to discriminate among
the very able candidates in lat,thema tics for whom the
test was explicitly introduced into the program. There-
fore, for those colleges who request it, special ccore
reporting is provided in terms of equated raw scores to
permit discriminations for Cie full range of talent
meal -red by the test.

To illustrate some of the observations mr de above,
Table 3.5 is presented, giving a picture of the summary
statistics for the various Achievement Tests in the
College Board Program for the academic year 1968-69.
These kinds of data are collected annually as part of a
continuing effort, initiated on the recommendation of
Professor S. S. Wilks 1961), to assess the appro-
priateness of the scales for the various tests and to corn.
pare the scales as they exist at present with the scales
as they might appear today if they were definer' on the
basis of current (ila. Means and standard deviations
are given for each of the Achievement Tests, for SAT-
verbal, and fo. SAT-mathematical. In addition, the
correlations among the three tests are given separately
for the group taking each Achievement Test. The data
just described are given for the tests in Engli 'I, history,
science, and mathematics. Data for the language tests
are given in Table 3.5, and include, in addition to (host.
described for Table 3.8, corresponding statistics for
years of training in each language and the correlation
between years of training with SAT- verbal, skr.mat he-

matical, and Achievement Test scores.
Unlike the process of equating (in which the collection

of items that is used for adjusting for differences in the
groups is ordinarily chosen to be a parallel miniature of
the test itself), the process of scaling the Achievement
Tests involves making adjustments on the basis of
observed differences on the SAT and carries with it
special problems that derive from the fact that the SAT
is not a parallel measure of any of the Achievement
Tests. For example, the slope of the growth curve for
any Achievement Test is in g neral much steeper than
the growth curve for the sAT. For this reasoi it can be
expected that the performance of candidates on a given
Achievement Test, relative to their performance on the
SAT, would be different at different times in the school
year. Such differences will be reflected in the results of
the scaling. Also, it can be expected that the slope of
the growth curve for any Achievement Test, relative to
the slope of the growth curve for the SAT, might vary
considerably from one type of group to another. For
these reasons, it is important in any scaling operation
in which data are drawn from a single administration
to specify and standardize the particular point in time
in the candidates' pursuit of the subject that the testing
is to take place and the a be collected for scaling. It
is similarly important to specify and standardize in
some way the nature of the group for whom scaling data
are to be collected. Identical scaling operations based

Table 3.8

Summary statistics for English, Social Studies, Science, and Mathematics Achievement Tests
for candidates taking both the SAT and the Achievement Tests in 1968-69*

English
Compositions Literature

Arne-tit-an
History

and
Sprint

Studies

EtA repeart
History

and

Culrurrs Clicu4,try Physics Lrcrt p
Math

trtcl 11

No. of candidates 4701 7332 4634 7235 4773 4877 5057 4637 4717

Mean
sAT-verbal 514 538 513 541 511 531 534 507 578
sAT-mathematical 543 511 525 526 520 601 631 554 666
Achievement Test 514 531 496 540 509 564 581 538 673

Standard Deviation
SAT - verbal 104 111 104 110 106 101 107 103 103
SAT - mathematic al 107 104 106 103 102 96 95 101 91
Achievement Test 106 111 104 108 108 104 105 101 95

Correlation
sAr-v vs. Ach. Test .81 .82 .72 .74 .71 .59 .6; .56 .61
SAT-M Vs. Ach. Test .57 .58 .67 .54 .66 .68 .69 .83 .82
SAT-V VS. SAT-M .60 .65 .62 .63 .60 .58 .57 .61 .61

'Based on samples drawn for studying the scales for the Achievement Tests.
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on data for candidates tested at different times in their
school year will 7,ield different kinds of results, as will
identical scaling operations based on data for different
compositions of candidate groups.

Equating subsequent forms

As was pointed out earlier, the scaling process is applied
to only one form of each Achievement Test and is
carried out at the time that the particular Achieve-
ment Test is introduced into the program. From that
time on, the scale is perpetuated by equating each
subsequent form to a predecessor form, and therefore,
indirectly to the initial form. Thus, except for read-
justments (described below) that are periodically intro-
duced into the scales, the concepts of score equating
(score calibration) and the concept of scaling (scale
definition) are kept distinct and separate.

The general conception underlying the equating of
the Achievement Tests parallels the conception for
equating the sAT and is carried out in the manner de-
scribed in Chapter II. The restrictions that apply to the
SAT- that it is administered for the first time in its final
form at the operational administration of the test and
that it is administered to all candidates on that date-

also apply in the case of the Achievement Tests. The
result of these restrictions is that, as with the SAT,
successive forms of the Achievement Tests have to be
equated with the use of data from groups that may no!
be equivalent. In order to determine the degree t.,
which these groups are dir,Irent and to adjust for these
differences in the equating process, common test. ma-
terial has to be provided. This material is embedded
within the operational test form itself and appears as a
set of items interspersed throughout the test, yielding a
single total score. The items appear as operational items
in both the new form and in the form to which the new
form is to be equated and are placed in such a way as to
present the same "task" to the candidate. That is,
attempts are made to control contextual effects that are
caused, for example, by differences in ordinal position
in the test, and to control the effects of differences in
speededness. The "equating section" yields a single
total score taken over all the common items. The
equating process takes the form of estimating the mean
and variance on each test form for the combined group
of candidates who take both test forms r. their setting
those means and variances equal.

The foregoing process yields a linear equation relating
the raw scores on the new form to scaled scores on the
old form. As in the case of the SAT, this equation is com-

Table 3.9

SP101110ry sta!istirs for low-pine Arhieremod Tests
(or Candi(tarcs taking both the sAT acid the Aehicrentait Tests in 1968-69*

GC1/71,11 ?1birrr66 bitin Rio slam Spauisli

No. of candidates 3555 3779 989 5163 883 3610
Mean

sKr-verbal 549 555 552 550 594 518
SKr-mathematical 555 585 575 565 610 534
Semesters of study 5.86 5.37 5.74 5.19 5.44
Achievement Test 510 508 569 531 508 494

Standard Deviation
sfia-verbal 96 95 110 100 97 96
SAT - mathematical 98 99 110 98 99 97
Semesters of study 1.43 1.50 1.44 1.63 1.53
Achievement Test 97 Pr; 97 100 112 I00

Correlation
SAT-V vs. Ach. Tc-t .57 .48 .35 .58 .40 .51
SAT-M vs. AO ". .45 .38 .33 .47 .33 .38
Sem. of > At h. Test .49 .48 .49 .34 .52
SAT-V Vs. H (,f study .25 .13 .23 .05 .22
SAT-M Vs. SC Ill. of study .17 .09 .18 .11 .20
SAT-V V. SAT-M .59 .51 .65 .57 ..'7 .57

'Based on samples drawn for studying the s.cale5t for the Achievement Tests.

'Data on semesters of study are n( t available for the Ilcbrew Test.
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bind with the equation converting raw scores on the
old form to the standard scale to yield a new linear
equation relating scores on the new form to the stan-
dard scale.

The equating of the A aiovement Tests has been
done separately, test by test, in an effort to maintain
the scale system for each test as it was originally con-
ceived. More recently, as mentioned above, studies
have been undertaken to investigate the following mat-
ters: to what extent the scales for the various tests
bear the same relation to one another that they did
when they were originally defined; and to what extent
they have drifted away from this original mooring as a
result of accumulated errors of equating, changes in the
content of the test, and changes in the composition of
the candidate population. The results of the annual
sealing studies are averaged with the results of the
equating studies in maintaining tha score scales for tie
vs:cloys tests. The procedures thus recognize the need
both for equivalence of scores on different forms of the
same test and for comparability of scores on different
tests.

Althougn the need to maintain a rigid seal° system is
recognized to be as great for the Achievement Tests as
it is for the SAT, the restrictions are such that the de-
sired flexibility that would permit optimum equating
is not always possible. For example, the inclusion of
items in a new form of the test that are carried over
from an old form necessarily slows down any attempt
to make revisions in the style or content of new forms.
The requirements for good equating, on the other hand,
dictate that as many items as possible be carried over
from old forms, and that these items, as a group, con-
stitute a test That parallels in miniature the test forms
in which they appear. Minimum requirements are
that 20 items or 20 percent of the testwhichever
represents the larger number of itemsbe repeated in
the new form. Consequently, if deeible part-score
equating (described in Chapter 11) were made a stan-
dard operation for the Achievement Tests as it is for
the SAT, it would mean that no more than GO percent
of a new form could be composed c new materiala
proportion that is felt to be not nearly enough if the
tests are to keep pace with changing philosophies and
practices in education. Therefor,, in order to effect a
reasonable balance between the two eTesing con-
siderations the maintenance of a rigoi -ins equating
system and the provision for changing test content
about half of the forms of the .0 7hierement Tests are
equated by single part-score :aethods and half by
double part-score methods. The exceptions to the
above rule are the Level I and Level II Mathematics
tests and the Russian, Hebrew, and Latin tests, which
are almost always equated by single part -score methods.

Because cf these limitations on the equating system,
it would be expected that the scales for the Achievement
Testy would not be in control to the same degree as are
the SAT scales. Nevertheless, within these limitations,
"genealogical" charts are regularly prepared for the

Achievement Test. scales and are carefully studied
during the equating iirocess in an effort to strengthen
the ..cal bonds among all the forms of every test.

As is true of the SAT, the equating and scaling model
for the Achievement 'rests is also a linear one. However,
here, too, when it. is felt. that. the difficulties of the items
in a particular test form and the intercorrelations among
the items have caused a bias in the linearly-derived
scaled scores near S00, curvilinear equating methods are
applied in order to achieve a greater consistency and
uniformity in the maximum scores from form to form.
For the most part, however, the equating is linear and
follows precisely the statistical precedre described in
the preceding chapter for equating the SAT.

Statistical characteristics of
the Achietement Tests

As has been stated, responsibility for the content of
each Achievement. Test rests with the committee of
examiners appointed by the College Board. if, however,
each new form of an Achieement Test is to fit into the
system of the Admissions Testing Program, it must be
equated (as described in the preceding section) so thet
scores on the new form mean essentially the same thing
as scores on forms used in the program in the preceding
years. Admissions officeis in colleges need to operate
from a stable base in making decisions. Othc.wise, they
cannot profit from their experience.

If the equating procedures are to be successful, it is
necessary that successit. `arms of an Achievement Test
have similar statistical char.leteristirs as well as similar
content. It is the responsibility of the ETS tes. develop-
ment specialist working with the committee of ex-
aminers for each Achievement Test to keep an eye on
the statistical characteristics.

Each s,weiatist has a set of statistical specifications
designed to insure that successive forms are reasonably
parallel. The committee is advised with respect to these
specifications and, as the test is assembled, a scat lei-plot
of the difficulty and discrimination indexes of each
que lion is recorded in a two-way table like the one in
Table 3.10. Specifications are typically slated in terms
of mean and standard deviation of delta: and the mean
of the biserial correlations, statistics that can be cal-
culated from the information generated in the scatter-
plot.

From time to time, as the characteristics of the candi-
date group change, changes become necessary in the
statistical specifications of a test. As is true in the case
of changes in content specifications, changes in statis-
tical specifications are introduced gradually to insure
reasonable stability of meaning for scores on successive
forms.

Table 3.11 presents statistical spec fications for recent
forms of 14 of the tests now offered in the Achievement
series together with actual statistical characteristics

(18
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Table 3.10

Exaroplc of seatterplot form used to record item data for Achievement Tests

Project ITEM DISTRIBUTION SHEET

Test Form Part

Difficulty Index G (Scale:

5.9
down

6.o- 7.o-
6.9 -.9

8.0- 9.0- 1J.0- 11.0- 12.0- 13.0- 14.o- I5.0- 1E.o-
6.9 9.9 10.9 11.9 12.9 13.9 14.9 15 9 16.9

.89
.70-

79

.69
.50-
.59

.40-
.49

.30-
.59

.20-
.29
10-
.19

.00-
.09

.01
d ova
Not
Coop

S 8

e 25 36 49 64

Kr trtAr .045

.045

9 10 11 12

81 100 121 144

13 If 15 16

169 198 225 256

Ora (ArEf 2 - (Err) °) A NA EMI/XL

sr

Administration

17.0-
17.9

19.0-
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educational Testing Service

revealed by the item analysis of Ow forms administered
in May 1967 and January 1968. (The test in English
Literature cve.s first offered io May 1968.) However, as
expected, the actual always falls short of the ideal. In
the first place, (here is not an unlimited po of test
items from which one can draw in assembling a new
form of a (est. Items in some categories are (more diffi-
cult to formulate than in other areas, so that the test
assembly stage represents a succession of compromises
between con' at and s(atis.ical specifications. Second,
statistical characteristics of test items are based on
samples of litnitcd sizes that arc not always completely
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representative of the candidates who finally decide to
register for a particular test administration. Finally,
subtle and not completely understood influences are
sometimes introduced the context within ellich
a test item is presented :flanges from pretest to finf-d
form or from one final form to another. Moreover,
changes associated with the passage of lime also intro-
duce changes in item difficulties. For example, items
dealing with American presidential elections prove to
be- easier in election yeaN :NM in the years between.
Also, item statistics appear,to he more stable for items
nopcaring iu (lie middle portion of a test form !ban if



Table 3.11

Specified and actual item statistics
for Achievement Tests administered in May 1967 and January 1968

Test Administration

Specifications Artmil stat sties

11A SDA M. MA SDA

English Composition May 1967 11.9 2.4 .45 12.0 2.2 .49
Jan 1968* 11.7 2.3 .50

American History May 1967 12.2 2.2 .44 13.3 2.3 .40
Jan 1968 12.8 2.1 .39

European History May 1967 12.0 1.8 .47 12.3 1.8 .45
Jan 1968 12.7 2.5 .46

Biology May 1967 13.0 2.2 .40 13.0 2.4 .46
Jan 1968 13.2 2.6 .40

Chemistry May 1967* 13.0 2.0 .48 13.7 2.2 .44
Jan 1968* 13.7 1.7 .48

Physics May 1967 14.0 2.2 .48 14.7 2.3 .46
Jan 1968' 14.8 2.2 .44

Mathematics Level I May 1967 13.0 3.0 .50 13.6 2.9 .57
Jan 1968 13.5 2.8 .52

Mathematics Level II May 1967* 15.2 2.2 .54 15.0 2.0 .54
Jan 1968* 15.1 2.1 .54

French May 1967' 12.7 2.7 .50 12.8 2.7 .55
Jan 1968' 12.8 2.8 .53

German May 1967* 12.7 2.5 .54 12.4 2.2 .59
Jan 1968' 12.5 2.5 .53

Hebrew Jan 1968 12.5 3.0 .54 12.3 3.3 .60

Latin May 1967 12.8 2.2 .45 12.8 2.0 .45
Jan 1968 12.1 2.3 .50

Russian Jan 1968' 12.5 2.5 .54 12.7 2.3 .53

Spanish May 1967' 12.6 2.8 .48 12.1 2.7 .56
J 1968* 12.5 3.2 .54

For these tests, actual 'a( tics do not include data on a minority of items that were -iliswered by fewer than 50 percent of
the sample used for the analysis.
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items appear either as the first, item in a test or toward
the end of the test where there may be a significant
number of candidates classified as "not reached."

As has been illustrated in Table 3.4, data on reli-
ability appear in each test analysis. The, reliability
estimate is a modification of the Kuder-Richardson
Formula 20 that takes into account the fact that the
tests are scored with a correction for guessing. The
purpose of this statistic is to indicate the stability of the
item sampling and to provide an estimate of the correla-
tion .c.o be expected if two parallel Achievement Test
forms were administered in ounterbalanced order to
random halves of the population at a single sitting.
Since reliability coefficients may vary with the vari-
ability of the sample, estimates of the standard error of
measurement are also recorded. Reliability coefficients
and standard errors of measurement for the May 1967
and January 1968 forms of the Achievement Tests are
presented in Table 3.12.

Indexes of speededness are computed for each new
form of an Achievement Test as indicated. in Tables 3.4,
3.5, and 3.6. The aim is to set an examination that is
of such a length that there will be optimum measure-
ment of the candidate group as a whole. This means
that a certain proportion of the candidates who work
very slowly or who are not able to make a reasoned
response to all of the items will not complete the exa-
mination. In order to minimize the possibility that slow
vvor:iers might be at a special disadvantage, items in the
Achievement Tests arc arranged roughly in order of
their difficulty.

As an arbitrary guide for evaluating the speededness
of a College Board Achievement Test, two criteria have
Leen established that seem to balance the need for
allowing time for most candidates to consider all items
they are likely to be able to answer and the need to keel)
most candidates working productively during the test-
ing session. These are: (1) all of the candidates should
complete 75 percent of the test, and 12) SO percent of
the candidates should complete the test. The dhta on
speededness are designed to provide a check on these
criteria. The more detailed data presented in Tables 3.5
and 3.6 provide additional information should the gen-
eral ststistics of Table 3.4 suggest the possibility of
undesirable speededhess. On the basis of the data in
these three tables, the writer of this test analysis con-
cluded: "I3oth NR ("not reached") variances tend to ha
high relative to the score variances. The dropping out
may be a function of difficulty, but there is also :he
possibility that the candidates could have used more
time to their advantage."

Data on the speededness of the May 1967 and Janu-
ary 1968 forms of the Achievement Tests are presented
in Table 3.12 along with information on reliability and
standard errors of measurement. The data indicate that
the speededness criteria are not Iving met. There are
various explanatior3 for this finding, depending on the
particular test involved. The January 1968 form of the
English Composition Test was particularly speeded.
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Apparently, one of the item typesconstruction shift,
so-calledrequires more time than is the case with item
types included in other sections of the test. There were
no construction shift items in the May 1967 form, which
is relatively unspeeded.

In the case of the tests in foreign languages, candi-
dates have had widely varied backgrounds of study of
the language. Some may have completed more than
eight semesters of study while others may have corn-
plete.d fewer than four semesters. Those with fewer
semesters of study are not expected to complete the
final (and more difficult) items. The relatively high
dropping out of students toward the end of these tests
appears to be a function of the difficulty of the items
toward the end of the test for candidates with limited
background rai'ler than of insufficient time for candi-
dates to read and consider the items.

For most of the other test forms, the speededness
data approach the criteria. More than 97 percent of the
candidates are completing 75 percent of the test and 80
percent of the candidates are leaching mere than 90
percent of the items. 'Pile only exceptions are the May
1937 form of the Chemistry Test and the January 1968
form of the Physics Test. These: two forms appear to be
somewhat speeded. Committees of examiners for these
tests will be studying these findings and drawing impli-
cations for the development of future forms of the tests.

One final statistical characteristic of the Achievement
Tests that is of considerable interest is the correlation
between each of the tests and the two scoria on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test. Ideally, if a test is to be used
along with other measures for making a statistical
prediction, it should hate a relatively high correlation
with tae criterion to be predicted and a relatively low
correlation with the other measures. On the other hand,
whether or not a correlation coefficient will be viewed as
"relatively high" or "relatively low" will depend on the
context in which it is found. Statistical independence
does not inevitably accompany logical independence. If,
for example, a group of secondary school students have
been taught a course in American history by a teacher
Alio challenges each student to maximum effort, the
students' scores on a final examination in the course are
likely to be closely related to their scores on a test of
general verbal ability administered at the same time.
On the other 'land, if students are permitted to exert
effort on the basis of interest in the subject that they
bring to the class at the beginning of a course or if a
course is boring to students of high aptitude while re-
warding unimaginative inernorizirg of details by stu-
dents of low ability, correlations between scores on a
verbal aptitude test and scores on a course examination
may be quite low. And if. as is the case with College
Board Achievement Tests, students are given some free-
dom of choice in selecting tests, the meaning of cor-
relation coefficients may be difficult to determine. It
doer not help much to suggest that one administer the
Achievement Tests to a representative sample of SAT
candidates, some of whom have studied the subject



Table 3.12

Numbers of items (n), reliability estimates (raA), standard errors of
measurement (SE,,as ), ar d indexes of specdcdness (a, b, c) for
Achierenunt Tests administered in May 1967 and January 1968

Tot Administration r. 51'; ?iIC( fl* b* c*

English Composition May 1967 100 .925 29 56.7 97.7 93
Jan 1968 100 .919 30 33.6 75.2 24 (35) "

American History May 1967 100 .905 34 55.0 97.2 93
Jan 1968 100 .897 33 61.0 97.2 94

European History May 1967 100 .926 28 68.2 97.8 98
Jan 1968 100 .927 30 62.1 98.2 96

Biology May 1967 100 .929 30 69.3 99.7 98
Jan 1968 100 .904 31 65.7 99.6 97

Chemistry May 1967 90 .903 34 39.1 95.5 78
Jan 1968 90 .921 31 29.1 98.1 80

Physics May 1967 75 .901 32 67.9 97.9 70
Jan 1968 75 .885 34 32.9 94.1 64

Mathematics Level I May 1967 50 .903 33 58.7 99.1 48
Jan 1968 50 .880 34 68.6 99.3 47

Mathematics Level II May 1967 50 .895 33 46.6 99.4 48
Jan 1968 50 34 3-1.1 97.6 47

French May 1967 94 .950 25 45.6 93.9 78
Jan 1968 90 .943 24 33.9 94.9 77

German May 1967 93 .950 23 37.8 99.3 83
Jan 1968 96 94! 23 37.1 97.1 86

Hebrew Jan 190;8 90 .955 20 50.5 98.2 80

Latin May 1967 70 .894 33 52.1 96.4 64
Jan 1968 70 .910 33 58.2 9S.5 68

Russian Jan 1968 84 .939 27 42.5 97.2 74

Spanish May 1967 87 .919 24 44.8 98.4 78
Jan 1968 87 .943 24 49.4 97.3 77

'a: Percent of candidate group retching last item
h: Percent of candidate group completing 75 pc merit of the items
c: Number of items reached by So lx.reent of the candidate.;

**There were three sections to this Ie st with suggested time of '29 minutes each.
Data at for the most speeded section, which contained 35 'kerns.
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matter covered by the test and some of whom have not
studied it. In that case, correlations would certainly be
low, but the meaning of a coefficient of a particular
magnitude would be obscure. In other words, although
there is considerable interest in the relationships be-
tween Achievement Test scores and .tptitude scores, it
is difficult to interpret a given degree of relationship.

To some observers, the typical correlations are un-
usually high. For example, the following appears it the
Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buros, 1965, p.
980).

Here are correlations between scores from the main
achievement tests and the SAT-V: ECT, .76; Social
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Studies, .78; French, .60; Chemistry, .65; Physics,
.67; Intermediate Mathematics, .53; and Advanced
Mathematics, .54. The corresponding correlations for
SAT-M are: .55, .64, .46, .72, .69, .80, and .75.... These
almost unbelievably high correlations s,.ggest that
whatever is measured by the ECT and the social stud-
ies test is also measured by the SAT-NT, and that what-
ever is measured by the intermediate and advanced
mathematics tests is also measured by the SAT-M:

The correlation coefficients relating Achievement Test
scores to SAT scores for samples of candidates who took
both tests in 1968 and 1969 are presented in Tables 3.8
and 3.9. In general they are consistent with those re-

Table 3.13

Reliability coefficients, Multi/4c' correlation coefficients,
and celimafes of three different proportions of variance
of Achievement Test scores for samples of candidates

taking the SAT and Achievement Tests in 1968-69

Tcst

Col re rri rt

1 2 3 4 5 6

English Composition ,894 .924 .814 .10e, .717 .177
Literature .836 .929 .821 .1F4 .726 .110

American History .903 .932 .739 .097 .585 .318
European History .920 .932 .746 .080 .597 .323

French .944 .921 .583 .056 .369 .575
German .939 .921 .498 .061 .270 .669
Hebrew .961 .947 .373 .039 .1;7 .814
Latin .891 .928 .609 .109 .399 .492
Russian .928 .925 .418 .072 .189 .739
Spanish .947 .919 .519 .053 .293 .654

Biology .923 .939 .769 .077 .630 .293
Chemistry .90G .922 .718 .100 .559 .341
Physics .916 .924 .738 .034 .590 .326

Mathematics Level I .887 .899 .831 .113 .768 .119
Mathematics Level II .9( 2 .891 .834 .098 .760 .122

'Column Headings
1. Estimate of the reliability of the Achievement Test scores. trI
2. Estimate of the reliability of the sum of the two sAT scores, weighted to achieve optimal correla-

tion with the Achievement Test scores. tr",,,(,,i,1
3. Multiple correlation between Achievement Test scores snd RAT-verbal and - mathematical

scores. ili
4. Estimate of the proportion of the variance of Achievement Test scores attributable to tenors

of measurement. II r.,
tI

5. Estimate of the proportion of the variance of Achievement Test scores that can lie "exi
by the correlation with perfectly reliable SAT s,ores. optimally weighted. 111.= ,,/r

6. Uniqueness coefficient: Estimate of the roportion of the vr.riance in Achievement Test scores
remaining, anti: faking into account the true-score correlation lntween toe Achievement Test
scores and the opti,nalty weighted compu=ite of SATV aria SATAt (Flanagan, 1962, p. 218,1.
tr,%-lti.,,/rer.)\1)1
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ported in the Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook.
When the multiple correlation coefficients using both
SAT-V and SAT-M as predictors are computed, it is found
that they range between .718 and .834 for all tests ex-
cept. those in foreign languages, which range between
.373 and .609. These are indeed high correlations if coo
expects the Achievement Tests to provide totally new
information about the student, information not already
provided by the SAT scores.

On the other hand, the multiple correlation coeffi-
cients are in almost every case considerably lower than
the estimates of reliability for the Achievement Test.
they are predicting. The Achievement Tests may have
a high proportion of variance in common with the SAT,

but they are clearly not measuring exactly the saute
factors. Relevant illustrative information has been
summarized in Table 3.13, fadicating that estimates of
the proportion of the variance in Achievement Test
scores remaining, after taking into account the true-
score correlation between the Achievement Test scores
and the optimally %;eighted composite of SAT- V and
SAT -M, range between .110 for Literature and .814 for
Hebrew isee Column 6 of Table 3.131.

In summary, the Achievement Tests of the Admis-
sions Testing Program of the College Entrance Examin-

talon Board are constructed by committees of examiners
working with test development specialists en the staff
of Educational Testing Service. Each new form of an
Achievement Test is planned in the context of the
gradually evolving pattern of curricular practices in
schocls and colleges throughout the country and of the
statisti-al data derived from the field administrations
of previous forms of the test. Following a detailed test
plan, test items are written, reviewed, pretested, and
revised prior to becoming eligible for inclusion in a new
form of a test. Included in each new form of many of
the tests is a scunple of items from previous forms of the
test, and scores on these subsets of items are used to
equate the forms and establish scaled scores equivalent
to those for other forms of the test. Tests that do not
include equating items are equaled through the use of
SAT scores as "quasi-common" equating material. Fol-
lowing the use of a new form of an Achievement Test, a
detailed statistical analysis is made to determine the
extent to which the tes., met the specifications to which
it was assembled. Finally, special studies are carried out
from time to lime to determine the relationship of each
Achievement Test with the SAT, and periodic adjust-
ments are made in the s sling to bring the scaling
system up-to-date.
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CIL1

Descriptive Statistics on College Board
Candidates and Other Reference Groups

W. B. SCHRADER and E. ELIZABETH STEWART

Introduction

Information about the test performance of different
groups of candidates has implications both for sccre
interpretation and fen educational planning. This chap-
ter will swninarik,e what is known of the characteristics
of candidates who take the various College Board tests.

Among the matters to be covered are the uses of de.
scriptive statistics on test performance, methodological
considerations, performance on (110 SAT, and performance
on Achievement Tests. Also discussed in these contexts
are such familiar concerns to the test developer and user
as score interpretation, group comparisons, SATnorms.
and trends in candidate performance on the SAT over the
Fast 13 years. For the Achievement Tests, the discussion
focuses on such concerns as the nature of candidates,
characteristics of groups, candidate norms, and, again,
trends in candidate performance over the past 13 years.

Uses of descriptive statistics on
lest performance

score interpretatton The primary reason for tabulating
data on the test performance of c,:ndidates and other
suitable student groups is to aid in score interpretation.
Indeed, for most uses of tests, identification of a candi-
date's relative standing within some appropriate refer-
ence group is indispensable. This need is most adequa te
ly filled by local norms based on college'sown date.
General ncrms, however, are useful in providing a wider
basis of comps-rison for a particular college or secondary
school. They may also be used by a college as a substitute
when local norms have not been prepared or by a secon-
dary school or candidate when norms for particula, col-
leges are not available. Using general norms as a substi-
tute for local norms, however, places relatively heavy
demands on the judgment of the user, since general
norms fre-vently differ from norms developed locally
in ways that are not always \yell understood. For ex-
ample, 11 fact. that a student stands in the top 1(1 per-
cent of College Board candidates on s...r.verb.-' cores
has fairly cie,r implications for a decision about whether

I V

or not to attend college. To aid in college choice, how-
ever, information is needed concerning the level of SAT-
verbal Scores ;n vc,rious colleges and also concerning
how much weight the college gives to these scores in ad-
missions. In any case. general information about the per-
formance of suitable student groups can be a vital ele-
ment in sound score interpretation.

From the outset, the College Br rd has published, in
one form or another, data on candidate performance.
Initially. the data were presented in the annual la p.a.
Ilaring the 1950s, substantial normative data were pro-
vided in Henry S. Dyer's College Board Scores No. I
and its two successor editions. Since 1962, current per-
formance data have been provided in College Board
Score Reports. These data on candidate performance are
updated annually. Data on other student groups have
also been published. as described later in this chapter.

Group comparison. A less crucial, but still valuable,
contribution of score data is to permit comparison of the
test performance of various student groups. In partic.
ular, comparisons of boys and girls, of students with
various unts of prepara I ion in the subject tested, and
of sttsderth tested in successive years may, when cau-
tiously interpreted, contribute to an understanding of
what the tests measure and of the nature of the groups
tested. As will be stressed in this chapter, however. gener-
alirations based on these comparisons must be very
crircfullycircumscribed, pa rt icula rho when they are based
not on representative samples of the appropriate groups
but rather on candidate groups that are probably not
r presentative of the groups being compared.

Methodological considerations

Test norms should describe the test performance of care-
fully defined, educationally meaningful Student groups.
Since candidates taking the College Board tests are oh-
xiously self-selected, traditional conceptions of norms
as stated in the foregoing proposition %cookd inwly that
descriptive statistics on candidate imformance have
LtIle value as norms. A careful examination of the
strengths and limitations of data en candidate pet for-
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mance, however, makes it clear Plat these data, when
properly used, can contribute substantially to the inter-
pretation of scores and to an understanding of the nature
and composition of the candidate group.

For the great majority of College Board candidates,
the decision to take the tests is by no means whimsical
or fortuitous but is the direct outcome of a decision to
apply to a college that requires the tests. In turn, the
colleges that require the tests have reached a decision
that he tests %% ill help them ui achieving their educa-
tional objectives and in selecting the kind of student
body to which they wish to address themselves. It is true
that the number of candidates taking the tests and the
number of colleges requiring them have shown a dra-
matic growtn over the years. The proportion of entering
college freshmen who have taken College Board tests has
shown a similar great increase. Data for the past 13 years
shown later in this chapter indicate that a great increase
in numbers of candidates has been accompanied by a
reasonably stable level of candidate performance. On the
face of it, this stability is remarkable. It may be con-
jectured, however, that the tendency toward lower scores
which would be expected as the group is broadened has
been offset by a generally rising level of teaching and
academic interest.

Some idea of the ability level of College Board can-
didates who take the SAT can be obtained by comparing
program statistics with the results of a study ( reported
in greater detail later in this chapter) of the twelfth-
grade SAT performance of a cross section of all seniors
who entered college directly from high school. The fol-
lowing data have been abstracted from Tables 4.1 and
4.4.

Performance on SAT during the
senior year of high school by:

Students in the 1960
Candidatzs tested at national norms sample

regular College Board who entered a two o- tour-
administrations in 1968.69 year college in 1961-62

13oys
SD
N

FAT-terbal
457
110

498,462

440
114

1,878

Girls 461 467
SD 110 122
N 415,125 1,659

SAT-niathernaticat
13oys MO 509

SD 116 111
N 49,5,462 1,878

Girls "65 461
SI/ 105 105
N 415,925 1,659

The foregoing data sug,4est that the level and dispersion
of scones earned by students taking the SAT as seniors in
the College Board Admissions Testing Program are
similar to those of a national cross section of high S( loot
seniors who go directly to college. Except for the SAT-
verbal mean for boys and the SAT-verbal standard devia-

SO
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tion for girls, the agreement is remarkably close. The
agreement may be partially explained by the fact that
not 311 students taking the test in the program enter a
College Board member college. Although current com-
parative score data are not available for program candi-
dates classified by type of college entered, this explana-
tion is supported by data from the P',30 norms study,
which indicate that the mean SAT scores for seniors who
enter College Board member colleges are 50 to 75 points
higher than the corresponding means for all seniors who
enter any college ( Table 4.1). The detailed results of the
comparison should not be taken too literally, of course,
nct only because a period of eight years separates the
two sets of data but also because of limitations in the
national norms study. These limitations are described
on page 82. The similarity in performance of the two
groups, moreover, does not imply that College Board
senior candidates are similar in other respects to the total
group of seniors entering college directly front high
school. For example, of prospective college students, a
greater proportion of those who are attending secondary
school in the Northeast take the sAT than is the case for
other regions.

Virtually all College Board candidates take the SAT;
each Achievement Test, on the other hand, has its own
candidate group. Moreover, it is known that the groups
taking the various Achievement Tests differ appreciably
with respect to sAT-verbal and sAT-mathematical mean
scores. These differences are taken into account 'n estab-
lishing the score scale for each Achievement Test, as
described in Chapter III, so that scaled scores for the
various tests are in a defined sense, comparable with
each other. The mean score on a particular test thus de-
pends in part on the aptitude level of the candidates
whom the test attracts. On the other hand, it should be
clear that if scores are expressed as percentile ranks
tdhin each candidate group, the fact that SAT scores
differ for students choosing different Achievement Tests
does not affect a student's percentile rank on a partic
ular test.

The interpretation of descriptive statistics on candi-
d-qv performance is further complicated by the fact that,
at one test administration, a candidate can take no more
than three Achievement Tests. Since he will ordinarily
be prepared academically: to take more than three, he
must make a decision as to which tests he will take. The
Bulletin of Information for ('ollrge Board ildnassions
Tests, 2969.70 offers the following suggestion: "Your
choke of tests will depend upon the requiremen's of the
colleges to which you are applying. SOW(' colleges specify
the particular tests they wish applicants to take; others
expect applicants to take tests in their strongest sub-
jects." Providing a choice makes it pos4ible to examine
the candidate in some depth in subjects in which he is
lor should be) well prepared. From the -.'iewpoint of de-
set iplie statistics, however, the availability of choice
inearis that the group is presurnally composer, of stit-
ch nts who consider theinscivcs 14.1!1....1Y well papa-ed
in the subject or who choose to t pply to one or



colleges that require the test.
The candidate groups for the various AchiNement

Tests ara determined, then, by candidate decisions based
in part on c..1.,:lege requirements and in part on a variety
of other considerations. For purposes of score interpreta-
tion, this characteristic of the candidate data is advan-
tageous. The candidate whose score is being interpreted
has, presumably, also tried to take advantage of the op-
portunity for choice. His performance can then be corn-
pat ed with that of other students tested within the sama
general framework. At the same time, it most be recog-
nized that the statistics for Achievement Tests (with the
possible exception of English Composition) cannot be
asswned to describe the performance of all Achievement
Test candidates who have had the necessary subject
matter preparatino for the test.

Two further features of the College Board program
become important when score data for tw, or more test
administrations are combined into a single ci stribution.
First, a candidate may take a particular test more than
once. Although he takes a different form of the test on
the two (or more) occasions, it is obviously undesirable
from a statistical standpoint to count the same student
twice. This question will be discussed more fully in con-
nection with results for specific tests. Second, candidates
attending different test administrations are at somewhat
different stages of their academic programs. For example,
a student who studies chemistry in his junior year and
who attends the May or July administration will prob-
ably take the Chemistry Test then. Another student who
also studies chemistry in his junior year may not fake
the Chemistry Test until January of his senior year. It
may be thought that comparing the mean Chemistry
scores of all juniors tested in May with the mean Chem-
istry scores of all seniors tested in January would be use-
ful. As it turns oat, however, this group comparison would
be influenced to an unknown extent by the self-selection
of the two groups. In this chapter, accordingly, results for
the various test administrations will be combined o
a single overall result, although separate results fr.

junior and senior eandidatea will be presented in some
instances.

On the whole, descriptive statistics based on program
data describe the performance of highly motivated candi-
dates tested under realistic conditions. 'The statistics are
relatively easy to keep current and are based on very
large samples. They are also usefel in describing the
characteristics of the candidate group itself. As an aid
in score interpretation, they :lave sobstant-731 value when
used with an understanding of their limitations. At-
tempts to draw more general infeances, however, are
seldom justified because there is no satisfactory way to
assess the effect of self-selection on the results. This same
I imitation applies, it may be added, to comparisons based
on subgroups of candidates. Comparisons of test per-
formonce from one high school to another and cern from
one year to another within the same high school mu c' he
interpreted in the light of possible differences in the
nature and extent of self.seteet

Performance on the SAT

High school senior and cortege freshman nouns Be-
cause self-selection plays so prominent a role in the for-
mation of the College; Board candidate group, group
cannot be considered representative either of high school
seniors or of those seniors who are planning to enter
college. In order to obtain data for representative sam-
ples of high school seniors, two special norms studies
have been conducted, one in the fall of 1960 and one in
the fall of 1966. The results of these studies are useful
not only in interpreting SAT scores with respect to a
familiar reference group but also in providing a better
understanding of the ability level of the SAT candidate
group. National norms based on the 1' 60 study have
been presented in the 1963 through 1967-68 editions of
College Board Score Reports. A technical report of the
study was prepared by Chandler and Schrader (1966).
National norms based on the 1966 study appear in the
1968.69 and subsequent editions of College Board Score
Reports.

The special test administrations on which the two sets
of SAT norms are based used the Preliminary Scholastic
Aptitude Test I PSAT) rather than the SAT. Although the
PSAT is intended for use in secondary schooi guidance
programs and requires only two hours of testing time, it
is parallel in form and content to the r. The score
scales on the two tests are related, so that multi,
plication of a PSAT score by 10 yields the comparable
SAT score.

The general design of the two norms studies was simi-
lar. However, the 1966 study iiicluded .R1 senior boys
and 9,077 senior girls in t66 schoolsa ,neared to 4,638
senior boys and 5,107 senior girls in z..7 schools in the
1960 study. In part, the difference in number tested is
attributable to increased enrollments in 1966 as com-
pared to 1960. The mean scores for the various groups
tested were as follows:

sir -octal SAT-matheniaticat

Boys Girls Boys Girls
l960 study 372 376 433 385
1960 study 390 393 422 382

Thy extent to which the differences in means for the two
studies are attributable to changes in the ability level of
seniors during th, sixyear period, to changes in self-
selection of the schools participating in the two studies,
to sampling eiror, or to other factors cannot be deter-
mined precisely,

Because .1 follow -up study has been completed only
for 'he 1960 sample, the discussion in this section will
focus on the results of the earlier study. By following up
a sulxsareple of the 1960 norms group. it was possible to
c' "a in data on :he distributions of SAT scores earliest as
high school seniors for representative samples of high
school graduates who enrolled as full-time or part -time
students in college during the academic year directly
following high school graduation, and for representative
samples of several other college student pools, to be
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de wribed below.
In the selection, of the 1960 national sample, the sec-

ondary school was the sampling unit. By using random
sampling within strata, 200 schools were selected from a
master list of secondary schools in the United States.
Geographical region and type of support were the basis
of stratification. Of the 200 schools, each of which was
requested to test its entire senior class, 147 schools pro-
vided usable data t 32 schools did not agree to partici-
pate, 12 that did agree to participate were linable to do
so, and 9 that did participate were excluded from the
analysis because each had tested less than 80 percent of
its senior class).

Follow-up studies were based on a 2,423-case sub-
sample of the original 9,745-case sample. Since it was
judged that students with higher test scores would be
more likely to enter college, the 9,745-case sample was
divided into three groups on the basis of a PSAT score
composite (2v + m), and different sampling fractions
were applied to the three groups. In the analysis of the
follow-up results, the observed uata were weighted by
th .? reciprocals of the sampling fractions in order to give
the proper weight to each of the three strata in determin-
ing the results. The differential sampling and subsequent
weighting are summarized in the following table:

Proportion
of cases

in intcrtrl
Approximi to Waled Weight

proportion for applied
of total follo -up in

Score inicrial or plc in (sampling anal-
PSAT 2v 4-21 intcrtol frac:ion) )sis
177 or higher .0.5
128 - 176 .25
127 or lover .70

1.00 1

.50 2

.10 10

The follow.up concerned with college attendance and
firstyear standing was completed in the fall of '963. As
a result of the follow-up, each of the 2,413 students in
the follow-up sample was placed in one of three cate-
gories: students whose enrollment during the academic
year 1961-62 had been verified .ty a college t N.1,140);
students who had reported, oi whose s:ondary schools
had reported. that they did not enroll in college during
1961-62 1 N=SSO and students about cvhorn there v as
insufficient or inconsistent information I N=10.1 Thus,
firm data were obtained for 96 percent of the sample. For
the 1,440 students who entered college. information
about end off-year standing was provided by the colleges.

Before the score (1;1a c.ere analyied, small adjust-
ments were made in the scores in order to allow for in-
creases in ability between October. when the national
sample was tested, and January, to allow for the fact
that seniors at that time usually took the SAT between
December and March. Data from a growth study clone
by Levine and AngofT (19:r; were used as a basis for
estimating the adjustment. The adjustment consisted of
ridding 7.5 scaled score points fo the verbal stores of all
students, 5.6 sealed score points to the mathimaiical
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scores of boys, and 1.9 scaled score points to the mathe-
matical scores of girls.

Certain limitations of the norms and follow-up study
should be noted. First, usable data were received from
slightly less than three quarters of the schools selected
for the norms sample. Incomplete participation is, of
course, characteristic of studies of this sort in which
schools that have been selected by a mechanical random
sampling process are asked to cooperate on a voluntary
basis. Although the participating schools were fairly
similar to tine overall national distribution of secondary
schools with respect to proportions of public and non-
public schools and with respect to the proportions of
Southern and non-Southern schools (Chandler and
Schrader, 1966), there is no way of ascertaining whether
the nonparticipants were atypical of the total sample
with respect to other relevant characteristics. A related
limitation arises from the fact that adequate follow-up
data could not be obtained for some of the students in
the follow-up sample. However, since such students con-
stituted only 4 percent of the total sample of students
for whom follow-up data were sought, the effect of the
data loss should be very minor, Second, the sample re-
sults undoubtedly differ to scree Pxtmt from Cie corres-
ponding population values ris a consequence of random
sampling error associated both with the selection of
schools and with the selection of star rents to be included
ir: the follow-up study. Since the school rather than the
individual student was the primary sampling unit, the
sampling error for the national norms sample is larger
tha the error that would be associated with a random
sample of 9,745 students in which the student represents
he sampling unit. In addition, except for the 5 percent

of the sample in the highest PSAT score interval, the stu-
dents in the follow-up study constituted only a sub-

mple of the national norms sample. (In the highest
5 percen . all students were followed up ) As a conse-
quence, tne actual numbers of obsenations on which
statistics for certain subgroups are based are relatively
small, and the sampling errors are correspondingly large.
Third, sal Scores Were estimated from ',sat scores by
adding to the l'SAT scores a growth constant (which had
been determined in an independent study) to represent
the acirage increase in scores between the beginning
and the middle of the senior year. Since the growth ad-
justments were small, errors in them would also be small;
nonetheless, any such errors would appear as bia,,es in
the estimated str listics. Finally, o er 90 percent of the
students in the no: its sample had taken a single edition
of the PSAT, so that any random sampling error in the
scale placement of that edition is reflected as a bias in
the Score Statistics

Estimated s, T means and standard rlevia I ions are pre-
sented in 'rabic 4.1. The results are shown, separately
fur boys and girls. for all Seniors in the national sample.
for tllo,e seniors ccho entered college in 1961-62, n d for
s .cral sulcsamples of the college-going group It shtiiiiel
be noted that since the variou subsamples are
not independent, the extent to which they cAi,r1.11



relevant to the interpretation of mean score differences.
As shown in Table 4.1, the means for high school

seniors based on the students included in the follow-up
study were as follo,vs:

Buys Girls

SAT-V 370 377
sAT-M 437 387

The follow-up study showed that 41 percent of the
boys and 32 percent of the girls entered college directly

from high school in 1931-62. The verbal mean for boys
and the mathematical means for boys and girls were 70
to 75 points higher for the college entrants than for all
seniors. For girls, the difference in verbal means was 90
points. Among the college entrants, 81 percent of the
boys and 82 percent of the girls enrolled in four-year
colleges. The means for enrollee., in four-year colleges
were about 15 points higher than the corresponding
means for all college entrants. Students who entered
two-year colleges had means 50 to 75 points lower than

Table 4.1

Scholastic Aptitude Test means and standard deriations for a
national sample of secondary Fchoof seniors tested in 1960,

by sex and academic status in 190-61

Group
- 5,11,V :S. T-NI Numnrn OF CASES

Mean SD Megrz SD Weighted Uniceighted

Boys

All seniors in national sample 370 113 437 115 4,585

Seniors who in 1961-62:
Entered any college 440 114 509 111 1,878 756
Entered a four-year college 453 114 526 106 1,516 659
Entered a two-year college 385 96 438 103 358 95
Entered a College Board

member college 511 105 573 94 592 337

Completed the first year of college 448 114 515 112 1,599 678
Completed the first year of college

"in good standing" 468 109 530 110 1,263 593

Girls

All seniors in national sample 377 118 387 103 5,162

Seniors who in 1961-62:
Entered any college 467 122 461 105 1,659 684
Entered a four-year college ' ' 483 119 477 102 1,366 610
Entered a two-year college* 392 109 386 86 293 74
Entered a College Board

member college 542 107 512 105 550 321

Completed the first year of college 474 118 466 105 1,506 635
Completed the first ye.:r of college

in good standing" 481 i17 472 103 1,377 600

statistics presented for all seniors in the national sample and for the various subsamples are
based on the weighted follow-up sample. '1 he means and standard deviations of the scores actually
earned by ail seniors in the national sample are as follows:

f
Mean SD

svrst Number
3/can SD of cases

Boys 372 114 438 115 4,638
!Girls 376 117 385 103 5,107

*The numb r of entrant s to foury car college, plus the nuinlxr of entrant!, to 1W0) car colleges does
not equal the numb< r of entrants to any cenlege because information about the programs in which
two toys were c moll( d wr . not provided.
'The stalklies presented for these grouts differ slightly from those published in geibers reports
1196 196.; to P. Thc differences Arc due to changcs in the way in IA hit h a foe steel( were() ,

changes c Rey led during a reanalysis conducted a; part of a further follow -up study .Pitcher, 1968).
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the corresponding means for all college students. For the
subgroup of college entrints who were enrolled in col-
leges whit at that time -mere College Board members
(32 percent of the boys s.od 33 percent of the girls), the
means were 50 to 75 points higher than the correspond-
ing means for all college entrants.

The first year of college was completed by 85 percent
of the boys and 91 percent of the girls who entered. The
students who completed the year scored, on the average,
five to eight points higher than all who entered college.
Of those who completed the first year of college, 79 per-
cent of the boys and 91 percent of the girls completed it
"in good standing," as reported by the colleges. The
mean scores of the students who completed the year in
good standing ranged from 6 to 20 points higher than the
mean scores of all students who -ompleted the year. The
percentage of students completing the first year of col-
lege may seem relatively high in view of the widespread
belief that attrition is high during the freshman year.
Flanagan and Cooley (1966), ia three separate Project
Talent studies, found 79 to 82 percent of males and 76 to
83 percent of females remaining in college at the end of
the first year.' 'he extent to which the difference is attrib-
utable to sampling error, to methodological differences,
or to bias in the samples canna readily be judged. It
should :Je noted that both the resent results and the
Project Talent results arc based not on a representative
sample )f all entering freshmen but on those students
who ent rred college during the y ar after they finished
high school.

Seibel (1965a) has provided percentile rank tables
for seniors who later entered college and for seniors who
later completed the first year of college in good stand-
ing. His report also includes detailed analyses of the
relationships among ',siva- scores, secondary school per-
formance, college attendance, and college performance.
Seibel (1965b) has further analyzed the followup data
for students in the national sample e,ho later entered
junior colleges.

Local norms Data compiled by a college on its own
applicants and various groups of enrolled students can
be exceedingly valuable in score use. Because of the
wide variation among College Board colleges in the test
scores of their applicants arld entering students, h is
important to! many colleges to be able to interpret the
scores in terms of relative standing within their own
student groups. For many placement purposes, current
data on a student's relative standing within the group
eligible for various placements may provide an adequate
basis for placement decisions. It should be emphasized
that this approach assumes that the test has satisfactory
content validity for the decisions being made. For coun-
seling purposes local percentile distributions are clearly
nao.e useful. For a number of years, the College Board
has been offering a Validity Study Service to interested
colleges. As part of the service. enrolled student norms
on each predictor are provided to pm ticipatlng alleges.

Beginning in 1961, the College Board publithed the
Manual of Fre,hman ('la.s Profiles to facilitate the use
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of college norms in guiding prospective college students.
Each edition of the Manual was designed to give secon-
dary school counselors, teachers, and administrators rel-
atively detailed information about applicants and
entrants to each participating college. It should be em-
phasized that each college determined what information
it wished to give. The basic tables followed a standard
form to facilitate their use, but the college decided which
tables to present and what further interpretation to pro-
vide. Data were usually provided on test scores and sec-
ondary 6ehool academic performance for one or more of
the following groups: applicants for admission, appli-
cants accepted by the college, enrolled freshmen, and
applicants who applied for and who received financial
aid. In instances in which sex, type of support of secon-
dary school, geographical residence, or intended college
curriculum were taken into account in admissions prac-
tices, the data could be differentiated on the basis of the
relevant variables.

The recommended manner of presentation of data has
evolved as experience has suggested ways of increasing
the usefulness of the information. In thc. 1967.69 edition
of the Manual and its immediate predecessor, the col-
leges had the option of presenting score data in one of
three formats: (1) separate distributions of sAr-verbal
scores and sAr-mathematical scores, accompanied by a
distribution of class rank or gradepoint average in sec-
ondary school; i2) cross-classifications of sAr.verbal
scores and secondary school standing and of sAr.inathe-
mafical scores and secondary school standing; (3) a
cross-classification of a composite of sAT- verbal and
-mathematical scores and secondary school standing.
(In the third format the composite reflects the relative
weights assigned by the college to s.vr-verbal and -math-
ematical scores.)

In the fall of 1969, the College Board incorporated the
kinds of data that "ad previously appeared only in the
Manual into its edition of The College Handbook,
which superseded the Manual of Freshman Class Pro.
files. That edition of the handbook introduced a new.
more informative optional format for the presentation of
sAr scores and secondary school standing. The new for-
mat provides a single distribution of a composite score
derived by combining the sAr-verbal score, the SAT-
mathcmaticil score, and secondary school startling,
using weights based upon validity study data for each
participating col. ge.

In all, six editions of the Manual were produced be-
tween 1%t and 1967 r 1961, 1962, 1963, 1961, 1965-67.
and 1967.691. In each edition, the data presented were
based on the year receding the first year in %hid) the
edition was made available for use. Thus, the 19G7.69
edition. published for use in counseling students entering
collego in 1968 and 1969, contained information about
the class that enrolled in college in 1966.

Mean SAT scores based on applicants. accepted appli-
cants, and enrolled students can be calculated for a sub
stantiai number of colleges. Table 4.2 shows the results
obtained for a sample of IS cotl:gcs that provided trs-



Table 4.2

SAT-rerbat and SAT - mathematical mean scores for applicants,
accept, l applicants, and enrolled slnderds reported by 18 colleges

in the Manual of Freshman Class Profiles of 1962, 1964, and 1965-67

College Year L Accepted
Ap),liconls opplic6nts

sAT4Tdm1 nxun sAiPnotliernotice7 ma'am

Ermllcd Accepted
cludents 1 Applicants appl crults

Men's colleges

fmndled
students

A 1965-67 619 681 675 f 715 760 759

1964 630 689 687 103 751 75i

1962 619 680 678 630 747 749

B 1965-61 627 648 640 660 686 679

1964 628 659 656 657 690 683

1962 602 641 635 630 667 663

C 1965-67 591 632 628 627 664 657

1964 596 638 635 \.3 657 650

1962 589 629 626 608 649 642

D 1965-67 572 606 600 639 669 160

1964 577 607 603 633 662 652

1962 570 600 590 618 640 625

E 1965-67 543 583 576 612 647 637

1964 549 584 573 604 634 622

1962 532 563 563 587 618 612

Wonicnb cdkgcs

F 1965-67 657 710 706 633 684 678

1964 656 699 700 624 672 668

1962 649 709 709 601 666 665

G 1965.67 615 658 655 546 592 588

1964 601 643 637 534 588 584

1962 578 640 636 509 556 548

H 1965-67 596 625 621 575 603 600

1964 594 622 616 575 601 588

1962 587 620 610 545 575 566

I 1965.67 566 610 6(1 554 594 588

1964 570 597 590 550 580 575

:962 564 596 585 528 560 553

J 1965-67 554 600 593 540 585 579

1964 554 593 588 538 577 572

1962 638 580 570 507 547 542

(Table 4.2 confirmed on page 86)
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Table 4.2 (continued)

s AT -terbul Jncan sAr matlienwtica mean

Accept(
College Year Applicants ',Olean( s

En rutted
students

Accep red Enrolled
AvIolicam's opplicao,Is smdents

Coeducationa colleges

K 1965-67 539 574 575
1964 528 561 560
1962 535 572 564

L 1965-67 545 574 568
1964 540 569 560
1962 512 556 547

M 1965-67 511 546 544
1964 501 528 525
1962 485 530 532

N 1965-67 514 545 531
1964 513 543 525
1962 469 519 507

O 1965-67 502 527
1964 493 514
1962 484 508

539
531
529

544
531
501

522
511
492

b48
539
510

521 522
501 515
498 511

P 1965-67 490 512 509
1964 488 506 503
1962 466 487 479

Q 1965-67 496 510 503
1954 495 506 498
1962 466 474 468

11 1965-67 477 505 503
1964 468 504 497
1962 458 476 471

521
521
489

496
494
460

498
484
472

575 575
558 554
543 538

569 557
555 546
534 527

556 553
533 532
532 53-1

578 563
569 554
538 526

555 548
534 527
532 524

539 531
534 528
507 503

MO 496
504 499
467 468

523 520
515 506
490 990

able data for all three groups in the 1962, 1964, and
1965-67 editions of the Manual. Because the colleges
providing usahle data cannot be considered representa-
tive of all College Board member colleges or even of cob
leges providing some data for the Marnal. only 18 were
selected, at random, for presentation. The results for
the colleges illustrate the variation from one college to
another in score level and permit an examination of
trends in performance for the colleges included.

Table 4.2 makes it clear that during the time period
studied there was a perceptible upward (rend of scores
in nearly all of the 18 colleges. The upward trend in ap-
plicant score; presumably reflects greater self - selection.
The upwdrd trend in accepted applicant and enrolled
student scores suggests that selection within the higher-
scoring applicant group continued to be based on the
kinds of abilities measured by the tests. It is true that an
upward trend in scores could arise even if applicants re-
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maincd at the same level, provided that the number of
am.licants increased while the number accepted remained
the same or provided that more Wright were given to the
scores in admissions. Thus, although the upward trend in
the means for these 18 (alleges could be the result of an
upward shift in the ability level of high school seniors in
general, it could ,dso be the result of increasing selectivity
on the part of the colleges-or it could result from some
combination of both factors.

Comparisons of applicants, accepted applicants, and
enrolled students show. as wouid be expected, substan-
tially higher scores for the accepted applicants and en-
rolled students than for the apptieant.:. The fact that the
accepted applicants earn somewhat higher scores than
the enrolled students probably results from the fact that
able applicants may be a.repted by several colleges but
can attend only one and that some of the more able
applicants accepted by the colleges included in the study



chose to attend college elsewhere.
Hills (1966) has reported SAT means for students en-

rolled in 19 colleges and universities belongimg to the
University SystFsn of Georgia. In 1964 these colleges
had sAT-verbal means ranging from 260 to 546 and SAT-
mathematical means ranging from 294 to 635. The
weighted average increase in means for the 1958 to 1964
period was 47 sealed score points for sATverbal and 40
scaled score points for SAT- mathematical, and substan-
tial increases in mean scores occurred in nearly all 19
colleges and universities. During the same period, enter-
ing freshman classes increased nearly 50 percent in size.

A broader survey of shifts in ability level over time
has been reported (Walberg and others, 1966). These
data are important in evaluating the feasibility of using
the data for a class admitted in a particular year for ,wo
or more years after the class is admitted. In this study,
the 1963, 1964, and 1965-67 editions of the Manual were
examined in order to identify, for each pair of editions,
all institutions that provided comparable distributions
in the two years. The examinat. en was performed sepa-
rately for men applicants, women applicants, enrolled
freshman men, and enrolled freshman 'omen. (In a few
instances in which coeducational institutions did not
present separate distributions for men and women, the
distributions based on men and women combined were
categorized as distributions based on men. When an
institution provided distributions for subgroups within
sex, all distributions for the subgroups were combined.)
The within-institution differences between correspond-
ing percentile ranks for scores of 400, 500, and 600 were
tabulated for each pair of editions. Some of the results
of the comparison of tJ- 1963 and 1965-67 editions are
summarized in the following table (derived from Table
4.3), which gives the percentages of institutions in which
the percentile rank of the selected SAT scores differed
by 10 points or less for the two years. The numbers of
colleges on which the percentages are based are; men
applicants, 69 colleges; women applicants, 79 colleges;
enrolled freshman men, 112 colleges; enrolled freshman
women, 127 colleges.

Percent of collrgcs

1%len

SAT-V SATM

600 500 400 600 600 400

Applicant,' 99 81 91 81 81 99
Enrolled freshmen 86 73 93 72 85 97

Wow,'
SAT-V SATM

600 500 400 GOO 500 400

Applicants 87 63 95 S9 84 94
Enrolled freshmen 70 68 96 69 83 94

Distributions of differences between corresponding
).ercentile ranks published in the 1963 and 1935-67 edi
hong of the Manual are shown in more detail in Table
4.3. From this table it can be ascertainest that of the 2,322
individual comparisons of percentile ranks, there was

no difference between percentile ranks in 270 compari-
sons. In 90 percent of the remainire 2,052 comparisons,
the percent of students scoring below the selected scores
was smaller in 1965 than it was is 1963.

The available evidence indicates that the score distri-
butions published in the Manual have changed over the
two- or three-year periods studied and that the level of
the ,cores at a particular institution has been much more
lik_ly to increase than to decrease. In comparison with
th.. differences among the profiles published by different
institutions in a single edition, however, the differences
among the profiles published by a given institution in
several successive editions typically are not great.

Candidate norms, 1967.68 and 1968.69 Performance
of College Board candidates for the years 1967-68 and
1968-69 is summarized in Table 4.4. A few points
should be noted in interpreting these results. First, many
candidates take SAT as juniors for guidance and practice
and then take the test again as seniors, In 1968-69, the
number of candidates who took SAT in March or May of
their junior year and who repeated it in December or
Januar:: of their senior year was about 190,000. Repeti-
tion of the test within a particular year ii very much less
common. The most recent available data (based o ^ 'he
testing years 1962-63 and 1963-64) showed that Us et
8 percent of senior SAT scores and about 5 percent of
junior SAT scores were earned by students who had al-
ready taken the test during the same year. Second, the
tigbres reported combine results for administrations oc-
curring at different times during the year. By far the
most popular. administration for juniors was May; for se
niors, the most popular was December. Third, the figures
reported do not represent all candidates tested during
the year. In particular, scores for Sunday administra-
tions are excluded and eeote.s are also excluded for a
small proportion of candidates who, for various reasons,
were not treated as part of the main score reporting
group. The exclusion of these scores is unlikely to have
any appreciable effect on the results. Finally, the avail-
able data have not been analyzed in terms of skewness
and kurtosis. Detailed distributions for candidates tested
from May 1968 through March 1969 are, however, given
in the 1969.70 edition of Colic& Board Score Reports
both for SAT and for the Achievement Tests.

Certain comparisons based on Table 4.4 justify some
comment. First, it is clear that the means and standard
deviations for the two years agree fairly closely, although
mean scores tend to be slightly over in the more recent
year. Second, juniors earn somewhat higher scores than
seniors. Presumably, the juniors are more highly self.
selected than the seniors, so that the normal expecta-
tion that seniors would earn higher scores is not fulfilled.
Third, girls score higher than boys on sATverbal sec-
tions, but their advantage is only about five Scaled score
points. Boys, on the other hand. suktantially excel girls
on sAraeathematical sections. Their advantage ranges
I rom 39 to 45 points in the four basic groups. It is worthy
of mention that candidates who were tested from August
1956 through May 1937 ant expected to attend college
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SAT - \f score SA T-V score

600 500 400 600 500 400

Table 4.3

Na bcrs of colleges in which changes of various amounts occurred in percentile ranks* for selected scaled
scores between the 1963 edition and the 1965-67 edition of the Manual of Freshman Class Profiles

Change in
percentage of students

scoring below designated
sc,Ped score

Alen* Women

SAT-V score
600 500 400

SAT-NI score
600 500 400

App icants

Decrease larger than 20 1 1 2 2

Decrease of 11 to 20 1 10 5 10 11 1 10 27 4 9 14 3

Decrease of 1 to 10 61 51 47 55 46 45 63 47 61 66 62 60

No change*** 2 3 7 1 7 16 1 2 11 1 0 10

Increase of 1 to 10 6 4 9 2 5 7 5 1 3 3 3 4

Increase larger than 10 1

Number of colleges 69 69 69 69 69 69 79 79 79 79 79 79

Enrolled freshmen

Decrease larger than 20 1 6 1 4 3 4 6 1 10 4 2

Decrease of 11 to 20 14 23 7 26 13 2 33 35 4 29 18 6

Decrease of I to 10 80 71 59 70 69 47 72 66 63 74 79 74

No change ** 5 6 32 2 16 47 6 8 46 4 6 31

Increase of 1 to 10 11 5 13 9 10 15 11 12 13 9 20 15

Increase larger than 10 1 1 1 1 1 1

Number of colleges 112 112 112 112 112 112 127 127 127 127 127 127

'For convenience of reference, the percentage of cases below a specified score is denoted here as the "percentile rank" of
the score.

**Including a fe discibutions based on men and women combined.
"'Some instances of no change, particularly in the percentile rank of 400, occur because no persons presented lower scores

in either year.

the following fall (for the molt part, senior candidates)
showed the following score differences: girls mr-verbal
scores were eight points higher and boys' SAT - mathe-
matical scores %%ere 64 points higher. Although the com-
parison of 1956-57 results with recent results is compli.
cater! by the fact that not all of the students in the 1956-
57 group were seniors in high school (although the very
large majority of them were seniors), it seems safe to
conclude that the superiority of boys over girls r n SAT-
matheinatica I sections is somewhat less now than it was
in 1956-57.

Trends in candidate performance, 1956-57 to 1968-69
--Becau.se the candidate group has change,1 in a variety
of ways during the designated jx.r;od, it is desirable to
co,.sider certain of these changes txtore examining trends
in performance. Figure 4.1 shows the yearly attendance
of twelfth -grade candidates at Scholastic Aptitude Test
sessions. It should be noted that the number of test s,i-
sions attended is somewhat greater than the number of
different p..rsons tested (in 1963-64 about 8 peremt of
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senior sAr scores were earned by students who had al-
ready taken the test at a previous administration during
the same year).

In Figure 4.2 the number of RATS taken annually by
twelfth-grade candidates has been expressed as a frac-
tion of the number of births 18 years earlier. The data in
Figure 4.2 thus incorporate an approximate adjustment
for the increase over time in the total numb er of persons
in the appropriate age group.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 make it clear that there has been
a spectacular increase in the number of SAT scores re-
ported during this period and that the increase is still
very large when account is taken of variations in the
birth rate 18 years earlier.

Along with the increase in activity, certain other
changes can be noted. For the period August 1956
through May 1957, 30 percent of the SATS administered
wire taken by juniors and 64 percent by seniors. For the
peria ! July 1963 through May 196'9, juniors earned 38
percent of the scores and seniors, 58 percent. I)uring the

r
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Table 4,+

Means, standard deviations, and numbers of Scholastic Aptitude Test scores,
classified by candidate's scx and educational lever, 1967-68 and 1968-69

Er%icational
tctcl

Tenting
year

BOYS GIRLS TOTAL

Won SD Mean SD Mean SD

SAT- 'Crbat

Juniors 1967-68 468 108 307,493 473 103 282,382 470 105 589,879
1E68-69 465 106 314,223 469 105 293,667 467 105 607,896

Seniors 1967-68 463 111 490.737 464 109 399,977 463 110 890,721
1968-69 457 110 498,462 464 110 415,625 460 110 914,395

All grades 1967-68 464 110 837,315 467 106 706,511 466 108 1,543,839
1968-69 460 108 852,105 466 108 733,439 462 108 1,585,560

ICMafiC111

Juniors 1967-68 522 110 30r 193 483 100 9.82,382 5C1 107 589,879
1968-69 515 110 314,223 474 98 293,667 495 106 607,896

Seniors 1967.68 509 117 490,737 466 107 399,977 490 115 890,721
1968-69 510 116 498,462 465 105 915,925 490 114 914,395

All grades 1967.68 513 115 837,315 471 105 706,511 494 112 1,543,839
1968-69 5 i 1 111 852,105 468 103 733,439 491 111 1,585,560

same period, there was a marked shift of seniors from
the January test to earlier dates. In 1956-1957, 8 percent
of the senior scores were earned in December and 54 per-
cent in January. In 1966-67, December accounted for 68
percent and January, for 13 percent. In 1968-69, Novem-
ber accounted for 31 percent; December, for 43 percent;
and January, for 12 percent.

Additional trends may be not by comparing remits
of special studies of testtaking patterns of College Board
candidates. These studies were based on a 5 percent
sample of all candidates tested in a two-year period. Be-
cause of the great flexibility in the testing program, a
great variety of testing patterns are possible with respect
to time of testing, tests taken at a particular administra-
t ion, and repetition of specific tests. Comparisons of teM
taking patterns of various groups (boys and girls, juniors
and seniors, and students attending secondary schools
in various geographical regions) throw addition-A light
en the composition of the candidate group at different
administrations. An important feature of these studies is
that the unit of analysis is the candidate, defined as any
student who took at least one test during the designated
two-year period as a junior or senior in secendLry school.
For comparing groups, the percentage of candidates is a
more meaningful figure than the percentage of scores,
since the frequeray of test repetition may vary among
the groups being compa rod.
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Two trends, based on test-taking pattern studies for
the testing years 1957-59 and 1962.61 (Pitcher, 1960
and Pitcher, 1966), will be noted here. First, the per-
centage of girls increased from 40.9 to 44.9 over the pe-
riod studied. Second, there has been a trend with respect
to the region in which the candidate's secondary school
is located, as follows:

Ocographical location
of secondary school

Pcrcent of :ample
1957-59 190-61

Northeast Si 0 42.5
South 19.9 23.0
M idwest 14.4 18.1
West 10.2 13.0
Other 1.4 3.6

It is clear that there is a trend toward broader national
distribution. The Northeast, which includes the New
England and Middle Atlantic census regions, accaunts
for a inarluxily smaller proportion thethe candidates in
the more recent study. That this dee:ease cannot be ex-
plained by a shift in population is indic,',tecl by the fact
that the 11',gti school population did riot shift much dur-
ing this lime. The nine slates in, luded in Cie Northeast
acc,,unted for 2:3 8 i)ereent of all public high s hoot grad-
uates in the United States in I 9."0-60 I 23.4 of such
graduates in I963-61. Data z,vailable for the latter year
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Figure 4.1

Attendance of twelfth-grade students at SAT sessions, 1956-57 through 1968-69
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show that the corresponding percentage for all public
and nonpublic graduates was 25.5. Data were obtained
from the Digest of Educational Statistics prepared by
the U. S. Office of Education ( 1962, 1965 I.

far the most :nteresting question, of course, is the
nature of the lend with respect to test performance.
Since the scores for all new test forms are reported on a
continuing score scale, it is possible to compare scores
directly for different testing years. Table 4.5 provides
the data for such tompartson. It is true, of course, that
score equating is subject to random errors, and that the
opportunity for these random errors to cancel each other
out is limited by the fact that there are only five or six
separate test forms represented in the statistics for a
given testing year.
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On the whole, the most striking feature of Table 4.5 is
the lack of conspicuous trends The sAr-verbal median
for the 13 years is 473. The highest mean (4781 occurred
in 1962-63, the lowest (462) occurred in 1965-69. Two
possible trends maybe noted. The mean declined slightly
each year for the last six years, shown in the table, and
the standard deviations for the first three years are
slightly smaller than those for the last ten. The highest
skr mathematical mean (5021 also occurred in 1962-63.
and the is again a slight downward tendency for the
last ;CS vn years. Conjectures about these relatively sub-
tle tfluds should not obscure the remarkable fact that
over the entire 13-year sAT-verhal means ranged
oily from 462 to 175 and sAr-mathooratical in
ranged only from 491 to 502.
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Ratio or nu+nber of SAT.; taken by twelfth -grade shll'ents to numbcr of
births 18 yca"s earli(r, 1956-57 tirroirgh 1968-69
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Nature of Achievement let! candidc'es- For some pur-
poses, it I:, useful to think of all candidates who lake one
or mare Achievement Tests as forming a group. For ex
ample, data on the number of seniors taking one or more
Achievement Tests at each administration may be added
across administrations to provide an indication of the
growth in volume of the Achievement Test program, as
shown in Figure 4 3. The growth over the period 19")e.57
thrmigh 196S-69 is clearly quite large. Figures are given
for s-iniors in oiler to remove the elYect of attendance by
the same candidate both as a junior and as a senior. If
a candidate attended more than once as a senior, he is, of

course, counted eaeh time he artcnds. In the study of
test-taking patterns based an the 1902.61 testing years

described on pages S9 and 90 it was found that, on the
erage. each o:. idiclate attended 1.13 Achievement Test

administrations as a senior. iThe comparable figure for
sA I attendance is 1.08 administrations.) Part of the in-
crease in Achievement Test arendance shown in Figure
4.3 1113Y be attritu to an increased proportion of can-
didate, attending more than one administration. since
these data are basest on tbz total number of attendances.
not on the total number of candidates.

The studies of test-taking patterns also provide data
0,1 the question of the grouch in the number of Achieve-
ment Test candidates relative to the grovklh of the total

1 "u
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7 able 4 5

Means, standard deviations, and numbers of cases* (in thousands)
for all candidates taking the SAT, by year, 1956-57 through 1968-69

Testing
year

SAT-verbal SAT-711 a thC' at ical

Mean SD Mean SD

1956-57 473 105 2;v).6 496 111 270.5

1957-58 472 106 376.9 496 109 376.8

1958-59 475 106 469.7 498 110 469.7

1959-60 477 108 564.3 498 109 564.2

1980-61 474 108 716.4 495 109 716.3

1961-62 473 109 802.6 498 112 802.5

1962-63 478 109 933.2 502 111 933.1

1963-64 475 108 1,164.0 498 113 1,163.9

1964-65 473 108 1,361.4 496 112 1,361.2

1965-be 471 108 1,381.4 496 111 1,381.4

1966-67 467 109 1,422.5 495 110 1,422.5

1967-68 466 108 1,593.8 494 112 1,543.8

1968-69 462 108 1,585.6 991 111 1,585.6

'The term "case" is used here to dente an attendance at an sta. administration. Thus, it a candidate
attended two administrations, he is counted as two cases.

candidate group. In these figures, each candidate is
courted only once, even if he attends several administra-
tions. The proportion of candidates who took one or
mare Achievement Tcsts as juniors or seniors in high
school is as follows:

Testing Percent taking
year Achic ernent Tests Sample size

1957-59 34.5 14,288
1960-62 4C.3 24,618
1962-C1 41.7 35,523

An indication of the present scope of the Achieverneld
Tests program is given by the fact that, according to the
information given in the publication 1969-70 Admissions
Schedules of the Member Colleges, some 2:32 College
Board member colleges required that all candidates take
the Achievement Tests.

Charactericties of grot:pc taking specific testsVirtual-
ly all candidates who take the SAT lake both the verbal
and mathematical sections. The Achievement Test can-
didat.-.'s, by et-ultra:4, take a great variety or. test combi-
nations. As part of the studies of lest taking patterns
(described on pages 89 and 9(1), information was ob-
tained on the percentage of Aehievemmt Test candi-
dates who took each Achievement Test. For the period
1962.69, the percentage of Achievement candidates tak-
ing each test is shown in Table 4.6.
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Of the 14 tests studied, only English Composition was
taken by near**, all candidates 186 percent). A clear ma-
jority of the candidates (56 percent) took the Interme-
diate Mathematics Test. About 22 percent of the candi-
dates took the Advanced Mathematics Test, but some of
them undoubtedly also took the Intermediate Mathemat-
ics Test (especially r.s juniors), so that the percentage
of candidates taking a mathematics test cannot be stated
precisely. Of the remaining tests, only American History
and Social Studies (30 percent), Chemistry (19 per-
cent 1, French (18 percent 1, and Biology (11 percent)
were taken by more than 10 percent or the candidates.
As would be expected, the study :11S, d that Physics
and Advanced Mathematics were ; ,,,ifeciably more pop-
ular with boys than with girls, while French, Spanish,
and Biology were more popular with girls than with boys.

Since virtually all Achievement candidates also take
the ;AT, it is possible to determine the ability level on
SAT of candidates choosing each Achievement Test. As
111ri of 'he statistical work of maintaining the score
scal.s. for the Achievement Tests, data on SAT perform-
ance for sainplos of Achievement candidates have been
piv,pared. Results for 1968-6 testing are shown in Table

(Theta (I note to Table 9.7 indicates how the samples
were defined.

Means on sNi verbal range from 507 for candidates
taking Mathematics IA vel I to 591 for candid.(tcs tak-
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ing the Russian Te.d. On sAT-mathetratical the range is
from 511 for Literature to CAtii for Nlathern. ities Le% el
11*. Scoling proudures for determining the College
Board scaled scores for the %triotis Achievoment Tests
take account of the variation in ability loci from IcA

*Iklath,7.-7natics Level 1 and Iced II replmed the Intcr-
mediate. and Advanced teals bcginnini in 19131-6n. Accrd
ing to A 1),-.cripriorr of ?he Coleowe Boo of Aohrii t-i-MInt
/967.6S, Nfatlx ninth s ffred I is Or tr,t. fo,r
rnod. cand,olatc,: oho take a niath,inatio nehiercment
tost: Math( mat i, .4 Curl Ir 01 + -pf I,: of 1,r,.
aTo lulu, math, moll,: uhi,h r11:1-its: f,ir a vo,iid

souse in ( ,114 di and annly t iv Kiono,trv- and
priAte for A "pond ho lie c, ni I. d
11111 }rare If a g gliCnt of C0,17', which /Tr, t
ima le I he recenlincitdatie.ns of the Com.
1111,,,i'lti on NIS' II emit 4'5...

to test, as described in Chapter Ill. Table 1.7 radlo
it clear that the differences from test to test in let, I .7

candidate ability are sufficientiy la7ge to make tie
ing tot)eration worthwhile.

The Achievement Test candidates choosing vari .
te!,Ir differ also in the proportion of candidates tested
the junior and senior years. Table -1.8 presents data f
students tested in 1902.01. Ile:Allis are based on t.
te.,:t-tokir!: pattern studies described ttn piges F79 and H)
A !ill,start propm I ion of candidates I.., certain t

(heir junior year only, Irt stlInibly near the ( n..1
their yours,. of viork in the stihieet. For European 1
and World Unhurt,: and for Chemistry, nearly half
[ha-mil and 17 percent, re,pettivelv- t of the candid
trok the lest in their junior year only. Other tests

1.04



Table 4.6

Percentages of Achievement Test candidates taking the various tests
at least Ince during the last two years of secondary school*

Aehie cc mod Test
Number of
eamlidafes.

Percent ** of tot,g1
cubic( eincia sample

English Composition 12,788 86.3
American History and Social Studies 4,421 29.8
European History and World Cultures 408 2.8

French 2,743 18.5

German 486 3.2

Hebrew 20 0.1

Latin 831 5.6
Russian 47 0.3
Spanish 1,207 8.1
Biology 1,645 11.1

Chemistry 2,758 18.6

Physics 1,387 9.4

Intermediate Mathematics 8,320 56.2
Advanced Mathematics 3,226 21.8

Any Achievement Test 14,817 100.0
(bar..,e for percents)

11.1sed on a 5 percent sample of Achievement Test candidates who were juniors in 1962.63 and
sen:)rs in 1963-64.

''The percentages do not add to 100 because e..ch caAdidate is included in the percentage for each
test that he took.

relatively large proportions of junior-year-only candi-
dates were Latin (34 percent), Biology (32 percent),
Physics t28 percent), American Histary and Social
Studies (26 percent), and Intermediate Matherna::Ls
(2:5 percent). The tests having the highest percentage of
senioronly candidates were Russian 196 percent), Ad-
vanced Mathematics (80 percent), Hebrew (80 per-
cent), and German (79 percent). Relatively few candi-
dates took the ,arne subject both as juniors and as se-
niors; for only four tests, English Composition (20 per-
cent), French (13 percent), Latin (13 percent), and
Intermediate Mathematics (13 percent), did nore than
10 percent of the candidates follow this pattern in
1962.64 The results suggest that candidates took
Achievement Tests during their junior year in order 10
present scores camel near the enci of their course work
in a subject and to a noticeably smaller. cNtent for prac-
tice or for guidance purposes in a 1 bject that they take
again in their senior year. Finally, it may be noted that a
considerable percentage t 11 percent) of the candidates
who took Achieve:nent Tests took them only as juniors.
A majority of these candidates did take the FAT dmIng
the senior year, At some 'w be'ween the junior and
senior r:drninistrations, suer' candidates presumably de-
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cided in some eases reversing an earlier decisionto
apply to colleges that did not require Achievement Tests
or that willing to accept junior Achievement Test
..cores. Of the rest of the candidates who took the
Achievement Tests only in their junior year, some un-
doubtedly skipped their twelfth grade and entered col-
lege directly. However, it seems likely that for other
candidates, nonattendance at a senior administration
was the result of a clmnge in educational plans, either to
attend a college that does not require College Board tests
or not to attend college at all.

Candidate r ,ruts, 1967-68 and 1968.69 -Table 4.9
shows the means and sti.ndard deviations far boys and
girls separately and for juniors and seniors separately
for substantially all candidates tested in two recent test-
ing years. In these tables, results for- tests administered
from November through July are combined. t It should
he noted that the Literatui e Test was introduced in May
1965; in 1968.69. it was administered in January and
May. Comparison of the overall ricanz; for the two
letting years shows that seven of the shifts in means were
lets tlipu five scaled points. 110..vever, the Physics mean
increased by 8 points, while means for Hebrew, European
History, and French declined by 16, 12, and 10 points.



Table 4.7

Scholastic Aptitude Test means and standard deviations
for Achievement Test candidates*

Aclitcternect Tcst

S kT-L C Thal SA T-Mlf thCPIC3tiCtil
Ntirribcr of
candidatesMcon SD Wan SD

English Composition 514 104 543 107 4,701
Literature 538 111 511 104 7,332
American History and Social Studies 513 104 525 106 4,634
European History and World Cultures 541 110 526 103 7,235
French 549 96 555 98 3,555
German 555 95 585 99 3,779
Hebrew 552 110 575 110 989

Latin 550 100 565 98 5,163
Russian 594 97 610 99 883

Spanish 518 96 534 97 3,610
Biology 511 106 520 102 4,773

Chemistry 531 101 601 96 4,877

Physics 534 107 631 95 5,057

Mathematics Level I 507 103 554 101 4,637

Mathematics Level II 578 108 666 91 4,717

*Based on samples of candidates who took the duignatcd Achievement Test as seniors in December
1968, January 1969, or March 1969, or who took that tst as juniors in yiay 1968 but did rot repeat
it at any of the speci6ed senior administrations. (The sanple sizes do n t reflect the relative total
volumes for the various tests.)

respectively. These shifts are relatively small and are no
doubt attributable in part to random fluctuations inher-
ent in scaling and equating. It may be noted also that
American History, European History, Latin, Russian,
Chemistry, and Physics showed decreases in number of
candidates tested; the other tests showed an increased
candidate volume in 1968-69.

Table 4.9 facilitates comparison of the performance of
boys and girls with respect to performance on the
Achievement Tests, It may well 1)3 emphasized again
that generalizations of the results beyond the candidate
group itself are not warranted. Within the candidate
group itself, however, a fairly clear pattern of sex differ-
ence-6 is discernible, as shown in Table 4.10, in which fie
tests are ordered according to the difference observed for
seniors in 1968-69.

As might be expected, boys have an advantage in the
sciences, in mathematics, and in histoty and social sci-
ence, chile girls scor; higher in English and foreign
languages. It is interesting to note that differences for
Lain are quite small. On the whole, the path- rn a differ-
ences is similar for juniors and for seniors. Hoyt c%er, the
ad% antage of boys in themitry is smaller for juniors
than for seniors. For tests on which girls have the higher
average stores. their advantage is larger for seniors than
for junior in French. lb:brew, ond Spanish and is largvi.

for juniors than for seniors in Russian.
It should be noted that the foregoing comparisons do

not take ..nto account the existence of sex differences in
all amount of preparation in those subjects that are gen-
erally sequential nod cumulative in secondary school
(foreign languages, mathematics). Reference to the
more detailed information in Tables 4.12 and 4.14 indi
cates that the relative advantages of senior girls on the
French and German Tests and of senior boys on the
Nfathernatic3 Level I Test are smaller when boys and
girls with the S.11110 amount of preparation are compared.
However those results are probably attributable in part
to differential selfselietion.

Table 4.9 makes ;t possible to compare mean scoes for
junior and senior candidates. The dilTzletices bctwecn
junior and senior means, separately for boys and girls.
are presented in Table 4.11. On the whole, the observed
differences may be attributed primarily to greater self-
selection tuniors than of seniors:. It is wo:thy of nob,
that there nrC fillPreciable differences from one field to
another in the size of the differ-clues. French, German.
Linn. and show rettlivelY IAN(' dif-
ferences.

Table 4.12 pre.,ents results for each of five langti3cvs
for candidates classified nunilcr of semesters of prep-
aration, by sex, and by testing year. Because instruction
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Table 4.8

Percentages of Achicreynent Test mid:dates testrd in the junior year,
senior year, or both years, by specific Achientent T,st'

Arliteacenent Test

Number of
Candidates
(base for
percents)

Percen! of candidates tested :n the:

Junior
year only

Senior
year oat;

Junior arid
ocular ,ears

English Composition 12,788 11.8 68.4 19.8
American History and Social Studies 4,421 25.7 68.2 6.1
European History and World Cultures 408 47.5 50.0 2.5
French 2,743 18.9 67.8 13.3
German 486 11.9 79.0 9.1
Hebrew 20 15.0 80.0 5.0
Latin 831 33.9 3.5 12.6
Russian 47 2.1 95.7 2.2
Spanish 1,207 16.4 73.8 9.8
Biology 1,645 32.1 62.7 5.2
Chemistry 2,758 46.9 48.4 4.7
Physics 1,387 27.8 65 9 7.0
Intermediate Mathematics 6,320 25.2 62.1 12.7

Advanced Mathematics 3,226 10.1 80.5 9.4

Any Achievement Test 14,817 11.3 61.4 24.3

'Based on a 5 percent sample of Achievement Test cantiliatc, w:7..o were juniors in 1962-63 and
seniors in 1963 64.

in Hebrew does not necessarily follow closely the pattern
of other languages with respect to semesters of prepara-
tion, it hrs not been include(' in this table. Data for
Hebrew, separated by sex and testirg year, are given in
Table 4.9.

Table 4.13 summarizes information t 'out the mean
score differences associated with successive levels of
preparation for juniors ;,id seniors separately. (Only
the Lair languages that n re taken by relatively large
numbers of candidates have been FM mnarized.) It s'iould
be noted that in reporting the number of semesters
studied, the candidate i ttAed to count the semester
dur ing which he takes the 1. -t. if lb i currently studying
the language, and to count semesters beginning with
grade f'. The grouping of seinnesters in Tables 4.12 and
4.10 int rochic'es a complication in it it coveted ion because
most seniors are tested rear 1. e of the academic
:'ear and most juniors are test. a near the end of the
year. It is clear that %dun :twit ins at the same educa-
tional level are comparcll. Ih -r hning bad five or six
semesters earn substantillty h ; her scores than those
having three or four Ft s. s.niors, the median
(tiff, 7,,nce for ihe four !align 1. .es is dos: for juniors.
it is 701 poirts, The incren,, nt students, has ing
had five or six sr ;nesters or e ing had RVcn or
eight sen.cstc.s is sulistantial fer u niors in French and
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Spanish, ranging from 75 to 70 points. For German and
Latin it is somewhai smaller, rmging from 56 to 64
points. Interestingly enough, the increments for juniors
are relatively small, ranging fctain 27 to 5i2., with a median
of 44. It is possible that the smaller gain for juniors at
this level is an artifact, especially since a junior would
have to follow sonic sort of special program in order to
complete more than six semesters of a language by the
end of his junior year. FiLally, it should he noted that the
oboerved score differences, based as they are On cross-
sectional data, may arise from self-selection as well as
from the additional training. The observed differences
might be somewhat larger than corresponding differences
obtained by a longitudinal study of the same student
group.

A similar analysis for the two mathematics tests is
shown in Table 4.14, The score differences for successive
levels of training fur Al ithr /oath's Level I are summar-
irked in Table 4.15. 'There resuls no doubt reflect the
interaction of the effects of training and of self-select
For both sun ond juniors the increase from six senie;:.
lets fo,r A1'11 or eight scestcrs is Lug, r than the Mcrease
show, n by the other too steps in toe categories used ;(..
amount of tra ming. tire fait that jollier,: reixirting"more
dem S semesters- scored tosser than those reporting '7

(Continued on pugs 100)



Table b.9

Means, stIndard deviations, and numbc,s of Achievement Test scores, classified by test
and by candidate's sex odd educational lever 1967-68 an,11968-69

Echcatiw44
letci

Testing
year

50AS COILS TOTAL.

Walk SD Wan SD 5febg SD

EngrisA. C nipositim

Juniors 1967-68 517 107 49,678 540 105 50,984 529 106 100,662
1968-69 517 107 35,439 539 102 54,927 528 105 110,367

Seniors 1967-68 498 104 191,283 529 104 148,140 511 105 339,426
1968-69 498 105 194,857 527 103 152,540 511 105 347,397

All grades 1967-68 501 105 251,656 531 104 204,245 514 106 455,906
1968-69 501 106 260,936 530 103 212,893 514 106 473,832

Lifer lure

Juniors 1967.68 521 111 2,184 545 106 3,252 535 109 5,436
1968-69 516 110 2,992 535 111 4,246 528 111 7,238

Seniors 1967.68 496 109 989, 522 112 1,758 313 111 2,742
1968-69 511 116 5,3011 526 111 8,792 521 113 14,101

All grades 1967-68 511 111 3,348 536 109 5,227 526 110 8,575
1968-69 512 114 8,747 529 111 13,527 522 112 22,274

,tn,rntun lli,tort: mid ics

thin/01S 1967.68 530 114 23,202 497 104 17,749 516 111 40,951
1968 69 535 110 22,030 495 102 16,699 518 109 33,730

Seniors 1967.68 505 106 56,29-1 468 96 37,522 490 103 93,817
1968-69 502 105 55,613 461 94 37,409 486 103 93,022

All grades 1967.68 511 109 81,829 476 100 56,576 497 107 138,106
1968.39 510 108 80,250 471 98 55,643 49-1 106 135,894

,e,,n if nd IV,ild Cutrnn

juniors 1967.63 563 111 2,469 521 95 1,319 548 107 3,788
1968.69 555 112 2,468 508 99 1,311 538 109 3,809

Seniors 1967.68 552 111 3,412 497 95 2,290 530 109 5,703
1968.69 530 11:' 3,870 491 97 2,062 518 108 5,932

All grades 1967.68 553 112 6,610 501 96 4,060 531 103 10,671
1968.69 536 113 6,876 497 98 3,780 522 109 10,656

Juniors 1967.68 556 107 9,717 562 100 18,806 560 103 25,523
1968-69 553 110 10,211 559 101 20,127 557 106 30,671

Scours 1987.6 506 110 22,122 532 101 11 01 523 107 66,123
1968,69 193 101 23,672 519 102 17,350 510 103 71,222

All grades 1967-68 522 112 33,261 511 105 61,589 535 108 95,153
1968-69 512 11 . 35,191 531 105 69,519 525 1117 105,010

' I nciudes rn rdidatc:: whodii lit itsdi,ate
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Table 4.9 (continued)

Educational
!cud

Testi: ig

year

BOYS GIB 5 TOTAL,

.Ilea; SD Ztfean SD N Akan SD N

Cc onan

Juniors 1967-68 557 112 1,777 573 113 1,243 563 113 3,020

1968-69 538 109 1,966 557 106 1,412 546 108 3,378

Seniors 1967-68 504 109 8,834 529 111 5,656 514 110 14,490

1968-69 500 106 8,884 525 106 5,936 510 107 14,820

All grades 1967-68 515 113 10,989 539 114 7,134 524 114 18,123

1968-69 50S 109 11,243 532 108 7,537 518 109 18,780

Juniors 1967-68 613 87 47 605 87 47 609 87 94

1968-69 567 104 71 603 69 65 595 98 136

Seniors 1957-68 575 98 604 596 97 372 583 98 977

1968-69 556 97 606 583 98 414 567 98 1,020

All grades 1967-68 578 99 665 597 96 424 586 98 1,090

196S -69 55S 98 688 587 97 491 570 99 1,179

Latin

Juniors 1967-68 561 96 2,652 557 92 2,992 359 94 5,644

1968-69 557 97 2,359 560 93 2,503 558 95 4,862

Seniors 1967-68 512 104 6,128 519 101 5,538 516 103 11,666

196S -69 505 104 5,442 515 100 4,S01 310 102 10,243

All grades 1967-68 529 104 0,400 533 100 9,062 531 102 18,462

1968-69 522 105 8,280 530 100 7,640 526 102 15,920

JunHrs 1967.68 524 119 61 600 124 43 556 127 104

1968-69 560 130 65 601 127 28 573 130 93

Seniors 1967.68 531 132 707 534 124 549 532 129 1,256

1968-69 521 136 661 539 126 562 529 132 1,223

All grades 1967 -6S 532 132 783 512 126 603 536 130 1,386

1965 -69 521 1.s7 741 513 128 599 532 133 1,313

Junit,rs 1967-68 513 123 4,146 548 112 6,220 516 117 10,666

1968-60 538 123 5,201 548 112 7,184 511 117 12,385

Seniors 1967-6S 88 125 16,178 510 116 22,823 501 120 39,001
1!.168.6!.r 189 121 18,5S1 515 115 25,998 501 118 41,579

:111 t;r.tdcs 1967-6.4. 501 128 21.512 5I8 117 20,s,59 511 122 51,101
196.69 501 125 21,S89 522 115 :11,119 51:3 120 59,008

I a mil ill dill riot hid it ate tcx.
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Table 4.9 (coldirated)

Ethical mu 1
/ere/

Tr s

or

1,01S GIRLS TOTAL.

116;11 SD 1/,cu 517 N Mea 11 SD

144,-wy

Juniors 196 -68 546 112 6,954 515 105 8,155 529 109 15,109
1968-69 534 113 7,120 506 104 8,2C8 519 1.10 15,358

Seniors 1967-68 507 112 15,484 476 100 17,996 490 107 33,481
1968-69 514 112 16,207 984 102 18,361 498 108 34,568

All grades 1967-68 531 116 28,696 497 106 33,283 513 112 61,980
1968-69 530 117 29,647 500 10: 33,915 514 113 63,562

Chm isfry

Janiors 1967-68 588 101 22,961 552 91 7,142 580 100 30,103
1968-69 582 104 20,626 542 96 6,934 572 104 27,560

Seniors 1967-68 561 107 29,745 499 91 7,575 546 106 32,322
1968-69 55b 109 24,002 49,.? 97 7,429 544 109 31,431

All grades 1967-68 577 106 52,148 529 96 16,250 565 105 68,400
1968.69 573 109 98,177 523 100 15,523 561 109 63,701

Juniors 1967-68 612 102 6,710 556 90 619 607 102 7,329
1968-69 631 101 6,031 567 96 587 625 102 6,618

Seniors 1967-68 571 100 18,631 524 87 1,111 568 100 19,744
1968419 578 104 18,526 520 93 1,123 575 104 19,649

All grades 1967-68 581 103 27,220 536 89 1,813 579 102 29,066
1965 -69 591 106 26,266 537 97 1,820 587 106 28,087

morn 11,N 1.11cf 1

Juniors 1967-68 576 106 50,559 545 97 36,222 56.3 103 86,781
1968-69 574 97 52,035 543 89 39,034 561 95 91,070

Seniors 1967-68 519 100 150,017 516 95 85,864 537 1J0 235,913
1968-69 542 98 149,839 508 92 91,583 529 98 241,927

All grades 1967.68 556 103 210,349 521 97 124,885 514 102 335,233
1968-69 550 100 211,232 518 93 133,619 538 99 311.583

; 11

Juni crs 1967-68
1968-69

700
697

86
95

3,785
4,239

673
668

83
91

1,071
1,055

691
GS l

87
96

4,856
5,294

Seniors 1967.68 076 93 16,881 651 95 .3,085 672 91 20,571
196.69 668 97 18,536 617 96 1,211 661 97 22,750

Al' grades 1967.6.8 679 93 21,927 058 91 4,837 673 93 26,786
1968-69 672 98 21,110 651 96 5,380 668 93 29,91

lntlur1( s candiclatt s a ho dill not indicate F.-ex.

d 0
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Table 4./0

Mean differences in AcWerement Test scores earned by
boys and girls, 1967-68 and 1968-69

(Based on data given in Tabte 4.9)

Achievement Test

:stEAN Dfee EliENCES

Juniors Seniors

/967.68 1968.69 /967-68 1968-69

Boys higher

Chemistry 36 40 62 60

Physics 56 64 47 58
American History and Social Studies 33 40 37 41

European History and World Cultures 42 47 55 36
Mathematics Level I 31 31 33 34

Biology 23 31 30

Mathematics Level II 27 29 22 21

Hebrew 8
Latin 4

Girls higher

English Composition 23 22 31 29

Hebrew 16 21 27

French 6 6 26 26

Spanish 5 10 22 26

German 16 19 25 25

Russian 76 41 3 18

Literature 24 20 26 15

Latin 3 7 IO

*Comparison involving a group of fewer than 100 students.

or 8 semesters" is probably an artifact arising from the
fact that many juniors having more than eight semesters
followed some kind of special program, an interpretation
supported by the fact that only about 2 percent of juniors
were in this category. The correqxmding figure for
seniors was 7 percent.

Table 4.14 also shows that a majority 55 percent
in 1967-68 and 1968.69 of seniors reported "7 or 8
semesters" while a majority 156 lx-reent in 1967-Gti and
1968-69 i of juniors reported ''6 semesters." In interpret-
ing the results for juniors and seniors. it should be kept
in mind that although junior candidates arc typically
test( el near the end of the academie year, scrior candi-
dates are more likely to Ix- tested near the middle of the
mach in it. year.

For Mathematics I kv el II, only tWo categories by
iuta (lona I level arc w I. The advantage for seniors

la porting more than 8 semesters" over those reporting

100

111

"7 or 8 semesters" was 43 in 1967-68 and 51 to 1968-69.
For juniors, the corresponding figures were 19 and 8.
Tyre is no way to evaluate the relative effects of self -
selection and training in producing these differences. As
would be expected, a larger proportion of seniors than of
juniors reported "more than 8 semesters." In fact, about
three- truths (about 30 percent in 1967-68 and 29 percent
in 196969 I of seniors taking 'Mathematics Level II were
in this category.

Examination of Tables 4.12 and 4.14 reveals that in
both foreign languages and mathematics, juniors are
more like senior:: at the next higher level of preparation
than they arc like seniors at the same kvel of prepara-
tion. In part, this result probably arises' from greater
.sulf,selection of junior; with respect to acad( mic rbility
and quality of preparation. DifTerenees i i recency of
training and detailed differences in amount of prepara-
tion mint also considered. CandidAtes who do not



Table 4.11

31con differences in Achievement Test scores famed by
juniors and seniors, 1961-68 and 1968-69

(Based on data given in Table ..9)

Achicscuicrit Test

3VN,011 Nif.AN Iiclilict SEM011

Boys Girls

1967-65 1968-69 1967-65 1968-69

English Composition 19 19 11 12
Literature 25 5 23 10

American History and Social Studies 25 33 29 34
European History and World Captures 11 25 24 14

French 60 30 40
German 53 38 44 32
Hebrew 38 31* 9 20
Latin 49 52 38 45
Russian 7* 39* 66 62*
Spanish 55 49 38

Biology 39 20 39 22
Chemistry 27 24 53 44
Physics 41. 53 32 47

Mathematics Level I 27 32 29 35
Mathematics Level II 2' 29 19 21

*Comparison involving a group of fewer than 100 students.

continue the subject as seniors presumably earn higher
scores at the end of the junior year than they would if
tested as seniors. Most candidates who study a subject
throughout their high school years will have completed
about seven semesters when they are tested as seniors and
about six seme,lers when they are tested as juniors. The
available results do not permit a definitive evaluation of
the relative contributions of these influences.

Trends in ca,,efidate performance, 1936-57 to 1968-6)
--During the period included in this survey, there were
a number of changes in the candidate group. The marked
increase in the number of seniors taking the tests has
been noted earlier. ,*.lso pertinent to the int( rprctat ion of
test scores are trend, and shifts in the percentage of a):
Achievement Test Rufus c atmc1 on specific rests and on
broad groups( f tests. In Tal,lc 4.16 and in l'i,mrP 4.4 the
number of EMIT', earn(it in sac h of fine broad stiliject-
tivitUr kitcgor (.; cvs.-11 a: a 1.1.-it cut;,go of the
total 11111111k s of AitWo.to,ent Test M'Ong s rarnAl du ing
the year.

The n Ills prcst tied in Table 4.16 and Figme 4.4, it
intFt 1.)e colphasi7ol. desertIc 'est choice, within the

candidate group and do not necessarily reflect patterns
of subject-matter preparation in secondary school of Col-
lege Board Achievement Test candidates. Note Should
also be taken of the fact that the percentages i7 re based
on candidates in the main reporting voup and do not
include Sunday candidates ( except for the Hebrew Test
or the small number of candidates for whom some admin-
istrative irregularity caused the removal of their re,aards
for special processing.

The general impression proeinced by these figures is
that fur most areas, shifts have been fairly smaii. It is
tree that the science tests have accoun'ed for a steadily
decreasing proportion of Achievement Test scores. from
19.0 percent in 19:4457 to 14.5 pereetat in 1961.62 and
11.3 percent in 1968-69. Mathematics increased from
23..' pertain hi 19:)6-57 to 28,3 percent in 1961.62 and
then remained at about the same getn-rat level The per,
mitage of sacra, in the 1.-tligic.ire5 has been
1iFhllyhigher 132 'woe ut lc) 11.7 percc since 1961

6'2 than during the first live years of the sin ey. and for
the last five years has f X cceded the percentage shown for
the sc :Ice tests. Continued on pap' 107)
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Table 4.12

Means, standard deviations, and 'umbers of scores on Achierenrent Tests in foreign languages,
classified by test and by candidate's sex, educational level, and nu?nbcr of se,.:esfers of

study of the language in secondary school, 1967-68 and 1968-69

FriferttiON111
/veil

resting
Semesters of shrill., yew'

BO IS GIRLS TOTAL

SD :Item? SD Metal SD

Frc rclr

Juniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967.68 474 84 859 487 78 1,998 *3 80 2,857
1968-69 460 80 981 482 79 2,029 415 80 3,010

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 545 94 3,719 557 91 8,568 553 92 12,287
1968-69 545 97 4,311 555 95 9,735 552 96 14,046

7 or 8 semesters 1967.68 577 90 787 590 87 1,434 586 88 2,221
1968-69 589 98 751 595 92 1,465 593 94 2,216

All juniors 1967.68 556 107 9,717 562 100 18,806 560 103 28,523
1968-69 553 110 10,211 559 104 20,427 557 106 30,671

Seniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 424 61 4,980 440 63 7,517 434 63 12,997
1968-69 415 57 5,240 428 60 7,442 423 59 12,682

5 or 8 semesters 1967-68 484 82 6,196 503 79 11,880 497 81 18,076
1968-C9 475 80 6,850 488 77 12,612 483 78 19,462

7 or 8 semesters 1967.68 568 97 5,827 579 90 16,030 576 92 21,857
1968-69 550 92 6,299 561 89 17,561 558 90 23,860

All seniors 1967.68 506 110 22,122 532 105 44,301 523 107 66,423
1968-69 493 104 23,872 519 102 47,350 510 103 71,222

All grades 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 433 69 6,110 951 70 9,846 444 70 15,956
1968-69 423 66 6,479 441 69 9,844 934 68 16,323

5 or 6 semest, rs 1967-68 507 91 10,093 525 89 20,719 519 90 30,812
1968-69 502 93 11,344 517 92 22,612 512 93 33,956

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 569 96 6,732 580 90 17,r)35 577 92 24,367
1968.69 554 94 7,152 563 90 19,219 561 91 2G,371

All candidates 1967-68 522 112 33,261 511 105 61,889 535 108 98,153
1968-69 512 111 35,491 531 105 69,549 525 107 105,010
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Table 4,12 (continued)

Educaticnal
Iercl I Sc MC stcrs of

BOYS

Testing
year MC(111 SD MC(' SD

TOTAL

Arena SD

Cem n

Juniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 492 83 382 504 80 276 497 82 658
1968-69 475 87 384 485 78 283 480 84 667

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 554 93 840 563 94 547 558 93 1,387
1968-69 536 87 951 545 83 603 539 86 1,559

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 612 93 73 591 89 48 604 92 121.
1968-69 590 86 85 595 74 60 592 81 145

All junicrs 1967-68 557 112 1,777 573 113 1,243 563 113 3,020
1968-69 538 109 1,966 557 106 1,412 546 108 3,378

Seniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 434 70 2,658 448 69 1,596 439 70 4,254
1968-69 930 66 2,506 449 69 1,485 437 63 3,991

5 or 6 semesters 1967 68 505 89 2,899 521 84 1,556 511 88 4,455
1968-69 501 86 2,788 515 82 1,710 506 85 4,498

7 or 8 semesters 1967.68 568 88 1,758 581 89 1,309 574 89 3,067
1968-69 557 87 1,974 569 86 1,511 562 87 3,485

All seniors 1967-68 504 109 8,834 529 111 5,656 514 110 14,490
1968-69 500 406 8,884 525 106 5,936 510 107 14,820

MI grades 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 442 75 3,120 458 75 1,921 448 76 5,041
1968.69 437 72 2,974 454 72 1,801 444 72 4,775

5 or 6 semesters 1967.68 516 92 3,793 533 89 2,128 522 91 5,921
1968.69 510 88 n,800 522 83 2348 545 86 6,148

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 570 89 1,852 581 89 1,368 575 89 3,220
1968-69 55P 88 2,081 970 86 1,586 563 87 3,667

MI candidates 1967-68 5)5 113 10,989 539 114 7,134 524 114 18,123
1968-69 508 109 11,243 532 108 7,537 518 109 18,780

(Tat* 4.12 continued on page 104)
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Table 4.12 (continued)

Educational
level Semesters of Matt

Testing
year

BOYS GIRLS TOTAL

Mean SD N Mean SD Mean SD

Latin

Juniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 494 86 337 504 76 437 500 81 774
1968-69 491 78 295 500 78 420 496 79 715

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 573 87 1,485 570 85 1,665 571 86 3,150
1968-69 564 89 1,279 571 84 1,464 568 86 2,743

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 597 99 215 600 94 186 598 97 401
1968-69 606 91 203 590 89 142 599 91 345

All juniors 1967-68 561 96 2,652 557 92 2,992 559 94 5,644
1968-69 557 97 2,359 560 93 2,503 558 95 4,862

Seniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 433 70 1,504 441 66 1,577 437 68 3,081
1968-69 429 64 1,584 443 64 1,490 436 64 3,074

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 504 86 1,165 519 83 1,167 511 85 2,332
1968-69 508 86 1,108 513 81 993 510 84 2,101

7 or 8 semesters 1967.68 568 91 2,644 579 87 2,183 573 90 4 ,27
1968-69 569 94 2,072 579 87 1,795 574 91 3,867

Al] seniors 1967-68 5L 104 6,128 519 101 5,538 516 t03 11,666
1969-69 505 104 5,442 515 100 4,801 510 102 10,243

All grades 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 452 80 2,048 459 76 2,205 455 78 4,253
1968-69 447 77 2,065 458 73 2,08 153 75 4,153

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 544 93 2,732 550 88 2,914 547 90 5,650
1968-69 538 92 2,453 548 37 2,501 -, 13 90 4,957

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 570 92 2,903 580 88 2,39 -1 `%5 91 5,301
1968.69 572 95 2,297 580 88 1,950 )71_, 92 4,247

All eandidatn 1967.68 529 104 9,400 533 100 9,06_ 531 102 18,462
1968-69 522 105 8,280 53C 100 7,640 526 102 15,920
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Tab!e 4.12 (continued)

Es:urn Honor
le el Sc niesfers of study

BOIS

fest frig
&cur 3.lcou SD

GIRLS TUTA.

?f run SD Akan SD

Russ

Juniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967 -6S 467 58 10 527 98 14 502 81.: 24
1968-69 456 48 2 499 38 7 489 44 9

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 517 127 38 555 115 8 524 126 46
1968-69 525 116 38 608 27 9 541 110 47

7 or 8 semesters 167.68 582 91 5 564 106 6 572 100 11

1968-69 532 60 5 769 1 572 104 6

All juniors 1967-68 524 119 61 6C1 124 43 556 127 104
1968-69 560 130 65 601 127 28 573 130 93

Seniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 454 83 147 464 89 154 459 88 301
1968-69 450 106 164 455 102 133 452 104 291

5 Gt. 6 semesters 1967-68 502 103 215 514 107 125 507 105 340
1968.69 516 117 175 525 102 135 520 110 310

7 or 8 zemesters 1967-68 583 113 168 562 100 128 574 106 296
1968-69 551 105 167 558 89 137 554 98 304

All seniors 1967-68 531 132 707 534 124 549 532 129 1,256
196S -59 521 136 661 539 126 562 529 132 1,223

All grades 3 or 4 sc.:1Pt r.. 1967-68 151 86 157 47.) 91 169 462 89 326
1968-69 448 105 170 456 100 141 452 103 311

5 or 6 semesters 1967.68 507 109 256 517 108 133 510 109 3S9
1968-69 518 116 216 530 101 146 523 110 362

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 583 109 174 562 100 135 574 106 309
1908-69 551 104 173 560 90 133 555 98 311

All candidates 1967-68 532 132 783 542 126 CO3 536 130 1,3S6
1968-69 524 137 744 543 128 599 532 133 1,343

(Table 4.12 continued on page 106)
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Table 4.12 (continued)

EthiCarimul
feud Semiqcrs

thug,
Crua

nos TOTAL

Itc,m SD X Ilcr1 SD A' Ifealt SD

Spa lish

Juniors 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 456 85 789 478 85 1,058 468 86 1,847
1968-69 448 86 903 472 81 1,252 462 84 2,155

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 530 95 1,809 540 90 2,820 536 92 4,629
1968-69 530 98 2,192 545 94 3,304 539 96 5,4'36

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 575 90 254 586 94 468 582 93 722
1968.69 587 95 355 593 89 497 590 92 852

t%11 ju dors 1967-68 513 123 4,446 548 112 6,220 546 117 10,666
1963-69 538 123 5,201 518 112 7,184 514 117 12,335

Seniors 3 or 4 -emesters 1967-68 402 60 4,605 429 68 5,833 417 66 10,438
1968-69 407 60 5,285 432 66 6,502 421 65 11,787

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 471 85 4,369 490 86 5,838 482 86 10,207
196S-69 472 85 5,012 495 81 6,731 485 85 11,743

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 549 98 2,995 561 94 5,939 557 96 8,934
1968-69 550 98 3,561 568 92 6,897 562 95 10,458

All seniors 1967-68 488 125 16,178 510 116 22,823 501 120 39,001
196S -69 469 ',21 18,581 515 115 25,998 504 118 44,579

Alt -rades 3 or 4 semesters 1967-68 410 6S 5,608 437 73 7,076 425 72 12,681
1968-69 414 68 6,418 439 71 7,989 428 71 14,137

5 or 6 semesters 1967-68 488 92 6,277 507 91 8,777 499 92 15,05
196S -69 490 93 7,373 511 91 10,185 502 92 17,558

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 550 98 3,306 563 91 6,475 559 96 9,781
1968-69 551 98 3,974 569 92 7,500 561 95 11,471

All candidates 1967-68 501 128 21,512 518 117 29,S59 511 122 51.4u1
1968-69 501 125 21,889 522 115 31,119 513 120 59,008
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Table 4.13

!!care differences in Arbil:rotten( TM score: in foreign languages
earned by Candidates with dilrerent °mounts of langnage study, 1967-68 and 1968-69

(Based on data given in Table 4.12)

C.! nt
Test

4c4ing
!Icor

1N, 1,11 I I Fti

".5 or 6 sioncsicrs"
ptitmy

".3 or 1 .stoocsiers"

"7 or S Scollestcrs-
mirvei

"3 or G scmcskr

I rrn ior Si !I/1,m Juniors Seniors

French 1967-68 70 63 33 79
1968-69 77 60 41 75

German 1967-68 61 72 46 63
1968-69 59 69 53 56

Latin 1967-GS 71 74 27 62
1968-69 72 74 31 64

Spanish 1967-68 68 65 46 75
1968-69 77 64 51 77

Table 1.17 sliows the proportion of scores for each
Achievement Test. Tests that had a fairly consistent
tilliward trend during the period surveyed included Ger-
man 1 from (1.8 percent in 19.16-57 to 1.1 percent in 1968-
69 ). Biology /0)211 3.4 percent in 1956-57 to 4.6 percent
in 1965-691., and Intermediate Mathematics I front 14.6
percent in 1956-57 to '_0.8 percent in 1963.61. the last
Fear in which it War; given m. Fairly consistent downward
trends occurred for Chemistry I from 8;3 percent in 195G-
57 to 6.8 percent in 1961.62 and -1.6 percent in 1968-691
and I'llysies I from 7.1 percent in 1956-57 to 3.9 percent
in 1961-62 and 2.0 percent in 1968-691. Some of the ir-
regular v riatiunc are worthy of note. Social Studies de
c lined from 11,8 percent in 19.16- 571:+9.5 percent in 1961-
62. Its stie«,ssor test. AllIVILiC;11111kto.. and SOCi 11 Stud -
i(5, for 10.1 percent of the scores in its first
year. 1962-63 I and the newly inL aduced European his-
tory and World Cull tut s Test accounted for (1,9 is reclit
of the 7,COrirs that year). Lab.) increased from 2,0 mmereent
to 2.4 percent lielvveen 1956.57 and 1961-62; since then.
howe cr. it has declined to 1.2 per:ent in 196S-69. French
declined from 6,9 percent to 6.2 percent in the first three
years. and then gradually increased to 7.6 percent in
1968-69.

1 here has also been a shift ih the academic level of
stud, nts taking Athii IL mold Tests at various aclinini-
smLimi,,os. As 51111011 in T,111e 4.15. candidates am muting
an Aehiricnunl'l'e t administration during their jun;or
year ia-ctiont Al for 19.9 tvrcent of Adliciunment Test
candidate v-oftime in 19.16.57 and 26.1 lei tent in 1960.:.
liu, In 1916-57. the March adiviiii.ration accounted for
62 3 pert( nt of the total candidate 011.11110. litit in 1968-
60. the ml January administrations conihined

accounted for 50.2 percent of the volume, %Nit) March
reduced to only 8.5 percent of the total. Clearly, candi-
dates are taking the tests earlier in tic:1r academic careers
now then they did in 1956.57. A considerable portion of
the shift from March to Docember and January occurred
in 1961.62, \Or-, Achievement Tests were offered at the

gular January mlininistration for the first time since
the 1957)-56 testing year.

-1.19 shows the mean and standard deviations
of scores carnecl by substantially all candidates taking
each Achievement Test for each testing year I November
to July or August i from 1956-57 to 1965-69. There is a
curt min :1:110(111t of yearto-year fluctuation in mean
m1 es. I Almout kilf of the year-to-year changes are more
than five scaled score points. and aliout one-seventh are
more than 10 scaled score points. m Standard deviations
also vary from year to year: about two-fifths of the
changes ;ire more than two scaled score points, amid about
one- seventh are more than four scaled SCOre points. It
shcmuld hs wilt ionej It at in addition to the usual sources
of flactual ion changes in the group choosing the test and
random emirs arising in SOOT 1(11;11 ing some of the
fluctuations in thesse data result from the fact that
Achievement Test scores beginning in lh cumber 1961
have l,ty n adjusted to lake acemint of current data on
SAT {X If0:111,111(1' of candidates the voriu: tests.

d<,-(rihol in C11,111( r Il 1. ThiS 11,r0LC(11.111'. iihich 10,15
ttltmrnt nt1(11 Mmy Wok:. Is designed In
unli.inee the comparability of SO,TCs from one Achieve-
ment 'Gs( to another.

Smile evidi mice of an upward trend in scores is app;ir-
er for hcini,try and Physics. Ses-i,il Studies scores also

I Genimucif on pigs' /090
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Table 4,14

Means, standard deeigtions, rnd numbers of scores on Achierement Tests in mathematics,
classified by test mid bj candidate's sex, educational level, and nu nber of semesters

of study of secondary school mathematics, 1067-68 out 1968-69

(:U I-- 10 CAL*EfilICONMMI Toting 1101

!ctrl Scmcstus of stuffy yr r Mewl S,.) Mean Si) 1Mcan

Mathematics Let e f /

Juniors Fewer than 6
semesters

6 semesters

7 or 8 semesters

1967-68
1968-69

1967-68
196S-69

1967-68
1968-69

530
531

573
572

635
630

99
89

97
89

104
95

7,219
7,128

26,270
27,220

10,519
10,582

496
501

542
541

608
603

90
81

88
81

9S
L8

4,617
5,266

22,004
23,425

6,491
6,776

517
518

559
558

625
620

97
87

95
87

103
93

11,836
12,394

48,274
50,646

17,010
17,358

More than 8 1967 -6S 585 118 1,398 515 110 575 574 117 1,923
semesters 1968-69 592 107 1,435 543 103 607 578 108 2,042

All juniors 1967-68 576 106 50,559 545 97 36,222 563 103 86,781
1968 -G9 574 97 52,035 543 89 39,034 561 95 91,070

Seniors Fewer than 6 1967 -6S 458 80 11,037 436 68 12,143 447 75 23,180
semesters 1968-69 452 80 11,168 430 6S 12,411 441 75 23,579

6 semesters 1967 -6S 501 86 25,552 484 74 22,920 495 81 48,473
1968-69 499 86 26,456 477 73 2.5,457 489 81 51,913

7 or 8 semesters 1967 -GS 571 91 59,017 553 87 41,2W 565 90 13 ..,257
1968-69 563 89 88,049 543 SA 43,939 557 SS 132,888

More than 8 1967-68 616 9S 11,512 601 96 4,409 612 97 15,921
semesters 196S -69 607 97 11,736 5S8 94 4,862 601 96 16,502

Alt seniors 1967-68 549 100 150,047 516 95 85,864 537 100 235,913
196S -69 5.12 98 1.19,839 508 92 91,588 529 98 241,427

All grades Fewer than 6 1967-68 488 96 19,745 453 SO 17,515 471 91 37,290
semesters 1968-69 4S3 93 19,764 451 79 18,565 468 88 ;Ii,329

6 semesters 1967-68 539 99 53,7,6 513 n 15,S72 527 91 1-9,659
1968-69 536 95 55,673 508 84 49,879 523 91 105,553

7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 577 95 102,631 r,E0 91 48,193 572 94 150,825
1968-39 570 92 102,451 551 SS 51,289 561 91 153,731

More than 8 1967-68 613 101 14,306 593 100 5,146 608 101 19.452
semesters 1968-69 605 98 11,517 582 96 5,619 598 9S 20 136

All candidates 1967-68 ;..56 103 210,3113 521 97 1 21 ,SS5 r, i 1 102 3:35,2.35

1968-69 850 1 DO 211,2:32 518 93 133,619 538 99 311,883
t

'Includes cam:datts aho did not indicate so x.
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Table 4.14 (continued)

!era Serneslers of .sitithe
Testing

Mean SD

411,LS

Mews SD

TOTALS

N Mews SD N

At idIseseitses. Leee7II

Juniors 7 or 8 semesters 1967-68 717 70 1,912 686 67 634 709 71 2,546

1968-69 719 77 2,081 686 78 630 712 78 2,711

More than 8 1967-68 732 76 227 698 93 29 728 79 256

semesters 1968-69 722 96 258 095 71 27 720 94 285

All juniors 1967-68 700 86 3,785 673 85 1,071 694 87 4,856

1968-69 697 95 4,239 668 9-1 1,055 691 96 5,294

Seniors 7 or 8 semesters 1967.68 670 91 9,798 649 87 2,029 667 91 11,828

1968-69 660 94 10,889 339 90 2,440 656 93 13,329

More than 8 1967.68 713 73 4,956 697 69 1,229 710 72 6,185

semesters 1963-1 711 75 5,259 691 75 1,149 707 76 6,608

All seniors 1967.68 676 93 16,884 654 95 3,685 672 94 20,571

196^ 69 668 97 18,536 617 96 4,214 664 97 22,750

All grades 7 or 8 semezters 1967-68 677 90 12,142 658 85 .z,698 674 89 14,841

1968.69 668 94 3,396 649 90 3,101 665 93 16,497

More than 3 1967-68 712 74 5,500 697 70 1,270 709 73 6,779

semester:, 1968-69 709 78 5,813 690 75 1,391 706 77 7,205

All candidates 1967-68 679 93 21,927 658 94 4,857 675 93 26,786

1968.69 672 98 24,110 651 96 5,380 668 98 29,491

'Inc udes candidates who did not indicate sex.

show an upward bend; American History and Social
Studies means have tended to decrease. Latin means
moved upward until 1962.63; since then, they have
shown a decline. Ccrman has shown an upward trend
over most Of the per;od, with the last four years notice-
ably higher. Advanced Mathematics showed noticeably
higher scores in the It three years that it v,as °Jere&
in part, this shift arcs from a change in the method of
relating the score scales on the ;wo mathematics tests to
each other.

Su inward

1)cscriptic str.lis!'- i od on appropriate student
groups are tisaitil in icIrc prcli scores for ii iividual
students. in comparing groups. and in ollsAring trends.
The latter uses gain in importance from the care with
which the tests arc eav eloped and the wide scope of the
program. The equating of scores on all forms of a parti-
ular lest facilitates the preparation of statistics. Unfor-
tunately, however, th, rAtensixe data obtained in pro.
gram operations arc difficult to interpret lxxatise the can.

didate group is self-selected.
Examination of data on candidates tested during the

13-year period 1936-37 through 1968-69 shows a huge
increase in the numbers of canclidates along with sur-
prisingly swan changes in the nwans and standard devi-
ations Of test swrcs. Thus. the number of sns adminis
term was almost six times as great in 1968-69 as in
1956-37. but the mean scores dif f ered by eleon scaled
score points for sAT-verbal and five scaled score points
for s.vr-mathematical for the two years. The Achieve-
ownt TcAs. un the whoh,..shGwed a similar ivittern:
growth in numbors with fairly sinall changes in mean
scores. Even the pal k.rns of choice ainoug the various

hicenient Tests. cV cept for some decrease in the pro-
Port i.,11 of all s, ores camel on the science tests.. were re-
inarkahlv stitle. Presumably, the general i-tahility of the
results ari-es because the various factors that are alleti-
ing Ixiformance are offsetting each other. It is possibly
that the teivicn..y toward lover scores tItit would be ex

ted as the gii.up is blood* tied is i,11..et by a generally
Tee f (tort/mil-don prgc 113.

Table, arid h rpurr, contiorred pagss
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Table 4.15

Mean differences in Mathematics Levet I Achievement Test scores earned by
candidates with different amounts of mathematics study, 1967-68 and 1968-69

(Based on data given in Table 4.14)

Intert-d
Testilq;

!year

srE.NN 1)111E111M'ES

Itoiiors Schiors

"6 semesters" minus 1967-68 42
"less than 6 semesters" 1968-69 40 48

"7 or 8 semesters" minus 1967-68 66 70
"6 semesters" 1968-69 62 68

"More than 8 semesters" minus 1967-68 -51 47
"7 or 8 semesters" 1968-69 -42 44

Table 4.16

Percentages of Achievement Tests administered in
.6ve subject-matter categories, by year,

1956-57 throngh 1968-69

Tcdhur
pour

Z`1,1,(

Tchdroopd,cr
of reds

;1,or for
perst,rilFoLdidi

NNd
Sor 1,4
Sfudics

Forci).'m
1,11g NIr;2., Scie,w46 Mull, oodO

1956-57 31.1 11.8 12.5 19.0 23.5 236,708

1957-58 ,13.6 11.1 11.9 18.5 24.8 303,251

1958-59 33.9 11.0 11.8 17.9 25.4 373,726
1959-60 31.6 11.2 12.0 16.9 25.3 469,721

1960-61 31.1 10.4 12.5 15.9 27.0 578,679

1961-62 34.2 9.8 13.2 11.5 28.3 708,089
1962-63 :33.7 11.3 12.7 14.0 28.2 821,181

1963-61 33.5 11.5 13.1 13.5 28.1 1,023,414

1961 -65 31.6 11.9 13.5 12.4 27.6 1,163,210

1965-66 31.6 11.3 13.9 12.5 27.8 1,181,333

1(366-G7 31.8 11.2 14.0 12.1 28.0 1,229,293

1967-68 35.1 14.2 12.0 27.4 1,323,613

1968-69 10.7 14.7 11.3 27.3 1,373,650
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Table 4,18

Attendance at Acliieteinen1 Teel sessions, classified by
candidate's educational lerel, 1956-57 and 1968-69

CulldidOtC
gT01411

1956%57 1965-69
Kum her Percent Number Perced

Juniors 17,708 19.9 157,482 26.1

Seniors tested in:
December 4,99?. 5.6 171,035 28.4

January 131,276 21.8

March 55,308 62.3 51,515 8.5

May 4,406 5.0 43,203 7.2

July 12,822 2.1

August 1,133 1.3

(Total seniors) 65,840 74.1 409,906 68.0

All others 5,283 5.9 35,609 5.9

Total Attendance
(base for percents)

88,831 602,997

Table 4.19

Means, standard derial ions, and nimbrrs nr ea.-ys* (in thousands) for an candidates taking
Achiercoucal Tests, by year, 1956-57 lbrou9li 1968-69

Tr Xing
!JCiir

17,1.11,11
C01111,111,, 111111%1(,1 1/41H 111 1 1111

%111 141, 1', II1,1,111.
INr,111. III 1)t011.

/ I 7 01.1 1S- 711,7,00
1..1,,,,1 pcll 'It PIN

(Ices ST) N 3f1.4 It SI) N .110,., N Mew, SD K (lo .. s Ni) N

1956-57 518 110 78.4 513 108 28.0
1957.58 523 104 102.0 522 112 3:3.8

1958-59 536 111 126.7 526 110 41.3

1959-60 526 1U7 162.6 527 IOS 52.6

1960-61 518 106 197.5 529 109 60.1

1961-62 518 106 212.1 530 109 69.5 . . ...
1962-63 513 106 276.8 530 110 85.1 532 106 7.8

1963-61 512 105 312.9 522 108 108.8 528 102 8.9

1961-65 521 105 403.0 517 109 128.7 537 105 9.6

1965.66 516 105 408.5 512 110 124.3 539 1101 9.1

1966-37 514 101 427.3 50i1 111 126.2 531' 105 11.0

1967-68 all 106 455.9 526 110 8.6 197 107 138.4 531 109 10.7

1968-69 514 106 73.8 522 112 22.2 191 1143 135.0 522 109 10.7

'The turn "ea'e "is loci he re t,1(11r.,,te the tmkillg of a sit t .\( hit NI int 11( TC, Th1.1. if 3eandidalot,wkIht s,lmoAthitic
mcnt Test at two admini,t ationR, omit, d III° ease

-,".".ble 1.19 on page 1
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Table 4.19 (continued\

Testing
year

t DT NCH CHINA 5, in-Pny I. VT IN TIL'0.155

Mewl SD N Mewl SD N Mewl SD N Mean SD N dean SD

1956-57 511 113 16.2 493 105 1.8 537 100 4.7
1957-57 499 111 19.8 485 107 2.6 538 96 6.1

1955-59 502 109 23.3 485 103 3.3 536 95 7.8 ..

1959-60 509 111 29.3 459 107 4.6 543 93 10.0
1900-61 499 110 36.5 190 105 6.1 535 105 .6 545 96 13.6 532 126 .4

1961-62 502 110 47.4 492 102 7.9 552 99 .6 544 94 17.1 536 122 .5

1962-63 508 107 53.5 498 104 8.6 579 101 .7 555 94 17.9 532 116 .8

1963-64 502 101 69.7 492 105 11.5 5S6 92 .8 553 93 21.0 539 120 1.1

1961-65 515 106 51.4 199 111 14.1 588 100 1.0 513 99 22.3 530 122 1.4

1965.66 519 110 86.6 515 112 14.8 581 97 .8 537 100 20.7 545 132 1.3

1966-67 522 109 90.1 319 114 15.9 592 98 1.0 535 100 19.6 538 133 1,2

1067-68 535 108 98.2 524 114 18.1 556 98 1.1 531 102 15.5 536 130 1.4

1966-439 525 107 105.0 518 109 15.8 570 99 1.2 526 102 15.9 532 133 1.3

T. ,fing I, sf,11 1,1 of.5 I 111,11.1 ikl ills I('G rssr rilysirs
!Jew. 31e ti SD N Wan SD N 31C11,1 SD N 34ean SD N Me m SD N

1956.57 487 119 6.8 493 107 8.1 523 106 20.2 531 93 16.8

1957.58 494 120 7.7 509 111 10.8 531 104 24.8 530 96 20.3

1955-59 501 122 9.5 510 108 14.1 515 104 29.6 513 96 21.6 552 ?.1 1.4

1950-60 497 123 12.3 510 111 17.4 536 107 33.9 516 95 25.9 549 79 2.2

19611 -61 510 122 15.1 507 106 20.7 5,18 101 10.4 536 93 27.6 557 81 3.2
1961-02 512 130 19.8 510 109 26.7 515 101 17.9 512 97 27.3 557 81 .8

1902-6:3 511 122 22.6 515 109 33.1 516 101 5:3.7 5-18 91 26.9 511 76 1.5

1963-61 502 115 29.0 516 110 13.2 511 101 65.1 549 90 30.3 .... . .. .

1961-65 499 118 3(1.8 515 111 15.9 551 102 66.1 567 97 29.5
1965.00 500 123 39.5 520 110 51.7 553 105 67.7 553 99 28.3

1906-67 508 123 11.0 5111 110 51.0 561 106 66.7 582 99 28.4 .. . .

1967-68 511 122 51.1 513 112 02.0 565 105 68.4 579 102 29.1

1966.69 513 120 59.0 51.4 11:3 6:3.6 561 109 63.7 587 106 28.1

1,11-17S11141s/ V AliVAN5 I- 11 i1111,1 ii %lir,. NI ki Ill in silts
Tcting Nt Vil I n %nil K. NIA111}14/ m 11,1 E. I !lit 1.11

!dCar Mom SD N WWI Si) :s Mr,in SD N Me,,s 50 N

1956-57 521 09 31.5 600 98 21.0 . .. .

1957-58 526 100 8.7 606 100 26.7 . .. ...

195859 532 101 62.6 601 03 32.4 - . .

1959.69 532 95 75.9 601 97 4:3.1

1960.61 523 97 106.5 603 116 49.6 .. . . .

1961.62 5'10 100 118.1 616 97 52.2 . ..... ..

1962-63 519 96 170.7 613 93 61.3 .. . . .. . .. .....

1961411 j 517 98 213.0 021 95 77.1 . ... . .... .

19611'5 .. ... 536 105 301.4 671 59 19.2

1965-00 510 103 310.3 656 92 17.5

1966-67 512 102 :320.1 67:3 95 2:3.7

1967-68 . ... 511 102 3.15.2 673 93 20.8

1905-69 538 119 .311.9 665 95 29.5
...
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rising level of teaching and academie interest. This inter-
pretation is, however, entirely conjectural; it is possible
that the explanation of the observed results is quite
different.

A norms and follow-up study of the SAT, initiated in
1960, has provided data that are relatively free of the
problems of self-selection by candidates, although only
about three-fourths of the schools invited to participate
chose to do so. These results show a reasonable progres-
sion in the means of SAT scores earned in the last year of
high school for students who attained successive educa-
tional levels through the end of the first year of college.
Comparison of current College Board candidate means
with results of the 1960 norms study suggests that the
average College Board candidate (in contrast to the

average entrant to College Board member colleges) does
not differ very much in ability from the average student
who entered college in the year after his graduation from
high school.

Descriptive statistics on applicants and entrants to
specific colleges, provided by many colleges in the vari
ous editions of the Manual of Freshman Class Profiles
and now in The College Handbook, constitute an impor-
tant aid to college guidance and also yield useful infor-
mation about trends in ability levels of applicants and
enrolled students. It may safely be said that during the
1960s there was a perceptible upward trend in these sta-
tistics. The shifts were sufficiently great to support the
desirability of keeping information about these matters
reasonably current.
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The Predictive Validity of College Board
Admissions Tests

W. 13. SCHRADER

Introduction

The validation of College Board tests has been an ever-
present, driving concern for 43 years as of this writing.
An enormous amount of time and energy has gone info
conducting studies of this kind, and these efforts have
succeeded in establishing validity coefficients which have
made it possible for many to use the tests with confi-
dence.

This chapter will cover the role of predictive Validity
in the development and use of College Board tests, the
design of conventional regression studies, the design of
validity studies for special purposes, interpreting validity
coefficients as a measure of predictive value, and evidence
on the predictive validity of the SAT and of the Achieve-
ment Tests. Throughout the chapter, emphasis is placed
on the use of high school grade-point average or conk-in-
class along with the test scores in making pr.. dictieus.

The role of predictive validity in the
development and 11.9e of College Board tests*

The first validity studies of the Scholastic Aptitude Test
SKr) wore made as soon as the students tested in 1926

earned the necessary college grades. Brigham 11932)
describes studies made in 1927 of nine student groups
in six colleges. Validity coefficients of the SAT ranged
from ,14 to .46, with a median of .34. School average for
rank-in-class I had validities ranging from .39 to .61, with
a median of .52. Multiple correlation coefficients for SAT
in combination with school average or rink ranged from
.42 to .6-5 with a median of .5.5. The early studies of valid-
ity were oriented toward the main goals that have mot i
voted the countless stitch/Cs that followed: to all/110
the predictive value of the various measures, to find how
sc ares may hest be co-nbiri.d w ith other information to
Make speeir--: pre.lic to ea( h student, and in develop
empirical evidence concerning the /fleets on validity of
proposed changes in the tests adminisfered in a testing
program.

'AcknolAtcdgm,rit is due to 1)r. :11.1rj,,rio i). rhandlcr
rxtcncive assiArinke ii..=-11rveying stud). rc,tiliP..

(f 1.11'Th:

From 1927 to 1964, mot validity studies of College
Board tests were made by the colleges. A number of stud-
ies, however, were made by the College Board, usu lly to
throw light on some decision about the testing program.
In the late 1950s, an imp irtant stimulus to validity stud-
ies was provided by the validity seminars. At these semi-
nars, persons concerned with admission in a number of
colleges met together for a few days and each made his
own validity study following a standard plan. More re-
cently, summer institutes in admission have included a
validity study for each participating college. In 1964, the
initirition of the College Board Validity Study Service
relieved participating colleges of the tedious task of data
analysis and offered aid through the Board's regional of-
fices in planning the studies and interpreting the results.

As evidence accumulated that the tests were almost in-
variably effective in predicting academic success, primary
ins irest shifted to the question of how different kinds of
dal:. about a student could best he combined for predict-
ing subsequent performance. Indeed, regression equa-
tions are more inn)ortaot in contributing to effective use
of scores by colleges than are the traditional validity co-
efficients. The coefficients are useful, at present, primarily
for comparing and summarizing results for a number of
colleges. Forttrlately, these coefficients are readily ob-
tainable as a by-preduct of the regression study. The im-
portance of cm rent information on validity was stressed
by Chauncey in The Story of the Cotiego Board
Scholastic Aptitude Test. He iv rate:

The task o. Beeping tip-to-date on the relationship of
the SAT to performance in college is a never-ending
one, as the composition of successive classes changes
and as the objecti es of college instruction are modi-
fied.
Two main ((Tics will tie discussed in this chapter: (al

Cho design and interpretis.ton of validity studies. giving
Primory attention to lb: sic -called routine studies de-

to detmnine the relative ointribid on of aeo-pted
predia tar; to one or 1,)tre criteria: and ihi a surrey of
the main statistical outcomes of a large numher of recent
studios, including from the Cc-liege Board Valid-
ity Study Sc.-vice during the first two year: r 1961-661
and from the 1965 and 1966 seminars conducted by the
College 'Board for admi=iaons officr The sections on
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design and interpretation are mainly based upon well-
established statistical methods. To a lesser extent, they
involve judgments based upon administrative considera-
tions and on the characteristics of colleges, They are de-
veloped in this chapter because they have a direct bear-
ing on the interpretation of the empirical findings of cur-
rent validity studies. (Readers who are familiar with the
methodology of validity studies may wish to skip pages
11S-122, except perhaps for the discussion of criterion
development on pages 118-119.)

Designing conrentional regression studies

Designing a validity study of College Board tess requires
that a number of choices be made. Decisions are needed
with respect to groups of students, predictors, criteria,
statistical analysis methods, and ways of presenting and
interpreting results. Each decision should be governed
by the purposes of the study and should take account of
the characteristics of the college making the study, prac-
tical considerations of needed precision and scope in re-
lation to cost and effort, and statistical principles affect-
ing the interpretability of the results. Making the neces-
sary decisions can be greatly facilitated by guidelines and
rules-of-thumb when, as is often the case, the study is
concerned with how best to combine a defined set of pre-
dictors in order to predict an accepted criterion of over-
all academic success. It is with this kind of study that the
present discussion will be mainly concerned. Some atten-
tion will be given, however, to special problems in de-
signing studies for other purposes.

Choice of e, iterion The criterion is the center on
which all other aspects of a validity study focus To the
extent that the criterion is judged to differ from the hypo-
thetical "hest" measure of success in a college, the value
of the results of the validity study will be correspond-
ingly reduced.

The development of the criterion specifically for the
validity study could be a profitable, if arduous, venture
on the part of a college. Most colleges in the United
States, however, take advantage of the fact that their fac-
ulty members award grades to each student at the end of
each course. These grades play an important part in
awarding honors and in determining academic probation
and dismissal. Most colleges have some form of average
grade, computed according to a definite set of rules estab-
lished over the years. Since the pattern of courses that
enter into the ac.crape is also determined within a frame-
work set by college rules affecting a student's choice of
courses, the average grade embodies in a realistic way
the uniformity and variation of student programs. When
a college has an "official" academic average, this number
is highly meaningful to administration, faulty, and stu-
dents, and it is readily available, Psychologists !night
prefer some other way cf combining the basic grade data
into a slightly different average, but their procedure
would entail a corresjionding loss of realism. The virtues
of average grades determined by the college's own sys-
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tern, along with the fact that these grades are predictabTo
at a respectable level, have made them an exceedingly
popular choice as the criterion for validity studies.

When academic average grade is taken as the criterion,
there is the further question of choosing among first-term
grades, first -year grades, lower-division cumulat ive aver-
age, four-year enmulative average, and various other pos.
sible grade averages. First-term average is opposed on
the grounds that too many students perform erratically
during the first term. At the other extreme, the four-year
average, which has the advantage of being based on the
student's entire undergraduate program, is seldom used.
Where many students drop out, the four-year group may
be a seriously biased sample of entering students. More-
over, the use of four-year criterion data requires a four-
or five -year wait before making the study, nnd thus may
delay unduly the introduction of needed changes, Be-
cause of the methodological importance of a pos,rbio sys-
tematic difference in results between four-year averages
and averages available earlier, French (1958) , and Hills,
Bush. and Klock 11964) compared results of four-year
with first -year averages, and Olsen and Schrader ;1959)
compared four-year with two-year averages. Each study
included a number of colleges. All agreed that no .system-
etie difference in the level of validity coefficients was
discernible. Their findings offer definite support for the
practice of using first-year (or two-year) average as the
criterion measure.

From the coliege's viewpoint, the most serious flaw in
academic grades as a criterion is the fact that they tend
to emphasize the "grade-getting" aspect of a college
career to the exclusion of other evidences of a student's
success. This fundamental limitation in grades as a cri-
terion strongly reinforces the need to use the calculated
prediction; along rrilh other information about the stu-
dent in making admissions or guidance decisions. Nega-
tive results for a particular predictor must be evaluated
in terms of possible limitations of the criterion itself.
With respect to this issue three positions may be identi-
f,ed:

1. College grades approximate the "ideal" criterion suf.
ficiently well to justify taking empirical validity re-
sults at face value.

2. College grades are too narrow to represent all imnor.
tant aspects of college success. Validity study re-
sults and individual predictions based 4 n them lutist
be viewed with appropriate skepticism, and decisions
based on them must take account of their 'irritations,

it The college needs to develop ibc own criterion, or cri-
teria, of college success for use in its prediction studies.

A college that adopted the third position would have
to face up to a number of difficult problems in defining
college success, especially if it tackled the problem of
college success in relation to life success. In addition to
the broad judgmental and philasciphical issues to 1Nr re-
solved, considerable effort %could be needed to clitain
suitable measures of the qualities considered imp:dont.

4) '
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If the type at multiple regression analysis used in con-
ventional prediction studies is to be. used, an overall
measure of success could lie defined. However, a college
could also study different aspects of success separately
and obtain separate prediction equations for each cri-
terion. Efforts by a college to clarify its conceptions of
college success, whether modest or elaborate, should
substantially increase the value of its prediction studies.

An example of a well- conceived effort to develop a
broader criterion is the work done by Anastasi, Meade,
and Schneiders (1960) for use in the development of a
biographical inventory. Evidence about each student was
compiled from the following sou/ ces:

1. Faculty ratings on six personal characteristics ( poise
and self-confidence, social adjustment, initiative, ma-
turity, leadership, and emotional control

2. Reports by faculty advisors
3. Reserve Officer Training Corps records
4. Honers Program records
5. Student Government records of extracurricular

activities
6. Extracurricular honor society membership lists
7. Office of Psychological Services records
8. Dean of Men records
9. Academic records

All of these data were drawn from existing college rec-
ords. Using a carefully worked out set of standards, three
groups defined as "positive", "average", and "negative"
were identified. Final selection of the 50 students in-
cluded in each group was made by the Dean of Men, a
faculty member, and the Director of the Office of Psycho-
logical Services. This study demonstrates the possibility
of defining meaningful criterion groups to reflect the
broader aims of the college for use in evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of possible predictors.

Another significant effort to broaden the criterion is
described by Davis (1965). This rehtively Iarge-s.ale
study was done ,vith the cooperation of eight vell-known
colleges.* It began with the identification of character-
istics that faculty members regarded as significant and
observable. Then faculty members were asked to observe
selected students during the final term of the 1961.62
academic year and to rate those students with respect to
some 80 characteristics at the end of the term. In all, 407
faculty members rated 398 students. Of the students
rated, 305 were upperclassmen Most students were rated
by two faculty members; the total sample of ratings
numbered 698. The ability level of the group is indicated
by an sm-verbal mean of 602 and an sm-mathematical
mean of 663.

Davis analyzed his extensive data in a number of ways
using factoranalytic techniques. In one particularly in-
teresting study (Davis, 1964a), lie identified some 16

'Amherst, California Institute of Technology, Cornell (Col
lege of Engineeringi. Dartmouth, Nla:satlui,etts Inaitute
of Technology, lienselaer Polytechnic n.titute, Rutgers,
arid Stanford.

factors within the 80 rating variables. Table. 5.1 shows,
for 16 rating variables each of which loaded highest on
one of the 16 factors, the correlation of the rating with
first-year grade-point average and with general desirabil-
ity. General desirability was an overall ewluation of the
extent to which a student was "the kind of student this
institution should (or should not) admit." The ratings
have been arranged according to the size o; their correla-
tions with the general desirability rating. The four rat-
ings that yield the highest correlation coefficients with
general desirability also yieid relatively high correh :ions
with college grades. The onding that ratings reflecting in-
tellectual quickness, intellectual self-sufficiency and crea-
tivity, intellectual interest, and motivation to achieve
arc assigned a high r .;irability rating by faculty mem-
bers in these colleges is not surprising. The fact that
these ratings show higher correlation with grades than do
the other ratings suggests that the use of college grades
as a criterion has merit, although grades may not assign
the same relative weight to each intellectual quality that
faculty members do when judging general desirability.
It may be added that the correlation of first-year grades
with general desirability was .31.

Ratings for honesty. open-mindedness, pleasantness,
and self-understanding show rciativcly high correlation
coefficients with general desirability but relatively low
coefficients with first-year average grades. It may be
noted that these four qualities along with altruism have
the highest relationship with general desirability when
the effect of the rater's estimate of academic performance
is removed statistically, as reported by Davis (1964b) .

The pattern that emerges from the brief summary of a
large and complex study is that faculty members who
value intellectual qualities highly believe that such qual-
ities as honesty, open - mindedness, pleasantness, self-
understanding, and altruism characterize the students
whom they rate as high on general desirability. These
findings deserve serious consideration in evaluating first-
year average grades as a criterion for validity studies.

As admissions have become increasingly selective, the
need for a broader approach to criterion development has
become correspondingly greater. Clearly, studies that
include both intellective and nonintellective measures of
college success and both inte/lectiee and nonintellective
predictors should be especially useful. Yet Fishman and
Pasanella ( 1960) found that of 580 admission-selection
studies made in th decade 1949-1959 only three could
be classified in this category. The Anastasi and Davis
studies show that better critrr ia can be developed. Much
more needs to be done in e riterion development, however,
if validity studies are to make their ft 11 contribution to
admission and guidance of colleqe students.

Choice of gro!ips Choosing the grow) or groups to be
studied is relatively easy when first-year average grades
is the criterion measure. When feasible, it is desirable to
divide the total freshman class into groups on the basis
of academic program and of sex leg., men in liberal
arts, women in liberal arts, engineering students). To the
extent that the regr,,ssion equations differ from group to
group, the study gai ts in prceis'on. It new also be useful,

Or\
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Table 5.1*

Correlation coefficients of selected faculty ratings with
teneral desirability rating and with first-year grades

Baling Name of factor

Correlation
with

i-teticnit
cicsirabitOu

raiing

Curt elation
frith
first
year
grader

Originality Self-sufficiency,. Creativity .57 .30

Intellectual quickness Intellectual ability .57 .39

Int?Ilectual interest Intellectual values .51 .25

Motivation to achieve Motivation .48 .25

Ho. esty Ethicality .46 .13

Open - mindedness Open-mindedness .46 .14

Pleasantness Likableness .42 .07

Self.-underst ending Self-insight A1

Social maturity Maturity .39 .08

Steady work Dependability .36 .17

Leadership among peers Popularity .33 .12

Concern for others' welfare Altruism .30 .01.

Freedom from status-centeredness St at us-centercdness .19 -.03
Ex,,raversion Extraversion .09 -.01

Freedom from worry Anxiety .06 .02

Conformity Conformity -.12 -.11

*Abridged from Tables 3 and 4 of Davis (1964a).

in some collet:es, to make further subdivisions of the
class (e.g., residents versus commuters, public versus
private secondary school graduates, in-state versus out-
of-state students). The multiplication of groups, of
course, may result in some that are relatively small, so
that their regression equations are poorly determined
Consideration of the sampling errors of correlation co-
efficients suggests that about 100 students should be the
minimum number for any validity study and that a pro-
portionately larger sample is needed if many predictors
are tobe studied.

The proliferation of groups may also produce so many
results as to lead to confusion in interpretation. A related
question concerns the desiraility of pooling data for two
or three consecutive years. When conditions with respect
to admissions, teaching, and graclin; are judged to be
reasonably stable, the pooling of data enhances the de-
pendability of results by inereasinr sample size, but it
nr,y also produce unexpected aims on the results. In
practice, then, the decision as to groups depends mainly
upon three considerations: (a) how nic.ny groups to
study; (la) the size of the resulting groups; and cl
whether to toil data from two or three years. Because of
the complications in defining groups, treatment of all
students in a particular entering class as the group to be
studied is often the most satisfactory dedsion.

A detailed question arises with rcspec: to the el imina-
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lion of certain students from the study. Among groups
so eliminated might be foreign students or students with
a severe physical handicap. On the whole, the elimination
of these students from the analysis may be considered
justifiable if it is clear that the regression equation would
not he used in determining the expected performance of
similar students in the future. This kind of "purifying"
of the group should be regarded as a possible refinement
in technique rather than as an essential feature of good
design. Any decision to exclude students should, of
course, be made before the criterion data have been ex-
amined.

Choice of predictors -- Predictors should usually in-
chicle a!I measures that are available on substantially
all members of the group and that are believed to have
possible predictive value. Four special questions necti to
he considered, however, in planning this aspect of the
study. First. it is particularly imporlant to include some
measure of high school record la predictor, since many
studies have shown that this imasure consistently makes
a substantial contribution to predictive effectiveness.

Indeed, high school average grades are usually a better
predictor than the test scores.) Second, there is the pos-
sibility of administering tests or other instruments at the
beginning of the freshman year. Especially where the
main orientation of the study is toward guidance rather
than admissions, the use of siwcially administered in-



struments may well justify the time and cost of broaden-
ing the study. Third, there is the possibility of quantify-
ing existing admissions data by a process of rating or
some other procedure so that their contribution to pre-
diction may be assessed. Fourth, a difficult practical
question sometimes arises when appreciable numbers of
students lack data on one or more relevant predictors.
Assuming that the usual practice of using only "coin-
plete-did 1" cases is followed, a conflict arises between in-
cluding the predictors and thereby losing the students
who lack data and excluding the predictors. The loss of
the students not only reduces the size of the group but
may seriously reduce its representativeness. In the Col-
lege Board Validity Study Service, the rule-of-thumb
employed is that not !Fiore than 5 percent of the students
may lack data on any predictor and that 85 percent of the
students must have complete data on all predictors. These
rules facilitate decisions -.cith respec to predictors hav-
ing missing data.

Statistical analysis - In a traditional validity study,
the main statistical analysis is the calculation of the mu]
tiple regression equations. Multiple regression is a pro-
cedure for determining weights for each predictor so that
the standard deviation of the errors of prediction will be
a minimum for the group studied. Because it has many
applications, programs for computing it are widely avail-
able for data processing equipment. Multiple regression
weights are commonly expressed in two different forms,
each of which is useful for a particular purpose. One
form i b-weights gives die actual numbers that would
be used in calculating predicted grades from predictor
data expresse i in (heir customary units. The other form
beta-weights gives the weights (ha( would be appropri-

ate if each predictor were expressed in terms of standard
scores having a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1
for the group studied. The standard-score regression
weights, unlike the operational regression weights used
in calculating predicted grades, are not affected by dif-
ferences in the particular units in which the predictors
are expressed. They provide, accordingly, a better indi-
cation of the weight that each predictor has in detarmin-
ing the predicted grades than do the operational weights,
which are oftm useless for this purpose. The relative
sizes of the standard-score regression weights for the vari-
ous predictors offer useful information about the role that
each predictor plays in determining the predicted grades.

Characteristically, regression analyses also yield cor
relation coefficients between each pair of variables. The
coefficients relating each predictor to the criterion. of
course, are the familiar single predictor validity coeffi-
cients. Although validity coefficients are difficult to io-
i7iterpret, as will be discussed later in this chapter, they
are often useful for evaluating predictors and for com-
paring results from one study to another.

Reporting the results The presentation of results of a
multiple regression analysis could be limited to the op-
erational regression equation for each group studied. In
practice, however. it is customary to provide information
on the distribution of scores on each variable studied, the

beta-weights and validity coefficients for each predictor,
together with results of a significance test of each beta-
weight, multiple correlation coefficients for selected com-
binations of predictors, and the intercorrelations of each
variable with each other variable. To facilitate the use of
the regression equation, computational aids may be de-
veloped so that predictions can be made by looking up
predictor scores in a set of tables and simply adding the
appropriate values. To aid in interpreting the predic-
tions, an expectancy table showing the probability of
equalic g or excelling various actual grades for each pre-
dicted grade can readily be produced, assuming that er-
rors of prediction are normally distributed. Table 5,2 il-
lustrates one formai for an expectancy table. Finally, it
is possible, by calculating the predicted grade for each
student in the study, to make a scatter diagram relating
predicted to actual grades. Table 5.3 is an example of a
computer-produced scatter diagram or experience table
relating a weighted total of predictor scores to the cri-
terion. The correlation between predicted and obtained
grades is .62. All of the outputs listed in this paragraph
are currently provided in studies made by the College
Board Validity Study Service.

Interpreting the resaits The most important con-
sideration in interpretation of results of a multiple re-
gression study is the possible inadequacy of the criterion.
By the natur-.. of the analysis, the results can be no better
than the criterion measure used. Predictions calculated
using the regression equation will tend to embody the
limitations of the criterion. If college grades are the cri-
terion data used in developing the equation, tl-ie result-
ing predictions need to be supplemented by other data
about the student unless I a I the admissions officer and
committee regard grades as a comprehensive measure of
admissibility or i bl the college for some reason wishes to
use an entirely objective decision procedure. A second
consideration in interpreting regression results calls for
a scrutiny cif the bet aweiglits. It may turn out that the
weights for one or more predictors seem quite unreason-
able in the judgment of the college officers. When this
happens, additional exploration of the question, includ-
ing possibly a study hosed on a new sample, is called for.
Occasionally one of the predictors will have a negative
regression weight, even (hough a high score on that vari-
able represi..ils a desirable characteristic. A result of this
kind may arise when sonic ability that is irrelevant to
or even detrimental to success contributes to performance
on one or more of the valid predictors. The variable that
receives a negative weight can then increase predictive
effectivenei-s by redueing the effect of this ability upon
the predictions. When predictions are made for use in ad-
missions, however, there is a serious question as to the
propriety of allowing a poor performance ou aov predic
for to increase a can predicted grade. Fortuoste-
ly, when negative standard-score regression weights do
;irisi. in College Board validity studies. they are usually
quite small. In this east% the hest solution is to recompute
the equation, excluding the predictor with the negative
regression weight.
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A conventional regression study usually yields validity
coefficients for each predictor. The interpretation of these
coefficients will be discussed in some detail later in this
chapter.

Desiping ralidity studies for
special purposes

Many validity studies fit readily into the conventional
regression analysis design just described. Certain impor-
tant types of problems, however, require significant addi-
tional planning. For example, sonic of the studies re-
ported in Chapter VI deal with possible changes in the
tests themselves. Such studies, in general, must be
planned in detail in terms of their specific objectives
with special attention to making the design as realistic
as possible. Among the many Other purposes that might
be identified, two will be discussed here. First, how
should a validity study be designed to aid in choosing
between alternative predictors or sets of predictors?
Second, how should tests be validated for use in place-
ment?
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Comparison of alternative predictors A college may
wish to compare high school average with high school
rank-in-class for admissions use. Or it may wish to com-
pare sm. with a test offered in a different testing program
or with a locally administered test see Duggan, 1962 )
In studies of this type, of course, the alternatives differ
in a number of respects besides validity, so at most the
validity findings can he only one factor in the choice that
is made. It is revertheless important that the validity
study be well designed. Such a study should use each
predictor tor set of predictors ) in a separate regression
analysis along with the other predictors that ire not
being compared. Each analysis should involve the sante
criterion and precisely the same group of students. In-
terpretation of results is greatly facilitated if the tests
'wing compared have been administered under the sally'
conditions. If the total group can be subdivided mean-
ingfully on the basis of sex and curriculum into smaller
groups, the analysis design should be repeated for these
groups, provided that this process. is not carried sn far as
to yield groups of less than about HO rtudenL.. Each
group should be representative of all enrolled students

Table 5.2

Exatnple of expectancy table pn.p,m(1 pry the Cotio yr li.urrd l'alidify 501,1g S(reirt.

EXPECTANCY FABLE

FR GPA AS PREDICTED By H9RANK. SAT-N. SAT-.01

CHANCES IN
A GRADE

100 THAT CA.0108175 WILL EARN
EQUAL EJ OR HIC,IFR THAN

.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 1.00 1.50
PREDICTED

GRADE

4.00 99 99 99 9 99 le 85
3.80 99 99 99 9 99 96 74
3.60 99 99 cy 9 99 90 58
3.504 99 99 99 9 98 86 50
3.40 99 99 99 ; 97 SO 4?
3.20 99 99 99 9 93 El 26
3.00 99 99 99 9 BS 50 14
2.60 99 99 99 9 74 14 7

2.60 89 99 91 9 5E1 10
2.40 99 99 9b 8 50 14
2.40 99 99 97 8 42 SO
2.20 99 99 93 6 26 4
2.00 99 98 86 5 14 2

1.80 99 96 74 3 7

1.60 89 90 54 2 1

1.50 98 86 5C 1 2

1.40 97 80 42 1

8.20 93 66 26
1.00 86 50 14
.80 14 34 1
.60 58 20 3
.50 50 14 2

.40 42 10 1

.20 26 4 1

.00 14 2 1

',SCALE POINTS SPEC IF I ID BY THE COLLEGE
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belonging to that group. With this design, a comparison
of appropriate multiple correlation co Iticients should
yield useful data to be considered along with other in-
formation in choosing between predictors. An alterna-
tive procedure that might be used if the tests being com-
pared must be specially achninistered is to have one
random half take one test and the other half take the
other test. If this procedure is followed, it is important
to take account of the fact that results for the tests being
compared :3 re not based on the sante students. If students
are assigned individually at random to the groups, sam-
ples of :)00 in each group should be adequate for this
design. If either of thf., foregoing designs is used, the
effects of sampling fluctuations and of differences be-
tween groups are reasonahly well controlled. It is possi-
ble, therefore, to attribute the differewes in validity co-
efficients mainly to differences in the effectiveness of the
prod ii tors being compared.

Ph/cement :1C Dyer 96-1 has pointed out that
"there scans to he some confusion about how one should
determine the sapidity of ;in Achievement Test to be
used in placement. Should it tell the level at which a
student may most profitably begin his college work in a
given sullied? Should it predict the grades he will get at
the end of the freshman course?-

The confusion to which Dyer refers may arise in lint
because the purpose of placement varies from one college
to another and from one subject to anodic:. For example,
placing a student who has completed four years of high
school French into the fifth semester of college French
is different from placing the "most promising" English
students in a "top.' section where they will challenge one
another to excellent performance.

Decisions about placement pro. Mures necessarily de-
pend on the rationale of place ment an se 0 by the persons
responsible for doing it, the characteristic's of the courses
or sect ions into which placement is to he mad., and on a
number of practical considerations, notably cost, effort,
and the tune at which the placement data become avail-
able. The content validity of the possible measures is ob-
viously important. What. if anything, can empirical
studies contribute to the decision?

Perhaps the dearest example of the usefulness em-
pirical studies is Dyer's r 1 9-17; report of a study of per-
fon 11:3 noe in French. He administered a test having ac-
ccptahle content validity to Harvard and Radcliffe stu-
dents about to complete the fourth term of college
french. Ills analysis of the data yielded a correlation co-
efficient of .83 between the test sceffes, and the term
grades, but more important, it provided et i)iricaI cvi-

Table 5.3

ri (liairado pr i1 i,1r 11,c l'oNege 11,,ard 1-aliar'fy Slorly .ti( nice

EXPERIENCE CABLE

FR GPA

OF PREDICTED 4ND OBTAINED GRADES

AS PREDICT ED BY PAE047

(181419EO GRADE
PRE- 00 20 40 60 80 100 120 510 160 180 200 220 240 760 250 100 320 140 160 150 111 Al

ICI ED 19 39 59 79 99 119 139 159 114 199 719 214 259 219 299 119 139 359 171 400
FADE

80-400
60-379 2

41-359 I 1

20-319 1 I 1 0 2 3 2 17

00-119 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 13
80-299 1 1 2 1 5 7 6 6 1 I 2 29
60-279 3 t 4 11 5 8 i 4 1 51

40-259 7 4 9 11 II T II 6 4 1 74

20-239 6 9 8 7 4 9 8 1 1 2 51
00-219 1 7 15 11 6 4 3 1 53
80-199 1 1 2 4 4 3 1 1 It

60-179 2 3 2 2 1 7 I 11
140-159 1 7

120-139 I I

100-119 I I

80- 99
60- 79
46- 59
20- 39
00- 19

10161 I 1 1 3 1 18 29 44 41 11 40 32 26 22 14 C 8 528
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dente on which a decision could he made regarding the
appropriateness of a given score on the test for meeting
the langoage requirements. The sic (ling of the cutting
score requires judgment, because a high cutting score
will describe as unqualified sonic students who earned a
satisfactory course grade, while a low cutting score will
describe as qualified some students who did not earn a
satisfactory, course grade. The setting of the cutting
score, then, requires a judgment as to the seriousness of
thi3 two types of errors in classification. Nevertheless, a
study that can help in setting standards as well as in
evaluating the test is obviously valualle. An adaptation
of Ihis hasie design to ail in Meuse of placement tests ad-
ministered in the fall for the iissigniocnt of students in a
two-year course sequence is given in the College Phu-e-
t/cm( Tests Score rse um/ Intcrprcfiltion lhatual. Svc-
(,:11 test :Idininistratimis are particularly useful where
placement or exemption from a requirement ) is to be
!lased on demonstrated accomplishment.

When a college offeis sections of a large course,
students may he assigned to certain sections on the basis
of their promise of success in the tourse. If it is possible to
assign students to sections on a random basis for one
year, a concenfionol validity study design should pro-
vide nn effective and practical basis. for 1)1;1(111w/it. A
conventional design may also he used when the choice
of sections is made by the students. In this case, however,
there is a risk that the results of the study may be in-
fluenced by the ways in which the students in the validity
study simple l'h(R),,(` their sections. A much 10 re diffi-
cult problem is pn,sented when ;in attempt is made to im-
prove assignment procer.lures when students have already
hccn placed in sections on (lie basis of one or more pre-
dictors, cspec tally if (here are different types of sections
with differences in course emphask and possibly in grad-
ing standards. Under these conditions. it is probably hest
to de% clop separate operational regression equations for
each type of section. For this purpose, operational rather
than standard-score regression Nil:idol-is are appropriate
because they reduce the effects of the (limn( methods of
assignment upon the obtained results.) If it turns out
that the regression cquitions are reasonolily similar, one
of (1 e resulting equation, may he chosen as a basis for
subsequent assignment. perhaps with F401C1111difIl'at ion
of the weights or the constant term to take account of
results in the other groups. If. on the other hand. the re-
gression equations differ substi int lolly from one type of
section to mother.;in effort should be made to judge %% hy
they differ. For exiimple. grading standords may he
higher relatise to ;ffillity in highly selected sections lie-
rouse instill( tors are iudgiag these scht fill students rela-
tise to each other. Again, it znig,ht happen that students
in the highly s4.1licled section have uniformly. high moti-
vatic,' so (hat the weights for appropriate predictors
would actually he greater for these shidents than for
those in the middle or low sections In any ea-4... thought-
ful consideration of the regression equations. taking due
account of s.onplinC Iluthi )lions, should be detidcdiy

relation coullicknt in the other hand.
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would have little value under these conditions, because
they would he likely to be affected no 11111C11 by the way
in which students had been assigned to sections before
the study began.

Interprctiog coefficieots as a
theasitre of predictire value

The correlation coefficient is the customary measure of
the predictive effectiveness of a predictor or group of
predictors. Since validity coefficients are independent of
the units in which the predictor and criterion are ex-
pressed, they nay he compared from one predictor to
another and front one group to another without regard to
differences in units, The ease with which these coefficients
may be compared is not an unmixed blessing, however.
Consideration needs to he given Ma number of complica-
tions if the comparisons of coefficients are to lead to sound
inferences about the merits of a given predictor.

The most significant difficulty in interpreting the cor-
relation coefficient as a measure of predictive effective-
ness is that the size of the coefficient is affected by the
homogeneity of ability in the group inciuded in the study.
Since most College Board validity studies ;ire based on
selected groups cf students and sonic studies are based
on drastically selected groups, this problem is serious
from the viewpoint of interpretation. The rune predictor
would be expected to yield a lower validity coefficient in a
college %viten, students were relatively homogeneous in

thon in one hosing a wider range of talent. More-
over, if it is assumed that applicants are more hetero-
geneous in ability than entering freshmen. a correlation
coefficient based on enrolled students underestimates the
validity that the test would have fur the applicant group,
Brigham 1111321 in his (-arty studies of SAT validity was

te.care of this problem. which has become more
rather than less acute as colleges have become increas-
ingly select ive.

'1' he statistical theory concerned with the effects of
selection was worked out by Karl Pearson and is dis-
cussed by Kelley 1923 ) and (iullikscn 1970 i, tinning
ethos. Sonic idea of the effect of selection can be obtained
from the following theoretical example. Suppose that the
standard des iation of test scores. in 01113S your j5 100
,and the validity (A)(1111:(11( is .61. If in stffisequent years
the standout des iat ion of scores saes reduced to 70 as
the result of selection on the test. the validity coefficient
to be expected would drop to ;in (Tut if nothing else
cloolged. Although in practiee. self-selection and selec-
tion on other voi jellies complicate the pk-ture% the essen-
tial idea remains the same. In the survey of solidity
studies reported later in this chapter. the results have
hem classified on the basis of the standard des iation of
sxrscrbal scores ns in illustration of the effects of hum°,
gelidly of ability on the coefficients.

A second difficulty in interpreting correlation coeffi-
cients:irises front the fact that the sampling clear is rela-
(is clv large for groups of the siie typically a ailable for



validity studies. Although the existence of sampling error
is widely recognized, it may be useful to examine the
amount of sampling error to be expected for groups of
varying sizes. For various correlation coefficients existing
in a very large sample. Table 5.4 gives the range that
would include 95 percent r'f 11-e observed coefficients for
samples of 50, 100, and 2ffit. (Table 5.4 was calculated
using Fisher's 2-transformation. l Consideration of Table
5.4 emphasizes the extent to which °Iasi rued correlations
may fluctuate as the result of sampling. For example, it
requires a range from .31 to .63 to bracket 95 percent of
the observed coefficients when samples of 100 are drawn
from a population in which the coefficient is .50.

When validity coefficients are based on the same cri-
terion and the same groups and if the predictors correlate
substantially with each other, the sampling error is ap-
preciably smaller than that for the difference in correla-
tion coefficients based on two different samples of the
same size. An equa lien for testing the significance of the
difference of coefficients obtained under these conditions
was developed by Hatching 11940). (Akin i 1967) has
recently developed a new equation for this purpose.

The main implication of sampling error for interpre-
tation is to stress the need for reasonably large samples
and to discourage overinterpretation of small differences
in validity coefficients based upon groups of 100 or 200
students.

A third difficulty in interpreting validity coefficients
arises from the fact that to sonic extent the unreliability
of the criterion affects the obtained coefficient. This effect
is loss serious when the predictors are all correlated with
the same criterion, and does not, in general, change the
relative weights of the predictors in the regression equa-
tion. To an unkiewn extent, however, the variation of
val idity coefficients from one college to another is attribu-
table to differences in the reliability of grades. Since it is
difficult to obtain a fully satisfactory estimate of the re-
liability of college grades to serve as an index of their
pledic IAD ity, this problem is particularly vexing.

Table 5.0i

Re rig(' Of corn-lotion rnrfiririrts flint irooid he c.rpoit,-11. fe
flarlrt!ic 9; wend of (4/screed fairis, for crcd pop fq, Vrin

1'00(0 001 Sa P.:04*

pi POO i,11
fil Ife

'I I Ire tuft, r,
inn PI, itr1

iper

511

of 114,1 I rr d CIA err in.le
II Ill11

1 r/9 20(1

.40 .11-.61 .22-.55 .28-.51

.50 .26-.68 .39-.60

.60 -39-.75 .46-.71 .r)0 -.68

.70 .52-.82 .58-.79 .62-.76

Finally, there is the difficulty of assigning a directly
meaningful interpretation to the coefficient itself, Indeed,
certain statistical interpretations of the correlation co-
efficient, including the coefficient of alienation and the
variance interpretation of the coefficient, hin.e led to un-
due pessimism about the usual validity coefficients, as
Taylor and Russell f 1939) pointed out over 30 years
ago. Crembach and Gleser (1957) discuss several ways
of interpreting validity coefficients when the predictor is
to be used for selection, all of them providing a more
realistic and more optimistic appt oaeh to the interpreta-
tion of correlation coefficients. It seems reasonable that
an admissions officer, for example, would he especially
concerned with the level of performance of the selected
group, rather than with the extent to which the predictor
"accounted ter" the criterion variance.

A careful examination of a scatter diagram :e.g., Table
5.3) relating predictions to observed performance will
indicate the extent to which students having low pre-
dicted grades tend to do poorly rather than well in their
academic work. The probable effects of various admis-
sions standards can be explored with data for the group
used in the study. To obtain a quick general view of the
kinds of errors in prediction that characterize correla-
tion coefficients of different sizes, Table 5.5 may be use-
ful, This table was construelei by assuming a normal
bivariate distribution of two variables and by using the
excellent tables developed by the National Bureau of
Standards (1959). In the table, each row shows the per-
ccMage of students at each of three levels on the predictor
who will rank in each of three levels on the criterion for
selected correlation coefficients. Thus, with a coefficient
of ,40 among students in the ixittom fifth )11. the ,redic-
tr, SiS percent would he expected to stand in the bottom
fifth on the criterion. however, 7 percent of these stu-
dents would be expected to stand in the tap fifth on the
criterion. Although 7 had vredictions in 100 is much
better than the 20 in 100 Wit would he expected if the
oiellicient were zero, it is relatively large. With a
dent of .70. only 1 percent of students in the bottom fifth
en the predictor would be expected to stand in the top
fifth on the criferiom Table 5.5, then. offers some informa-
tion on the kind of results to be expected for coMficients
of various sizes.

Evidence on the predicate raPrdtl,tl of the SAT

The data with respect to SAT validity to be summarized
in this chapte,' are based on a survey et results available.
from three sources:

1, Studies made during the initial tuo y ears of IheCollege
Board Validity Study Service t 1961-65 and 1905-931

2. Studies made at the summer in-littales in admissions
in 1965 and 1966

3. Studies made by French 119631 as part of his work en
the testing of high-level apt it ode

Calcuinteri tFiug- 1-1,11er's :-'ran.,forinat Tables z in
McNt.niar 10621 wore a ed. 'The survey is further till ated to studies seeking to pre.

1:?5
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diet first-term or first -year average grades by using SAT-
N.V1h:d :(11(1 sAr-matheinatical scores ;thing with some
measure of academie success, in high school. To avoid
duplication, if a college participated in more awn one
validity study. only the most recent was used. ;Inc! if. for
example. men and wounli students Were studied both
separately and as a combined group. the Ali:irate groups
onty were included. If a (Alegi, made sepamte Acidic.;
to compare validities of rank-in-class and some other
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measure of high school record, the results for rank-in-
class Were used. The choice of onk-in-cliss Was inncle
arbitrarily for the sake of uniformity. The validity of
rack-in-class may he higher or lower than other measures
of high school tierforinance in any particular study. In
th., survey of students in liheral arts and general pro-
gritu.s, only ;,croup; of Si or more students Vol') included.
because 55 was the minimum used when the Validity
tihuly Scrvin' \vas iuitiatcd. Very 1U". r,f the -':11111.0c.'.

TaWe 5..5*

1:,10(i,)k lu tw(tPi Nit pfo411040' statolirig 011
4.1.tErim fat vorifos rulocs tio..

rorlo 1.dr.trJ
, Id

S71,14,1444 : t ft

Itr,11, et,
tt ell tt) NntOtt 111, 1)4,114(itv_:

r,nliiii 4, is a, situ),
III
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threes/11)1i,
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Top filth 7 55 35
.10 :N1iddle three-fifths 18 61 11,
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'I'op fifth 1 52
.50 Middle Iliree-fifths 17 66 17
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Top fifth 2 .15 ;511

.60 N1iddle three-liftlis 16 65 16

But um filth 50 .15 2
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.70 Ntichlle three-fifth 1.1 72 it

11oltom fifth 511 13 1

'Pop fifth 3:1.1 61.1
.S0 NIiddle Ihree-litho; 11.5 76.1 11.5

Bottom lifth 61.1 35.1 0.2

'Co;, firth 0,003 25,2 7.1.5
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were smaller than 100. Within the scope of the survey
as defined, all available results were used. In addition
,`o the survey resells, brief attention will be given to the
11 -,0.11111eSS of the for predicting the performance of
foreign students attending college in the United States.

The decision to limit this survey to the designated
sources was aside en the basis of feasibility. The collec-
tion and integration of the many published and unpuh-
lished validity studies of College Board tests certainly
would have enhanced the value of this survey. For ex-
ample, the extensive and systematic studies summarized
by Halls (1964) of studies conducted in the public col-
leges in Georgia offer much vaivahle information about
the validity of College Boi-ird tests. Nevertheless, it was
judged that a comprehensive survey of validity studies
was beyond the scope of the present report.

Beyond the primary purpose of making conveniently
available a substantial amount of data on SAT validity,
this survey was concerned with examining the relation
between validity and certain characteristics of the
groups. In particular, curriculum, sex, level of ability of
the group, and homogeneity of ability of the group were
considered. These tabulations make it possible for a col-
lege to compare its validity coefficients with those of other
colle?,,s similar to it in certain respects.

In the discussion of results, main emphasis will be
given to average findings for various student groups, al-
though results will be presented in detail for student
groups i^ special fields. There is, certainly, marked vari-
ation from one student group to another both in level and
pattern of validity coefficient within any classification of
groups. Although part of the variations in validity from
one student group to another is the result of sampling
fluctuations, the observed difTeren«,s are also attribu-
table in part to specific chilracteristicis of the colleges.
Among the Probable influences arc selection practices,
including self-selection by applicants; differences in
preparation for college work in various fields, curricular
emphases; relative weight given to various factors in
awarding grades; the reliability and dispersion of grades
in various fields; sex differences: and differences in in-
terests, motivation, and various non-cognitive variables.
In view of the complexity of the Problem, it seems un-
likely that the development and testing of a theory of the
relative contribution of various predictors under various
conclitiOnS N% i occur soon. Thus, at least from the view-
point of the college, the current practice developing
Wei glitz; for siiccific curriculum group.s within specific
colleges, based on reasonably large samples, offers the
best solution to the problem of prediction.

Results for qudents ire liberal arts and general 1)ro-
gratn,; For purposes of this survey, a relatively broad
definition was used for "liberal arts and general pro-
grams" Unless a group was clearly identified as belong-
ing It) a specific curriculum or division, it was
to this category. For example, hen all freshman ern
were treated as a single group, the study was placed in
the "liberal nits and general progruns" category even
though the college might have Fev

A major classification within this category is based
on the sex of students. Some coeducational colleges
treated men and women as a single group; these colleges
constitute a third group. Table 5.6 shows selected per-
eeetiles of validity coefficii. nts for the three classifica-
tions. The following summary shows the median coeffi-
cients for cad) of the types:

.11en Women ('Grn bincd

SAT-S' .33 .41 .39
SAT-Al .33] .13
I I igIL school record .47 .51 .55
multiple correlation .55 .62 .62

Number of group 116 143 51

Table 5.6

(mcPielepls of .1T irigb.,ehool record:
mireted mreca/i/(s of talitlity emjieiehls

lifie rat orb; and gcNcral pro;inne r?assifie 110

\ 1-V

/Hu,
schor4
reveal

Tlirc

d

A , orate
90 AS .47 .62 .6ti

75 .12 .40 .56 .62

50 .33 .30 .17 .55
25 .24 .21 .39
10 .17 .16 .31 .40

Nu/1114 I Of

gt(01111, 1111 liG 116 116

IJ

Allintilo
90 .53 .52 .6$ .74

'15 .18 .45 .61 .68
50 .11 36 .51 l2

25 .32 .27 .11 .52
10 .23 .21 .33 .43

Nrilot 6 # of

WWI lo, 113 11 , 113 113

90 .51 .-i.ti .67 .73
75 .48 .11 .62 .0$

.50 .39 .33 .55 .62
25 .35 21 .11 .51
III .:t6 .00 .:3:I .16

Ntort 14 r of

gruu r - 51 .51 51 51
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It will be recalled that if a coeducational college studied
men and women separately. it would not be included in
the combined group. At lcast for the colleges in this sur-
ey, it is clear that validities de run somewhat higher for

women and for the combined groups than for the men
mid that SAT-V has a somewhat higher median validity
than sAT-m in all three comparisons.

Over the years, ts mean SAT scores have increased
dramatically in many colleges, the question of the extent
to which the rise in score level is associated with lower
validity has often been discussed. The available data
make it possible to compare validities for colleges dif-
fering appreciably in mean sAT scores. Using sAr-verbal
mean as a b:,sis, the various college groups were classi-
fied into three levels: i a) sAT-verbal mean less than 500;

SAT- verbal mean between 500 and 5.i9; and i c 1 SAT-

verbal mean 550 or higher. Table 5.7 gives selected per-

Percent ile

90

75

50

25

10

Nu pber of
grt'llps

centiles for men and women separately for the three
levels. The median validities for the six categories were
as follows:

sAT-v motto
less than

500

SAT-V mewl
be!ween 500

and 549

SAT- V mean
550 or
higher

;Urn ll'onzen Alen

SA T-V .34 .14 .33 .44 .32 .34
SAT-it .35 .29 .40 .27 .30
High school

record .50 .55 .50 .57 .44 .49
Multiple
correlation
undwr of

groups

.56

52

.63

45

.56

31

.64

38

.52

33

.56

GO

These resulk support the view that, for the groups
hiving sAT-vorba! mean of 550 or higher, a higher

Table 5.7

Validity t'rellielent.q of SAT and high schist ward*: 'alerted percentiles
of rat idity roefileierts based on 4 odent,,, in liberal arts and general progra

elrifictl by fern of rerbal ability and by sex

SS.

(:,rvs Ion iirg 4%1 1,14.074

h 500

,%1 non
High I

11 1I ',I'd, 11

record rarer

(;r010' /I I i t 0 ; 4 \I 1.f rb 1 me,r114 G , tipl AUr big s% t rrhnl rr.e <nr of
Set f i r, 5011 ilh,1 5 P1 550 hrhig,.et

ol,

shoot loth ,h, I ri
I NI Icci rdl

VA! 7111 I 1

II, ii Three
:44.11 prefficl,,

l'SI

.52 .50 .62 .70

.45 .42 .57 .63

.34 .35 .50 .5C

.23 .26 .41 .49

.16 .17 .31 .P8

52 32 52 52

Pchentile
90 .57 .51 .70 .74

75 .52 .49 .62 .70

50 .44 .43 .55 .64

25 .36 .34 .47 .57

10 .29 .26 .41 .49

Numb.'. of
groups 4:3 45 45 45

'Criterion i firsttorm or first-year grades.
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.-ls .40 .61 .e.3 .44 .39 .56 61

.39 .41 .59 .64 .:;i) .35 .49 .53

.33 .29 .50 .56 .32 .27 .44 .52

.24 .22 .39 .49 .26 .22 .37 .47

.18 .15 .32 .35 .18 .15 .30 .42

31 31

woou

10
.50

.44

.35

.30

31 31 33 33 33 33

.53 .71 .77 .49 .43 .63 .69

.48 .61 .72 .44 .36 .58 .64

.10 .57 .61 .31 .30 .49 .56

.29 .50 .60 .26 .95 .41 .47

.23 .36 .46 .16 .17 .32 .41

38 38 38 38 60 60



mean score may indeed be associated with somewhat
lower validity. The effect is especially noticeable for
the women's groups. An alternative hypothesis, that for
some reason grades are less predictable in the high-
scoring colleges. cannot be eliminated es a possible ex-
planation of the results. In any ease, the results indicate
that a college having an svT-verbal mean above 550
might well expect to find lower validities than a college
with a I, wer mean score.

Statistical theory suggests that the reduction in valid-
ity associated with a higher mean score conies about be-
cause of a reduction in the heterogeneity of ability in
the group. Table 3.8 shows the results of classifying the
groups using the standard deviation of s AT-V as the in-
dicator of homogeneity in ability. The results obtained
show, on the whole, greater differences among the three
groups than were obtained using the mean .as the basis

of classification. The median validities are 'is follows:

Standard
Standard deviation of Stancard

fieriation of SA T-V deviation cf
SAT- V bet/217/1 75 SAT-NI

85 or more and less than 75

boom Alen Women Men Women

SAT- V .11 .48 .32 .43 .29 .32

SA T NI .10 .46 .28 .37 .26 .23

High school
record .55 .59 .47 .58 .11 .46

Multiple
corrchA ion .61 .67 .54 .64 .50 .51

Number of
groups 43 43 36 42 37 54

TaWe 5.8

An int, ro:-,tirig fe,iture of this grouting is that some

l'olir11j coefficien's of SAT and high schact record": sclected pc; oculars
of validity coeflichldi based .;00 studeat in liberal art.; mid general programs

classified by houu,jeneify of verbal ability cud by sex

ttn.lei,s 1,01 in.: srterVIII SI)10(
or highcr

Groups ing Al -I cite+, SD of
front 7.51,

lingrps %1-r( r(/(01 Si) 0/
ihen SS

VAt I1111V 01

110/100/
S % u-S1 record

predir (etc
CO11114111 f'

VAI 11111Y :

/rig,'
%Ow,'

%.%I'1 fen rlf

7 Iiree
prcdn tor
rondrinrd

V.; ,1,11v 1,1 :

.s(1:.(I
S iT si 11'(,T or

Thn
prrdii tore
Com /wind

nen

Percentile
90 .54 .52 .66 .73 .46 .44 .60 .64 .41 .f 7 .55 .6)
'i5 .48 .45 .61 .68 .40 .37 .53 .60 .35 .:.2 .48 56

50 .41 .40 .55 .61 .32 .28 .47 .51 .29 .16 .41 .50

25 .30 .29 .46 .50 .21 .24 A) .50 .19 .20 .31 .45

10 ..10 .20 .36 .45 .18 .17 .32 .44 .15 11 .26 .31

Number of
groLps 43 43 43 43 36 36 36 36 37 37 37 37

11'10101111

Percentile
90 .60 .54 .71 .78 .54 .52 .68 .74 .46 .40 .59 .66

75 .55 .51 .6; .73 .49 .45 .64 ,GO .39 .34 .54 .61

50 .18 .46 .59 .67 .13 .37 .58 .6.1 .32 28 .46 .54

25 .41 .40 .51 .61 .37 .31 .51 .60 .24 23 .39 .45

10 .33 .30 .41 .48 ..11 .25 .11 .52 .16 16 .31 .40

Number of
43 13 43 13 42 42 42 42 58 i8 58 58

'Criterion is first-term or filet -year p a acs.
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groups with relatively.: low means may also have rela-
tively small standard deviations. This situation might
arise because the college attracts relatively few very able
students and is unwilling to accept students who are low
in ability. Another feature is that seven of toe groups with
small standard deviations had mean sAT-verbal scores
below 370! The small standard deviations for these
groups may resit' in part from the fact that reported
scores below 200 cannot occur on SAT.) For these groups
the sAT-verbal median validity "as .45. In one of these
groups, the SAT verbal validity was .00; in the other six,
it ranged from .33 to .5:3. Although seven group-, constf.
tote a small basis for generalization, the available re-
sults indicate that colleges having an SATverbal mean
below 370 and an sAT-verbal standard deviation less
than 75 may well find that SAT -v has substantial valid-
ity. The median multiple correlation was .59 and these
coefficients ranged from .53 to .71. it may be noted that
five of these seven groups were enrolled in co'. ,ges listed
by McGrath ( 1965 as predominantly black institu-
tions. The results obtained are similar to those found by
Stanley and Porter ( 1967) for thr«, low-scoring, low-
variability black colleges. Hills and Stanley 11963
found that a form of the School and College Ability Test
1 SCAT that was more appropriate in difficulty than
the SAT For six lowscoriag gro.ips in three predom-
ir.antly Hat k colleges yielded validity coelliccnts that
were noticeably higher than the terrosponding cm Ili-
eients for tine SAT.

Further examination of the data made it possible to
identify a "high scoring-homogeneous" set of 13 groura,
all having an sAT-verbal mean above 600 and on sm-
verbal standard deviation of 65 or less. For these groups
the median and ra9ges of validities were as follows:

AltyVar! Rung

SATV .22 I 1-.4 1

SAT-NI .21

high school rico:7d .40 .32-.57

Multiple corrclal ion ..16

These resultr make it dear that I he "high-scoring homo-
geneous" colleges show distinctly lower validity coeffi-
cients for their enreqed students than do the typical
colleges in the survey.

Where predictors play a substantial role in admis-
sions decisions, the applicant group may be appreciably
more heterogeneous in ability ;ban the enrolled student
group. As noted earlier, statistical methods exist for
estimating what the validity would be for the applicant
group, provided that appropriate analyses are mode of
data for all applicants. In a sense, tne validity for the
applicant group would be a batter measure of the predic-
tor's value than would the validity for the enrolled stu-
dent group. 'Ibis line of reas,ming suggests that would
be useful to analyze data on applicants in validity studies
and this to obtain estimated validity coefficients for
applicants It is fair to add, however, that this additional
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work would not result in any change in the prediction
equation for a college. Only the validity coefficient would
be changed.

The foregoing results indicate that colleges that have
a relatively small SAT verbal standard deviation have,
on the average, lower validity coefficients than colleges
that have a relatively standard deviation. There is,
nevertheless, a large amount of variation in validity
within each of the three groups. Part of this variation
is no doubt attributable to the substantial sampling
error inherent in correlation coefficients based on sam-
ples of moderate sire, as shown by Table ,5.4. Net -

thelcss, the wealth of data on validity yielded by the
many current studies should permit the development of
generalizat,on.s about various college characteristics as-
sociated with relatively high and relatively low validity.

develop these generalizations ellitaently, there is a
ed for systematic studies designA to obta ar data or.

college characteristics for a substantial number of col-
leges and to relate these data to validly stn.!), results.
The a7mospherc of the college as perceived by the stu-
ck- s, characteristics of the colt -age as desci ffied in pub-
1' led data al IllUt it, Vie extent of clioice opcn to students
in determining their acader-ic programs, faculty atti-
tudes towed grading, and the extent to whieh essay or
objective tests predorniciate in classroom testing may
serve as illustrations of the kinds of data that might
be collected. Studies of this kind would ;)07111it a college
to judge whether its valid by differed appreciably from
the level could reasonably expect after taking account
of relevant characteristics.

Table 5.t, shows the distribution of validity coefficients
for all 310 groups of students in liberal arts and general
programs classified by SAT- verbal stanhid deviation.
This table should be useful to a college for comparing
its results with other colleges similar in homogeneity. It
is worthy of note that all but one of the 11 sAT-verbal
validity coefficients of .6(1 or above were fow-.d in the 113
groups for which the SAT-verbal standarrt deviation was
85 or higher. Moreover, of 19 multiple coefficients of .75
or higher, 11 were found in the same 113 groups. It is
also noteworthy that the median validity coefficient for
the most heterogeneous of the three classifications is at
or above the 911th percentile of validity coefficients in the
most homogeneous of the three for ecieh of the lour pre-
dictorq, :-.;:moguneity of the pinup Oil SAT A' is only
one of many facto: s that affect validity coefficients,
'rabic 5.9 it clear, however, that homogeneity of
ability is relevant in interpreting coefficients of the kind
summarized here. Study of the nlation of homogeneity
and level of ability to validity coefficients should cer-
tainly lie continued as dditional data become available
for use.

neio'ts for students in special curriculums or dieisiens
- For the separate divisions, Tables 5.11) and 5.11 show
results for each study separately. Only those divisions or
curriculums studied in at least two colleges are reported.
Four classifications engineering, science, business, and
education had results for 10 or more separate studies.



Table 5.9

eocificir0,, of SAT and high s.,rhool record*: freqw-nry 1[40,qi9n.4
(n1..1 .sclec(cd perecotilc.-: rrOiddy rocjlicien14 imeni On 10,crai art:r and jencral group.,

cicvsificd r.19 ivpougencify in rertna (MTh)

i s vr.c rind !q)
Si Cr !fig!, r

GroMps Inc 5

fruml., 7.9 1 n S I
Si) 'f Grolo, Lu, lu sIc- Ic -tOri) till of

Pc,. Uuw 7.5

I ,I,111 :

I Tigh
si
rceord

1brce

nauLinrlt SAl-n

111.tn.

S

Ni.ound
Awe

;Eretliclots
s ST-V

All.,11,1i1

Nr.bool
S.NT-,f Wrurd

"Hirer,

runrlam,f

Class interval
.80-.84 .... 2 .... ....
.75-.79 2 12 4 1

.70-.74 12 17 3 7 .... 3

.65-.69 1 1 10 29 .... 7 16 1 6

.60-.64 8 2 25 17 1 1 15 22 1 5 17

.55-.59 10 3 19 11 2 1 13 15 .... 14 17

.50-.54 16 18 14 .'.. 9 6 1'.i 16 2 1 13 20

.45-.49 21 17 13 10 17 7 11 5 6 3 19 18

.40 -.44 19 28 5 2 13 7 i2 4 12 4 20 12

.35-.39 1.1 13 3 3 16 23 5 2 16 14 12 5

.30-.31 8 9 7 2 14 9 5 1 23 19 12 3

.2.5-.29 7 9 2 10 2L 3 14 27 4 2

.20-.24 2 5 4 11 1 10 16 5 1

.15-.19 4 4 4 3 14 9 ....

.10-.14 1 3 1 2 1 4 5

.05-.09 2 1 5

.90-.01 2

(-.01) - (-.15) 1 2

Perm?! iiCS

90 .58 .53 .71 76 .51 .49 .65 .71 .44 .39 .53 41
75 .52 .48 .64 .70 .M .39 .60 .66 .38 .33 .52 .60
50 .44 .42 .58 .65 .38 .3.1 .52 .60 .31 .27 .44 .52
25 .36 .33 .48 .56 .31 .26 .13 .53 .22 .21 .37 .45
10 .28 .23 .37 .17 .24 .21 .35 .47 .16 .13 .30 .3'.)

Number of
groups 1i3 92 105

'Criterion is firist term or first-year grades.
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Some idea of the general pattern of results in these divi-
sions can be obtained from the following median validity
co( talents:

Engineering Science Business Education

SAT-V .23 .34 .30 .35
SA T-M .33 .32 .29 .37
High school
record .42 .54 .39 .50

Multiple
co .relation

ts417nber of
groups

.51

23

.58

10

.48

i7

.58

13

The results for engineering students show the ex-
pected higher validity for sAr-m than for sivr-v. Com-
parison of validities of SAT-V and SAT-M show mathe-
matical scores more valid in 18 schools, verbal scores
more valid in four schools, and one tie. ;By the statisti-
cal sign test, this difference is significant at the 1 percent
level.) A closer study of the five schools in which SAT-V
hid equal or higher validity than SAT-M would be
needed in order to judge whether the atypical results are
characteristic of the particular institution or are per-
haps attributable to sampling error. This superiority oc-
curs in spite of the fact dial students enrolled in engi-
neering are relatively homogeneous with respect to SAT-
mathenut ical scores, with about half the groups having
a standard deviation below 70 on these scores. It must
be added, however, that the nine groups with a standard
deviation below 65 on sy-r-xi actually showed a median
validity for sAT-Mt slightly greater than the overall me-
dian for the 23 groups. Interestingly enough, the seven
groups with a standard deviation below 75 on SAT-V do
tend to have multiple correlations below the overall
median. Further exploration of the relation of group
homogeneity to validity based on a larger and more
representative sample of schools is needed. Finally, the
overall results for engineering students may be con-
sidered. On the whole, they do not differ very much from
those for men in liberal arts and general programs, ex-
cept that the validity of SAT-V is markedly lower and
that of high school record sonicwhat lower far the engi-
neering students.

The sci nee students, unlike the engineering students,
show a slightly higher for SAT-V than fir saran.
In general, their pattern of median validities re.: embles
that of liberal arts and general students. The median
coefficients are, in general, somewhat higher than those
for men and somewhat lower than those for women. Ia
view of the fact that these results are based on only 10
student groups, the interpretation must be highly tenta
Live.

Results for students in business programs are avail-
able for 17 student groups. Compared with the median
validities for men in liberal arts, the medians for busi-
ness students are slightly lower for sAr-v and sAa
and markedly lower for high school rank and for the
multiple correlation coefficients. Detailed examination
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of the %alidities for SAT-V and SAT-M indicates that the
validity of SAT-M is higher than that of SAT-V in 10
schools, with SAT- V higher in five schools, and twc ties,
although SAT-V has a slightly higher median validity.
This irconsistency is probably mostly attributable to
the instability of statistics based on relatively few ob-
servations. It also emphasizes the difficulties in general-
izing about the relative merits of verbal and mathemati-
cal scores as predictors in a given field.

Except. for SAT-M, the results for the 13 education
groups are similar to the results for students in liberal
arts and general programs, being higher than those for
men and lower than those for women. The relatively
high validity for SAT-M may simply characterize the
relatively small sample of student groups available in
the survey.

Finally, the results for students in agriculture, archi-
tecture, home economics, and nursing as shown in Tables
5.10 and 5.11 make it clear that the tests are useful in
conjunction with high school record in predicting fresh-
man grades in these fields, at least in the colleges repre-
sented in this survey. The usefulness of this finding
arises from the dearth of previous knowledge atJut the
validity of the SAT for students in these fields.

Or. the whole, the median coefficients are somewhat
higher for students in science and education than for
students; in engineering and business. Tables 5.10 and

11 make it clear that there is much variation from one
stwlent group to another in level and pattern of validity
coefficients within the same curriculum group. The re-
sults should be useful despite their limitations as a rough
indication of the kind of validity coefficients currently
being obtained.

Validity for foreign students offending college in the
United States Three studies, none of which followed
a traditional validity study design, throw sonic light on
the usefulness of the SAT for predicting 1,-rfori.vance of
foreign students. Coffman r 1963 ! located GO pail s of stu-
dents in which both members were enrolled in similar
curriculums in the same instil ut ion. For each pair, he was
thus able to determine which member earned higher
grades as well as which member had higher test scores.
He found no signifo,int 'elation of SA r-v to grades;
SAT -ma theInat I sct,res, however, were significantly re-
lated to grades at the 5 percent level. Cannon. Oppen-
twins. and Wohlhur ,era 1966, and Carlson 11967) stud-
ied the relative coin rilanion of tin) SAT and of Brueba di'
Aptitud Acaicroica a I',', I, a Spanish-langonge scho-
lastic aptitude test, to the p:edietion of grades for Span-
ish-speaking students enrolled in colleges in the United
Stakes. These studies. which used an anAysir method
adapted fro, n one of Tucker's cent ral tired cl ion models,
cannot a cadily lie summarized. liowever, it may be noted
that ia two soixirate analyses. S,AT -v has an ;ippreciable
weight in lioth t-Audies and SAT -M has a modest weight
in one study wInai used along with MA s-rores, It is clear
that further studic., ; re nee&cI on this important ques-
tion.



Table 5.10

Validity coefficients 0'S-1T and high school record*: results for
engineering, science, and architecture groups

CD fIcgc
group

VALIDITY 0I- : SAT-Al

Number
of

sPitlerasSAT-V [AT-M

High
school
record

Tii Ice
predi, tors
cond,ked Al cau SD Mean SD

Engineering

A .43 .47 .61 .69 508 92 616 76 119
B .42 .39 .52 .64 597 78 692 57 183
C .34 .41 .52 .60 534 81 653 66 235
D .24 .34 .54 .60 552 80 636 63 198
E .27 .31 .53 .57 482 78 588 71 540
F .20 .39 .47 .56 560 85 643 61 129
G .34 .31 .52 .56 534 88 635 70 257
H .13 .35 .48 .55 602 66 692 54 90
I .30 .38 .44 .53 564 80 653 71 136
J .34 .41 .33 .52 551 94 619 71 208
K .24 .39 .37 .52 546 79 643 63 748
L .21 .29 .46 .51 1302 75 707 52 249
M .26 .41 .28 .50 510 88 610 85 98
N .19 .32 .47 .50 482 79 588 76 235
0 .21 .27 .42 .47 574 76 672 68 430
P .11 .32 .31 .47 579 68 665 65 96
Q .23 .32 .34 .97 625 66 725 48 535
B. .37 .34 .26 .45 327 69 391 80 146
S .21 .32 .29 .43 494 83 535 71 233
T .21 .21 27 .35 501 85 590 78 147
U .08 .10 .33 .34 648 58 725 45 636
V .23 .11 .21 .29 532 96 477 90 99
W .05 .19 .19 .27 666 50 754 31 187

sr 1,

A .26 .31 .65 .68 999 69 574 76 152
B .53 .37 .60 .65 464 86 521 98 190
C .45 .44 .60 .65 508 89 590 83 l57
D .36 .46 .50 .60 5` 3 82 579 227
E .24 .33 .56 .59 517 76 566 70 115
F .35 .24 .54 .58 571 88 653 83 87
G .40 .31 .54 .58 573 85 619 79 150
1i .32 .34 .33 .46 553 81 596 7. 216

.27 .28 .37 .44 581 78 638 79 139
J -.08 .15 .37 .42 570 70 621 66 171

Arclatecrhre

A .10 .31 .38 .46 599 68 579 79 54

B .23 .09 .33 .39 632 61 675 51 91

'Criterion is first-term or first-year grades.
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Table 5.11

Validity roojticicats of SAT and high Prhool nrard*: rcep11?, for
1aI8iocw, ed ?teat ioa, and other groifp8

etollcge
g rl or

N .1,111111- OH .: SAT-NI

Nilother
of

,t1,1',1?5SST -NI

High
scliool
roan(

Tlace
,io.oli fory
cr,1,1bhrl'ff Alcor? Si) .(fain Si)

A .37 .40 .60 .70 458 71 501 76 232
B .45 .48 .45 .63 571 66 613 73 130
C .29 .36 .56 .62 162 87 510 79 148
I) .33 .27 .53 .58 506 77 537 73 274

.36 .36 .43 .56 485 90 527 89 99
F .34 .29 .47 .52 494 81 536 79 114
(1 .18 .27 .46 .52 446 81 526 83 189

.28 .32 .35 .49 483 66 499 73 235

.31 .31 .37 .4S 471 72 524 S2 381
J .34 .31 .32 .47 495 79 541 78 111

.02 .17 .42 .46 515 59 553 62 107

.30 .26 .28 .44 493 72 507 74 230

.31 .22 .28 .43 460 72 507 76 171

N .15 .22 .35 .42 495 71 515 70 238
0 .14 .18 .39 .41 507 67 560 77 199
1' .11 .31 .22 .38 60 502 64 107

Q .22 .28 .27 .36 155 66 -197 82 198

1..dnention

A .58 .29 .66 .75 451 91 484 94 104
B .43 .53 .65 .73 424 78 410 74 416
C .31 .15 .63 .68 501 61 504 73 250
1) .54 .38 .55 .66 457 83 465 89 111

E .36 .30 .57 .59 501 82 505 83 1-17

F .46 .38 .16 .59 566 68 573 77 90
(1r .33 .39 .51 .58 476 76 471 67 106

H .32 .38 .50 .56 462 81 -159 S2 306
I .35 .37 .44 .56 399 76 456 73 247
J .31 .34 .48. .54 152 SI 501 89 147

K .43 .35 .34 .52 421 78 -133 06 117
L .33 .25 .39 .18 4t,- 69 476 70 369
M .27 .23 .38 .16 503 59 170 73 266

Aglif 70111e

A .27 .24 .12 .46 580 76 638 61 392
B .25 .12 .10 .15 -147 82 -190 1,2 110

11,1111. re 111,,lit ,

A .47 .40 .32 .51 -102 79 170 75 149
13 .26 .10 ,10 .36 515 77 517 82 149

C .28 .12 .26 .36 606 60 615 01 190

A .51 .49 .52 .69 180 79 1135 71 71

B .46 .35 .58 .66 559 69 53t; 66 168

C .2:3 .27 .13 .50 583 58 5S2 70 150

'Criterion is first tcrrn or first-year grades.
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Evidence on the predictive rolidity of the
Achierement Tests

Over the years, relatively few studies of the predictive
validity of the (-,:ollege Board Achievement Tests have
been made. There are two main reasons for this state of
affairs: First, it is argued that the decisive kind of valid.
ity for an achievement 'est is content validity. The judg-
ment and scholarship of the committee members are the
essential factor in validity; correlations with more or less
appropriate college grades are of doubt ful relevance. Sec-
ond, the fact that most colleges permit students to choose
at least two of the tests that they take complicates the
validation of the tests against freshman average grades.
'15) test users, using the average score on whatever set of
tests a candidate presents may well be less appealing
than using the scores subjectively to form a judgment of
the candidate's preparation, even though the seating
of the scores as described in Chapter III makes the
scores on different tests as comparable as possible. The
averaging of scores can be avoided by relating scores on
a particular test to grades in an appropriate course.
When this is done, however, the matching problem is
somewhat laborious and the group having appropriate
data may be too small to warrant analysis.

Despite these obstacles, Olsen OM) and French
(19631 obtained a number of validity coefficients for the
Achievement Tests in connection with studies concerned
mainly with the validation of other tests. In predicting
average grades, they used earl, required Achievement
Test as a separate predictor and the average of the other
Achievement Test scores as a predictor. A similar design
is used in the College Board Vol iclity Study Service and
in the summer institutes in admission. These empirical
studies offer informut ion on the extent to which Achieve-
ment Tests used in the specified way increase the predic-
tive effectiveness over that obtainable (nun high school
record, SAT-V. and sAr-m.

The survey to lie reported in this chapter was limited
to results from Olsen's 19571 study based on students
entering college in 1956, front French's (1963 ) study
based on students entering college in 1960, from summer
institutes in admission conducted in 1965 and 1966. and
from Validity Study Service studies for the academic
years 1964-65 and 1965-66. lit surveying the prediction
of average grades, only those studies in which at least
two Achievement Tests were used are included. All
reported coefficients are based on 50 or more students.
In surveying the preliel ion of course grades, only studies
involving a specific Achievement Test or logical group
Mg of Achieveov.nt Tests were included.

Prediction of freshman nueloge grade '1' Ales 5.12,
5.13, and 5.14 presed data on the predictive value of high
school record alone, of high school record combined with
MTN and SAT-M, and finally of high school record, sArv,
sA-1- .m, and Achievement Test scores. This sequence of
coefficients is real,stic in that Achievement Tests are
almost always used along with the SAT in prediction of
college success, while many colleges use the .SAT without

Achievement Tests. In these tables, all multiple correla-
tion coefficients have been corrected for shrinkage using
the following formula given by McNemar (1962):

N-1\

In this equation, B.' designates the "shrunken multiple,"
It is the multiple correlation coefficient, N is the number
of students, and n is one more than the number of pre-
dictors. The decision to correct for shrinkage was based
on the fact that for many groups the number of predic-
tors was fairly large relative to the number of students.
For the sake of consistency, all coefficients involved is
the comparisons were corrected. Two additional points
of procedure may be noted before discussing the results.
First, the multiple coefficients from French's study were
computed for this survey from the intercorrelacion tables
given in his report. Second, the designation of colleges is
consistent within each major grouping but not across
groupings. Thus, College A for Liberal Arts-Men is not
the same r.s College A for Liberal Art r-Women.

The results for women students in liberal arts and
general programs shown in Table 5.12 make it clear that
for many of the groups studied, the use of the Achieve-
ment Tests produced a substantial gain in the multirde
correlation coefficient. A complication in the interpreta-
tion arises from the fact that the earlier studies (Source
('odes "F" and "0") tend to produce larger increments
than the later studies (Source ('odes "I" and "S'').
Whether this difference is attributable to greater use of
the Achievement Tests in selection, to the fact that the
Achievement Tests are now usually taken earlier in a
student's career, to ditTerences in the samples studied,
or to other factors cannot lie detcaaitined. In any case, the
median increment is .(13 for the more recent studies, and
the gain is .05 or more in two-ring of the recent groups
14 out of 35). The fact that the guilt is quite small in a

number of colleges raises questions about the usefulness
or the average of the Aellieement Test scores as a predic-
tor of success in these schools. Of course, these studies
do not provide any direct information alxml the useful-
ness of the AchicA,nient Test scores when they are care-
fully considered Ity an adinisions officer in relation to
the student's ;cadmic cilia ration in forming a judg-
ment about an indiv;ileal applicant,

In the results for Men in liberal arts and general pro-
grains shown in Table 5.13, Olen, is little difference be-
tween the earlier and more recent studies, on the aver-
age. The median gain is .03 whether all 27 studies or
only the 17 anent studies are in laded. Considering the
17 rest nt studies, five slumy a pia of .05 or inore and five
show a gain of 311 or less. For engineering students, there
are only eight recent groups. In their eight groups, four
show gains of .05 or more, and twu show gains of .02 or
less. The six older studies showed gains ranging from .01
to .16, with three of Out groups sho.sing a gain of .16. All of

(('ontinued en page 138)
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Table 5.12

Efirtel on multiple correlation coefficient of using Achhrement Test scores
with SAT and high school records for predicting first -term or first-year

grades: women in liberal arts and general programs

Cot icge

,%1,1111' Y I/1 I

CIIIII

SAT, S %T.S1

Number
of

5hrtlerds Source**

114IiI 11ig/I sjwl
11 igh m.150,1 ITC ord. s vu,

sc hoot ivtOlt1 nia Achicie-
record arid SA I '' III( ,It Tr'1,5* WWI SD Aktm SD

ll'wlitli in 1.ihcrtd At raid Gcricrul Progrinos

A .41 .49 .63 .14 670 53 652 70 282 I
B .39 .42 .55 .13 680 50 614 75 154 F
C .19 .23 .34 .11 520 64 471 73 157 0
D .32 .40 .49 .09 648 57 623 68 394 S
E .48 .63 .72 .09 554 75 518 79 135 0
F .34 .40 .48 .08 698 42 654 68 238 F
G .41 .50 .58 .08 698 51 649 71 108 F
11 .50 .51 .58 .07 574 77 558 78 279 I
I .40 .57 .64 .07 477 77 481 75 240 S
J .52 .57 .64 .07 573 61 555 73 139 S
K .43 .45 .51 .06 652 56 635 67 379 S
L .42 .45 .51 .06 588 62 579 72 317 8
D .35 .45 .51 .06 598 63 539 82 308 0
Al .57 .64 .70 .06 578 76 545 76 171 S
N .46 .59 .65 .06 608 66 595 83 160 S
0 .41 .1S .54 .06 555 82 499 75 155 0
P .48 .66 .72 .06 57-1 81 524 95 130 0
Q .40 .40 .45 .05 663 52 621 68 357 I
It .35 .41 .46 .05 599 71 579 81 238 I
S .34 .51 .56 .05 580 86 580 101 212 S
T .60 .63 .6S .05 557 73 518 79 204 s
U .39 .39 .44 .05 639 54 594 82 123 S
V .42 .47 .51 .04 586 67 563 69 330 S
w .33 .24 .38 .04 583 70 544 74 285 I
X .40 .49 .53 .04 523 78 497 80 188 S
Y .55 .58 52 .04 521 84 481 86 113 0
0 .17 .53 .56 .03 611 69 589 70 472 S
Z .31 .44 .47 .03 607 67 613 76 421 S

AA .41 .48 .51 .03 580 62 551 72 199 S
13B .64 .68 .70 .02 569 79 56-1 84 384 S
CC .34 .34 .36 .02 655 58 643 68 310 S
DD .56 .62 .64 .02 589 71 580 75 284 I

C .25 .26 .28 .02 591 58 566 69 255 S
EE .68 .71 .73 .02 580 75 541 69 231 s
FF .45 .50 .52 .02 613 52 592 68 223 I
GG .58 .63 .65 .02 547 72 539 77 191 s
Hu .70 .74 .76 .02 564 83 527 84 165 S

I I .60 .63 .64 .01 560 78 541 82 296 1

JJ .03 .67 .68 .01 553 84 538 90 215 S
KK .61 .69 .70 .01 460 96 447 92 170 S
LL .66 .79 .80 .01 527 80 532 75 136 S

MM .62 .66 .66 .00 546 69 551 86 203 S
NN .26 .35 .34 -.01 607 7-1 611 67 200 I
T .61 .72 .71 -.01 593 73 515 87 105 S

'All moirlile correlation coellkients are corre fed cur shrinkage.
ode: = French; I - Summer Institute; 0 = Olsen; S = Validity. Study Service.
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Table 5.13

Effeet on murtiplc correrafion coefficieht of using Achiere mod Te4.. secres
?edit SAT and high school record for predicting first-lerin or first-year

grades: men in liberal arts and genera' progrants and engineering rtudent,,

College

VAITUIIi Clk.:

C,111

SAT-1AL

Kiiiiiher
of

,sturIc tils

I

Source,*

114:1i
1T/C.0)
reCcaii

li igh
schvot
Tert,r,1

and NVI.

1)1A:li schinif
record, SAT,

oild Achieve-
Went 1.4,0S. Mean Si) .111,rn

if

SD

Afe.1 in Liberia 'Stir i ud Ge/iCnd I'rogranrs

A .46 .57 .68 .11 660 60 690 64 126 F
B .40 .49 .56 .07 639 61 672 67 762 F
C .28 .41 .48 .07 567 84 632 35 205 S
D .40 .45 .51 .06 639 66 665 72 401 F
E .20 .25 .31 .06 566 67 614 73 216 S
F .34 .52 .57 .05 654 58 678 06 497 I
G .38 .50 .55 .05 600 72 663 75 411 S
11 .55 .63 .68 .05 461 86 507 96 115 S
I .36 AS .49 .04 662 59 676 73 035 F
J .53 .64 .68 .04 584 8? 605 91 501 0
K .95 .98 .52 04 620 69 659 72 122 S
L .42 .42 .46 .04 486 78 517 87 63 0
M .38 .40 .43 .03 619 67 657 66 559 S
D .40 .42 .45 .03 340 63 662 67 461 F
N ,62 .65 .68 .03 547 77 608 86 325 S
0 .32 .37 .40 .03 546 68 619 58 206 S
P .92 .51 .54 .03 643 63 661 75 107 S
Q .46 .51 .53 .52 547 83 596 80 271 I
11 .58 .73 .75 .02 640 71 673 70 234 F
S .51 .60 .62 .02 552 '3 593 92 138 0
T .57 .62 .64 £2 520 82 558 92 114 S
D .59 .62 .63 .01 603 76 625 88 656 0
U .39 .49 .50 .01 586 73 634 67 300 I
P .97 .55 .56 .01 667 59 690 66 219 S
V .29 .62 .63 .01 565 75 643 59 218 I
W .52 .60 .60 .00 465 86 521 76 619 S
X .31 .44 .44 .00 590 71 630 71 391 1

Lrigiricerir ).; Shirr( of,

A .23 .39 .55 .16 613 80 698 57 472 0
13 .44 .51 .67 .16 583 74 669 63 180 0
C .38 .45 .61 .16 454 72 515 69 75 0
A .33 .34 .43 .09 648 58 7:25 4:.. 636 F
D .37 .51 .59 .08 546 74 613 63 748 S
E .46 .50 .58 .08 602 75 707 52 249 S
F .19 .24 .31 .07 666 50 751 31 187 F
G .31 .46 .52 .06 625 66 725 48 535 S

.42 .47 .52 .05 574 76 072 08 430 S
.29 .42 .46 .04 991 83 585 71 233 1

.52 .63 .67 .01 597 78 692 57 183
K .48 .53 .57 .01 602 66 692 51 90
I. .28 .47 .49 .02 510 88 610 85 93 S

.31 .44 .45 .01 579 68 665 65 96 S

All multiple correlation coefficients nre c irreeted for shrinkage.
"Code: F = French; 1 = Summer 1 nstitu le; - (Ascii; S = Validity Study Sex, ice,
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the results for various other curriculums, as shown in
Table 5.14, come from the more recent studies, In (he 21
studies, six show gains of .05 or more and seven shovr
gains of .01 or less. The median gain is .03.

It may be concluded, despite the limitations of the
data, that the average of a student's Achievement Test
scores makes a modest contribution to predictive effec-
tiveness over and above that provided by high school
record and the SAT. It is probable that these scores are
more useful in some colleges than in others. Cross-vali-
dation studies would be particularly useful in establi,h-
ing the extent to which systematic differences between
colleges do occur. Finally, it should be emphasized tbat
the studies summarized describe the contribution of
Achievement Test scores when they are treated accord-
ing to the formal procedure used in these studies.

Prediction of grades in courses or subjects Valida-
tion of Achievement Tests against grades in particular
courses or subjects rather than against freshman aver-
age grades has a strong logical appeal. It would seem
that validity coefficients would show how closely the
educational outcomes measured by (he tests correspond
to the outcomes reflected in course grades. On closer
scrutiny, however, some of this appeal vanishes. Studies
based on grades given by a single instructor in a partic-
ular course cften involve too small a sample to provide
stable results. Enlarging the sample by including addi-
tional instructors, additional closely related courses, or
both, raises questions of consistency of instructional em-
phasis and grading practices. Course grades are often
based to a considerable extent on less carefully prepared
tests than those being validated. Despite these limita-

Table 5.14

Effect on multiple correlation eo,.Ifiieient of using Achiecement Test scores with SAT
trial high school neord for rredietrug .first-terra or first-year aurage grades:

torious student groups

Coffrgv GrOlip

VALIM 1 V 01 :

Ciiiti

SATV S TNI

.V111/1het
,,f

siltactlfs Soltl,'C+.

High
N(1001
rccord

it i ;',!1
scl,,,,,,
TeCO'd

1,,,,I.. si

it ig;I 111001
rceord. SA I',

rirdri .r (III C-
rw.if i (rip' :tfct,t Si) Win Si)

A LA: Men & women .39 .52 .55 .03 513 85 528 81 473 I

11 LA: Alen & women .66 .68 .69 .01 533 78 560 79 290 S
C LA: Men & women .26 .33 .33 .00 527 83 517 97 99 S
A Architecture .38 .40 .61 .21 .529 68 579 79 51 S
A Agriculture .40 .42 .45 .03 447 82 490 82 119 I

A Business .45 .61 .67 .06 571 06 643 73 130 S
B Business .43 .54 .59 .05 485 90 I 527 89 99 S
C Business .42 .43 .46 .03 515 59 553 6:1 107 I

D Business .46 .50 .51 .01 440 81 526 83 189 S
E Business .28 .41 .41 .00 460 72 507 76 171 I

A Education ,46 .57 .62 .05 566 08 573 77 90 S
A Home Economics .32 .53 .56 .03 462 79 470 75 149 1

A Home Economics &
Agriculture .63 .62 .06 .94 468 ill 524 78 101 S

A Journalism .41 .50 .52 .02 627 67 601 78 103 S
A Nursing .43 .48 .51 .00 583 53 582 70 150 I

B Nursing .52 .67 .70 .03 480 79 485 71 74 1

A Pharmacy .55 .59 .63 .01 473 '75 491 53 92 I

A Science .37 .11 .48 .0', 57t) 70 621 66 171 I

B Science .41 .55 .56 .C1 496 89 335 58 185 1

A Social Science ,46 .47 .47 .0(., 550 77 556 69 188 I

A Speech .27 .41 .42 .91 591 88 560 8:1 139 S

'All rnell'ple correlation coefficients are corrected for shrinkage.
''Code: 1 = Sumnicr Institute; 5 = Validity Study Service.
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evidence on the relation of Achievement Test
scores to corresponding course grades has some relevance
to the utility of the tests for placement. Moreover; if
interpreted with due regard to the limitations of grades,
these correlations ofTer some indication of efTectiveness
of the tests in various fields.

Results for the prediction of English grades are shown
in Table 5.15.'' In this table, results for specific English
courses are given in the upper portion and studies in
which the criterion was judged to include several course
are grouped in the lower portuai. Considerir g all grog ps,
the median validity for the English Composition Test
is the same as that for SAT-V. being .34 for each predictm
SAT-V has a higher validity in 20 groups, and taie
English Composition Test has n higher validity in 17
grows. The dose similarity in will( y against grades
is by no means an unexpected findin._,. Indeed. SAT-V has
tended in earlier studies to slim:, a higher validity than
the English Composition Test against freshman English
gradgs. When the 29 groups that had data on high
school record are considered separately, the median
validity coefficient for the English Composition Test
and for SAT-V turns out to be .35. and that for high school
record is .32. It may be noted that the slight advanlin,e
of the tests over the hij,11 school record is in contrast to
the typical superiority of high school record in predicthg
overall average grades.

On a priori grounds, the English Composition Test
would be expected to be superior to SATV in predic-
ting English grades. Godshalk, Swine ford, and Coffman
(1966), using a specially developed criterion measure
based only on writing ability, did find that a test of Eng-
lish Composition that included some free writing was
considerably more valid than verbal scores on the Pre-
liminary Scholastic .% 'nitride Test. A plausible rectocil-
ia licn of these findings with the results of the present
survey could be achieved by assuming that grades in-
clude other factors than writing ability and that SAT-V
is a better predictor of these other factors than 1s the
English Compcsition Test.

Table 5.16 summarizes validity coefficients against
mathematics grades. These coefficients provide substan-
tial evidence of the :superiority of the Mathematics
Achievement Tests over SAT-M in predicting mathemat-
ics grades. In only one group out of 18 did sAT-A have
the higher validity. The median validity for She Mathe-
matics Achievement Tests was .17 as compared a ith .32
for SAT-M. Moreover, in 11 groups for which overall high
school record was available, the Mathematics Achieve-
ment score was more valid in every instance. Hr .waver,
in one college that had data on average high school
mathematics grades, the high school grades had higher
validity than the Ala ti. Achievement score in
t wo different courses. A complication in it tart tret ing I he
results for the Mathematics Tests is the fact 111a; begin-
ning in December 1961, the Intermediate and Ae,vanced

*In Tables 54 5 through 5.19 (be letter dc:ignal tog n par
ticular division of a college ;:; consistent throng r the set
of five tables.

Mathematics Tests were replaced by the Mathematics
Level I and Mathematic. Liivi.1 I I 'Pests. Although cur- i
rent data on the newer tests wi I cern wily be useful, it is
quite probable that the empirical results for these tests !'
will closely resemble (hose sin narizeil in Table 5.16.

Results for the prediction of grad s in science courses,
shown in Table 5.17, are consid( i.bly more difficult to
interpret. It should be 'soled Id it ail of the studies rc
ported ..re from Frei-ids' {19' s. study or Olsa.'s (1957
s'irdy and filar all of lie sh.i.les %%ere in }right::
selective colleg Inofar .1- a td discernerler
in the results, it ill ,,e, courses in cheer
istry, pl 'sics, and ph:. -k at icacas, the tests in tlri
approp ate sciences at. i t :dies Achievement
Tests ire usually about kiLy good as predictors laf
success. The marked use fu oess the Niat he ma t icsTeirs
as ['radiators uf ,ilecess in physics and chemistry ty,e-
sumahly reflects a strung emphasis on mathematii; al
work in these courses. High s.Thord record shows app..c-
ciable validity for a number of courses. It is the Is
predictor for the two laboratory rsesaIthoughf all
validities are relatively low for there. SAT-M, IAS Vetli,,i be
expected, also has appreciah]e validity and shows n011er
validity than s,vr-v in every group.

Of the 12 studies summarized in Table 5.18, all eccert
that done at College EE are based on Olsen's (1957'
study. The Achievement Tests e <cal SAT-V in all hitt one
of the 12 comparisons; their median validity (.'j21 is
relatively tow, however. The limited data availa1,11e for
high school record indicate that it has considarabl meritit
as a possible predictor of language grades. Orly Col-
lege EE among the four groups for which it ws.s itOi fable
e'.id high school rceord have a relatively low a'alic1,,ty.

Finally, Olsen t 1957 )presented results for few! groups
for thg Social Studies Test, as shown in Table 5;19. The
small amount of data available shows no clear advantage
in predictive effect i% eness for the Social Stud les 'I'est over
SAT-V for the criteria used in her study.

Central prediction: Efforts to improve it
facilitate prediction for groups of colleires

EfTorts to mahe high school average grades to.' rnnkin-
class more compar.11+ would seen] to often a "4-oniising
way to improve prediction. Indeed, Brigham ', 1932) in
his early validity studies made ....uch an aciustment.
More recently, the research of Bloom ar.(! Petc-s (1961)
stir elated a substantial amount of theorei Lea' and em-
piric..] work concerned with using data for ti number
of colleges and a -number of high schools to in' trove pre-
diction. No doubt the Lipid i,(iValltTS iti corm WET tech-
nology in recent years also contributed to enth, isiasm for
studies of this: kind.

Linn 11966 / has published a compreliensivelanaltlical
review of work in this field. The present disrission will
accordingly be limited to a brief summary <1 activities
directly rr 'Med to College Board tests. Tua.rer 11963)
developed three theoretical orodels for ccWral prcdic-
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Table 5.15

CorreNtion coeffirients of SAT-v, E%zglish Composition Teal, and high. school record
Ltwash graaes

College Croup C011 rsc or subject

V.A L11) LTV 0 F :

NNumber
of

students.
Compositioni'lii,;t,ori High school

Test s aTV record

A LA-Men English Composition .35 .40 .29 501
B LA-Men English Lit. and Analysis -.08 .02 .27 333
C LA-Men Literature .29 .39 .14 310
C LA-Men Literature .39 .33 281
U LA-Women English Lit. and Comp. .35 .38 - 251
E LA-Women* English .46 .43 .42 204
E LA-Women** English .30 .46 .27 105
F I A-Men & women English .42 .35 .31 386
G LA-Men & women English .45 .52 .46*** 264
G LA-Men & women English .22 .32 .14*** 99
B LA-Men English grades .17 .28 .35 656
H LA -Men English grades .38 .54 .43 222

I LA-Men English grades .37 .28 .32 206
B LA-Men English grades .04 -.01 .30 123

J LA-Men English grades .39 .35 .28 120
B LA- -Men English grades .25 .03 .03 112

K LA-Men English grades .34 .26 - 101

D LA-Women English grades .27 .36 .15 303
L I A-Women English grades .34 .41 281

M LA-Women English grades .42 .43 .43 191

N LA-Women English grades .43 .38 .40 134

0 LA-Women English grades .28 .16 167

P LA-Women English grades .16 .11 .11 157

Q IA -Women English grades .46 .50 .35 157

R LA-Women English grades .28 .24 .26 15..;

K LA-Women English grades .44 .11 118

J LA-Women English grades .47 .39 .50 97
S LA-Women English grades .25 .35 .29 95
T LA-Women English grades .36 .22 .35 50

U LA-Men & women English grades .56 .43 .42 411

V LA-Men & women English grades .41 .30 - 99

J LA--Men & women English grades .36 .22 .58 90

W Engineering English grades .26 .31 .38*** 4t-'9

X Engineering English grades .19 .24 .19 ]8i
Y Engineering English grades .12 .23 .32 189

Z Engineering English g. ades .26 .32 93
.A Architecture English grades .03 .12 - 54

*Resident students
**Commuters

"'High school English average glade
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tion. Two of the models used canonical correlation as
the main analytical method; the third, which he desig-
nated as the "predictive model," employed multiple re-
gression concepts. Tucker judged that the predictive
model was most promising for practiail application.
Although his primary effort was directed toward formu-
lating an adequate theoretical structure he performed
some empirical studies as well. He stromtly emphasized
the need for further empirical work, especially on appli-
cation of the predictive model, and for investigating the
stability of pr rameters estimated from different samples
of individuals, schools, and colleges.

Potthoff (1964) examined fully the theoretical issues
in applying scaling concepts to the use of test scores and
grades to establisl, app priate score scales for high
school and college grades. This study did not include
the analysis of empirical data, and no empirical evalua-
tion of his findings has been made.

Watkins and Levine (1969) conducted studies based

on da for groups of College Board colleges. These
studies, which used less complex analytical approaches
than those offered by Tucker and Potthoff, yielded dis-
appointingly small gains in prediction obtained from
grade adjustments. These results, along with disappoint-
ing results obtained from studies of other tests, greatly
reduced the impetus for undertal ing more elaborate
studies. No doubt certain other fr.ctors, including the
serious problem of obtaining reliable parameters for
schools sending few students to the colleges in the study
and the complex data processing problems arising in
any comprehensive approach to central prediction, con-
tributed to the loss of interest in ,!.entral prediction ap-
proaches to grade adjustment.

Possible application of central processing of test scores
and grades to facilitate the use of prediction for guidance
and admission seems decidedly snore promising at the
present time. Karts and Kendall (1966) have devised a
plan by which a lir..ited number of equations will ade-

Tabre 5.16

Correlation coefeients ctr sAT-Nr, Methematies Achievement Tests, and high sche )1 record
ieith freshman mathematics grades

Cuff c ge G,111)) CV?IrSC or

VALIDI1 V OF

u bet
nif

stIrdoits
3jrathemifics II f2,fi school

Test s +.1 .NI record

BB Engineering Calculus .54* .34 .19 472
F LA-Men & women Calculus .55** A2 .28 190
13 LA-Men Analytic Geometry and Calculus .52* .t 1 .51 168
)3 Li -Men Analytic Geometry and Calculus .57* ., 3 .32 156

LA-Men & wn nen Analytic Geometry and Calculus .40** .:4) .43fft 149
A LA -Men Analytic Geometry and Calculus .53* .13 .44 108
G LA- Men & w,men Algebra and Trigonometry .15" .42 .38itt 89

CC Business .i.ccounting .35*** .:,7 99
13B Engineering Mathematics grades .34* .13 .26 636
B LA-Men Mathematics grades .561- .53 .47 242
A LA- Men Mathematics grades .481- 39 .41 233
L LA-Women Mathematics grades ..30" 37 223
I LA -Mon Mathematics grades .134 .28 206
Y Engineering Mathematics grades .591 .40 .37 180
X Engineering Mathematics grades .25* .20 ,03 147
1. Engineering Mathematics grades .:30* .14 - 98

D) Engineering Mathematics glades .60* .29 .46 90
AA Architecture Mathematics grades .16 "' .23 51

*Advan-2ed l'ilathematics Test
"Ma herna tics Achievement 'rest
"Nlatherna tics Level I TEA
tAdvanced or Intermediate Math -:matics
t rnterrnediate Mathematics Test

1t411igh school mathematics average grade
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quatoly represent the great variety of specific ptedir:tion
equations arising in validity studies involving three pre-
dictors (e.g., snr-v, SAT -ni, and- high school average
grade). They concluded that five primary equations and

ree reserve equations shauld be sufficient, provided
that negative weights are not permitted. In their work,
they regarded a reduction of .01 in validity as acceptable.

Their ;tidies did not, however, include cross-validation.
The possi bility of producing a limited number of weighted
totals of predictors is important because a simple single-
predictor study of the appropriate weighted total would
replace the more complex multiple regression analysis
required for three predictors. Further work along this
line is clearly needed.

Table 5.17

Correlation coefficients of SAT, Science aad Mathematirg Achievement Tests, and
high school record with science grades

ColleGe Camp
Course

br shbjet f

VALIDITY OF:

Number
of

students
Chemistry

Test
Physics

Test

Chemistry
or Physics

Test

Mottle-
willies

Test s1T-v 51T - ?f

High
school
record

BB Engineering Chemistry ....... .29* .18" .01 .09 .32 636
BB Engineering General

Chemistry .... ,35 .38" .18 .30 .29 472
X Er.gineering Chemistry .... . .30 .22" -.03 .17 .23 187

BB Engineering General
Chemistry .32 ,... . .33" .22 .27 .29 147

A LA-Men General
Chemistry .62 .... ..,.. _... .36 .53 .47 102

DD Engineering Chemistry .13 .32 .12" .12 .26 .20 90
DD Engineering Chemistry

Laboratory .01 .17 .11" .CO .04 .19 90
B LA-Men Intermediate

Chemistry .51 . . .... .31 .44 .40 76
BB Engineering Physics .29* .29** .08 .15 .22 636
BB Engineering Physics . .. .33 .41" .17 .21 .21 472

BB Engineering Physics .34 .... .41"* .16 .21 .23 331

X Engineering Physics . .. .31 .27** .04 .20 .09 187
X Engineering Physics

Laboratory .... .1q .00" .01 .25 187

DD Engineering Physics -.04 .39 ,... .38" .15 .31 .40 90
A LA-Men Physical

Sciences .54 .51*" .30 .47 .48 156
B LA -Men Physical

Seic lees .... .45 .43*** .41 .42 .47 125

Y Engineering Physical
Scii...L es .10 .,12** .18 .21 .28 116

'Includes biology as well .35 phy ies nod themislry
**Advanced Mathematics Test

"'Advanced Mathematics Test or InteriaLdiate Mathematics Test
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Table 5.18

Correlation coefficients of SAT-V, Foreign Language Achievement Tests, am;
high echool record with foreign language grades

College Crow)
Ccnrse or

subject
Achievement

Test

VALIDITY 0

Number
of

students
Achinement High schoot

Test SAT-V record

I) LA-Women French Language
and Literature*

French .29 .31 85

D LA-Women French Language
and Literature*

French .43 .13 . 61

P French Language
and Literature*

French .20 .18 62

B LA-Men French Language
and Literature**

French .52 .08 .51 58

D LA -Women French Language
and Literature**

French .26 .05 51

D LA-Women French grades French .40 .22 .... 197
B LA-Men French grades French .14 .12 .45 166
P LA-Women French grades French .21 .18 .... 102
A LA-Men French grades French .63 .45 .49 58
D LA-Women Foreign Language

grades
Language

Tests
.q7 .16 307

P LA-Women Foreign Language
grades

Language
Tests

.31 .67 .... 149

EE LA-Men &
women

German Language
Tests

.33 .22 .11 131

*Course for students with three or four years of high school French
**Course for students with two years of high school French

Table 5.19

Correlation coefficients of jAT, S'wial Studies Achievement Tee', and
high school record with social studies grades

College Croup Conn(' or Surjr ( I

V.11.11):11' 01:
Number

of
students

Social High school
Booties Te f 91 7.N' Teo, il

A

D
D
P

LA-Men
LA-Women
LA-Women
LA-Women

ilisfory and Social Sciences
Historical Development
Social Sciences (occluding History)
History and Social Sciences

.30 .49 .34

.40 .45 ..
.31 .25
.03 .07

251

136
109
78
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Special Studies
JOHN FREMER and MARJORIE 0. CHANDLER*

Introduction

As previol s chapters will have made apparent, the
College Board has lonE been committed to research
supporting its Admissions Testing Program. This re-
search has required continuing investigation into the
nature of tests and of groups taking tests and of the
interaction between groups and test:;. Additionally,
special studies have I een conducted into such questions
as the relationship I etween the conditions of adminis-
tration for a test and performance on that test. The
practical orientation of College Board special studies,
however, has not prevented such studies from making
contributions to basic research. Research on score
changes, for example, which were initiated in part to
heir support test construction and score equating, have
belied clarify the issues of stability and change in
mental test scores.

This chapter reviews sonic major areas of College
Board special studies. Each section covers a sample of
studies within a particular area and relates these
studies to the operational questions they were designed
to answer. The first three sectionsEffects of coaching,
Practice and growth, and Fatigue and anxietyex-
plore different aspects of the relationship between a
student's experiences and his performance on a test.
The next three sectionsAppropriateness of a single
SAT, Consideration of new item types for the SAT, and
New test consentare concerned with passible, changes
in the College Board's; Scholastic Aptitude Test. The
English essay section traces some of the research on the
relative merits of essay and objective tests of com-
positional skill. The two final sectionsSpecial popula-
tions, and Curriculum change and diversity treat
different aspects of the problem of preparing tests so
that they are adpropriate for a variety of student
subgroups.

Now with the U. S. Office of Education, Department of
Health, Educaticn and Welfare. The initial draft of most
of Chapter VI was prepared by Dr. Chandler while she was
at Educational Testing Service.

Effects of coaching

The word "coaching" generally means to give instruc-
tions or advice. "Coaching" in this sense is equivalent
to 'teaching"; when done well it results in an increase
in ability. There is a specific type of coaching, however,
often carried out by coaching schools, that must be
distinguished from general tetching.

In the case of the SAT, coaching efforts typically
attempt to improve test scores within a time period
that is too short for there to be any reasonable expecta-
tion of improvement in the underlying ability that the
test was designed to measure. This is particularly true
for students at college entr ince age, with the back-
ground they bring to the test. The average student
who might consider such coaching has spent 15 to 17
years, including 10 or more school years, developing
the skills and abilities measured by the SAT. A coaching
course of a few weeks is not likely to have much effect
on his ability level at this point in time. One of the
principal aims in constructing the SAT is to make it
resistant to attempis to increase scores by means of
short -tern cram courses. Irdeed, the usefulness of the
SAT as an indicator of a stt dent's potential for college
work depends in large measure oz the fact that the SAT
measures general ability as. it has developed over the
full range of experiences in a person's life.

The College Board is int( rested in research on coach-
ing because it is often called upcm by students for advice
regarding the desirability of being coached and by
schools regarding the desirability of including coaching
courses in their educational programs. In 1959 the
trustees of the Board issued a detailed statement
asserting that the genera finding of the coaching
studies was that ircreascs it SAT scores resulting from
coaching are negligible. Their statement ends, "Finally,
we worry very little %lien parents of comfoitabie
means decide that at worst tutoring can do no harm
and therefore use their money for coaching tsward
College Board exaininati ms. We are very concerned
when l ;rents purchase coaching they cannot afford or,
failing to do so, feel that in tinfr:ir advantage has roue
to those who have had a few weeks or months of tutor-
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ing. But we are concerned most, and have been moved
to make this statement, because we see the educa-
tional process unwillingly corrupted in some schools
to gain ends which we believe to be not oniy unworthy,
but ironically, unattainable." (College Board, 1959,
p. 3.)

As noted earlier, another basis for concern about
coaching is its implications for test construction.
Specifically, if test scores proved responsive to coach-
ing, it would be important to find out precisely what
kinds of test materials are most coachable. If some
materials were coachable and some were not, studies
would then have to be carried out to determine whether
a satisfactory test could be produced solely from non-
coachable materials. That this long-standing desire of
the College Board to avoid coachable test materials
has influenced the past development of the SAT can be
seen in the following quotation from Coffman's (1963b)
review of the SAT: "The double definition item type
[calling for the recognition of a correct definition in a
context] was particularly subject to criticism as en-
couraging an undesirable type of coaching in the
schools E,nd was dropped after 1941" (p. 10). If re-
search hE.d demonstrated that coaching had a significant
effect, fiuther research would have been initiated to
find out whether warm-up or practice exercises were
needed Co put coached and uncoached candidates on
an even footing. (Incidentally, there is historical prece-
dent for the notion of practice exercises for the SAT.
From 1926 to 1944 candidates were required to present
completed practice booklets before they were allowed
to take the test.)

Studies of coaching have produced quite consiste.it
results. The score gains directly attributable to coaching
generally amount to fewer than 10 points, "a difference
of such small magnitude on the SAT score scale of 200
lo 800 that it is unreasonable to expect it to affect
college admissions decisions." (College Board, 1965a,
p. 4.)

In all College Board studies of coaching for the SAT
there we some common elements. For example: "First,
before each study, the students involved took the SAT.
Second, some of the students were then exposed to
coaching of some kind, white others receive: no coach-
ing. Third, a different edition of the SAT was adminis-
tPred to both coached and uncoached students 7 to 10
months after they took the test the first time Fourth,
comparisons were then made to see wheth T the coached
students si;owed greater improvement than the un-
coaches students. Beyond these common elements, the
studies varier] considerably in the coaching materials
used, the ;lumber of hours of coaching t he students had,
and ti e persons who did the coaching . ." (College
Board 1965a, p. 5.)

These coaching studies also confor.ned with ether
prim r dcz, of .':sign and control. For emn-ple, it, was
clear that if cl study compared the subsequent perfor-
mance of a group of highly motivated co tched students
with that of an indifferent group of unco relied controls,
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the effects of motivation and coaching could be sepa-
rated. Similarly, it was understood that comparisons cf
two groups of markedly different ability levels were not
always valid; in general, in a total group that takes the
same form of any test at the same administration,
initially low-scoring students are likely to gain more
than initially high-scoring students with cr without
coaching. It was also clear that score changes attribut-
able to such influences as practice, growth, or errors of
measurement would occur regardless of coaching. It is
exceedingly difficult to point to a definitive coaching
study. Nonetheless, a number of well-done, illuminating
studies of coaching are available. Individually they are
not decisive, but as a group they provide a sound
basis for drawing conclusions.

Because of the availability of the summary of SAT
coaching studies (College Board, I965a), a complete
re-summary will not be attempted in this brief treat-
ment. Instead, two contrasting experiments will be
described here. One of them, which was included in the
College Board summary, is based on highly able stu-
dents in independent schools The other, completed
after the tioard summary was published, is based on
black students in Southern public high schools.

Coaching in indepe? dent preparatory schools

The first experiment (Dyer, 1953) was carried out dur-
ing the 1951-52 acacemic year in cooivra lion with two
independent schools, for boys. More than 200 senior
boys from each school (the entire senior classes) took
part. The two schools were judged quite comparable in
the kinds of instruetion offered and in student back-
ground and ability, Boys at both schools took the SAT
in September 1951 and again in March 1932. In the
interval lac tween tcstings, boys in one school received
about 10 hours of coaching, 6 hours on verbal sections
and 4 hours on mathematical sections. Boys at the other
school wero riot coached in any way. The coaching in-
volved practice on questions similar to those on the
regular SAT and also involved discussions of the
questions. Near the end of 'Le sessions, a special SAT
was given for praetive and the questions were discussed.
One distinctive feature of the coaching was That the
answers were not g von for the practice materials; they
were identified ;ay agreement and argument, a pro-
cedure %chich hopef illy focused on appropriate processes
for solving such problems.

A que:tion, of course, arises as to whether the two
schools really were comparable. That s, if a difference
were found in the f not r4AT scores, might this difference
properly he attributable to t he coachirgor might other
factors be responsible? By means of analysis of covari-
ance, it was possible to control some of these extraneous
factors statistically', thus adjusting tr seine extent for
their influence herore interpreting t he findings. Mea-
sures which we,: controll«1 statistically were initial
SA1 scores, length id' enrollment in the part icular i100i,



and courses in language and mathematics taken during
the senior year.

The results of this study showed a very modest ad-
vantage for the coached group. On the average, the
E.dvantage of the coached group was only about five
points on SAT-verbal, a difference which had no stati ti-
cal significance and certainly no practical significance.
On SAT-mathematir al, there was an advantage of about,
13 points in favor of the coached group, a difference that
was statistically significant although here, too, probably
not of practical significance. Further analysis of data
in the mathematical area led to the conclusion that
coaching was advantageous only for students who were
not enrolled in regular mathematics courses, This
finding is consistent with the fact that students who
take courses in mathematics in their junior year tend
to score higher on a senior year sAT41 than they did on
a junior year SAT-M, whereas no such gain is registered
for students who do not take a junior year mathematics
course.

Coaching relatively less able students

In 1965 an especially challenging coaching study was
carried out (Roberts and Oppenheim, 1966). This study
involved a relatively select group of black eleventh
graders in 18 predominantly black high schools in
Tennessee. It was estimated that the average SAT score
for the study groups was in the vicinity of 300. As the
authors point out, "Culturally deprived students might
. . . be identified as iindividuals who ate in the early
stages of learning where gains due to practice are
the greatest." (Roberts and Oppenheim, 1966, p.
Since these students presumably had had minimum ex-
posure to tests like the SAT, they might be expected to
profit from coaching, if any group could be expected
to do so.

In 19 of the schools the sample was made up of volun-
teers who had indicated that they would like to partici-
pate in a program designed to help high school students
perform well on multiple- choice tests that many
colleges require for admission and financial assistance.
The volunteers were assigned randomly to two groups:
an experimental group that received instruction be-
tween the first and second testing, and a control group
that received no instruction between the first and sec-
ond testing. (Those in the control group, however, were
assured that they would receive coaching after the
second testing.) In six of the schools, coaching was
limited to verbal materials, and in the other eight, to
mathematical materials. The actual coaching involved
about 15 half-hour sessions over a four to six week
peHod. To insure at least some uniformity from school
to school, programmed instruction materials were used.
Instrudors were available to answer questions and to
supplement the programmed instruction. In addition
to the 14 schools where coaching was done, there were
four schools hi which practice in test taking without
coaching was offered; the subjects there were volunteers

who had been informed that all they would receive was
practice in taking tests.

The PSAT was used in the experiment, primarily be-
cause it requires less testing time than the SAT. In view
of the similarity between the two tests with respect to
both content and scale, there is, of course, no difficulty
in referring results of this study to the SAT scale,

In the six schools where the verbal experiment was
undertaken, the average gain for the total group of 154
coached students was 0.68 score points on PsAT-verbal
(corresponding to 6.8 points on the SAT scale). At the
same time, the 111 control students in the same six
schools lost an average of 0.76 score points on PSAT
verbal (7.6 SAT points). The difference between the
gains (i.e., between +0.68 and 0.76) was statistically
significant at the 5 percent level, but again, of no prac-
tical significance. When the six schools were considered
separately, differences between experimental and con-
trol group gains were significant, in three of the six;
in each of these three the gain for the experimental
subjects was accompanied by a loss for the controls.

Results of the mathematical experiment showed a
gain of only 0.19 score points on PsAT-mathematical
(1.9 SAT points) for the total group of 188 experimental
subjects in the eight schools. At the same time, the 122
controls lost 0.62 points on PsAT - mathematical (6.2 SAT
points). The difference was not statisticaliy significant.
Similarly, no individual school showed a significant
difference.

The rather curicus picture of losses for the non-
instructed controls, was not observed in the four
"practice only" schools. The 113 students in these
schools showed a tivial change from the pre- to post-
test: an average loss of 0.07 raw score points on the
PsAT-verbal and a gain of 0.01 raw score points on
PSAT- utalhematical.

Interpretation of the results for the control group was
rather perplexing. Conceivably, they were disappointed
at not receiving instruction immediately, after volun-
teering; perhaps they did not believe the promise of
instruction after the second test; perhaps they were
determined to show up poorly on the posttests. On the
surface, the study plan seems like one that would go
a long way toward avoiding the problem of comparing
a motivated ex! erimental group with an indifferent
control group. Whether this or some other circumstance
is responsible for the poorer performance on retesting
despite presumed effects of practice and growih -can-
not be determined from the present data. Despite this
problem with the control group, it seems justifiable to
conclude from the results with the coached group that
coaching of this type and amount yields negligible
results.

The two studies described here, one based on highly
able students and the other on relatively disadvantage.,
students, support the view stated earlier: gains from
coaching for the SAT are, on the average, very small.
Muc: the same results show up in other quite different
studies; for example, coaching with items fi am the same
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SAT form that is taken late. (French and Dear, 1959);
intensive coaching of small groups of students (French
and Dear, 1959); intensive tutoriag by a commercial
tutoring school in vocabulary, reading, concept mastery,
and problem solving (Whi do, 1962); coaching of an un-
specified 'lattice. for a total of 30 hours in 10 sessions of
three hours each in private commercial courses (Frankel,
19601; and participation in it course in accelerated
reading (Coffman and Parry, 1967).

Practice and growth

The question of whether special coaching will increase
SAT scores is related to the question of whether the sim-
ple experience of taking one SAT will result in a higher
score on a subsequent SAT, and also to what extent the
passage of time and the experiences during the inter-
veningperiod will have an effect on the abilities measured
by the SAT. Just as the College Board has a responsi-
bility to provide well-founded advice to schools and stu-
dents on the effects of coaching, so it must be able to
determine the impact of both practice and growth on
subsequent scores. Schools and colleges often wish to
compare students tested in their junior year with other
students tested in their senior year. Sometimes they
wish to estimate from a preliminary "trial run" what
the student is likely to do on a later, final testing. Such
information has obvious implications for guidance on
college plans. In addition, advisers and students may
wish to know whether early test taking is desirable for
practice or "NS arm up." Test publishers, in their concern
with test development and inter) retive materials, need
to know how scores respond to growth in the abilities
underlying the test and to practice on similar or related
materials.

The issues of practice and grow th have assumed
greater importance as junior year testing has increased.
Some of these issues have been discussed in Chapter II,
The Scholastic Aptitude Test. During the 1967-68 test-
ing year, some 585,000 juniors took the SAT, as com-
pared with about 146,000 juniors eight years earlier;
in addition, the number of juniors taking the VSAT rose
from 378,000 to more than 1,000,000 during the same
period (Pitcher, 1968). Of perhaps great relevance
than the absolute numbers of junior yea, Klidatcs
are data on the extent of test repeating. Analysis Of a
5 percent sample of candidates during the 1962-61
period (Pitcher, 1966) showed that 38 percent of the
candidates who took the SAT took it nmre than once;
of the repeaters, the great majority followed a junior
year-senior year pattern rather than simply repeating
within one testing year. That this figure does not fully
express,ress the repeater problem is made dear by Pitcher's
findings on t SAT-SAT overlap. She found that about 62
percent of the students who took the NAT only once
during the two-year period of their junior and senior
years:tad also taken the ItsAT. All hough formal detidled
studies of test-taking patterns have not been carried
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out since Pitcher's (1966) report, more students re-
peated the tests during the 1967-68 period than in
previous years.

Problems in the explanation of score changes

The need to provide information en average growth
over time poses special problems to the College Board.
Students, guidance counselors, institutional researchers,
admissions officersindeed, all who are interested in
SAT scores--are also interested in the extent to which
these scores may be expected to increase throughout
the years a student spends in school. There are sub-
stantial differences in the level of sophistication that
the various :.nterested parties can bring to the interpre-
tation of any data that are made available. This prob-
lem is, of course, the same one that arises in connection
with individual test scores. Just as a test Ecore in isola-
tion has no meaning, so an average difference between
two test scores in isolation has no meaning. It is pos-
sible, for example, to collect and report information
on the entire group of students who took the SAT in May
of their junior year and again in December of their
senior year. Both these measures, however, contain
error, some of it attributable to the error of measure-
ment and some (much smaller errors) associated with
the scot 3 reporting process.

One of the effects of the latter source of error may be
to raise slightly the scores of all students tested at some
administrations and to lower slightly the scores of all
students tested at others. Whenever scores earoed on
the first testing contain a positive equating error and
scores earned on the second testing contain a negative
equating error, the mean score gain will go down. When
the reverse happens, the mean score gain will go up. In
addition to this source of score variation there is the
problem of changes in the nature of the groups taking
the SA -' at various administrations. When a number of
influences combine to produce a mean score gain that is
somewhat lower than "usual," a larger than usual num-
ber of schools find an increase in the percentage of
students who show a loss on reexamination, A reasoned
analysis of this effect is provided by the College Board
(see e.,pccially Kendrick 1967, and Chapter II of this
book), but the schools and students are understand-
ably discomfited. The prc xtss of learning to live with
error is a part of both formal and informal education,
however, and it is hoped that the continuing tunseien-
tious efforts by the College Board to carry out research
and st pply both data and well-founded advice will help
in the area of interpreting score gains and losses.

Sll nia r s of $corc change:

Mon. -eviewing some studies on the relative contribu-
tion of practice and growth to score changes on suc-
cessise it:slings, it may be well to pi, .vide some back-
grourd on the "average- :toin that is observed.
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Since 1962 the average gain bet, teen various pairs of
admiaistrations of the SAT (that is, March - December,
May-December) has been computed using the results
for all students taking the SAT twice. 7,e average score
gains have varied from year to year, as might be ex
peeled. A look at one particular pair of administrations
will be instructive. he average gains from May of the
junior year to December of the senior year from 1962
through 1966 were 24, 16, 21, 19, and 13 for an overall
average of 18 for SAT-verbal and 23, 18, 27, 18, and 9 for
an overall average of 18 for sAT-mathematical (Kend-
rick (1967) and Chapter II of this book 1. These scare
gains are based on groups ranging from approximately
96,000 students in 1962 to approximately 193,000 in
1966. The score gains noted irom May to December
during the period 1962.66 are somewhat lower than
those reported by Levine and Angoff in 1958 or by Karas
et al. in 1963. White overall score gains are of limited
value in generalizing about the effects of practice and
growth because of the number of sources of variation
influencing them, they are useful as guidelines for the
a,nount of score change to expect between junior and
senior year and for estimating the amount of disprsion
in score changes typically observed in the candidate
group.

Contrilintion of practice cad growth to score changes

As the preceding discussion has indicated, the issue of
score changes on successive editions of the SAT hays been
under continuous study by the College Board for many
years. One of the earlier studies in which an attempt
was made to assess the magnitudes of both the postu-
lated growth and the postulated practice effe.tts was
that of Pearson in 1948. This study involved the SAT-
verbal scores of approximately 7,000 candidates who
had repeated the SAT from 19.12 through 1945. The ex-
perience of having taken the sAT once was estitaated to
add about 20 points on the average to future sAr-verbal
test scores. A growth effect for SAT-verbal of roughly
3,i i points per month on the average was found, between
the junior and senior years of secondary school

A later major study of the effects of pra: lice and
growth involved students tested between IS.lay 1955
and March 1957 (1, -vine and Angoff, 1958). 1.: may be
:.pproi lo begin with a summary of Or findings
and then to follow with is brief description of the study
procedure.

1. The practice effect was estimated to be 10 SAT score
points for both sAT-vcrbal and sAT-mathematical for
each of the first two test sessions; the third se.;:tion does
not seem to increase scores appreciably.

2. Growth from May of the junior year to January of
the senior year was estimated as 20 poials en SAT-
verbal for hot!: sexes. On SAT-mathematical, the effect
of growth isestimatcd ar 15 points for boys and 5 points
for girls.

3. Growth from January to Mania of senior year was
estimated as 10 points on both sAT-verbal and SAT-
mathematical for boys. Data on girls were insufficient
to permit generalization.

4. On SAT-mathematical, it was found that growth was
directly related to amount of mathematics studied
during the senior year of secondary school. However,
this point could be studied only for a limited sample
of boys.

Estimates of practice effect were based on several
lines of evidence. One involved students tested in May
as preliminary candidates. This group was divided into
random halves; four months later (September) only one
half of the group was retested; both halves were re-
tested two months later (November). Thus, since one
half of the group was tested three times and the other
half twice, differences between the two halves of the
group on the November test could be used as one
estimate of the practice effect, that is, the effect of the
September practice. A second line of evidence involved
a group that had not been tested as preliminary candi-
dates. This group was also divided into random halves.
Only one half was tested in September. Both halves
were tested in November, providing a comparison of a
random subgroup tested twice with a random subgroup
tested only once. Still a third approach involved testing
the same students twice within a very short interval
of time, so short that the effects of growth could be
ruled out. Here, a group of May preliminary candi-
dates was retested two weeks after the regular series.
Another group of junior year students who had not
been preliminary candidates was tested in special
administrations twice in May, also at a two week inter-
val. Evidence from all these groups was taken into
account in making the estimate of the effect of practice
on test scores.

The same groups used in the practice effect study
were involved in the studies of growth. Students who
had been tested as preliminary candidates in May were
followed up the next January and March after regular
College Board testings. Changes from May to January
or March, after appropriate adjustments for the effects
of practice, were used to estimate growth.

Use of retest scores in prediction

Knowledge of practice and growth, in and of itself, does
not indicate which scores to use in predicting academic
success. :dial is, even if he knows that preliminary and
final scores differ in fairly systenYdie ways, the col-
lege admissions officer stiV does not know which to
use. A study by Olsen and Schrader (1959) shed some
light On this qt:estion. This study was done in coopera-
tion with nine College Board colleges itt which large
numbers of candidates were available, some who had
been tested twice anal sot le only once. For students
tested twice, preliminary and final scores were about
equally accurate as predictors of college performance.
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Of course, ihis finding did not answer the practical
question of which score to use, the preliminary or the
final score. Perhaps a more reasonable possibility would
be to use the higher of the two. Each of these procedures
shared the disadv mtage that some information would
be discarded. Another possibility would be to use a
weighted average in which the final score is given double
weight. Still another would be for each college to deter-
mine optimal weights for prediction at Ihit college. As
it it rued out, the validity results supported the use of
the weighted average with double weight for the final
score. For purposes of prediction, this system seemed
to be only slightly less accurate than the very cumber-
some procedure of developing different weights for each
college. In practice, still another question remained to
be answered: If some applicants have been tested both
as preliminary and final candidates and others only as
final candidates, what system yields the best predictive
results for the entire group? One possibility would be
to use the senior year scores for all, under the assump-
tion that this would put all applicants on an even foot-
ing; on this basis, of course, some information on pre-
liminary candidates would be discarded. Another
possibilitywhich actually turned ont to be somewhat
better from a prediction standpointwas to use It.:
tcighted average for the twice-tested candidates along
with the available scores for the find-only candidates.

Although the reliability of SAT score gains is quite
low (around .20), it was conceivable that they would
nave some correlation with success in college. A rean-
alysis of the Olsen-tichrader data was therefore carried
out (Watkins and Schrader, 1963). The validity co-
efficients of the score differences for the prediction of
college grades turned out to be quite close to zero. The
weighted average validity was .03 for sAT-verbal and
.ra2 for sAT-mathematical, and 11 of the IS coefficients
obtained were negative. These results suggest that the
size of an SAT score gain or loss has little to recommend
it as a predictor of success in college.

Students riou their performance

A questionnaire study of a group of students who
experienced large score changes provided some in-
teres.ing infc rmation on students' attitudes toward
reper ting the SAT (tiiccobs, 1966). For purposes of this
study, large see re changes were defined as increases of
125 points or more or decreases of 75 points or more.
Using a sample of schools which were known to have
subs'.antial numbers of preliminary candidates, Jacob:,
identified a group of 120 students for investigation.
Sixty of these students were hacated arid interviewed
either in person or on the telephot e during their fresh-
man year in college. One qucsti m in the intcrview
schedule was simply "Why do you think your scent
charged from your ;unior to your senior year?" Candi
dates' eicplanatiatis were classified into Thorndike's
(1951, p. 568) six categories of po Bible sources of %,
ance in store on a particular lest, based on whether the
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sources are lasting or temporary, ger .?rol or specific,
systematic or chance.

The sources of variance suggested by the largest
number of students (22 of the 60) for tteir performance
on the test fell wirier the rubric "lasting and general
characteristics of the individual " This category in-
cluded such thiir,s as courses take;., subject-matter
tutoring, outside reading, and the like. Second, with
16 cases, was the "chance" category. :.Text (15 students)
was "temporary but general characteristics of the
individual" such as health, persoral problems, sub-
jective state. As the author secs if, the "lasting and
general" and "temporary but genera r categories would
have decidedly different implicatit ns for testing and
guidance procedures if they inched proved to be
responsible for the score changes The "lasting and
general" catesory includes influetces on test scores
(for example, changes in ability level) that would not
affect the validity of the test a iversely since they
would influence performance in ,tollege in the same
way that they have influenced oerformance on the
test. On the other hand, the "ten iporary but general"
category includes factors that ..vould influence test
scores at a particular point in time but would not
influence later college performaw.e. If temporary fac-
tors were indeed responsible for the score changes, it
would be desirable to have Fonic rnerilanisni to com-
pensate for such temporary effeis; for example, stu-
dents so affected might be rdvi ed to retake the sAT
(as students hi this study did), rid admissions officers
might wish to take account of the reason for the dif-
ference in scores. Further ince ;ligation with appro-
priate control groups would be necessary before a
general statement could, be mane on this issue.

It may also be of interes'.. to mention certain cate-
gories that candidates consider d relatively unimpor-
tant in their accounts of score changes: "la ding but
specific characteristics of the and vidual" such s knowl-
edge of the sari-note items, famili tilt), with the item for-
mat, and practice effect; "temporary and specific
characteristics of the inditiideal" such as sufficient
time to finish, and their set tc speed, to omit, or to
guest; and "systematic or than factors affecting the
Ant istration of the test or the appraisal of test
performance" such as distreeth g noises.

Faf!.gae awl anxiety

Are :candidates who take the sAa and Achievement 'rests
in a single day at a disadvanta .1' compare I with the
who are tested on two separat dates? 'Die answer to
this question would be useful o the (.7ollege Board in
detcrmining optimal schedule:- for testing s t:ies. The
sawe information sic ald Ie u Qful to counselcirs and
stmicnts in planning test tak sag strategy. To some
extent, colleges might also take note of potential effestts
of Tiitigue in specifying wht ,her applicants should
at toad split series or complete s, ries. Sim -rly, a variety



of decisions might rest on knowledge about effects of
anxiety on test performance, If, for example, anxiety
facilitates test performance, what is the optimal level
of at. tiety? If the opposite is true, how should practice
exercises, reassurances, or other techniques be used
to allay anxiety?

In considering fatigue in relation to the College
Board Admissions Testing Program, it is pertinent to
review the test-taking patterns of students who take
the Achievement Tests. Pitcher's 1966 analysis reveals
that during the 1962.64 period a little more than a
third (37 percent) of Achievement Test candidates
never took an SAT on the same day as they took the
Achievement Tests. Almost two-thirds of Achievement
Test candidates did, at sonic time or another, subject
themselves la a complete series; included in the two-
thirds were those who at some time may have taken
the SAT without Achievement Tests or Achievement
Tests without the SAT, but they also took at least one
complete series. These figures, of course, tell nothing
about student response to the real or presumed effects
of fatigue. Furthermore, even if a student knew that
lie was likely to suffer from fatigue, he might be obliged
to be tested on the schedule which his school or prospec-
tive college prescribed. At the same time, it is clear
that the majority of Achievement Test candidates
do not avoid a full day of testing.

The effects of fatigue on test performance may be
examined from several viewpoints. One possibility is to
ask the student for his opinion. How does he fael about
so much testing in a single day? Alternatively, school
officials may have pertinent observations on the matter.
A more analytical approach might be to look into the
question, "Do students who take the complete series
perform as well on the afternoon tests as students of
similar ability levels who take only the afternoon tests?"
If we think of using data for regular College Board
candidates in such research, questions of self-selection
enter into the picture. In particular, it is conceivable
that students who take a complete series are those who
"know" from past experience that six hours of testing
will not exhaust them; or perhaps they are exception-
ally inspi-ed to "get it over with." Al the same time,
the less hardy may go cut of their way to take a split
series. Such decision-making undoubtedly occurs in
certain cases; however, it seems unlikely th it students
have complete freedom of choice, or that they can
estimate their susceptibility to fatigue with great
accuracy.

Opinions of struictil,:wol school of

In the mid 1940s, the College Board loolaal into the
pros and cons of the one-day series versus a two-day
sale's with sat' and Achievement Test programs on
different days. Opinions regarding the possible change
to a two-day iirogram were obtained from candidates
and school headmasters in a questionnaire survey
(French, 1947). Replies limn some 100 students who

took a complete series in December 1946 did not reveal
an overwhelming preference one way or the other:
48 percent preferred a one-day program, 40 percent
a two-day program, and 12 percent were doubtful.
When asked "Did you feel so tired on your last exam-
ination this afternoon that you could not do yourself
justice as compared to your jasrformance on the first
hour of examination that you took today?" a third of
the candidates replied that they had been at a serious
disadvantage, a little more ihan a third (37 percent)
that they had bean at no disadvantage, and the remain-
der (29 percent) were doubtful. Preference for the two-
day schedule was, as might be expected, related to the
belief that fatigue produced a score disadvantage. Thua,
a large majority of those favoring two days felt that
they had been at a disadvantage while a large majority
of those favoring one day said that they were not at
such a disadvantage.

Headmasters seemed to be more favorable than
eendidates to a two-day session. About 50 percent
preferred the hypothetical two-day series, 23 percent
preferred the one-day series and 15 percent had no
Preference. Those favoring the two-day series lilt that
fatigue had placed their students at a serious disad-
vantage: as might be expected, the role of fatigue was
considered of doubtful or no importance by those
favoring the one-day session.

Effect of fatigue on lest scores

At about the same time as French'. questionnaire sur-
vey, Tucker (1948) carried out a study bearing on the
relation of Achievement Test stores to fatigue. This
study involved a treetrarison of two subgroups of April
1946 Achievement Test aar didates: on' made up of
students who took only A. levement `Pals on that
date and ;lie other made up ( f those vlio took a com-
plete series. Whethir April It Achieve mart Test
only candidates had taken th,:. SAT at some earlier point
in their senior year is not reported; it woe Id be reason-
able to guess that most of them had. To i,ermit statis-
tical adjustments for ability differences, the study
group was limited to candidates who had preeiously
taken the sat. in Arm: 1915 while they riere in their
junior year. The prelimirary Juice 1945 sar score Was
used as the measure of ability (control) in this analysis,
Separate analyses were made for subgriwii.,; with scores
on French, Social Studies, and Chemist ry. The ques
Lion, specifically, was, "1 low do the two grou I is, Achieve-
meat Test only and ono; tete series, compare on
Achievement Teat performance after appropriate adjust-
men t is made fel differences in the abilities measured
by the sal'?" St'atarate analyses were carried out for
pablic and itidependent school students; beaauee the
numbers of boys were very small, the ana:yaes w --e
limited to girls.

Resat IS 6i I:le analyses suggested that difftrences in
Achievement Test scores, after controlling for SAT
(Mt names, were vanishingly smith itandidatea who
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took the complete serh-,s did not suffer in their Achieve-
ment Test scores. As noted earlier, self-selection
may play an unknown role in any such study based o.'
operational testing. Tucker (1948) cites another cir-
cumstance that might obscure the results of this study.
Assuming that the io.hievement Test only subgroup
had, in fact, taken the SAT only once (June 1945) where-
as the complete - series subgroup took it at lease tyke
(June 1945 and April t946), one might reason along the
following lines: students in the latter subgroup may
have taken the test twice because k heir first scores
were lower than they or others expected; those who
did better than expected would not repeat. If such
were the case, the complete-series subgroup would
appear to over - achieve on the Achievement Tests in
relation to their too low June SAT's. This point would
seem to be importsuit only if it were known that the
Achievement Test oily subgroup had not repeated the
SAT earlier in (heir smior year,

On the whole, it seems unlikely Olaf fatigue from
a full day of testing is a major determiner of perform-
ance on the Achievement Tests. The fact that about 25
years have elapsed since Tucker's study and that the
College Board cane idate population has changed con-
siderably since that time might indicate the desirability
of a fatigue study at sonic future date. However, re-
search in this area will probably enjoy low priority on
the agenda, at leas. fur the time being, both because of
the earlier results and because the main body of re-
search on fatigue in relation to performance on mental
tasks supports tiL,2 results iWoldhue:er, I9G3).

EITals of oThridy on lc,q scores

Direct studies co anxiety pose serious problems cf
design mod execution. One of many problems is how
to induce anxiet! experimentally. Another is how to
identify and metaoure anxiety either in an experimental
or , n oper itioiy,1 setting. Further, even it it is found
that anxiety is ,i,sociated with low test scores, his find-
Hg ;coves moth:1,g iii nil the role of inixkqy in bringing

4,ot Ow low scores or vice versa. Despite the many
problem,: involved in the study of the relationship be-
tween ,inyiety and test performance, a substantial
n. tuber of studi :s havc been carrion out, in, lading an
ex tapsive series of studies by Sarason and his associates
rS,am on ct miss i960).

One 4ipproael to studyig the e of anxioty on
testing was that followed by French (19621). In this
study, co.uparisons were made lx,..twec subtests admin-
istered as part of a regular SAT Ver,LIS the saint, :,11b-
ests .tdrninislered under condition; that were pre-

Annably more relaxed. u ath of the candi-
dates Iran 16 lo'gh schools took one of four special half-
] our subtesfs along with his regular January 1901

ne special material"; were strictly similar to SAT and
were printed as part of the SAT 1)0 klet with no indica-
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tion that they were experimental; students doubtle9s
assumed tl.ey were indeed part of the SAT and were as
"anxious' wl-alo taking the special sections as they
were on the rea: SAT sections. Two special verbal sub-
tests were involved, so-called Verbal-A and Verbal-B.
Students who .,e)cok Verbal-A with their regular SAT
were given VerOal-B at their own school either some
days before or some days after the regular College
Board series a ad vice versa. Similarly, two special
mathematical o.ubtests were alternated between the
regular testing and the special before-or-after testing.
In the special testings, students were told that the
examination was for research purposes and that the
scores would boo reported to their school but not to the
colleges to whio.h they were applying; it was hoped that
these provisions might lead to a relaxed t nosphere
while still ma ntaining some level of motivation. [n
addition, stud nits responded to questionnaires and to
scales believed to provide anxiety measures.

A po :ticulaily interesting feature of the analysis was
the study of sores earned under inxious or nonanxiouu
conditions in relation to school grades. It turned out
that concurre it validities with school grades were about
equal far "anxious" scores (earned on the special tests
in the regulm SAT session), for the "nonanxious" scores
(^arued in the speCal school administrations), and for
the regular S T. It seems unlikely, therefore, that there
would be differences in the pi :dictive validity of the
various scores, that is, their relation to grades sub-
sequently earned in college. Conqoacri of scores
earned under "relaxed" conditions with those earned
at the prestargelly more "anxious" SAT session revealed
no significant changes for either boys or girls, for either
the verbal or the mathematical testalthough for
girls there as as a significant difference between the effect.
of anxiety cn ti '2 verbal test and the effect of anxiety
on the mathematical test. The girls obtained increased
verbal stair( s and decreased mathematical scores under
"relaxed" conditions. French suggests that the reason
for this result is that their dislike for ma thematocs may
hive led thorn to give up on the mathematics test in the
absence of pressure to persevere, while their preference
for verbal ina:orial avould support good performance on
the verbal lest. Possible support for this interpretation
o -light come from a further finding of French that the
girls who f 9l most anxious were the ones: whole mathe-
matics scores were higher uncle- the "anxious" condi-
tions of a regular SAT administration. On the whole,
however, l'rench felt that the effects of anxiety were not
sufficiently consistent or rcli,tole to enable him to draw
any him conclusions. about them.

Fr atch':i study explored potential test anxiety as a
function of 1,ossib(o vxpoi:u re to the public vi:w ,ather
than rs a 1.1111011m of a threat to one's ego. If, for
example. as Sarason argues tSaroson ol., 1f,60), the
tu.,1-anxio as souk:ails have Leon comfit huml from early
childhoo I then anxiety will be present whether or not
the test is given under relioiod or under anxious condi.



Appro-riateness of a single SAT

The Multi-Level Experiment (Angoff and Iluddleston,
1958) was designed with particular reference to the
4uestion: Is high overall reliability being achieved for
the SAT at the expense of accurate measurement at the
upper and lower extremes of the range of talent? In the
mid-fifties, when the Multi-Level study %vas initiated,
the question of the accuracy of measurement at all
points of the score scale assumed substantial impor-
tance for a number of reasons. For one thing, the
increases in candidate imlurne resulting from the
population 'bulge' in the college entrance co, group
were expected to produce a picture of keener competi-
tion for admission to the most selective colleges and
presumably a corresponding emphasis Gil selection at
higher ability levels. Secondly, some institutions were
expressing an interest in more differentiation among
low-scoring candidates. Finally, the growing popularity
of scholarship programs made it essential that the
limits of accurate measurement be extended, partic-
ularly at the upper extreme of the range." (Angoff and
liuddleston, 1958, p. 1.)

Two methods for extending the SAT range were
,nested for experimental investigation:

a. A single broad-range list oiennposed of items more
heterogeneous in difficulty than the SAT at that time.

b. Two narrow - range t?sts at different but overlapping
:..anges of talent, each of which was fairly homogeneous
in item difficulty. Together, the pair of tests would
presumably cover a wider range than the SAT in
at the time.

An advantage was e) fur the second plan;
two narrow-range tests at cliff:rent used
with the group for which its di:Fit:Idly level was more
a;Tropriate. What was needed, however, was all esti-
mate of the size of the advantage of the narrow-range
tests. Clearly, such information %could be critical for
the construction of future tests. Thus, the study aimed
to find out (a) the reliability of each test at differ-call
ability levels and ( b) the validity of each test in various
types of colleges with stuck n t groups of varying levels
of ability.

It was recognized that decisions on future sATS would
not be based solely on statistical ellarivAcristics of the
tests. In addition, it s.as char that formidable adminis-
trative and policy problt nis would he nosel by the two-
level test syste in. flow, for exat..,e, should the
candidate be directed to the appropriate test? Should
he take a screening test prior to (be regular SAT admin-
istration? Inv PSAT was not introxhik -(1 until sera(
time after the conclusion of the Multi-Level study. er
else it would presumably have !en :41siderlyi as a
FOS:41NC SO11.16010 Should high st'lligol otfici,tts dire, l
him to the test level they deemed al .1.1.0/.1-late? should
he be forced to take 11w est con,ider,41 appropriate?
Would it be possible to convince the public that no

were bcurg dove by the two-level system?

The study itself did not place major emphasis on the
experimental evaluation of these routing difficulties.
Indeed, if the experiment indicated that the two-level
system had no major advantage over the broad-range
system, there would be no need for an exhaustive,
analysis of the routing problem. However, the study
did incorporate a limited analysis of routing itccuracy
that will not be covered here. Future explorations of
the routing problem will no doubt attempt to make use
of computer technology to solve the technical problerax
of rooting.

The study design, as befitted the problem, was a
fairly intricate one. Three types of verbal tests were
used: a broad-range verbal test, a pair of narrow-range
verbal tests (a high-level and a low-level verbal test),
and a so-called verbal equaii: test; the eqoating
test was part of a previously used operational SAT.
Similarly, the were Circe types of mathematical tests.
Th. 2e categories of colleges were used in the study:
colleges with relatively high SAT means (600 -,nd higher!,
colleges with relatively low SAT means (400 and lower),
and colleges with "medium" means (between 425 and
57E1 The equating tests and the broad range tests were
administered at all three types of colleges. In addition,
students at colleges witli high means took the high-
le%el narrow-range tests; at colleges with low means,
students took the low-level narrow-range tests; and at
the middle group of colleges, random subgroups of
stodents took the high- or low-level narrow-range tests.

The reliability analysis began by defining six sub-
groups on the basis of score level on the verbal equating
test. Six reliability coefficients were then determined for
the hi.. level verbal test, ore for each subgroup. The
reliability coefficient, of course, was based only on
students in the subgroup who had actually taken the
13w-level verbal test. To permit rigorous comparisons,

reliability coefficients were then Computed for the
broad-range verbal test, based on exactly the same
students used in the analysis of the low-level verbal test.
Similar procedures were followed for the high-level
verbz'ol test. Then, six subgroups were defined cal the
basis of score level on the ilialliematies equating teA
and rdialiffity analyses were repeated for lt) -level and
high-level thenia ties tests. In addition to these
separate mirly,e, for the six verbal and six ma tlwmrti,25
subgroups, analyses were on across the several sub-
groups for which low-ILA-el tests were considered ap-
propriate and then across toe several subgroups for

nigh -level tests were 'onside red appropriate.
ht overall eonclusi(:1 of the reliability study %%-as that

the narrow - range test bad au advantage of alnit
ur .ill over the broad-range lust for groups tbat 11;1(1

taken an appropriate test, As might be expected. there
vcre sizable differences in favor of the lest.:
fu: groups that had taken the inappropriate narrow-
range test

On die 1);Isi, or She reliability differences. it was ex.
pcattll that differe-.c:.s in validity would be very small
halved, This ex1cttati(41 was confirmed in a curio: of

1 G
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validity studies in which freshman average grade was
used as the criterion (Olsen, 1959). Separate validity
analyses were carried out for a total of 28 student
groups in 21 colleges, involving groups of men lind of
women, of liberal arts students, and of engineers.
Average validities across the 28 groups were exactly the
same for the broad-range and the narrow-range verbal
tests. For mathematics, the narrow-range tests had an
advantage of .01 in average validity.

The problem of accurate measurement at all parts of
the score range has recently drawn the attention of a
n imber of ,escarchers who vie.- sequential testing as
offering potentially efficient solutions. Several studies
have pee .1 ted out some of the theoretical advantages of
programmed tests wherein performance on initial items
determines the selection of subsequent items pre: entee.
to the individual (Cleary, Linn and Rock, 1968a, I968b;
Rock, Barone and Boldt, 1968). When each individual
takes a set of items of an appropriate difficulty Tavel for
him, a substantially smaller set of items is sufficient for
obtaining a reliable score. Linn, lict.k and Cleary (1968,
p. 1) indicate that while programmed tests are "... not
well suited to the present paper- and - pencil technology
of the testing inchn try, they are being made more
feasible by improved use of computer hardware.'

CoPsideration of 71(N' item types for the SA r°

The various editions of the SAT thet have been prepared
since the test was introduced in 1926 have contained a
total of 38 different major item types on which reported
scores were hosed. In addition, a considerable number of
other item types were used experimentally (Loret,
1960). It is clear that the SAT can beat serve its function
as a common yardstick of scholastic aptitude if the
preoictive efficiency of item types in use is periodically
compared with other available types of items. Coffman
119631)) has noted that this policy of "centinuous
cviivation" was provided for in the first form of the,
SAT and is an enduring characteristic of the test.

The issue of SAT score reliability is often raised when
changes in item types are proposed that would bare
the effect of increasing the heterogeneity of the SAT.
It is important to consider in this connection the fact
that today's SAT etintains cut siderably fewer items
than could conceivably le offe. ed in its present time
limit. The 1936 SAT, far example, allowed 115 minutes
for 300 vocabulary items, an aat rage of about 2.6 items

mir ute. Today's SAT allows 75 minutes for 90 verbal
items including a significant proportion of reading com-
prehension items (see Chapter II), an average of 1.2
items per minute. The imp xirtance of reading comprd-
lansion skills for any definition of potential for college
success clearly supports the notion that today's SAT
is a more valid measure of scholastic aptitude than it
would 'ee if it were made :lightly more reliable by tl e
eli..-,nation of reading ci.taimbension items in favor of
considerably more vocabulary items. Reliability is, of
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couree, a major aim in the development of the SAT, but
validity for its function is a higher goal. Ideally, both
goals can be served simultaneously. French (1957)
notes that score reliability is important from a public
relations point of view, as the earlier section on practice
and growth pohts out, but goes on to question the
composition of the SAT as follows:

"While there is a commendable variety of verbal item
types within the verbal sections and some variety of
mathematical item types within the mathematics
sections, the urge for reliable scores has resulted in a
test 'hat is extraordinarily long for a two-score test. It
is theoretically indisputable that replacing parts of the
verbal or mathematical sections with diverse ter.'
materials would lower the overall reliability of the test.
However, the :etlient question is whether it is possible
to raise substantially the validity of the test and to in-
crease flexibility in the use of test scores while reducing
reliability only a little." (French, 1957, p. 45.1

Three studies directed toward the possible diversifica-
tion of the SAT will be summarized here: First, a study
begun in 1951 hvolving the relation of a number of new
item types to four-year college performance (French,
1957); second, a study specifically directed toward the
evaluation of new item types for highly able students
(French, 19641)); and third, a repetition of the second
study to check whether materials that looked promising
for highly ab:ie students would be equally effective
across a broader spectrum of ability (Flaugher and

1066).

New ilea' typ:ns for predicting four-year performance

From the standpoint of the present discussion, perhaps
the most important feature of the first study was its
exploration of the reliability and validity of an SAT
having six subscores as compared with the usual sAT
(French, 1957). Eleven different item types were chosen
for study: 1) Studies Reading, 2) Science Read-
ing, 3) Induct ive Reasoning, 4) Integration (an artificial
language test. involving complex directions), 5) Suffici-
ency of Data, 6) Data Interpretation, 7) Visualization,
8) Best Arguments, 9) Perceptual Speed, 10) Memory,
and 1;) Ger.?ral InSormation, General Information in-
volved the type of information that would ordinarily be
gained through Lobbies 01 incidental reading rather
than the type of information usually acquired in school.
There were General Information questions in seven
fields (art, literature, and so forth); separate seores on
the seven fields were used as predictors in the study.
'Abe item types were selected with four main con-
siderations in mind, considerations that also apply to
other stadies of this nature. First, they should test some
function not already in the SAT; second, they should not
Inc coachable; third, they should not depend heavily
uionsp eci fie school curriculums: and, fourth, they should
measure something believed to be important for some
phase of colt ego work.
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This study was done in cooperation with 10 College
Board colleges. Tests were administered to entering
freshmen in the fall of 1951; validity studies were under-
taken at the end of tie first year of college work and
again at the end of the fourth year.

Each college administered 4 of the 11 tests. Only one
test General Information was Oven at aft 10 colleges.
Although the practicalities of limited testing time at the
colleges necessitated a reduced study design of this sort,
neyertheles.s it hampered rigorous comparision of the
usefulness of the different tests.

The analyses of primary interest here those involv-
ing the reliability ark validity of a six-part SAT- -were
done at the three largest colleges only. Results for the
seven other colleges were used as a guide in the selection
of item types for inclusion. Thus, the three colleges
provided cross-valick t ion of a sort.

The si).-part SAT included the regular SAT verbal and
-mathematical scores, Literature and Government
scores from the Gereral Information Test, and scores
on two other :tem ,ypes that were varied across the
three colleges.

The hypothetical new test showed up ncticeably
better than the rev-ki SAT. For the three colleges, the
average validity of the six-part test against fcur-year
grades was .64 as co npared with .56 for the regular SAT.
(These multiple R's were based on correlations ad-
justed for restriction of range and for test lenOh. The
numbers of cases were large, ranging from 449 to 870 for
the three colleges For that reason the author deemed it
unnecessary to .d just the ?orrelation values for
shrinkage.) The es intated reliability of the six-par t test
was only .01 lower than that for the regular SAT.

At one of the colleges, high school record was evalu-
ated along with Cie six-part SAT. In this case the mul-
tiple correlation for the six-part SAT was only .048
larger than that for the. regular SAT plus high school
record, sugge.tin4 that at least part of tile "new" in-
formation in the additional parts was already available
in the high school record.

Since the six-:iirt SAT was not uniform across the
three colleges, i was not possible to draw firm con-
clusions about the relative merits of different item types.
It did appear thc.t. Genera! Information, a score based
on only 15 items, was the largest contributor to validity_
In commenting on the high validity of this test, French
suggests that it -probably reflects the importance to
the criterion of width of serious reading outside of
school requirements. The validity may be as high as
it is because the e student who abounds in this kind Of
information would probably possess not only the kind
of aptitude measured by the s %TO: but, in addition,
the willingness to spend time in serious extra study that
produces a gooll high school record. While something
more complex yarn breadth of information may be the
desirable outcome of a college edueation, it is, never-
theless, undeniably true that the students wIo can
demonstrate krowledge of fare;.: art often the onos 'A I o
call think most clearly and are certainly the ones vt'so

fill up the academic honor roll." (french, 1957, p. 34.)
The statistical outcome of this study supported the

potential usefulness of a General Information type of
test, within the SAT, yet, for more than one reason, this
item type was hot introduced into the operational Fart
of the SAT. It was thought, Ex example, that the intro-
duction of a factual test like General Ircformation
might have the effect of encouraging schools to spend
time coaching for this type of test rather than on teach-
ing the kinds of material that teachers believe to have
the most educational value. Then, too, there were prac-
tical reasons, such as die danger of a loss of test security.
Information questions, it was felt, are highly visible
and would be remembered after the test and tranr-
mitted to other students who might take the same
form of the test, at another time. Finally information
items tend to have curre It volue and become obsolete
in relatively short order. Thus they restrict the reuse
of test forms, thereby imposing real limitations on the
flexibility of the testing program.

Validity of new item types for higli-aptitude studei'i

In designing a study of the SAT as a predictor for stu-
dents with relatively high aptitude, French started with
the premise: "The solution to this problem is probably
not to give these students more c.ifficuit tests of :he
sal -e kind. It seems contrary to :-ommon sense Feat
verbal and mathemati-al tests sle-Juld reign so supreme-
ly as predictors in the complex domain of college work.
The thinking required for success at high-level colleges
trust be particularly complex. This experiment was set
up, therefore, to try out new types of items that mciufd
exceed the SAT as a challenge to the student's verbal
and quantitative capabilities and also bring a wider
range of his capabilities into play." (French, 19C4b,
p. 185.)

The experiment included the following 15 item types:
1) Spatial Reasoning, 2) Data Sufficiency*, 3) Insightful
li-asoning, 4) Logiml Reasoning, 5) Alternative Ex-
pressions, 61 General Understanding, 71 General In-
formation, F.) Short Ite-n Information, 3) !dead ification
of People, 10) Artificirl Language, 11) Induction, 12)
Object Sorting, 13) Directed Memory, 14) Verbal
Fluency, 151 Reference Reading. A brief description
of the four tests that she' ed rpr especially well in the
analysis appears on Page 158. Eleven colleges co-
operated by testing their freshmen in the fall of* 1960.
I fowever, only six of the 15 tests were administered at
each college. The anilysis also utilized SAT, College
Board Achieven,ent Test scores and high school record

predi,toN. The ability holds at the participating
colleges may be gauged from the fact that the siw 'verbal

'Tile Date S«flieiency item t introduced into the
sAy in 1970. II a a =ins mica in the study to obtain (vi,iimise
a.: to the iltsnability f in, rea,ing the number
kilns in T NI.
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means ranged from 586 to 698 and &kr-mathematical
means from 614 to 754.

The average validity against first-year average
grades turned out to be .25 for sAT-verbal, .23 for SAT-
mathematical, and .35 for high School record. Correction
for restriction of range raised the average coefficients to
.39, .38, and .43. The Achievement Tests had uncor-
rected average values of for the English Composi-
tion Test and .37 for the average of the other two scot is;
correction for restriction of range raised these to .40
and .47. French viewed these flr dings as support for the
position that the ".. . effectiver,ess of the [sAT] is some-
what curtailed at high-level colleges." (French, 1964b
p. 191.) The corrected correlation coefficients, however,
seem quite consistent with other findings that the SAT

useful even at the upper level; of talent.
When the experimental tests were brought into the

picture, validities rose substrntially. If the results
obtained were confirmed elsewhere, it would appear to
be statistically advantageous to substitute General In-
formation or Short Item Information for some of the
present SAT - verbal and to substitute Insightful Reason-
ing and Data Sufficiency (beyond that already used)
for say- mathematical. Results for the colleges in this
study suggested that inclusion of such materials might
increase the validity of the SAT by .08 to .15. In any
case, it seemed doubtful tha the superiority of the
hypothetical new test would lit Id upon cross-validation.
Verification of the findings seemed of particular import-
ance in view of the methodological problems stemming
from the administration of d fferent tests to differenc
groups.

Finally, it may be appropriate to describe the four
item types which showed up especially well in this study:

Data Sufficiency. The same type of item as the Suffi-
ciency of Data item type in the 1957 study, each item
consists of a question followed by two statements
labeled (1) and (2), in which certain data are given. The
task is to decide whether the question can be answered
by statement (1) alone, 12) rIone, )1) ) and (21 together,
either al or 12 , or not at al: A number of mathemati-
cal areas are covered in various problem settings. Scan?
problems, for exainple, are like the typical -ritten
problem in arithmetic, anti other problems involve
formal algebraic or geometrical principles.

Insightful Reasoning. The problems in this test in-
volve arithmetic and very simple algebra or geometry.
Each one has at least two methods of solution ore
laborious and time-consuming and the other insightful
and rapid. The directions ,arn the student that le
should look for insightful, short-cut solutions to the
problems. In the time allowcd, it is not possibh to solve
many of them by the more conventional, more obvious,
but more laborIaus method.

General information. The c. uest ions here concern worlr
affairs, business, art, and a:icnce. They are basically
the same type of item used in French's earlier stud;.',
requiring knowlcxlge that :ould be acquired through
general reading, iJbbies, :r school work. They a...c
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relatively unsisceptible to solution through general
verbal ability or "common sense." For example:

In contrast to the AFL, the aro was a federation of

(A) Industrial unions
(B) Craft unions
(C) Company unions
(D) Independent anion.,
(E) National unions

Short Item Information. The items consist of a word,
name, or phrase to be associated with one of the five
alternative cv,:rds, names, or phrases offered. This is
essentially a vocabulary test in nonacademic areas. An
example might be the following item referring to types
of aircraft:

U-2:
(A) Bomber
(B) Interceptor
(C) Reconnaissance
(D) Transport
(E) Cargo

Validity of new item types at various ability levels

Flaugher and Rock (1966) have reported a ft], ther stud:
of the tests that French (1964b) identified as promising
for high - aptitude students. In the later study, validities
were determined for groups at nine colleges thought to
be more represeLtative of the range of College Board
test users. Mean sAT-verbal scores at the participating
colleges ranged from about 400 to the love 600s. Tests
were administered early in the freshman year. When
end-ofyear grades became available, the validity
analyses were undertaken.

Experimental item types included in the study were
Data Sufficiency, csIghtful Reasoning, General In-
formation, Short Tteo Information, Directed Memory,
and Integration. r.c..c first four of these are described
immediately a'ove. others may be described briefly
as follows:

Directed Memory. is a test of reading qnpre-
hensIon in which the student is directed to took for
certain things in his reading, and where he is unable to
refer back to the reading passage in order to search for
the answer to the questions. A task of this kind seems
close to what a college student must actually perform
in carrying out many of his assignments.

Irtegration. The task here is to follow complex and
interconnecting rules in order to solve problems, Tests
of integration, often called "following directions," have
been constructed vith a variety of subject-matter ma-
terials. The one used in this study employs a matrix of
alphabetic characters through which the test-taker is
directed by the instruct ions, arriving at one letter as the
correct answer.

An essential feature of the study was the identifica-
tion of an optimal four-test battery. For this purpose,
test selection procedures (stepwise regression) were



applied to the correlation matrix for each subgroup
within the nine colleges. Inspection of results across sub-
groups led to the decision that the four-test battery
should include the regular SAT-%rerbal, General Inibr-
ma tion, Data Sufficiency, and insightful Reasoning.

The validity of a best-weighted combination of high
school record plus the usual sAT scores was then com-
pared with the validity of a best-weighted ecrnbination
of high school .roecord plus the four-test battery, after
appropriate adjastmen for test length. As it turned oat,

. . the improvement achieved by this rather radical
alteration (that is, a drastic change in the content of
the SAT and the reporting of four scores) is for the most
part quite undramatic." (Flaugher and Rock, 1966, p.
25.) Specifically, for only two of the 30 groups was the
improvement ill validity greater than .05; for another 11
groups, it was .02 to .04. The authors pointed out that
the improvement would very likely have been even less
if validities had been checked on new groups, since the
experimental design involved some capitalization on
chance; that is the validities were obtained on the same
groups used in test selection.

On the basis of this analysis, the authors concluded
that: (1) SAT verbal is performing effectively, and any
subst reduction of testing time i1 order to sub -
stitut other measures is likely to impair the overall
predictive VE lidity of SAT. (2) The time devoted to con-
ventional mr thematics in SAT could be reduced in order
to substitute Insightful Reasoning and more Data
Sufficiency. (3) Although General Information would
add to the predictive power of the test, it should not be
included at the expense of ssT-verbal. (As noted earlier,
any contemplated operational use of Genual Informa-
tion would have had to take into account the practical
problems associated with this item type, among th,
being its h-gh visibility and ease of recall, its apparent
susceptihil ty to coaching. and its tendency toward
obsolesces e.) (4) There was no indication that the
tests were "unfair" to any portion of the population
within the limits of the study; that is, separate analyses
by sex, aptitude level, and socioeconomic status did not
reveal diffmences in predictive validity.

It is ir resting to note that, on the basis of his studies,
French s iggested a substantial change in the com-
position c f the sArr wher a3, on the basis of their study
making t se of the same tests, Flaugher and Rock sug-
gested or ly one minor change, a change in the content
balarce of the mathematical portion of the test. As
noted earlier, in the 1957 French study the advantage
for the Lew tests appeared to be decreased when high
school rzeord was included in a composite- with an
operational SAT and in a composite with a hypothetical
SAT. In the 1961 French study, high school record was
used as n predictor but there were methodological prob-
lems including the administration of cliffemit tests to
differen groups. The Flaugher and Rock study used a
concurrently obtained SAT that may have helped give
a more tccurate picture of the relative usefulness of the
present test and a possible revised test.

New test content

The item types evaluated in studies discussed in the
previous section differed somewhat from traditional
SAT materials, but their incorporation it to the AT

would probably not alter its basic oharacleristics dras-
tically. The studies d 'sctsed in this sec lion, on the of her
Hand, have evaluated test materials that are decidedly
different In m those in the present SAT. The only unify-
ing property of the various instruments is that they
were thveloped by ETS E tall members in their explora-
tions of individual differences. Each of the instruments
has been considered as a possible contributor to the
Admissiors Testing Program, but as of 1970 none had
been incorporated into the operational program. Future
educational and social developments will most certainly
provide the impetus fo: continued research directc
toward identifying appropriate predictors of academic
success. Five tests Wilk be discussed in the following
order:

1. B:agraphical Inv( irtory
2. Tests of Developed Ability
3. Academic Interei Ind 'x
4. Myers-Briggs Ty pe Indicator
5. Formulating Hy iotheses Test

Biogre.phical Intento,y

The work of Anastas;, Meade, and Schneiders (1960) in
developing a scoring key for a biographical inventory is
of particular inierest since the out,romes gave strong
encc ragement to the use of biographical data in coliege
admissions. Further, the care that went into criterion
development should provide a worthy model for other
researchers in this area.

The biographical inventory used in the study was a
four-page document covering a wide variety of items:
objective facts regarding the student's present status
iind previous history; his reported reactions to past
activities, such as preference for school subjects, books,
and plays; difficulties he experienced in high school; his
plans to fulfill educational and vocational objectives;
his intent to participate in college activities; the areas
in which he expects to (.counter difficulty in college
and would like help. The inventory also included items
of a more projective naturefor example, incomplete
sentences perMining to college and post-college mat ters
("Twenty years from now I hope to In addition,
the student was i..s%ed to write an essay on the topic:
"How I cho,-:' my field of interest in college."

The criterion was defined, rather broadly, as ". . . the
extent to whirl( I he student fulfills' the recognized ob-
jectives of the particular college and displays the traits
the college has undertaken to foster and (level -.p."
Anastasi ci al 1960, p. I. k Operationally, of course,

such a criterion would vary from ,illege to college;
although this stn dy applied only to Fordtham College,
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the authors make the point that Fordham's environ-
ment is probably typical of other College Board colleges.

Criterion development involved the identification of
three distinct groups of students: a "positive" group
who have given repeated evklence of actively advancing
the objectives of the college rather than just passively
adjusting to the college envimilment; a "negative"
group, made up of students who have clearly failed, for
predominantly nonintellectual reasons, to adjust satis-
fa2torily to the particular college environment; and an
intermediate "average group for which concrete
evidence was lacking of either personality maladjust-
ment or assets.

The breadth of the criterion is indicated by the fact
that some nine sources of information were used to
identify students for inclusion in the three groups:
faculty ratings, facult; adviser reports, ROTC records,
data collected in connection with selection for the
honors program, student government records, election
tc the extracurricular honor soci-ty, Office of Psycho-
logical Services records, Dean of Men records, and the
usual academic records. Three judges {the Dean of Men,
the Director of the Office of Psychological Services, and
as experienced faculty member and adviser) reviewed
the records and made final selections for the criterion
groups. Positive, negative, and average criterion groups
were selected from the class of 1958 and again from the
class of 1959.

Scoring keys were determined empirically from re-
sponses of criterion groups from the class of 1958;
ross-validation was based on the groups from the class

of 1959. On cross-validation, the inventory key turned
out to be better than SAT-verbr 1 or -mathematical
;cores for differentiating between criterion groups. It
should be noted, however, that the best-weighted com-
bination of SAT-V and SAT-M scores was not used in this
study nor was high school record used in connection
with SAT-V and SAT -M. Therefore, it is not known to
what extent the biographical inventory dupliced the
work of these other predictors. Point biserial correla-
tions were computed using these dichotomies: (a) posi
tive versus negative group, (b) positive versus average
group, and (c) average versus negative group. Correla-
tions of these dichotomies with inventory scores were
.55, .35, and .26 respectively. In each of the three pos-
sible comparisons, the two parts or the SAT, takeo sepa-
rately, had lower correlations with the criterion than
the biographical inventory. The con.. - lotions for SAT-V
were .35, . ?9, and .09 respectively. The correlations for
SAT-M were .30, .13, and .19. Since the SAT was used in
selection and these correlations were not corrected for
restriction of range, it i5 clear that the parts of the AT
were at a disadvantage when compared with the bio-
graphical inventory. It is possible to note, however, that
the S.AT appeared relatively weal at discriminating be-
tween average and negative criterion groups, ". . . a
lirding consistent with the hypothesis that average
and negative groups differ in personality rather than in
ability factors ." Anastai. 4 1 r 1.. 1901. p. 33.1
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Tests of Developed Ability

As Dyer put jt, the Tests of Devehved Ability (Tim)
represent an attempt to find a common ground on which
two sets of grumblers could agree, the subject of the
grumbling beilg the Achievement Tests. "Or: one side
were those who felt that the [Achievement) tests, by
putting a heavy premium on factual knowledge, de-
prived the schools of freedom to organize instruction in
the ways they thought best calculated to foster mature
t'nking. On the other side were those who felt that the
co -dent of th3 tests was not well enough defined to
provide the sort of blueprint they thought they ne.xled
for preparing college-bound students." (Dyer, 1957, p.
5.) The Tok by comparison, aimed to place less em-
Oasis on the measurement of specific knowledge and
greater emphasis on the measurement of understanding
and of the ability to apply knov ledge of principles to
problems. 'Ph( new tests were intended to provide a less
structured measure of aptitude for college studies than
that provider: by the traditional Admissions Testing
Program

In 1956, of ter several years of active committee and
staff work, the TDA battery was ready for field tryouts.
Tests were available in three broad areas, Social
Studies, Hunranities, and Science. Within each of these
broad areas, the tests yielded two scores designed to
measure ,wo somewhat different abilities. All except the
Social Studies Essay were of the objective, moltiple-
enoice type. The tests may be described briefly as
follows (Coffman, 1957):

,Social Studies Ability was designed primarily to mea-
sure the abi ity to apply understanding and informa-
tion from the student's own b ickground to problems
presented in the test. It also contained questions involv-
ing recall of basic facts, perception cf relationships
:Amon; facts, terms, concepts, and trends, and ability to
draw inferences when factual background was given
with questions. Social Studies Essay was designed to
measure the ability to reveal understanding and impart
knowledgt in clear and coherent language.

Humanities Reference %vas Mended to reflect pri-
marily the student's bleadth of experience in the hu-
manities. (Humanities iieferer ce and Science Glossary
described below were not intended to be o;ierational
tests; rather, they were included in the experimental
battery is comparison tests to thrc:07 light on the ability
tests and to enable a clearer interpretation of the
findings.) I Itr,,rernities Abilities was designed to test "...
the ability to comprehend to see form and purpose
behind words, paint, stone, a id sound and the ability
to discriminate -to . discem similarities and differ-
ence; between poems . . . pn nlings . . . and between
musical selections." (Coffman, 1957, p. 8.)

Science (Wassary involves understanding the basic
forms and concepts in six reas of science. Seierce
Abilities aims to measure the ability to apply scientific
facts mid principles to dota sue h as one might encounter
in further study of science. The quc ons in many cases



require the application of quantitative thinking, but
there is no mathematics test as such.

One way of evaluating the TIM is to determine their
content validity. As Coffman points out, To a certain
extent, any test which involves achievement, whether
it involves achievement in the narrow sense of knowl-
edge of particular subject matter or achievement in the
broad sense of developed ability, is valid to the extent
that competent judges conclude that the test questions
require the student to have the desired knowledge or
ability in order to make correct responses. A carefully
constructed examination, then, becomes its own cri-
terion; it constitutes better evidence of a student's ac-
complishment. than the informal tests and uncontrolled
observations which often determine teachers' judg-
ments." (Coffman, 1957, p. 7.) An indication of the con-
tent validity of the TDA was provided, first, by the very
process of test development: committees of experts
agreed on definitions of ability. Second, when com-
mittees submitted their scitemerits of objectives and
test questions to representative pands of secondary
school and college teachers, the panel judgment con-
firmed the committee judgment (Coffman, 1957).

The validity of the TUA was also evaluated in empiri-
cal studies of the prediction of college grades (Olsen,
1957). Eleven College Board colleges cooperated by
administerivg the TDA to all of their freshman iii fall
1956. \\lien first-tern) college grades became available
for the students. it was possibk to compare the
validity of the TIM with the validity of regular College
Board tests that students had taken before admission
to college.

One validity comparison involved the Tnv versus th.
sAT."rhet result s suggested that the Tov and the :-MT were
about equally effective for predicting freshman average
grades. Comparisons were also made between the TIM
and the-. Achievement Tests. Here, it was assumed that
the relevant comparison was the validity of the sAT
plus the TIM versus the validity of SAT plus Al'ille%etnent
Test .,cores. The result s sugge..:ted that the smAchieve-
ment combination had a substantial nth mtage over the
sAT-InA combination for engineering tuderts: fur
liberal arts students. there was a rat her small advantage
in favor of the sm.-Achievement combination. Finally,
detailed comparisons were mide I wt wten the 'I DA mid
t Iv? individual Achievement Tests fur predicting grades
in live separate academic areas: English, foreign lan-
guages, soelal studies, mathematics. amid science. Wit hill
each crew, the qicstion W.IS asked: Do appropriate
Achieement 'rests make a contribution to prediction
abov.. and ;,eyentel that obtainable ire 7)1 the 1 DA? Not
ship.-isingly. the Achievement 'rests in foreign Imp
guat....s and inatheanalies at geared In inea-ore
not covered by the IPA. The science tests also 1(1(1)41 to
the prediction obtainable from the I ovl however. whim
the mathematics tests and the II. were used as the
predLtive team, the science tests ;1(1(1(1 vet): Milo. The
;ac ia! Studies awl Engli-11 Composition Tests comed
to make only a negligible contribution to prceli tion

beyond that obtainable from the TIM.
If the TDA had turned out to be as valid or almost as

valid as the traditional Admissions Festii. Program,
it would have been considered as a substitute for the
traditional program In the final analysis, the slightly
greater validity for the operational program prevented
this drastic change, but many of the approaches first
used in developing the TDA were later incorporated
into the items in the Achievement Tests.

AcculEmic InIeres' Index

The Academic Interest Index has a long history, dating
back some 30 years to the eight-year Study of the
Progressive Education Association (Smith and Tyler,
1942). In recent years, this inventory has been revised
with particular reference to the prediction of college
grades and satisfaction with major field (French, 1964a).
It now consists of 192 activity statements .o each of
which the examinee must make a like-indifferent-dislike
response (for example, would he like to write stories,
to model with clay, to repair electrical appliances). The
Index does not r.sk the student to make judgments of
occupational titles or job duty statements; instead, it
focuses on activities that are familiar to students,
although it does not include school work as cueh. The
192 statements include 16 items in each of 12 areas:
biology, English, flaw arts, mathematics, social sciences,
secretarial, physical sciences, foreign languages, music,
engineering, home economics, and business ithe "exec-
utive" scale).

Halpern (19351 administered the revised Index to
eleventh grade students on two occasions. Sepa:.:te
analyses tvcre carried out for four subgroups: males and
females planning to go to college :N = 577 and N = 593,
respectively 1, amt male,: and females nc l planning to go
to college IN - 392 and N 499, respectively).

lialpern's study invJilved analyses of five points,
which may be summarized briefly as follows: Fe,
internal consistency analyses, based on the initial
testing. were carried out for each of the 12 scales in
each of the four subgroups. The ineclian coefficient was
.91. None of the IS coeiliients was under .86.

coefficients from self report Mventories such
as the Academic Interest Index must be interpret(d
differ ntly from reliability coefficients for ability tests.
Items m. 11:. Index have intereorrelations of about .10
as comp;;red with intercorrelations of about .09 for
svr-v items and about .13 for NAT-M 1:(11.^. In +nterpre-
ing the intereorrelations of the interest item,,, the

10ossibility of rest )oi se sets, memory: carry-over. or social
desicabillty bias must be kept in mind. Second, test -
retest rdiability was assessed by correlating score;
earnet1 on the first administration with thc..- ,:rnel
Three weeks later on :1 second administration.
iti,di;111 co(-114 lent 60r the 12 se, 'es in the four

wa, Third, ;i:,-igntocrit of items to scales
WM: 1.`V111,1;11 ;II by e Licking whether ilrms bid higher
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correlatioas with scales to which they belonged than
with other scales. That is, '" an item had a higher
correlation with some other scale, it was judged to he
misplaced. (In determining correlations, each item was
eliminated from the scale. of which it was a part.) By
this criterion, only 4 of the 768 items examined (192 for
four subgroups) were misplaced. An additional 56 items
(7 percent of the total) correlated as high with some
other scale as with their own. Fourth, intercorrelations
among the scales were determined to check whether the
12 scores were relatively independent. Of 264 different
correlations lintercorrelations of 12 scores for four
groups) only 21 were .50 or greater. Where the scales
were highly correlated, the relationships seemed to be
appropriate. For example, the physical science scale
had rather high relationships with sne biology and
engineering scales. Fifth, as a check on the construct
validity of the Index, trollies for the four subgroups
were compared. It turned out that score patterns were
indeed in accord with expectation. For example, females
who did not plan to go to college had relatively high
scores on secretarial 311d home economics scales whereas
females planning on college were relatively high on the
English, iine arts, foreign languages, and music scales.

On the basis of these findings, Halpern concluded:
"This study has confirmed the extensive history of
developmental research conducted on the Interest Index.
Looking to the future, we may recall that the item
selection carried out in developing this test did more
than consider itemscale correlations. Two other criteria
were also used. These were item validi,ies for fres/ma-1
grades and for satisfaction with college major. If the
scale property results are any indication, we may expec t
that this test will perfrrnt equallj well in additional
validity studies." (Halpern, 1965, p. 21.)

211yers-Br :ggs Type Lulicalor

The MyersBriggs 'Type Indicator is a selfreport
ventory which is intended to measure variables stem.
niMg from the Jungitii personality typology. It con-
sists cs four scales: Extraversion-Introversion tE-1).
Sensation - Intuition 1S-N Thinking-Feeling (T-1;':, and
Judging- Perceiving (J-1'). The E -1 scale is presumed to
measure interest in things and people or concepts and
ideas: the S-N scale, I en6encies to nerceive through :.he
usual sensory inrcesses or indireilly Via the uncon-
scious: the T.F scale. tendencies to judge or evalua lei
phenomena rationally and impersonally or subjectively
and personally: and the J.I' scale, tendencies to retch
conch sions about plienoni(113 or to bevoine aware of
them.

-These scales were expressly developed to clas.,ify
people into type categories ;e.g., classification f1S an
('Xi CON (It, an introvert, or, in those cases where the '.Wr)
lcndcncicsarecqual ,'indeter!Ilin. rte" %%hit Nvotild hive
rcal waning. The cutting lor *zero' tHInts used in
makirg these classifications tN6re r (110S4-11 Olaf f} ose
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people who are on one side of a scale's cutting point
and, hence, in one type category are presumed to be
qualitatively different from those who are on the other
side of it, and hence, in the opiiosite type category. In
addition to these categorical classifications, continuous
scores for each scale can be derived by arbitrarily ern-
sidering one end of the scale high." (Stricker and Ross.
1963, p. 287.)

The validity of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator as a
predictor of academic performance was studied at two
men's colleges (Stricker, Shiffm,m, and Ross, 1965). One
procedure for estimating validity involved treating as a

eedictor the contintams score on each Type Indicator
scale. The correlation of first-year college grades with a
best-weighted combination of SAT scores plus high
school record was then compared with the correlation
of the same grades with a best-weighted combination of
SAT scores plus high schoul record plus the four Type
Indicator scores. The combination involving the Type
Indicator scores was higher by .05 at one college but had
no advantage at the other.

A second procedure utilized as a predicator variable
the so-called Four Scale Contingency Prediction based
on the Type Inventory. The development of this vari-
able involved classifying students into 81 possible
categories (that is, all the combinations possible with
three categories on each of four scales). Then, in order
to treat this in a standard correlation analysis, it was
necessary to assign a numerical value to each category.
The value assigned to e-ch category was the average
freshman grade for all students in that categ:-:. Thus,
each stuc ent had as his 'score" on this predictor the
average of grades earned by himself and others in his
category. As the authors note, the correlation of these
scores with the average grades earned by the same
students gives an inflated e,:imate of validity. As it
turned out, the validity cf a combination of the SAT
plus high school record plus the Pour Scale Contingency
Prediction was about .09 higher than the vandity of the
combination of the SAT plus high school record. Taken
at face value, the gain would appear to be larger than
that found when the continuous scores on the Type
Indicator were used as precliclors. Whether the gain
would hold up on a new group involving an unbiased
estimate of the validity of the Four Scale Contingency
Prediction cannot be answered from the present results.

Formulating 11 woorIisi. Tt1

The Formulating Hypotheses l'est IFrcrleriksen, 1959;
Cliff and Cliff, 196,0 wa- designed to measure abilities
of the sort required of a research scholar as he studies
the results of resem h. The examinee inspects a problem
in I he form of a graph or table and is asked to write as
many hypotheses as he can which might explain the
finding shown by the data. He then lists ;:lie items of
information needed to test Ilk liyi,otheses. One exercise,



for example, asks the subject to sugvst explanations
for the finding that men entering tl.e Navy in June,
tit; ly, or August have higher average scores on classi-
fication tests than do recruits tested during other
months of the year. In preliminary studies, two scores
have been obtainad for the test, the Hypotheses Score
and the Items of Information score. The former is based
on the number of possible explanations for the findilg;
the latter involves a count of the number of acceptable
items of information which the examinee has listed as
necessary to test his Mpotheses. The relevance of the
test task of formulating hypotheses to the college task
of identifying abstract causes is clear. The fact that the
test requires the student to produce responses repre-
sents a clear departure from the present dominant
approach in testing, that of referring the student to
select responses.

Cliff and Cliff (1963) explored (a) the internal struc-
ture of the test in terms of selected reference factors
(factor study) and (b) the relationship of test scores to
measures of academic ability (validity study).

For the factor study, the Formi lating Hypotheses
Test was administered along with tests in areas cor-
responding to five previously identified factors: Idea-
tional Fluency, Spontaneous Flexibility, Sensitivity to
Problems, Originality, and Induction. Data on academic
aptitude tests and grade averages ,were also available.
The authors concluded that the t: actor analyses indi-
cated minor components of voritadiNity and general
knowledge, but that the factors represented were
generally not the saute as those represented in the
marker tests. The authors commented that the test

.. has considerable appeal as a job sample measure of
at least one aspect of scientific creativity." (Cliff and
Cliff, 1963, p. 19.)

In the validity study based on the largest group
IN--191: grade-point averages showed a significant cur -
relation till the low .20's) with both the Hypotheses
score and lira Items of Information score; verbal scores
on ace-demi( ability tests had a significant correlation
(also in the low .20's) with the HyPotheSCS score. For
the other three groups in the eMidity study, with sam-
ple sizes ranging from 16 to 21), correlations did not
reach statistical signific ance.

The authors' overall conelusie is were "that (the) two
Formulating Ilipotheses scores (a) are measuring
somewhat the s8hle thing, (h) correlate :lightly with
measores of academic achievement an.i potential, and
(c) have seine relation to the fluency-type measures
used here. However, the main part of its reliable vari-
ance is not covered 1 y these variables. Insofar as the
abihly called for is not simply: specific to the tcst, the
possibility that it is a measure of what Guilford might
call divergent production of .cniantie implications is
suggested." iClifT and ('liff: 191;3, p. 30. ) 'lie possibility
that the Formulating Hypotheses Test wit: raer chab
lenge the current SAT ileln 1).1 es for general us seems
unlikely in view of these findiugs. It may be that it trill
demonstrate its usefulness in 9 ,ecial scit ace sytlings,

English essay

"Mankind in a he rA of unusual creative activity some
day will undoubtedly achieve the perfect English com-
position test and thereby usher in the millennium. Being
a perfect test, the instrument will please nearly every-
body: Old Guard English teachers who knew beyond
the reach of reason that compositional skill can only be
measured by essay tests, progressive teachers who
respect and use objective English tests, and every shade
cf opinion in between ...

"In 60 years of trying, it hardly needs be added, the
College Board thrcugh its committees of examiners in
English has not achieved HMI testing instrument . . .

"The task of the College Board English Examiners,
beyond any question, has been the most complex, most
vexing, and most baffling that any College Board test
committee has had to face. Certainly no committee
has spent more time in sober appraisal and painful re-
appraisal of its work, and no [other] College Board ex-
amination across the years has undergone so many
alterations and reilmtmients." (Palmer, 1960, p. 8.)

The full history of research bearing on "alterations
and refinements" in the English Composition Test is
beyond the scope of this book. Instead, discussion
will be limited to a few of the larger studies carried out
since April 1947, the date when an objective section was
first introduced into the English Composition. Test. The
following areas vs ill ha considered:

1. Opinions of students and teachers on essay testing
2. The first objective English Composition Test

exercise
3. The Interlinear exercise
4. Comparison of six item types
5. General Composition Test
6. The Writing Sample
7. The new English Composition Test essay
8. Points of view in essay grading

Opinions of hnehrs and sluAnts on essay toting

Do essay-ty pc tests actually encourage schools to teach
and students to work at writing exercises? If so. this
fact would be au educationally significant argument in
favor of essay-type testing in the College Beard program.

According to a survey :uric(' out about 15 years ago,
teachers of English do want an essay test in the program
'French, 1:436a The fact that they want it is not very
surprising. What is solace nal unexpected is that the
nut t frequently i hecked reason for wanting it was as a
measure of competence. On the other hand, only about
one teacher in five or took the view that essay tests
sea vol as a goal for students or as a fac or in the number
of writing assignments Made.

The effect of essay testing on studc:tt motivation WaS
the subject of a .other study carried out by French
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(1956b). Al the outset, both essay and objective tests
Wee given to four groups of students. Two groups were
told that their final examination would be of the essay
type and two were told that it would be of the objective
type. Actually, both types were given to all groups.
After t he second testing, only a fe'v students I 14 percent )
said that they had done anythdig special to prepare
themselves for the expected type of test. The "after"
scores on a particular test type were not much different.
for strdents expecting that type of test than for those
not expecting it; further, there was no real advantage
on the "after" test for students who said that they had
prepared for that particular type of test.

The firs? objcctive English C,Atipo8ilion Tc,st eArcise

Iluddleston has reported in detail on the first English
Composition Test that contained an objective section
the April 1947 test 1'lluddl2ston, 1954). This tc.d %vas
made up of three parts: 1) a lac' essay, 2) an entirely
ob:ective sect ion c 'led Editing (items in which portions
are underlined, followed by sevn-al suggested ways of
rewriting the underlined part), and 3; a section called
Paragraph Revision (a paragrarh whose imperfections
are rot identified, %%111C/1 the st; dent is to rewrite as a
%%.1 tole ) .

English grades and teachers ratings were used as
criteria for assessing the validity of the tests. svc-% erbal
was included in the analysis as predict ar. As it turned
OW, SAT-verbal was better than English Composition
total or any of its parts as a predictor of the %vriting
criteria. Among English Composilion sectio, the ob-
jective Editing exercise was more valid than the other
two exercises. When the Edi.ing section was used along
with EAT-verbal, prediction was inn roved modestly. over
that obtainable from sw'r-verbal alone labout .03 gain
ii the validity eoefficienC'. Iluddieston concluded that

. in the light of present knowledge. incii.ttrable
ability to write is ne more than verbal ability. It las
been impossible to demonstrate by the techniques of
this study that essay questions. objective or

aragrai h-revision Cm:I-List,: contain i.ny factor other
than verbal; furthermore, these types I mea-
sure writing ability less Well I kill duds a typical vcrbril
test." iIIuddleslon, 1954. p. 204.

7'he Int(ilb,0 or ( yHti,(

After the introduc lion of objective IrEller1,11, 11110 the
English Composition Test, a formidable array of new
exercises mas developed. it may be noted that in
August 1918 the first wholly or jecti%, English test ap-
peared in the College Board program, t tine of t neNv

11011 lypeti %V;IS 1110 -41-1.1111.41 Interlinear, used for the
first lime in ';ilartli 19:11. In this exercise, a pasrage is
printed with spare betw cut the lin, the ex opine('
makes alterations directly nI 111l. le'l copy. The
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to be correctedgraminat'cal errors, punctuation
errors, itwkwaed constructiot sare in no way identi-
fied for the candidate. The Iii'erlinear exercises are then
graded by a group of reader; who have agreed in ad-
vance on a set of grading star dards.

Evidence on the reliability and validity of the first
Interlinear was very favorable indeed S.;%.ineford
Olsen, 1933). It seemed possil le to establish a very high
level of reader reliability; estimates were in the vicinity
of .95. In addition, the test :bowed up well in a study
involving the prediction of ft ,slonan English grades at
eight College Board colleges. As usual, the best predictor
of English grades was SAT-v, rbal, its average validity
before correction bar restriejon of range was .42 for
12 groups at the eight epilog lks. What leas noteworthy
was that the English Com.tosition Test closely ap-
proached sAT.verbal in validity, with an average cor-
relation of .41. The Interlin tar alone had an average
validity of .39.

Compafi6e:; of six ifon type;

In 1955 -5G, a cormoratk e st idy of six English Compo-
sition item types %vas corric/1 out in cooperation with
four College 13oard colleges INVeiss, 1957). This study
involved three item types ddigitcd to elicit some actual
NN riling from the candidate lilus three entirely objective
types. They were: 1 i Interlir2ar; 2 r Paragraph Interpre-
tatitan mhic11 requires free rinsvvers to questions based
n a paragraph of prose; 3 Sentence Revision, which

requires the candidate 1,0 'N% rile entire sentences in
clear and acceptable Engl. sir 41 Nletilphors. involv-
ing scrim Ices with a phrisc 'milted for IS /14'11 the
candidate must choose theibest of five alternatives: 51
Poetry Croups, poems will ;lilac 4,1t111 led, followed by
four alternatives among vhich the candidate must
decide which is appropria tc' or inappropriate for various
reasons; and 6J n, W1111:11 requires putting a
set of sentences into Ihehe t order. Those six item tyres
occurred in three English 'omposition forms: students
in this study took one fol in at recmlau ('ollege Board
administrations and the p.lier IWO al special adminis-
trations in the fall of thei freshman year.

Interlinear lurnvd out to be more valid than the
other II% e item types as or redactor of English grades for
freshmen in the four colic:es. Tho odic r hvo --N%

tests Piiragraph Interocetation and Seinen,' IZe-
%ision-- appeared 01 be the p Pt,re,t predictor'. The
!lave strictly objective types acre intur.ocilirl le
naafi'. lye %able. In view of the good -f ,w% Mg of the
interlinear, the question n atur. ally arose as to %%holier
it might he %%ell 1,, 11,1%e Ihr entire illr of the F.P10/,11
r,,111J,,,,111!,11 SA (14.1,11re II) ibis ex; rei-e. As it turip d
out. a te,t anode kW II( hit 'rlineatr. Mar 1.(11k.t. item typ,
`CL'1111411 superior4 II) :III hour of interlinear ;done.

Ali hough the focus of study was .1 tromp,Iri...un
among. English Conwositl..111..U1111 \T- \ 11,,t1 %1,1S

.11,(11 HRludt I IS rru111.14,r. I %1--%erkil



turned out to be the best single predictor of college
English grades. Use of English Composition plus SAT-
Verbal hi ci a modest advantage over SAT-verbal alone.

Hell:thinly analyses of tests used in the validity study
were very favorable to the Interlinear tSwineford, 19571.
Since three item types were repeated in two different
rest forms, it was possible to investig,ate their form. to-
form reliability as well as their siagle-form reliability.
The norm -lo-form correlations were .50 for Organization,
.48 for Poetry Groups, and .66 for Interlinear. Singles
form reliabilities were .45 and .56 for the two O, ganiz..-
lion exercises, 38 and .58 for the two Poetry Groups,
and .85 and .C;;3 for the Inter 'Mears. As Swineford points
out, the two subtests by the same name were not
strictly similar: for example, one Organization sublest
consisted of three sets of items with seven or eight
choices each, whereas the other consisted of six sets of
items with five to nine choices each. On the whole, it
was concluded that reliabilities were reasonably Sal is-
factory for 20-minute tests.

Ti, GO1(10 Ccoppedion

In May 1954, after several years of experimentation, a
two-hour essay test was introduced into One College
Board program. This test the General Composition
Test cc4,was intended as a supplement to the
English Compositiod Test. 'nut as a part of it or a sub -
stiwte for it It Wilk', offered a second time in May 1955
cad a third and last lilac in May 1956.

The General Composit',n Test lual several distim:-
live features. One was its :,coring system: grades we-c
given fctr five warily qualities of McdNinic:,
Style, Organization, Heas.oning, end Content. Each
grade rt.reselited the judgment of at least two readers.
a third render was used if the fast two disagreed. An-
other distinctive feature was that tine student was not
only presented with the topic but also given rending
materials for background. /lik-ever. he was not limited'
to the material which was pcesented. Further, he was
informed of the qualities diet would be judged and
given an estinuiv, of the proportion of iin,o that would
be most profitably spent on the various elements of the
assignment.

The 14151 and 1955 cc4s acre the subjcct of an ex-
tensive rics of validity studies. ,Oisen. 1955: Oliq to,
1936 . 'The first series was based in eleventh graders in
11 setondary schools and the .! el 1 !nil on eleventh and
ti;dtilt graders in ,ix shool-:. In thEy-k. sUUdice, English
grorlcs and English teat hcrs' ratings were iised ascrituria
111 Wr-111101.; ;1111111V 11;..!,1/11-1 Which 1111 :eV eV:110;Ithl.
The elingso fthevaliditystudieswerequilect' ler. The
General Composition Test total score was less effect, .c'
111;111 sae -eerie d ar English Composition for measuring

ritiag :is delined in the: e studies. Earl or, SVC-
c,r1,11 i.t.s Ito tcr than each individual cut quolily
roc rf,7" I redo 1///, T tlingsnn the c crc,tond-
iug ;toy,

Ln six of the schools where students ha taken bath
the 1964 and 1955 OCT, the correlation between total
GCT scores for the two test ings was .16. By comparison,
1954 and 1955 sat-verbal scores correlated .88 for the
same students (Olsen, 1956).

reliability of the i;c.c was estimated by put-
ting a sa,nl,lc of 200 papers Iheougb the entire reading
pnicess twice. In each reading, the paper, were read, by
al least two reodcrs with third readings NORTE. necessary.
The correlation between total OCT scores for the two
sets of readings was .70 (Swineford, 1956).

The special subcommittee appointed by the College
Boatd to evaluate the cot' made the following statement
in its final report: "We feel that the gap hetwi.,en On--
concept of tine test as good in the sense of being reliable
and valid, and the test as being good in the sense f its
encouraging and developing skills which are desirable
in themselves, evert if it lacks precision to terms of
scoring, is too wide to be bridged at the present lime to
the satisfaction of either school of thought." College
Board. 1197,6. p.

The Wrdinn Soirp!e

In 1)ceeinlier 19130, sone hour years ;liter the (a..r was
iluiinclointi, the \Vining Sample was introdtteecl into
the Colltai Board program. Like the cur, this exercise
16V,e 11 S1111p1(110l.111 (lit he English Composition Test. not
part of it. The Writil)g titimpfc mtltl red Ilona the eel"

ad indeed from everything ei,t. in the program -inn
That it not graded by Kist or the t'ollege
Instead. topless t lhe student's es,ny were simply
forwarded to colleges utnd 10(101(1dIV ..41111111.7,.

Two surveys looked into line colleges' use of the
Writing Sample ,Ekstrom, 1962; Ekstrom, 196-31. In
the first survey, a questionnaire was sent to all College
Board colleges during the 1960-131 acadcmic year.
Altogether. 43 percent of the colleges reported using the
NVriting Sample in connection with admissions decisions;
most often, it wds, used with borderline or marginal
eandioates. Beaching WaS 111(1s1 commonly done by an
admissions ollicer or the admission"; commit tee. About a
third of the colleges planned to use the Writing Sample
for placement: for placement per doses, reading Was

done by a committee from the English lie-
part mem.

The hicr survey involved interviews it 23 colleges
that did require the \Vritiag Sample iEkstronm, 1961'.
'Twenty' of Iln. 23 colleges used the Writing Sample in
tiwir ,tdmissions program: 11 rcported that they simply
read it fora goner 11 impres-ion.w nine. said that they
actually assigned grades. The reading 'Ads Irare conn-
nuunly by IL. ultnksi,ns ofli e. than clsewlhert..
When asked which qualities they laohed for, colleges
lutist ofti n chocked: 1 orgaili,ation. ;iltility ta
:1, ,pciling, ;aid I In ,t,bii11.11,

r.praa-ii tb mplo for went
purposes. in 11.11111111i.,r, sin c11 the 2.i lepar.ed 11-ii-g it



for assignount to advanced courses, three for assign-
ment to remedial work, four for exemption from com-
position cou ses, and one for placement of all students.

the WC !ing Sample was not centrally graded, it
was difficult to determine its reliability and validity, or
,,lure accurately, the reliability of the grades that were
being assigned when grades were indeed assigned and
the validity of the grades for the particular uses made
of them whe,v they were being used. Ekstrom reported
that experimental studies carried out by a few colleges
suggested duet the Writing Sample had low reliability:
and validity as it was being used. The responses of
colleges to questions about the possibility of a centrally
graded essay in the English Composition Test suggested
that the Writing Sample would, in general, not be
missed if the English Composition Test included an
essay. Several colleges expressed the view that they
8voUld like to receive the essay itself as well as t he grades
on it (Ekstrom. 1964).

The introduction after 1963-64 of a 20-minute cen-
trally graded essay into some administrations of the
English Composition Test paved the way for the di-
minat ion of the Writing Sample from the College Board
Admissions Testing Program. In 1967-6S, the last year
that the Writing Sample was offered, 90 colleges re-
quired it or recommended it, or accepted it in lieu of an
Achievement Test. Large numbers of candidates were
producing samples of their writing even during the at
year, but, in general. College Board member colleges
did not find the Writing Sample to be a useful com-
ponent of the Program.

The ncie Ehglisir Companion Teal

A major study of writing ability, leading to the reietro-
duct ion of an essay section into the English Composi-
tion 'rest, was published by the College Board ( God-

Swineford, aml Coffman, 1966(. A noteworthy
feature of this study was the at It:titian elyvoted to
criterion development. The criterion involved a series
of short essays read by a number of liffere»t readers. In
one phase of the study, the criterion was based on a
total of 25 reader judgments, five readers for each ol five
different essays: in another stage, the criterion was
based on 2(1 judgments. Each reader was asked to make
global, or holistic. rather than analytical jeidginclits.
Rath rn(ler made 31) to 40 judgments per hour. reading
rapidly and assigning a single rat ing on (1 three-point
scale.

The 6 In eleventh and twelfth grade students. who
vtote the essays in this study also took 1%%o Interlinears

and six 20- minut objective exercises (Paragraph Or-
g: ni/aI ion, Sentence ('orcect jon, Csage. Prose Cnips,
Error Bea (Ignition,. and ('onst ruction Shift [. In adalitinn
Ilic analysis involved the es\t and ru. of the sherl
..--ay, a- pr,di, tors.

Vith one exception Paragraph Orgai.jial;on all of
tl objea rive ty bad fairly high witli the

16C)

essay criterion (ranging from .57 to .71). Use of objective
tests it combinations of three yielded validities con-
sistently over .70. When Interlinear was brought. into
tile picture, combinations including an Interlinear were
found to have higher validities than combinations not
induct ng one.

Ped aps the most important findirv, hmvever, was
that a 20-minute essay made a distinctive contribution
to prediction above and beyond that obtainable from
the of her types of test material. Validity coefficients for
test combinations that included an essay were consis-
tently higher than those for eornbinations that did not
include one.

Combinations of PsAT-verbal plus any of the one-
hour English tests generally showed higher validities
than either alone. The esAT-verbal section alone ap-
peared to be inferior to an English test alone for predict-
ing the essay criterion. Previous studies had demon-
strated that sAr-verbz,1 was generally superior to the
English Composition Test as a predictor of English
grades or of teachers' iudginents of writing ability. Pre-
sumably, the distinctive results of the present study
are attributable to the use of the essay criterion rather
than to any distinctive difference between sal- verbal
and PSAT-verbal.

The December 1963 English Composition Test in-
cluded a 20-minute essay similar to those used in the
experimentthe first time an essay had barn in English
Composition since Am il 1917. Some 50,000 candidates
were tested and their essays were read by 145 readers.
Each essay was read by t wo different readers working
independently. A special study %vas carried out to deter-
mine whether the reliability attained in the experi-
mental study %could hold up in this major College Board
reading (;Myers, McConville, and Ceffinan, 19611, To
aid in answering I hi,: question, 2r, po.pers were selected
for repeated readings. 'Chose paper.: were reproduced by
hand so that readers would not re,ignize an "experi-
mental- p,nier. On each of live days, each selected paper
was given to 25 dilicren! ivaders. The analysis indicated
that the reading reliability for single reader was .41.
for two readers. .5S. and for four readers, .73; the ]as;
figure compares with reliabititics obtained in the ex-
perimental study. One disconcerting finding was that
reliabilities Were 11,0 nhly 111Wer on the Last day of
road,. .g( single reader reliability w.es .2t; for the last dgy

compan rl with values as as .49 for previous days.

l't,iur ilf n (;:,(11, ll,(111:teq

(In t basis do re.nIcTs make their ,judgments of
student essays? Along %%flat dimensions do they differ?
In .in attempt to answer such questions. hr.nrh had a
group of alto studeM essays graded r:i1}1,'Ir Iletero-
gimotis ;niers: 10 English feachirs. social

ientists. S nattird lit V% Vitt LAItq,-,
11\%yo N. ;In,' 7 1,usitu ss exc nti% es Eta m i, 196.2.1 .

t;r,,dim;N% 11.101,11t 11,1111.1. i%



Each reader was simply asked to grade according to his
own judgment of what. censt:tutes writing ability. The
average correlation between two readers was .31.

To aid in identifying bases on which grades had been
assigned, a factor analysis was carried out; the factoring
involved a matrix of intercorrelations in which the vari-
ables were the 53 sets of readers' grades and the regular
College Board scores. One possible outcome was that the
factors would simply correspond to readers' occupa-
tions. However, this did not prove to be the case. A
number of other hypotheses were explored in vain to
identify the characteristics shared by the various
readers; for example, a check was made to find out
whether the ;actors reflected emphases on different
objective characteristics of the essay itself, such as
length, proportion of unusual words, or mechanical
errors. Finally, comments that readers had written on
the essays were reviewed. This analysis did shed some
light on the differing emphases of different clusters of
readers. It appeared that the five factors might be
called: ideas, form, flavor, mechanics, and wording.
That is, one group of readers particularly stressed ideas,
another particularly stressed form, and so forth.

College Board test scores---sAT-verbal, SAT-Ma I hema-
deal, and the English Composition Testconstituted
an essentially separate factor that was not related to
the form, flavor, or ideas factors but n-as somewhat
related to the mechanics ,ind wording factors. French
raises the question: "Isn't this what English teachers
have been telling us psychometricians all alongthat
essay tests of writing ability measure something that
objective tests do not measure? They seem to be right.
Form, flavor, and particularly ideas arc missed by the
tests. But, then, of course, they are also pretty mi.:1,
missed by the readers. The low correlations among the
readers ... can only mean that nothing at all is being
measured very well by the e.-says." 'French. 1962a, p.
27.1 Ile sees a solution ;Hong these lire;:: "t' o, if we psy-
chometricians can encourage testing and further clari-
fi,,ation of those aspects of writ ihg that objective tests
cannot measure, encourage the use of readers who favor
grading those particular qualities the 1 are desirable to
grade, and see to it that the students are aware of what
they are being graded on, we can enlighten rather than
merely disiia rage the polemic art of essay t es
(French, 1962a, p. 28.)

French's negative reaction to the average corn Azit ion
of .31 between readers can be contrasted to the con-
clusion of Godshalk, Swineford, and Coffman t 1966. p.
41): "For the essays, the first-order volidit les do not
approach the range of validities for other types of
questions until the sore is based on there redings. On
the other haad, when essay scores nice 1,muldmi1 with
objective subtest scores, they prod t y coeffici-
ents even higher than those for lanbinations %Odell in-
clink (objective goc,linip: and I an interlinear exercise.-
It is dear that the nu o ttcr of the 11.-; folrics; of the e,,..,:,:;,-
ex,oi;ina1ion is by no ine,als n within the
psycludia.t6 «,mmunny.

Special populations

From time to time, reference is made to the College
Board test candidate population as though it were a
well-defined, unchanging, homogeneous group. Actually
the candidate group is made up of boys and girls who
conic from all parts of the country (increasingly, from
alt parts of the world), who are applying to a host, of
different colleges, who represent an increasing diversity
of socioeconomic backgrounds, and who cover a sub-
substantial range of tested ability. The facts of hetero-
geneity .suggest, first of all, the need for extensive, up-
to-date descriptive statistics, including data on the test .
performance of clearly specified subgroups as well as
the manner in which the test is relevant and useful for
the different subgroups. The relevance and usefulness
of the test for the different subgroups f. re the general
criteria by %Odell 'tile determines the presence or absence
of "test bias."

In view of the recent spate of discussions regarding
test bias, it might be thought that there exists a single,
unequivocal, and generally agreed upon definition of
bis. This is not the ease, The popular belief that bias is
indicated whenever a test yields different mean scores
for different group:: is clearly, an oversimphfication.
Actually, a difference in means is nut only an insufficient
indicator of test bias; it is not even a necessiry condition
for bias to exist.

Bias on t, test is a matter of a major concern when the
test is user, to predict future success. A test may thus be
thought an ac unbiased in a practical setting if members
of two groups differ on the criterion of success (on job
performance, on school grades, or on some other mea-
sure whose app:opriateaess as a measure of success is
reasonably well accepted) in t he same way as they differ
on the test. 'I hat is to say, a test is biased or unbiased
only with resject to an accepted criterion, Moreover. it
test may he unbiased for one predictive purpose yet
biased for another. In order to explore some of tire
complexities inherent in considerations of test bias, a
monograph -Statistical Aspects of the Problems of
rases in Psychological Tests" by Richard F. Pottholf

';ttlioff, 196(i will he reviewed. Po Wolf addresses him-
., !;to t he limbic ins of defining bias, di, termini rig whether
bias exists, and determining lime to clininate bias if it
is discciv; red. These three problems are considered both
for the situation where there exists a criterion variable
to he predicted and for the situation where no such
criterion exists,

Potholf &lines bias in terms of condit:onal expecta-
tion ;old observe,: that . a test i.s not biased if in-
dividuals from different groups who have the same test
scores also have the same expected criterion scores.'
Pottier}', 1966 p. 7.1 Ile notes the similarity between

this definition and (he sMtement by Cardai, and Coll%
to:in 1191;1, p. 'If thy test is ti.,,o(1 tar prtIlicti.ml, the
ultinilegilc,ti,)it is la-ther or not a cormunn
equ the .:roip., In whit -i,
it P. 'wing appli,1 11,,,
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are equally effective for all groups." Potthoff develops
equations based on least-squares theory for testing
hypotheses of bias under the condition that total test
score is being used. He goes on to generalize these
equations for the situation where there aro multiple
tests and where there are multiple criterion variables.
Regarding the question of correcting for bias then it is
found, Potthoff notes that one solution, the one implicit
in the Cardall and Coffman statement, is to use different
regression equations f r the different groups. The effect.
of using different regression equations for dfi'',..rent
groups is to assign a weight to group membership in
making the prediction. However, Potthoff goes on to
point out that the appropriateness of this solution may
be questioned when the group is defined by some char-
acteristic that ought not to be related to success on the
criterionan example being race and success in college.

preferable solution, he suggests, would be to isolate
and study the intrinsic characteristics of the groups
that are reflected in the relationship between the
predictors and the criterion.

Potthoff found it difficult even to arrive at a satis-
factory definil;on of bias in the absence of a criterion.
The problem of definition, he observed, can be avoided
if there are a priori grounds for believing the groups
should be alike with respect to what is measured by
each item or by the total test. However, since differences
in backgrounds are frequently the basis for distingui-'l-
ing between groups, it is not reasonable to expect the
grout;; to be alike in their performance.

(i.e. approach to a defiaition of bias in the absence of
a criterion is in terms of the interaction between items
and groups. This interaction flay he shown graphically'
by plotting (he item difficulties fur one group versus the
Wm difficulties for the. other group. Interaction may be
observed when sonic items are substantially more
difficult for one group than for the other relatiue to the
remaining items in the test. This definition is unsatis-
faet(4y in that it would result in 41 ilidLtinkklit of rt bias
%then the item-group interaction is nom.ignificard, but
,.lien a further .analysis would demonstra:e that the
items as a group predicted an outside criterion different
ly for the two groups.

When a criterion is available and itself unbiased, it is
possible to define three main typos of bias in the test
score by conridering the properties of the regression of
criterion on lost score, The fir. I typo of bias is reflected
by differences in the errors of cAiina le in the two «a
more) regression lines; the second type of bias is re-
flected by differences in the riot,' s: and the ird lype
of bias i.. reflected in differen«'s in lir intercepts.

The first type of bias arise; when 'here are differences
in the predictive power of tc.-4 ,,, evidenced by
the standard error of estimate, conolig the 'various sub-
groups. If, fur exaiiiple, a test weer tube ta,rrela teal ..-01
with it criterion for One of trio 'ci/11:111y licterogenoous)
groups and zero for the other gnaw. t test is clearly
biased in the sense that net zi Jib aot and cc,-. [In
prtdic tar for the :Alec group.

The second type of bias arises when the standard
erro-3 of estimate for the various subgrou is are the
same, but the regression lines are not parallel. The two
grcrips may have equal means on both the predictor
and criterim or they may have different means on one
or both of these measures. The lines for the two groups
may actually cross trithin the usual limits of predictor
scores, in which case the test may be considered simul-
taneously 1 lased against low scorers in one group and
against high scorers in the other group. Ou the other
hand, the lines may not cross within the usual range of
predictor scores; in this case, the direction of the bias is
the same throughout the range, but the test is more
seriously biased at one end of the scale than the other.

The third type of bias arises when the standard
errors of estimate and the slopes of the regression lines
are the same for lhe various subgroups but the inter-
cepts of the regression lines differ. The difference in
intercepts may occur when the groups, even after
rdjustment for differences in mean test score, show
different (adjusted) means on the criterion. When the
intercepts are not identical, the test is considered biased
in the sense that .cores do not have the same meaning
fur the two groups. That is to say, the test is biased
against the group ',those regression line is higher, the
group that performs better on the criterion reloticc to
the predictor score, that is, the group that tests lower for
the same criterion performance.

A finding of test bias does not, by itself, carry a clear
recommendation fie- action: Is it best to abandon testing
altogether in that silualion? To seek tests that may
be somewhat less biased, and to use them even if they
are cumbersome, expensive, or time - consuming I for
example, job-sample or lrnilting,:ample types of tests'?
To make allowance in the selection pioce.,s for score
differences'? To offer practice, coaching. or t wining? To
find sumo other alternative? It goes without saying that
the optimal course of :action is even less clear -rut niten
bias is suspected but has not been demonstrated em-
pirically. In (t statement on the interpretation of sAT
scores fur the disadvantaged, the College Board 1965h,
p. MI pointed out: 'Tending further study now under
way, however, schools and colleges c,In only be taut Tuned
against waking the itAcal interpretation of sac'. score;
(clam comparing an educationally disadvantaged An-
cient with groups of students %tt() are not simila-ly (Rs.
advantaged. S(nce the publication of hk" ,l3telnent,
number of studies of If cat the c,.vi have been con-
tinkled reported. Sonic of these studies ,tee ,41111-

nuirized below. The sections that follow will consider
macA difft'rences on the r. b ,ullora l Iilhtrcaces, .curl

:tilprnpriAt'lh' 4,1 \\ it II ery
Hell or very low ,C1,1"C.,.
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generally nct focused on the question of overall superi-
ority for either sex. Instead, meet interest attaches to
the determination of differential patterns of ability.
TWs focus r!eems an appropriate one, since the presence
of differences per se is, as was noted earlier, no guaran-
tee of bias.

As a matter of historical interest, findings on sex dif-
ferences for candidates on the first sAT ever offered-
Jane 1926-will be summarized here. Brigham (1932,
p. 334) found that girls were significantly superior to
boys on the test as a whole. The sample was a group
of 921 boys and 578 girls who had completed nine
subtests. The means on the total test were 513 for the
girls and 494 for the boys who were tested on that date.
(It may he recalled that separate sAT-verbal and SAT-
mathernatic31 scores were not reported until 1930.)
Analysis of individual subtest scores showed differences
in the expected direction. Boys had a significant ad-
vantage on Arithmetical P:oblems and Number Series
Completion while girls had an especially large and
significant advantage on Artificial Language, Antonyms,
and Paragraph Rear'ing. Haw score means and stand-
ard deviations are siiown below for the nine subtests.
All of the differences in means were statistically signif-
icant except those on Definitions and on Analogies.

Stiblest
Boys

(N 921)
Girls

iN = 5784

Definitions M 16.09 16.48
SD 4.53 3.77

Arithmetical Problems M 8.14 6.44
SD 2.71 2.30

Classification Al i2.98 13.85
SD 4.32 3.87

Artificial Language M 18.39 22.35
SD 5.78 .5.53

Antonyms M 29.80 33.35
SD 7.57 6.2'1

Number Series Completion M 10.70 9,98
Si) 3.43 2.86

Analogies 51 23.84 23,61
SD 5.79 5.32

Logical Inference 51 24,03 25.16
SD 6.5(1 5.35

Paragraph Reading M 25.20 28.27
SD 6.99 6,20

On the first form of the SAT on which separate verbal
and mathematical scores were reitorted- June 1930-
girls did better than boys on verbal, but boys were
superior on mathematical. Verbal means were 518 for
the girls tested on that date and 487 for the boys.
10;101(4n:16(.4d means were 484 and 51(1. respectively
(Brigham, 1932, p. 373).

Mole re'ventlY, it has been found that boys and girls
do about equally well on sAT-verbal but that there is a
t-ubsiimtitil difference in favor of boys on sAt-nia th-
(math d. ('h mgrs have hien n.ad' in the (wilicrn of
the sAt -verbal over de. year.,, but rip intuit cli,ktiguA

have been made that would tend to account for the
differences between recent findings and those char-
acteristic of earlier years. In a study carried out in the
fall of 1966, the SAT means for a random sample of high
school seniors in the United States were found to be as
follows (College Board, 1968, p. 23):

Verbal Mathematical

Senior Boys
Senior Girls 393 382

390 422

It should be stressed that the above figures are
estimates for all high school seniors, not solely for those
who take the SAT. SC/ .olastic Aptitude Test candidates
are a select group, and the considerations that deter-
mine why some students take the SAT and others do not
may not operate identically for boy s and girls. It is of
some interest therefore to find that candidates show
about the same pattern of sax differences as the general
group of high school seniors; the candidates, however,
do have decidedly higher means. For example, mean
scores for all seniors who took the SAT from May 1967
through March 1968 were as follows (College Board,
1968, p. 24):

Veit a/ Motheractical

SAT candidates-Senior boys
SAT candidates- Senior girls

463 510
461 466

The fact that the reported SAT- verbal scores turn out
io be equal for boys and girls does not, of coui so, prove
that the boys and girls in this group, or boys and girls
in general, are equal in verbal ability. As Coff:nan
points out, At is well known that women tend to make
higher scores than men on tests of verbal aptitude.
Therefore, if men and women make comparable scores
on a (particular] t,-.st of verbal aptitude, one is likely to
suspect some bias in the sampling of either men or
women or both. On tnO other band, consider the pos-
sibility that the observed differences in favor of
tray be a function of their superiority on sonic of the
questions in the test and not on others. If such be the
case, and if the test constructor is not aware of n hich
thin, are producing the differences, he might at some
1.oint construct a test form which produces essentially
equivalent SWIMS for men and women even though
there is no bias in the samples of people.- (Coffman,
1961, p. 117.) The main task fur the test constructor is
to develop content speciticatiors that will insure a
reasonable saint Oe of relevant tasks. Once such specifica-
tions have been developed, the problem for test con-
structors isnot simply to remove the: Avant:4:e accruing
to a particular subgroup. "Rather, the problem is to
identify any special sub-categories of items which con-
tribute spevial weight to such differences ass do show
up so that specifications may he written which will
insure that successive forms of the test are parallel.-
A:oirm.m. 11831. p. 117.)

In a study comparing men :cod women who took the
unr F-51 rkIl. , Colimm loon] hat total ...cores
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were yirOally identical (Coffman, 1961). H's made a
distribution of differences between item difficulties for
the two sexes. Insrection.of the items prod.rcing the
greatest sex differs ices confirmed test constructors'
expectations. Items dealing with "people" favored
women: items deal ng with science or businessor,
more generally, with "things"favored men. Coffman
goes on to suggest (hat, "In our culture, mcst of the
words related to ' people' are likely to be ccnsidered
generi.1 and thus to chosen for use in 't verbal aptitude
test. In contrast, it considerable number of words
related to 'things' ore likely to be considered special-
ized and thus to be left, out of a verbal apt'tude test. If
words related to 'people' are easier for women and
words related to 'things' are easier for men, is it pos-
sible that biases in the sampling of vocabrlary may
account for the reporter:, superiority of women in
verbal aptitude?" (Coffman, 1961, pp. 123-124.)

What should test constructors do on the basis of
such information on sex differences? Coffman suggests
that "if the differences which appear in response to
aptitude test items are relevant for the performance
one wishes to predict, then items showing differences
should remain in the test; if the differences are not
relevant, then items showing differences should be re-
moved from the item pool or controlled at the point of
test assembly to insure opt imam weighting in the test."
(Coffman,, 1961, p. 124.) The policy of controlling the
weighting of various types of content is basic to the
operational procedures used in the construction of
College Board tests. Coffman's statement serves to
emphasize a point stressed earlier: Bias should be
evaluated not in terms of score differences or item
st r tistics but in terms of test relevance. By thiscriterion,
a most important consideration is the comparative
validity of the test for men and women; or, more pre-
cisely, examination of the question "Is die same regres-
sion system appropriate for both?"

An early summary of Abelson (1951) is pertinent
despite the fact that it involved both the Psycholrgical
Examination of the American Council on Education
(ACE) and the SAT. Abelson brought together results of
seven validity studies in which prediction was com-
pared for boys and girls at the some college. (Com-
parisons of boys at one college with girls at anoth:?r arc
likely to be so confounded by intercollege differences
associated with factors oth:r than sex that they would
shed little light on the question of comparative validity.)
Data from the seven studies were reanalyzed to deter-
mine whether (he standard errors of prediction were
identical for boys and girls. Comparisons involved
liredieCons based on the test alone, on high school
record alone, and on a best-weighted combination of the
test with high school record. Typically, it turned out
(hot the error of prediction was smaller for girls than for
boys. Surely any attempt to comoare the relative pre-
dictability of boys'and grades will have to consider
that girls tun', to take different courses than boys so
that criteria in the two cases are different.

i0

A more recent summary of studies of the relative
predictability of boys and girls by Seashore (1962) is
entitled simply: "Women are more predictable than
men." The conchtsion drawn by Seashore is further
supported by the work of Stanley (Stanley, 1967;
Stanley and Porter, 1967), who found that SAT-V and
SAT-M predicted freshman grades at non-black ,alleges
in Georgia significantly better for girls than for boys.
No significant differences in predictability were found
between boys and girls at black colleges. The following
section contains additional reference to the Stanley and
Stanley-Porter data.

Culture,- differences

There is a great deal of public and professional interest
in the question of the appropriateness of standard
American tests for subgroups of candidates with back-
grounds unlike those of the majority of candidates.
Because of the heterogeneity of the College Board test
population, it would be possible to identify a large
number of subgroups for which the test might be pre-
sumed inappropriate. Most research studies, however,
have focused on but a few of the possible subgroups
for example black Americans, students from other
countries, and students whose native language is not.
English. The latter two groups are, of course, over -
la pping.

As noted earlier, comparison of meanshowever
interesting it may be for its own sakereveals little
about the fairness of a test for particular groups. Such
comparisons provide some clues as to the appropriate-
ness of the test in terms of difficultyfor example, the
mean score for a group may be so near the limits of the
range as to preclude effective discrimination among
-andida les. 'This aspect of test appropriateness will be
treated in the section on extremes of the score range.
National surveys of SAT scores for whites versus non-
whites have never been made. The Coleinan report
;1966) with its extensive SCAT data for twelfth graders
is perhai,s the closest appTOX ii113 0011 to such a survey.
Nevertheless, comparative dation the SAT are available
for selected groups. For example, separate SAT distribu-
tions lui,.! been published for blacks and whites in
the University System of Georgia for a number of years.
Results for fall 1963 en( rants will serve is an illustration

Klock. and Bush, 1965, pp. 5, '1

White 131rick

,Sto/r, Frmiilo Mole Fe mnlc

Numb( r 331. orivills

SA r-verbal Mean
S1)

1.4'38 2,677 :371 r,23,i

419 412 265 268
102 9:1 52 51

n.'r- tnalhornatical ;1.313 503 4:38 310 297
51) 106 Si 52 41

11 ,11,31..1(1 1,c 101,1 in mind 111,11. Ilicso figures apply
only to 1963 3,11tr,11113-3 in the 1.'111%3,1,11y Sy Aim of

,.l (y1
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Georgia: ,,hey are not based on all college entrants, on
all high tghool graduates, or on all blacks and whiles
in Georgi u

Studies of the validity of the SAT have been carried
out for each institution within the University System
of Georgia (Hills, et al., 1965). Thus, it is possible to
compare validities obtained at institutions at tended by
blacks vorsus those obtained at institutions attended
by willies Unfortunately, such comparisons are far
from decisive in assessing possible bias in the SAT; for
example, colleges are likely to differ from each other on
a number of characteristics other than the ethnic com-
position of the student body. At the same time, com-
parison of validities does provide an indication of the
appropriateness and relevance of the SAT for the col-
leges under consideration. Accordingly, it may be
useful to cite a few summary figures hate.' on validity
studies of the 1963 entering groups in C .gia. Using
data for four-year colleges only, it turns out that a
best-weighted combination of SAT-verbal and math -
ematical has a median validity of .465 at three black
colleges based on a total of six student groups, three
groups of males and three groups of females. By com-
parison, the median validity was ,50 for 16 student
groups at nine colleges attended by whites. These
results were obtained despite the fact that the black
groups were considerably less variable than were the
white groups, Female whites were far more "predict-
able" that is, female groups showed higher r's) than
male whites, male Units, er female blacks, who
differ little from each other. The meditin of the stamlard
errors of estimate was .50 fur black grouila and .56 for
Ihe white groups. (In interpreting these standard
errors, it !nay be useful to knew that criterion grades
were on the scale A = 4, B = 3, and so forth. Ex on
beithout rigorous statistical tests. it seems la tisonabhi
to conclude that the SAT was about equally appropriate
for blacks and whites in the University System of
Georgia.

Perhaps more decisive in the evaluation 2f bias are
studies comparing white with black groups :it the some
college. As might be expected, College Board colleges
with black subgroups sufficiently large fur statistical
comparison are rare. Cleary i19681 was able to find
three colleges for such a study; however, at two of the
three. adequate data were available for fewer than 100
blacks. In this study, bias was :issussed by comparing
the regression system fur the black and white groups
at each of the three colleges. It turned out that there
was no significant difference between the regression
systems for the black and the white groups at twit of
the three colleges. In a predictive sense, tt given score
meant about the same thin, for members of both
groups. In the third collepc, there was a significant
difference but oiiiiosite in direct len from what is often
hypothesized: on the at-LI-ago, ut this college a black
with a particular s -IT score actually cilitained slightly
boor grades than a white student With Ife :some ',ore.

Anotlwr approat It to study of bias as is Rlatkti

to cultural differences involves an analysis at the item
level. One method for studying bias at the item level
involves graphic procedures. This method has its roots
in the work of Thurstone in the middle 19203. A test
is administered to two groups and a difficulty index,
converted to a normalized scale (for example, to the
"delta" scale; see Chapters 1, II, and III), is computed
for each of the items in the test. A bivariate plot of there
normalized indices is then made, referring one of t he two
groups to the abscissa and the other to the ordinate.
If all items are of equal difficulty for the two groups,
then all points lie on the 45" line from the origin. Any
item that is easier for one group than for the other is
displaced from the 45' line. The degree of similarity of
the backgrounds of the two groups will influence the
amount of cohesiveness, that is to say, the degree of
correlation represented in the plot. For example, Ihe
correlation between item difficulties for two randomly
different groups is likely to be as hit:ot as .98 or even
higher. Visual inspection of such plots taken from rwo
culturally different groups sometimes reveals items
that deviate markedly from the cluster and give evi-
dence of item-group interaction. These outlying items
might be considered biased items; yet an absence of
such °others does not exclude the possibility of bias
with respect to a criterion external to the test.

Cleary and Hilton (1968) carried out a study of PEAT
items based on twelfth grrd- students classified by race
and socioeconomic status. They defined bias thus: "An
item of a lest is said to be biased for members of a
particular group if, on that item, the members of the
group obtain an average score which differs from the
average score of other groups by more or less than
expected from performance on other items of the same
test. 'Flout is, the biased item produces an uncommon
discrepancy i t tween the performance of Inenabcrs of
the group and members of other groups. In terms of
the analysis of variance, bias is defined as an item x
group interaction." (('leary and Hilton. 1968. p. 61.)
Results of their analysis showed that there are few
items with an uncommon discrepancy between the
pert innance of black and white students. and most
of them are items that are exceptionally dillicult for
1)(3111r:ices, to that scores on them are esilecially affected
by guessing or onlio-z,oicons. Coffman of 961) summari/es
a number of studies: of bias at the ittm level and indi-
cates how significant findings lead to changes in the
procedures for developing tests.

One group of exploratory studies of non-binglilo
s;ii....king candidates has been directed primarily toward
the icoll,dian of normativc-type information
191;2: Howell, lOG3: 1961. Such studies Lire of
considerable interest not only because they yield per-
tinent information :danut spaniel candidate groups but
also Is ame they aid in ictititifying those candidate
groups whose scores should he subjected to further
-In Ay

A stady by Coffman evaluated the u-efial-
ncs, of the s.sr As a :.ect-c-Icing (1(1 lo
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dents applying for scholarships at American univ(r-
sities. Large groups of candidates were tested-309 in
1959-60, about 1,000 in 1960-61, and over 3,000 in
1961-62but only a small number of scholar: hips were
granted-24 the first year, 216 the second year, and
227 in the third year. The fact that the award inwrs
were dispersed among more than 100 colleges harnpea ed
an evaluation of the test. It was. noted, however, that
relatively few students had academic problems. It was
possible to locate 60 pairs of students, both members of
each pair having entered a similar program Fit the same
college. In the subset of students for whom SAT- verbal
scores and grades were available, the higher-scoring
student had received higher grades in 28 cases and
lower grades in 25a chance difference. In the subset
of students for whom sAT-rnathematical scores and
grades were available, the higher - scoring student had
received higher grades in 33 cases and lowr grades in
15 cases. This hitter difference was significant at the
five percent level indicating that the sAT-Inathernatial
score had predictive validity beyond that used in
placement.

In addition to studies like those already carried out,
other types of studies are needed- for example, studies
aimed at determining how an obtained ore should be
adjusted before making academic predic, ions for per-
sons with different language backgrounds who are
applying to American college,

A somewhat different questip in the ,,re,p of cultural
differences concerti.: the value e: the SA". f,,r predictioli
in institutions in other countries and cultures. P Note
that this question does not p a ern itself with the into
pretation of SAT scores for inp augers of different culture,
applying to American institutions and competing with
American students.) A study of the eradivenuss U the
SAT in selective secondary schools in Enrdand prow,
some limited evidence un This point (Fruitier, ('offm;
and Taylor, 1968). Results of (his analysis sus gest(
that the SAT did yield reliable measurement for the
British groups. Some itrms were relatively nn re di flicul
and others relativel, less difficult for the British stu-
dents than for American candidates: at the same lim, . it
turned out that the British students on the whole
performed very well on the SAT. Further, (he \T
appeared to be an effective predictor both of rank-in-
class and of grades on essay examinat ions. Th ?Se results,
of course, permit no broad generalizations on the rela-
tive 'performance of British and American students nor
do they tell anything about (he relevance of lhe AT

for British students seeking admission to American
universities. What they do indicate is that the sAT can
have considerable Value in quite a different setting from
that for which it was devisco.

SAT scouts nl N,r (ii it OfCs ref (14( oh tong(

of 111111t rat Ii1C eMIrunes of OW sxl
store stole %%tne on-illt red I riellc in this alaychr in
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connection with the sununary of the Multi -Level study.
There, an experiment involving a two-level test system
was described. Such a system, it will be recalled, offered
only a negligible advantage from the standpoint of
validity or reliability. A number of questions on the
subject of testing at the extremes were beyond the
scope of the Multi-Level study. This s?ction, therefore,
will look at some of these other questions bearing on the
effectiveness of the SAT for students with extremely low
or extremely high scores.

Extreme loses- -The properties of so-called below-
chance scores have been the subject of considerable
attention. (When formula .scoring is used, as with Col-
lege Board tests, the expected value of a chance score
is zero and below-chance scores are taken to be nega-
tive.) On theoretical grounds, the interpretation of such
scores is somewhat perplexing. For example, Cliff (1958,
p. 615) makes the point that the psychologist who must
interpret individuals' scores may decide to ignore score
differences near the chance level since such differences
are frequently due solely to lucky or unlucky guessing
or to massive omissions. This point is consistent with
Gulliken's suggestion that one should not interpret a
score that is vithin oae or two standard deviations of
a chance score as signifiying any knowledge of the sub-
ject mat ter of the exarninaticn (Gulliksen, 1950, p. 263).
On the other hand, Levine and Lord have made the
point that "Negative scores are bound to have some
discriminating cower, if only because an examinee
whose true score is +10, say, is less likely to obtain an
actual score of 3 than is an examinee whose true
score is 1." (Levine and Lord, 1958, p. 7.) Levine and
Lord have also poiated out other factors that might
lead ; student to obtain negative score... For example,
because of careful test construction, distractors may
consistently appear In a misinformed student to be more
Platisil,lp than the Lorre( t answer. Also, negative scores
nay represent a l:ick of test sophistication rather than

y guessing.
Several slui:As of , he discriminating power of nega-

tive scores. will Ile cited here. Levine and Lord (1958)
carried out a study in which they evaluated a new
discrimination index that was designed to measure a
test's effect iveiHss al different scene levels. This study
involved the a minis+ ration of Iwo tests to the same
group of examinees: the first test %vas a relatively diffi-
cult one on which 111.111Y examinees obtained negative
scores; the secund was it about average dip:icult) tor
the 'When checkal against the seond test. the
difficult (est did show discrimination in the negative
score range. In fact, i ,,app: cciable difference was foond
between the diseriMiiiation in the negative score range
and (hat for the rest of (he score range.

Cliff's study of chancedevel scores yielded some-chat
less eluar.eu I results (Clint, 19581. In this study students
were given se AT and an equaling test closely similar to
SCAT. 011 OP' basis Of SCAT SCI11.12S', I hr go c rp was divide('
into Chancel, vet and above- chance level stilignotips,
and the regression of the equating lest on SC A(' V is

1 r .)
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determined for each subgroup. As Cliff points out, "If
scores at, or below, the average chance score represented
the performance of students with no knowledge of the
subject matter, who were merely marking alternative
responses at random, one would not expect these scores
to relate to anything." (Cliff, 1958, p. 613.1 A,4 it hap-
pened, results were not consistent for the college-level
and high school-level SCAT. On the college-level sub-
tests, the regressions for the chance-level groups were
sip,nificantly different from zero and did not differ
significantly from those of the above-chance-level
groups. However, for th, oigh school subtests, the re
gressions for the chance-level groups were not signif-
icantly different from zero. In other words, chance
scores on the college-level SCAT were predictive of per-
formance on an independent measure, but chance
scores on the high school sr ,T were not.

Angoff (1964) reanalyzed data from the Mu Li-Level
study in order to examine the rroperties of chance-
level scores. Specifically, the reanalysis involved the
regression of the narrow-range low difficulty test on the
broad-range test. As it turned out, the regression was
less steep at the lower end of t he score scale. Interpreted
at face value, thin finding would suggest that negative
scores wer2, not as discriminating as other scores; diff-
ferences among examinees who score in the -chance"
region may be smaller and presumably less dependable
than are the differences among examinees who score
in the non-chance region. As Angoff makes clear, how-
ever, the interpretatioi of these results is not without
complication. One good possibility, for example, is that
the findings simply reflect the -floor" effect on the
riterion test; that is, the floor on the criterion might

be so high that it obscures discrimination among low-
scoring examioes. If such y ere the ease, the obtained
results would not he mnsi(lered relevant in demenstra-
iMg the salinity or lack of validityof chance scores.

Hold t .1968) used data from the May 1964 adminis-
tration of ihe SAT to carry out his -Study of Linearity
and Homoscedastieity of 'Pest Scores in the Chance
Hai ige." Pretest data for SAT-V and SAT-M were used to
rank 1h, items in these tests. for difficulty. Broad-range
s,(biests were defined as those items Yith odd ranks,
yielding a 45-item verbal lost and a :30-item mathema-
tics test. Ditlicult subtests were defined as those vwemt-

ranks -I items with item difficulties lower than
N'ielding a 19-item verb,d test and (116-item mathemat ins
test. The 103,275 answer sheets:Awed on magnetic tape
y( re then reseored for the broad range and difficult
suhtest using formula scoring Ili -11' -11 :111(1 defining
:lance suores us ingative or zero formula scores.
Scathri,lots of the scores on the (Iflicult and broA.
range tests were prepared for both the tcrhnl and the
1/1/1t111:111atiC, Inc variances of the arrays of
broad range (-nines( r, arcs fur ea, It levet of tic. (bib, tin
:.111,1,.,-( scow acre tested for cqu.itily. mid Ih,
Caws of Iv aro, (11.1,ticity (litril-%.rionee, %%el,

jet toil. Array ica,,1 mg.itive
r ougll%c ilia' low Haan de

creased toward higher positive scores, indicating more
accurate prediction from the very low (high negative)
and very high scores on the difficult test and less accu-
rate prediction in the vicinity of zero formula scores.

Despite I lie statist ically significant findings indicating
nonlinearity of the regression of the broad-range test on
the difficult test, Boldt (1968, p. 7) concludes that

. . over-all linear relationships can be expected to
hold in general except for slight erratic fluctuations and
a minor bending at the extremes," This general linearity
even in the chance region suggests that t he scores in the
so-called chance range do not stem from random pro-
cesses. Each successive score on the difficult test is
associated with a higher mean on the broad-range test.
This basic linearity definitely does not hold for the
regression of the difficult test on the broad -range test,
in which case a systematic curve throughout the test
range is observed. The part of this curve that lies in the
chance score region is quite flat, indicating that chance-
level scores on the broa,l range test would not have
much value for predicting scores on the difficult test.
Perhaps this finding can be attributed to the fact that
students who score very poorly on a test that contains
some reasonably easy items are not able enough to be
misled by carefully selected dist roeters on difficult items.

Hills and Gladney (1968) Hvestigated the usefulness
of below - chance SAT scores in predicting college grades.
Test and grade data were obtained from 667 students
wit,. entered three predominantly Negro public ck)leges
in Georgia ill the fall quarter of 1966. These students
had means and standard deviations of 271 ;;rd 51,
respectively, in SAT-verbal ;mild 305 and 53. resi t ively,
in sAT-matheniatical. It was possible to determine con-
veniently for 6111 students the ..n.inala score correspond-
hug to their ('allege Board scaled .core and to define for
each test four groups for subsequent analysis:

Group 1. Students scoring below chance level on the
test

Group 2. Students scoring immediately ,;hove chance
level. Group 2 was chosen to be equal in siie
to Group ! the same number of - talents
taken from each of the three colle:es,

Group :3. Students scoring at the t011 Irycl of the test.
Group 3 ;was chosen to lie equ il in lice to
(;roues I and 2 and with the same numl,er of
student s 14-( an each of tilt., throe colIcgc,

Group 4. All students scoring al'io%e cha t.r Past on
In te`t

correlations lieRveen tc-1 scores ono groilc: %%ere
obtain( ( I for each.of trio four adimt mein for
restriction of range %%ere applied to the correlations to
e.-rirmito the ,alreody-kno%11, correlations for the total
group, .1.111. l',111111.1tt4 lictei ut test

resonti grades for tip. total group that cre olnainol
1(,,(11 111111i 4' ,11111 1111111t,1111t is Ile,'-
1 h mni 4. 111 1.:-.1111., cc, re srionsl in r1,01, In 1114 111.0`
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and negative in some cases (.51, .52, .81, for
example), whlle the population values were all sub-
stantial and positive (-1.31 to 4-.50). The estimates
obtained from the high-scoring group and from the
total-above-chance group proved to be generally sound
ones. The exceedingly small standard deviations of
scores for the chance and near-chance groups, relative
to those for the total group, led to very large and there-
fore highly inaccurate adjustments. The authors report
that scatterplots of grades and scores were generally
linear even in the chance region. They did not show a
pattern of flatness in the chance region followed by a
rising line above chance, such as one might expect if
the chance scores resulted from random test-taking
behavior. Tests of the similarity among the standard
errors of estimate and among the slopes and intercepts
of I he regression lines for t he various sang ,les showed no
significant differences, leading the authors to the con-
clusion that chance-level test scores are not significantly
different in (heir prediction of college grades from above-
chance test scores +Hills and (; ladney, 1968). It would
appear, then, on the basis of the combined evidence of
the various studies summarized lane, that chance -level
scores do not behave much differently from above-
chance-level scores, especially in the prediction of an
adequate criterion.

Superior Students It is sometimes claimed that 1..e
very nature of most objective tests is such that the
unusually brilliant, imaginative, or perceptive student
is disadvantaged by the test and may. in fact, emu
lower scores than his less able fellows. If true, this
point would raise an overwhelmingly important issue
because of the special concern to identify--and most
certainly not to overlookthe truly superior student.
As Angoff puts it, the obvious question is -Can the sAT,
constructed as it is for a diverse and heterogonous popu-
lation, also do justice to a narrow hand of highly able
candidates?" (Angoff, 1965, p. 2.)

Summaries of pertinent research on this problem are
available in I he tut ides -The College Hoard sAT ;old the
Superior Student" (:Nngoff, 1965) and "Are Aptitude
Vests Valid for (he Highly Able?" +('hauncey and
Milton,, 1965.)

One question tlitt has been in est igated concerns the
relative effectiveness of a narrow-ral.ge, high-level test
as compared with the broad-range tests r ow in use.
ISce discussion of the NitIli-Level study on pages
1564 be recalled that while the narrow-range test
did provide siunetthat better discrimmal ion, the ad-
vantages appeared negligible when t icwed ira Ilic light
of problems inherent in a nitillidevel tc,ting
(Argot'!" and Iluddleston, 1958

Another iwprotte h to this question involves analysis
at the item level; That is, ocrformance on individual
items is investigated to determine tthether or not each
item may be considered -unfair" to th. superior stu-
dent. An ikon analysis of I hi.: type, loosed on more t ban
Itatrooti 111111( i hike ri for the \lay 196

i..is r1;1;,-.k. I,ord Lk tormined for
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each item the percentage of people at various levels o:
ability who answered the item correctly; for this
analysis, "ability" was defined as total score across all
items on the test except the item under consideration.
Plots of percent eon ect versus ability level were then
checked for irregularities at the upper cud of the scale.
For the 90 verbal items and the 60 mathematical items
in this analysis, no im' -,slant irregularity was observed.
Thus, the analysis did not support the view that the
brightest students were disadvantaged as compared
with the less able students. Of course, the absence of
evidence of irregularities for the items in this one form
of the sAT is no guarantee that such irregularities near
occur. On the other hand, in view of the evidence of
parallelism for different forms of obc, sAT,..:.seems safe to
conclude that such irregulari.:aswould occr r only rarely.

As Angoff points out, there may be a logical weakness
in an item-study design such as Lord's that casts
doubt on the meaning of the results, If (he total score is
indeed biased toward the mediocre student, then the
monotonic relationship of the items with total score
dogs little more than demonstrate (he internal consis
Wiley of the test (Angoff, 19651. To escape from this
logical circle, then, it is necessary to know the relation-
ship of the total lest score to some valid criterion out-
side the test, such as :academic record. If total Lest
score shows the same degree of relationship to the
criterion at the high end of the score sco.le as at the low
end, the test as a whole would presumably not be con-
sidered biased against the superior student. Chauncey
and Ililton t19651 and Angoff 119651 report on a study
by Wbitia that hears on this point. Whitla found that the
relationship of s.\T scores to grades earned at Harvard
was no different for the highest levels of ability than for
intermediate levels; that is, the relationships between
test scores And rradus were linear throughout the range.
The fact Owl there is no "dip" at the upper end makes
it seem unlikely that the superior student is at a parti-
cular disadvantage on total SAT Score relative to per-
formance in college. Thus, Whitla's results, which
support the validity of (lie h,trrl score for superior i-tu-
dents, point up the importance of Lord's results on the
properties of individual test items.

Curriculum elm ugc

Each year hundreds of thousands of secondary school
students akt, various College Board Achieveint nt Tests.
Thes,., students represent all parts of the United States
and indeed all parts of' the world. tiome students use
quite, modern textlxioks and study under teachers who
are in close contact (till the N'erC 1,1teSi ClirriClIlilrn in-
not ations. Other students use traditional textbooks and
st only Linder ted,11,Tstt lid have..at most, inarg Mal contact
with curri. clan eta.e,tges occurring: over the pa-t several
years. There h ivi' appro.li
and mrh,t-is ttithin Ihe !olljo, r dress, 1.111I the

I II beet an e.t.a of e-pce %tide-
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spread and dramatic change. The National Science
Foundation, for example, has sponsored new secondary
school science and mathematics courses that have had
a great impact on schools.

In sp:ta of (he diversity of course offerings within
subject matter areas, all students of a particular subject
usually take a common examination. The question that
naturally arises is: 11-ov could this one examination be
equally appropriate for all students, given the diversity
of backgrounds among the groud of students taking
any one test?

The problem of preparing achievement tests for
beterw,eneous groups is not a new one, nor is it one rrat
is peculiar to the College Board. It is, moreover, anal-
ogous to the problem of developing aptitude tests that
are to in: used with hetero, cneous groups. Efforts to
deal with the problem have resulted in a set of standard
operational studies that follow certain established
procedures. Although these procedures have already
been summarized in Chapter III, an additional review
is offered here in the context of a discussion of the ap-
propria'eness of the Biology, Chemistry. and Physics
Achievement Tests for students from various curricu-
lums. A number of comparisons were made bet NN eco the
scores on a given science Arbi,:venact.t 'Pest of two
groups of students following two different curriculums
who were equally able in terms of science ability as spe-
cially defined and measured, and in terms of scholastic
aptitude as measured by the College Board SAT. Ezich
analysis employed, as a measure of the particular science
ability, a collection of about 2.5 questions on the rel-
evant test judged by about In teachers of relevant
courses to be highly appropriate fir their students.
These questions provide a measure of sciene:
that could reasonably be assumed to be free of curer ,olar
bias.

Scores on the Achievement Test were subjected to
an analysis of covariance, using as control variables
scores on t he SAT and quest ions in the Achievement
Ihal %%cre judged appropriitte fir both groups. The
covariance analysis yielded the mean scores f,11 the WM-
rlete Achievement 'rust to he expected of Ion groups of
studeids equal in ability las defile d but who had
studied different courses.

A t trge number of such itialyses were carried out
starting in 1962. and plans called for such Italics to
continue until it was 110 longer possible to distinguish
subgroups with different curricular emphases. The 12
differences in expected mean scores resulting from the
analyses of test given iii 194)6 arc particularly
worthy of note. Four of the differences were statistically
significant at the .05 lcvell eight were not, Six of the
differ lines were positive and hence indicated

,Sttlitenh, Of the more traditional curriculums;
six of the dilfcretncs were negative and henCe indicated

lot ode ILI,' of I hu newer turri,;(11:1,tts dace
the dill( -crises aaire small .11 points or less on the
t'ollcge Board sim only .1 third of the difh tent
'N) re statistically significant. and s'i c the dill-4 rem cs

did not consistently favor one type of curriculum over
another (half of the differences favored the newer cur-
riculums and half favored the more traditional curric-
ulums 1, it was concluded that the three 1966 science
Achievement Tests as a whole were not markedly biased
toward students of the more traditional and against.
students of the newer curriculte as in high school science,
or vice versa.

hnpact of lit rr physics curriculums

The development of a new physics course by the
Physical Science Study Committee had an immediate
effect on the College Board's Achievement Testing
/.rogram. Ferris (1962, p. 113-1141 reports that, "Those
of us who had been involved in the development of the
rssc course were convinced that its content was so
different from that of traditionally taught physics
courses at the high school level that students electing to
take the College Board Physics Achievement 'Pest
would be at a distinct disadvantage because of differ-
ince:: in emphasis and substantive course content."
Accordingly the College Board authorized a study of
the performance of rssc students on the Physics Test.

In March 1958 the first group of rssc students took a
conventional College Board Achievement Test in
Physics. This group received lower scores than would
have been predicted from their scores on the sAT. The
inference was made that the Conventional College
Board Physics Achievement v.Ts not an adequate
measure of achievement in a rssc physics course. The
Board's committee on examinations then authorized
the construction of a special rssc Physics At hievement
Test. 'Che Pssc Physics Test, were c nstructed and
offered in March of 1959, 1960, 1961. Some indica-
tion can be obtained from Ferris' (1960) article :Test-
io g for Physics Achievement," of the principles and
practices employed in the development of a physics test
for a Physical Sciences Slaty' Commit tee Plo -its c)11.1r.,0.

The rssc' Physics rresIS provided psychometrically
adequate measmes of ;teliievement in rssc courses but
111CSI. tests raised two tiw problems. One problem was
that of the comparability of scores [ruin I he rssc' and
the tonventional physics tests. Tile other problem was
that of coni,,,:iun.,,iusing students to take the inappro-
priate examination. In order to eliminate the problems
related to the separate test situation, the College Board
Committee of Examiners in Physics determiood to pre-
pare 41 single (CA that W4)11111 be a ppro) riito for students
in both the ssc and conventional courses.

Fr-loft 19621 discusses the steps taken by the
Committee of Examiners in Physics in developing a
single physics test for hoth physics courses. Physics
Test had been evolving steadily, helOre the rssc curricu-
lum tais introduced. in the direction of increas,,,I cm-
plan-is on . questions w Hell not only asked shout
important phy sics oneupts but also attempted to
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evaluate students' mastery of important science abili-
ties: the ability to identify Ihe key question in a problem
situation, the ability to screen hypotheses, the ability
to select approprit-....f experimental procedures, and the
ability to draw just Cicel conclusions ..." (Fortiori, 1962,
p.19.) The committee members proceeded to accelerate
this evolutionary pat tern by writing sets of quest irms
based on some situations involving concepts taught in
all physics courses and other situations involving con-
cepts less widely !aught. The situations for less familiar
concepts contained enough information to allow able
physics students to answer the questions. A total of 160
items were tried out in 20 secondary schools, half of
them teaching conventional physics and half rssc
courses. An experiment al test of 65 hems was assembled
using the pretest results to obtain questions of about
the same difficulty for students in both courses. In
order to obtain a large enough group of items, some
questions were included that %% -re more difficult for one
group, but these were balanced by other items more
difficult for the second group.

The 65-item experimental physics test was given in
30 schools shortly after the March 1960 administ rat icai
of the College Board tests. Half of the schools offered
conventional physics courses and the other half rssc
courses The results from this experimental administra-
tion indicated that the single physics test was appro-
priate in content and difficulty level for both groups of
students. Comparisons were made of the scores of stu-
dents who took the experimental test and either the
conventional or the rssc Ce'lege Board Pitysir 's Test in
March 1960. High correlations were obtained bet%% Cell
scores on the conventional test and the experimental
test and between scores on the rssc test and the ex-
rerimen tal lest.

Separate correlations were also obtained for each
school between scores on the experimental I:2st or one of
the CtrIlege Board Physics Tests and scores on midterm
examinations given by the schools. All three tests
proved to be equally effective as predictors of midterm
grades, and the coefficients obtained Wt:rt, as high as
the reported for other physics tests in current use.
These confirmed the cinutnittxv members'
_lodgments that the experimental test would he as ap-
propriate a measure rrf the type of achievement they
considered important in high school physics:is the exist-
ing Cullege Board Physics Tests,

In on additional analysis of the experimental physic,:
!cst, also reported in Forma 11!162', the experimental
physics test was reprinted with a new 1131110, SLATICI..!
Aptitude nnittini:Icroi to a group of 31)0
chemistry student: %%Ito had not taken physic: 'rho
nican score pt ;Ind pliv.dcs stadents from coniparanle
schools was considerably higher than the mean score
Of the r heinkt ry students, indicating that the experi-
mental test measured something more than gem rat
sc fence aptitude.

ja;

niffcre n1 cognitive approaches

Heath (1964) repots on a study of the relationship
between physics cufriculunis and performance on vari-
ot s tests, using data collected (1, ring the 1961-62 school
year. Thirt., raodeltoly selected PSSC teachers and 49
control teachers two cluster samples for Heath's
study. Each elustec' was comprised of students taught
by a single teacher. Among the tests that were admin-
istered to both the rssc acrd the conventional classes
there the Cooperative Physics Test, Form '1:: the rssc
Special Comprehensive Physics Examination; and
'Fliurstone's Concealed Figures Test (a "cognitive style"
test).

A substantial correlation (r ,.55.; was found between
sco l-s on the Concealed Figures Test and scores on the
rssc examination for the rssc group, while no correla-
tion rr. -..011 was found between scores on these tests for
the conventionally taught group. The correlations be-
tween the Concealed Figures Test and the Cooperative
Physics Test were .60 for the ,:ssc group and .37 for the
r.onventionally taught group. Although the correlations
found by Heath must be interpreted with caution
(since they represent. the relationship between class
means rather than between individual scores), there are,
apparently, real differences between the groups in these
correlations that may have implications for those who
construct and those who use achievement tests in
physics. One question that ;17,0r.: is whether a single
lest like the Coop2rative Test, or any test that
foiled to respond to tile phir, lives of both curriculums,
%you'd be appropriate for comparing He performance of
These two groups. The continuing attention of the
College Board and r:.ts to the absolute and relalivo
performance of candidates from different curriculums on
the College Board Physics Test is witness to the con-
cern +hat continues in this ea and is reflected in the
program of continuing studies described in the section
on curriculum bias in Chapb r 111. In addition to regu-
larly conducted analyses of coVdr;,111C0 that are based
on the test resubs students fn '11 the various curri-
culum pproaelics. separate item ;roalyses are carried
out for each mew torn of eta la r.Ci,n,tr ticvemetil. Test
to provide feedback tor 11., professional test develop-
ment staff members and ultimately for the committees
of coatent .specialkts %, rr gem Tate and review test
specifications and items.

Aci111,1111,111° err cHuriislr.l

A ceraip chemists organitr -tiler the name of the
Chemical Bond .% pproaeli Project tar %vorkeif with
Ic ai hers of dtrini:try high sc Fool college
!eve] in ir.-oilticing n new high school chemistry 4:1.,LINt.'
which lSni 111 Ili i!, -0. In SCI'll'11111l'r 1961) a
sound new 111,.11 rc lu col ( i111-Inv rcirse intro-

di- 111,11)i.....t1 .ti ion NI. 6 vial
Study Lin ]%I Study .Peens lout note- that .1 -frost

r
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Table 6.1

Relatire achheem-nt of the Cal, CHEM, and
control groups on three tats in ehethi8try

No. of
arrows

'lean
SCOre

On SCAT

.Iona wore
on (7ooporntioo
(To orislro Tot

11C011 Cet,r1" nn
Itot rfcsigoot

for rrdch daily

CHEM Study Group 87 37.0 31.9 25.7 (et-41 i Study Final)

Control Group A
for CHEM 30 37.0 37.7 13.1 (cttEm Study Final)

CBA Group 69 38.0 34.3 25.8 (cBA Final)

Control Group B
for CI-3A 55 37.9 38.1 15.6 (cBA Final)

scholastic aptitude test given to all clam Study stu-
dents before thev took their first course achievement
test indicated that about th-ec-fourthsof thoomm Study
students Were above the 75th percentile for the twelfth
grade national norms group. The remaining one-fourth
of the students ranged down to somewhat below the
mean. The CHEM Study group was clearly composed of
quite able students. Achievement testing durmg 1961-62
indicated that both ctim.4 Study and cBA students were
attaining course objectives reasonably well. An answer
was sought, however, to the question of the relative
performance of students from the new courses on the
content of the traditional course. Consequently, in a
study conducted by Heath and Stickel' (1963) a
Fat aple of teachers from the CHEM Study courses, from
the ca courses, and from control (conventional)
courses were asked to participate in a research study.
All students took sCAT at the beginning of the school
year and two specified course examinations near the
end of the year. CHA and cut.m Study students took
their own course examination and an examination from
a conventional course. Students in two control groups
took their ovn course examination and either a cutAst
Study or a v as examination. The :esti' ts of this testing
are summarized in Table 6.1, taken from Ileato and
Stickel' (1963).

Since there was almost no difference between the
groups oil the SCAT ,e0reS, t of cuv,a. imIce %vas not
deemed necessary, and direct emmiarison of unadjusted
criterion scores was made. The CIIA :Hid CHEM Study
groups scored significantly higher on the test designed
for their courses and significantly leNer on the test
designed for traditional 1.1./k1r,CS Ih.tn CCIrrl'ilnding
(WiltOl groups Malt. hid on g..ographic region, com-
munity size, and sex of teach( r. Heath and Stickel' note
the dear evidence for a differeave in course content

l3U

across tho three curriculum approaches but point out
that their results are only a first approach to assessment
of the high school chemistry curriculum.

Culrcr Military Academy: A case study

A dramatic example of the problem of evaluating
achievement test scores earned by groups following new
curriculum approaches is available in a report by
Stickel' (1965) on the performance of Culver Military
Academy students on the College Board Chemistry
Achievement Test. Culver Military Academy intro-
duced clit-Ixt Study in all cI.ietnistry courses in the fall of
1961. At the May 1962 administration of the College
13oard Chemist rt Test the Culver students attained a
mean score of 481, which represented a drop of 72
points from the mean score of 553 attained by Culver
chemist ry students :11 the previous Mat administration
in 1961. A study. initiated by ETS in cooperation with
('ulcer Academy, involved a i eXMHITVT inoll of the rela-
tive performance of Culver Academy students during
the period 1960-63 on the verbal and mathematical
mx.iions of the SAT, the College Board Chemistry
Achievement Test, and the College Board English
Coim,osition Test. After adjusting for differences on
verbal and mathematical scores, ,.ignificant increase
in Chemistry Achievement Test scores was found be-
tween 1960 (Ind 1961 (both traditional years). and be-
tween 1962 and 1963 (both CHEM Study years,, while a
significant decrease was found between the combined
1960 and 1961 means and the combined 1962 ,tad 1963
means. No changes were 11.iVet? in the adit/AVII
fur the 1:11070.1 TCA over the four -year
I (venal.

The data for differences among students from differ-
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cot curriculum approaches on the Chemistry Achieve-
ment Test showed that the amount of disadvantage for
the CHEM Study group was about 40 points at the time
(1901 -62) the Culver Academy students switched to the
new curriculum. As Slicked points out in his report, the
decrease in test scores from the time that chemistry
was taught conventionally to the time that CHEM Study
was introduced could have been due to the inadequate
representation of citEm Study material in the test. On
the other hand, it may just as well have been due to the
newness of the course and to the fact that it may not
have been taught effectively at the outset.

A look okad

It seems appropriate, during this time when there are
major upheavals in educational philosophy and prac-

lice, to look to the future when there will he additional
developments on the American social and educational
scene. Some of these developments will represent minor
changes with litoiled impact. Others will be major ones
that will have a wide and lasting influence. In order to
keep abreast of - hes0 developments and to maintain the
role of the Colle,4.e Board tests as a principal instrilinent
of access to higher education, the Board will continue
to expand and revise its testing programs in both the
aptitude. and the achievement areas. The possibility
that particular subgroups of students may be disadvan-
taged by tine format and content of College Br ard tests
will always be undo-- consideration. Special studies will
continue to be amduc fed, each designed to answer a
question of impart:ince to the educational community
and each enlisting the resources of the educational com-
munity. The types of studies summarized in this chapter
can be considered models for the kinds of studies that
will be needed in the future.
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